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RULES AND REGULATIONS
Passed at Four Special General Meetings of the Members, held

at 27, Hurley Street, W., on February 7 and April 3, 1876,

on January 6, 1879, and on December 6, 1886.

OBJECTS AND CONSTITUTION.

This Association is called the " Musical Association " and
is formed for the investigation and discussion of subjects con-

nected with the Art, Science, and History of Music ; and is

intended to be similar in its organisation to existing Learned
Societies.

It is not intended that the Association shall give concerts,

or undertake any publications other than those of their own
Proceedings, or the Papers read at their Meetings.

MEMBERS.
The Association shall consist of practical and theoretical

musicians, as well as those whose researches have been
directed to the science of acoustics, the history of the art, or

other kindred subjects.

Any person desirous of being admitted into the Association

must be proposed by two members. Foreigners resident

abroad and distinguished in the Art, Science, or Literature of

Music, may be nominated by the Council for election lis

Honorary Members of the Association.

Elections will take place by ballot of the members present

at any of the ordinary meetings, and one adverse vote in four

shall exclude.

No newly elected member shall be entitled to attend the

meetings until the annual subscription be paid.

SUBSCRIPTION.

The annual subscription to the Association is one guinea,

which shall become due on the 1st of November in each year.

Any member may, upon or at any time after election,

become a life member of the Association by payment of a
composition of £so 10s. in lieu of future annual subscriptions,

but m addition to a::y annual subscription pnjvmash- paid or

due from such member. Such sums shall from time to time
be invested in legal security in the names of Trustees, to be
appointed by the Council.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS* V

Should members desire to withdraw from the Association,
they should give notice to the Hon. Sec. on or before the
31st of October.

An ordinary meeting shall be held on the first Monday in

every month, from November to June inclusive, at 5 P.M.,

when, after the despatch of ordinary business, Papers will be
read and discussed.

An annual general meeting of members only shall be held
at 4 p.m. on the last Monday in October, to receive and
deliberate on the Report of the Council, and to elect the

Council and officers for the ensuing year.

Special general meetings may be summoned whenever the

Council may consider it necessary ; and they shall be at all

times bound to do so on receiving a requisition in writing
from five members, specifying the nature of the business to be
transacted. At least one week's notice of such special

meeting shall be given by circular to every member, and ten

members present at any general meeting shall constitute

Every member shall have the privilege of introducing one
visitor at the ordinary meetings, on writing the name in a
booli provided for that purpose, or sending a written order.

COMMUNICATIONS.

Papers proposed to be read at the meetings may treat of

any subject connected with the Art, Science, or History of

Music, Acoustics, and other kindred subjects.

Papers will be received from or through any member of the

Experiments and performances may be introduced, when
limited to the illustration of the Paper read.

All communications read will become thenceforth the pro-

perty of the Association (unless there shall have been some
previous arrangements to the contrary), and the Council may
publish the same in any way and at any time they may think

REPORTS.

A Report of the Proceedings of the Association, including
the Papers read or abstracts of the same, and abstracts of the

Discussions, shall be printed and distributed to the members
as soon as possible after the end of each session.

This Report will be arranged and edited by the Honorary
Secretary, under the direction of the Council.



RULES AND REGULATIONS.

COUNCIL AND OFFICERS.

The management of the affairs of the Association shall be
vested in a Council, to be elected by ballot at the general

meeting of the members on the last Monday in October.
The Council shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents,

and ten ordinary members of the Association.

The Honorary Secretary of the Association shall be ex officio

an ordinary member of Council.

The President, Vice-Presidents, Auditors, and five ordinary
members of the Council shall retire every year, but shall be
eligible for re-election.

At the annual general meeting in October, the Council shall

present a balloting list, showing the names of the persons
whom they propose for the offices of President, Vice-Pre-
sidents, and ordinary members of Council for the ensuing
year. A copy of this list shall be given to each member
present.

In voting, each member may erase any name or names
from the balloting list, and may substitute the name or names
of any other person or persons whom he considers eligible for

each respective office; but the number of names on the list,

after such erasure or substitution, must not exceed the number
to be elected to the respective offices as above enumerated.
Those lists which do not accord with these directions shall

be rejected.

The Chairman of the meeting shall cause the balloting

papers to be collected, and after they have been examined by
himself anil two scnitinc:c:"s, to Ik: appointed by the members,
he shall report to the meeting the result of such examination,
and shall then destiny the hallo! itv,' papi-rs. Auditors shall

be appointed at the annual general meeting by the members,
and the statement of accounts shall be sent by the Treasurer
to the Auditors, and be remitted by them to the Secretary in

time to enable the Council to judge of the prospects of the

Association, and to prepare their report in accordance
therewith.

The Council and officers shall meet as often as the business
of the Association may rtf|tiii'fc. and at every meeting three
members of Council shall constitute a quorum.

ENACTMENT OR ALTERATION OF RULES
AND REGULATIONS.

No rules and regulations can be enacted, altered, or re-

scinded, except at a special meeting of members summoned
for the express purpose, the summons stating distinctly ant!

fully the matter to be brought under consideration.
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MUSICAL ASSOCIATION.
THIRTEENTH SESSION. 1886-87.

REPORT.

The Annual General Meeting of the Musical Association was

held at No. 27, Harley Street, W., on Monday, October 31,

1887 :

Major G. A. Crawford in the Chair.

The following Report of tin Council was read by Ike Hon. Secnlary :—

In accordance with the Rules of the Musical Association

the Council presents to the Members its Annual Report of the

eighteenth session.

During its course the usual series of eight Meetings lias

been held and Papers have been read by Emil Behnkc, Esq.,

W. de M. Sergison, Esq., J. S. Curwen, Esq., Dr. Charles

Pearce, Edmund Whomes, Esq., A. C. White, Esq., E. J.
Breakspeare, Esq., and Mrs. Watts Hughes.
These papers have been printed and published, and a copy

has bei.:i forwarded to each Member.
The Balance Sheet, duly audited, lies upon the table for

inspection. The Council is glad to be able to announce that,

as was anticipated las', year, there is a sufficiently large

balance to warrant a further purchase of stock to the value of

/"ISO, which has accordingly beer, ordered by the Council.*

This will now make a total of £350 invested funds.

are outstanding— in several eases disc for a considerable time

* This has been carried out and was reported to ihe General Meeting.
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and expense are inevitable.

After the close of the session, a Prospectus of the

Association was printed, and a number of copies sent to each
liianlx'r, In this was included :i complete list of the Papers

that have been read before the Association, from its founda-

tion until the present time. The Council congratulates the

Association on having been the means of contributing so

important and valuable an addition to the Musical literature

of the time as is contained in these papers ; and is confident

that its usefulness will be largely enhanced in the future if

member:: ivill do their uUuol;: to make the Association and its

work more widely known. Members desiring lo have copies

of the Prospectus for distribution ea:i be supplied with the::!

on application to the Assistant Secretary.

In accordance with the Rules, five Ordinary Members of

Council retire : Messrs. Barry, Cummings, Prendergast,

Prout, and Southgate. These gentlemen are eligible for

rejection, but members are again reminded of their right to

nominate other gentlemen to serve on the Council.

The Council regrets to announce the resignation by
Mr. Stanley Lucas of the offices of Honorary Secretary and
Trustee.
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November 7, 1887.

D. J. BLAIKLEY, Esq.,

In the Chair,

ON MUSICAL BEATS AND THEIR RELATION

TO CONSONANCE AND DISSONANCE."

By James Hkffernan, H.M. Inland Revenue,

When two musical tones nearly, but not quite, in unison are
sounded together we hear an alternate increase and diminu-
tion of sound, and the tones arc said to beat with each other.

The beats are caused by the alternate coincidence and
interference of two systems of sonorous waves generated by
bodies vibrating at different rates. The coincidence is felt

as a reinforcement of the sound due to the coalescence of

sound waves, and the interference as a silence due to the
destructive effect of sound waves on each other. According
to the generally accepted rule, the number of beats in a
second is always equal to the difference between the vibration

numbers of the sounding bodies. We shall have to take
exception to this rule hereafter ; but for the present we will

use the term calculated beats to express the number of beats
in a second which it gives for any interval. As it is received
by physicists, the above rule does not imply that the beats

can always be heard. Circumstances, as we shall see, may
render them quite inaudible.

* Read by Mr. Baker, Assistant Secretary, in the unavoidable absence of
the Author.



Musical Beats.

Subjoined is a key to the musical notation we intend to

use, as well as a table of absolute pitches for the once-

accented octave:

—

"IT IT e f g a b "
k

It will be seen that c' corresponds to the middle C of the

piano. The octave commencing with c' is called the once-
accented octave, that commencing with c" the twice-accented

octave, and so on. Going down the scale w have tlic small-

octave c to b, and the great-octave C to B. Sounds still

lower in pitch are distinguished by C,, D„ E,, &c.
Taking c' as produced by 264 complete vibrations in a

second (Sche;bler's pitch), the following table gives the
rates of vibration of all the notes from c' to c" :

—

c' d' e' V g- a' b' c"

264, 297, 330, 352, 396, 440, 495, 528.

To render beats audible. Professor Tyndall uses two
singing flames. He starts with two such flames singing in

unison and enclosed by tubes cr'tiic s,i:nc length. P.y means
of a telescopic slider he increases the length of one of the
tubes, ;uid thus ai;:s:s a lowering of the pitch of lis flame,
which is at once, rendered sensible by the occurrence of slow
beats. He lengthens still further the same tube, and the
beating becomes quicker, and going on thus lie produces such
a rapid succession of beats that we recognise them as the
cause of the sensation known as dissonance in music.
Suppose the unisonant flames sang the note c" of 528
vibrations; by lengthening one of the tubes until the pitch
of its flame was lowered to b\ the interval between the
sounding flames would be a natural semitone, and there
would be heard 33 beats in a second. If the same
tube were still further lengthened until its sound descended to
a', there would he an interval of a minor thiid hut ween the
singing flames, and the 83 beats which ought to be
generated would become inaudible, and we would hear in
their stead the imperfect, but still pleasing, harmony of the
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Musical Beats. 3

minor third. Here the question at once arises, what has
become of the beats ?

Before entering into the explanation of this phenomenon,
given by Helmholtz, we will examine a scale with two
accidentals (d? and e?) interposed by ciiiiipitriii^ each of the

succeeding notes with the tonic. Such a scale is

C (dV) d' (ef) e' f g' a' b' c"

264, 285,^ 207, 316*, 330, 352, 396, 440, 495, 528.

When each succeeding note is sounded with the tonic

there must be generated, according to the usual rule for their

calculation, a constantly increasing number of beats as is

shown in the following table :

—

Dissonances (
c ' d[> ' Semilone "&^WS** - 264)assonances

1 c , d , Tone (Second) 33 =(297 -264)

c' e'7' Minor third S 2 t = (i l(l i
" 2(H)

c' e' Major third C6 =(330 - 264)
Consonances - c' f Fourth 88 =(352 -

264J
c' g' Fifth 132 =(396 • 264)
c' a' Major sixth 176 =(440 - 264)

Dissonance c' b' Major seventh 231 =(495 • 264)

Consonance c' c" Octave 264 =(528 - 264)

Here for the sake of simplicity we ascend the scale from c'

instead of descending from c" as in the experiments of

Tyndall. The intervals given above are all more or less

consonant, except the major and minor second, and the

major seventh ; but at present we will confine our attention

to those intervals occurring within the compass of a minor
third. Any ear educated in passing from slow to quick heats
can recognise the separate beats which cause the dissonance
of c' dp' and c' d'. Advancing farther up the scale we find

that the roughness of c' dfr' and c' d' disappear, when c' and
el»' are sounded together, and that these notes blend into

the imperfect, but yet very pleasing, consonance of a minor
third. And the question arises again—What has become of
the beats?
Looking at our last table we must conclude at once

that although dissonance is due to rapid audible beats, the
number of calculated beats is no guide to its existence ; for

if dissonance increased with the number of the calculated

beats, each interval after c' dY ought to be more dissonant

than the previous one, which is far from being the case. On
the other hand, it might be inferred that in passing from
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Musical Beats.

the grating dissonance of c' d|»' with 31 beats, to the
milder dissonance of c' d' with 33 beats, and thence
to the consonance c' et' with 52 beats, that the beats
cerise to be distinguishable by the ear on account of their

increased rapidity, and that the roughness of the semitone is

thus much smoothened in the interval of a tone, and
disappears altogether in the minor third. This view is

partially adopted by Helmholtz, who seems to believe that,

in passing from c' dP' to c' d', and thence t« c' e?', the
gradual disappearance of dissonance is partly caused by the
increased rapidity of the beats, and partly by the increased
width of the interval. He says ("Sensation of Tone," p. 260):
" The roughness of a combination of two tones depends then,

in a compound manner, on the magnitude of the interval and
the number of beats produced in a second."
This statement is very vague. As a matter of fact, the

question that requires to be solved is: Why are certain

widths of interval consonant and certain others dissonant?
And to tell us that it depends partly on the magnitude of the
interval and partly on the number of beats produced is not

a satisfactory answer; inasmuch as the first part of this

Statement is a mere repetition of a known fact recited in the
question, find (lie second p;irl is rendered dtmbiiid by (he

investigations of Helmholtz himself, who shows that the

roughness of the interval b'° c™ with 132 beats in a second
is discernible by the car. Moreover, it must be remembered
that the increased width of interval, and the increased
number of calculated beats, stand to each other in the
relation of cause and effect, and it is hard to understand how
the increased width of interval can help to disguise from the

ear the physical effect of its own offspring

—

i.e., the increased

number ofbeats.
Evidently this explanation of the inaudibility of the beats

in the interval of the minor third fails to satisfy Helmholtz
himself, for he starts his celebrated hypothesis concerning
the function of Corti's fibres in the ear, which hypothesis we
will now examine.

Corti's organ seems to be a musical instrument having about

3,000 fibres or strings of different pitches. These, by their

sympathetic vibrations, are supposed to be the means by
which sound waves are transmitted to the nerves, and
ihri!ii;;!i the nerves to the brain. When a note is sounded in

the atmosphere it is supposed that tiie Corti's fibre of like

pitch vibrates with it sympathetically, and thus reveals its

pitch to the brain. This view of the functions of Corti's

organ is that generally received by acousticians, and no
one can be accused of too great credulity in giving it

The hypothesis of Helmholtz, however, makes greater
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demands on our powers of belief. Not being quite satisfied

With the explanation, that as the interval widened to a uiitmi-

third the ear failed to hear beats on account of their increased
rapidity, he propounds the following hypothesis: "Beats in

the ear can only exist when two tones are sufficiently near in

the scale to set the same elastic appendages of the nerves in

sympathetic vibration at the same time. When the two
tones arc too far apart " (as in the interval of a minor third)
" the vibrations excited by both of them at once in Corti's

organs are too weak to admit of their boats being sensibly
felt " (" Sensation of Tone," page 260). The illustration of
this hypothesis given by I lelmholtz is. that as two agitated
tuning-forks, of nearly the same pitch, can make a string,

whose pitch is intermediate between those of the forks,

vibrate sympathetically with their heals, so, when two
musical sounds produce beats, tluise beats are propagated
to a Corti's fibre of intermediate pitch, which vibrates
sympathelieally with them. If the pitches of the tuning-
forks are too wide apart, they will not excite a string of
intermediate pitch to sympathy with their beats ; and so,

when there are sounded together notes with a sufficiently

wide interval, such as c' and el?', the intermediate Corti's

fibre fails to respond to their beats, which are therefore

unheard.
This hypothesis stands the test of experiment as long as

the generating tones arc nearly 1?/ the same pitch. But let us
take two tuning-forks which vibrate respectively c' and d',

and perform the following experiment on the violin or
sonometer. With the violin, tune the third or D string

accurately to dfc>', and mark how a paper rider placed on this

string is unhorsed by sympathetic vibration, when the
agitated dp' fork is placed on the belly of the violin. The
•it ri :iff being yet tuned to dp' (which il will be noted is of

pitch intermediate to those of the c' and d' forks), and the

paper rider again mounted, let the two forks vibrating
lespeclively c' and d' be vigorously agitated and placed on
the belly of the violin. The string of intermediate pitch

(d?') responds but very feebly to the forks, as is shown by a

slight fluttering of the paper-rider, while the ear hears the
vigorous beats or dissonance of the c' and d' forks. It is

impossible to believe that such a feeble response on the part

of an intermediate Corti's fibre in the ear, as that of the

intermediate string in this experiment to the forks, would
cause such a strong sensation of dissonance as is felt when
the c' and d' forks are sounded together.

But apart from the results of the above experiment, the
hypothesis of the function ascribed to Corti's organ refutes

itself. For if we take the interval b' c" on the piano or

organ we find it a grating dissonance, The same interval
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an octave higher b" c'" is still harsh but less so than b' c".

And yet an octave hi;;he[ when toe notes !>'" c"" are sounded
the dissonance is barely perceptible, the width of the interval

being the same in these three cases. Now il tin.: hypothesis
Concerning Corti's organ was correct, tile intermediate fibre

ought lu make us as sensible of the beats of the tippet as well

as of those of the low er part of the scale, provided the width of
the interval remained tile same. But we have just seen how
a dissonant interval becomes less and less harsh as we take
it octaves higher— and this fact is incompatible with the
truth of the hypothesis. Helmholtz points this out and
says :—" As the same intervals diminish in roughness as we
ascend the scale and increase in roughness as we descend,
wo must cither assume that the damping power of Corti's

organs of higher pitch is Jess than that of those of deeper
pitch, or else that the discrimination of the more rapid beats
meets with certain hindrances in the nature of the sensation

itself " (" Sensation of Tone," page 261). And he adds, " At
present I see :to way o: deciding between these two supposi-

tions." And we may fairly presume that no one ever can
decide between them, and that scientists will he compelled to

reject tin; In -net husk- altogether as not borne out ;>v experi-

ment and inconsistent with itself.

We shall now refer to the explanation given by Helmholtz
of dissonances occur:

-

; n;; bevond lee interval of a minor
third. He says, " The beats produced by two simple tones
conld ouiy arise when the two given tones made a relatively

small interva'j with each other. . . . The beats heard when
two generating notes are more than a minor third apart arise

from upper partial tones (over-tones) and combinational
tones" ." Sensation of 'rone," page 272). Here we have an
assertion, the importance of which there can be no mistak-

ing, for it ascribes all dissonances occurring beyond the

limits of a minor third to over-tones or to combinal toil-tones,

lli-toie c\a:;iinir.g tins stall nicnt we would remark that a
theory which gi\e.s one explanation of dissonances occur-

ring within, and another of those occurring beyond a minor
third, cannot commend itself to musicians who have always
treated both concords and disci,ids as Laving a fundamental
existence— !,<:., hcim; independent of such accidents as over-

tones. On the face of it, it is an incongruous theory of
dissonances, and we do not believe it will bear strict

investigation.

Looking back to the table given at page 3, we see that the

interval c', b' (major seventh) is a dissonance. Helmholtz
disn:'.ot:y asserts that this is due to the fact that c' gives c"
as its first over-tone, and thai the dissonance is caused by
the beating of this c" with b', between which sounds the
interval is of course a semitone. This can be easily dis-
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proved by taking a tuning-fork lhal ;;ives <:' and .mother
that gives b', and when both are agitated, holding them over
resonant jars of proper lengths, thus producing c' and b' as
simple tones. There is no cfmuci; of over-tones lifting heard
here, and yet the ear marks a dissonance almost as great as

when the stems of the forks arc placed on a sounding hoard.

We say almost as great, for though the dissonance of the
simple tones is unmistakable, it is not so grating as when the
forks are permitted to send forth over-tones, and still less

grating than that of c' b' on the violin and piano, which are

rich in over-tones.

Another experiment which will prove that the beats

occurring beyond the interval of a minor third are not due
to over-tones. Take two tuning-forks, vibrating respectively

c' and c". Let c" be loaded with a little wax and'sounded
with c'. Beats will be plainly heard. If now we take two
resonant jars with air columns of proper length to resound
to the fork c' and to the c" lowered in pitch, we shall hear,

when the forks are agitated over such columns, exactly the

same number of beats in a second as the two forks gave on a

sounding board. In this experiment beats are produced by
simple tones that are not alone more than a minor third, but
nearly an octave apart.

But it may yet be said that the beats heard in this last

experiment, as v.vil ;is those c.f (lie dissonaiieo c' b' in simple
tones, are caused by combinaticu-tones. This explanation is

actually given by Professor Sedley Taylor in "Sound and
Music." Now, aocordisii.' to the received theory of combina-
tion-tones, in order that such tones should have a physical

existence it is necessarv thai Lhc penerat.ir.e; tones should he

of more than ordinary intensity or very loud. Therefore

these combinational-tones have no physical existence when
the generating tones are of moderate loudness. But in the

two experiment:; described above .the dissonance or beats can
be heard when the simple tones are played ever so softly,

that is, when combinational-tones cannot influence the

results. From these considerations we believe we are

justified in thinking that all dissonances, no matter how wide
or how narro-.ii the interval, have n common muse ; and that

over-tones inertly intensify nil ilissuiin-utes, -a-hich have, none the

less, a fundamental existence.

We will now examine Helmholtz's explanation of the

consonance of two sounds. He says :
" The coincidence of the

two first upper partial-tones (over-tones) leads us to the

natural consonances of the octave and fifth (" Sensation of

Tone," page 276}. And he shows how the upper partials of

the oelave ;v.\A fifth coincide, and he thiss explains the con-

sonance of these intervals. Then he asserts " A consonance
has been characterised by the coincidences of the upper
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partial-tones (over-tones) " (" Sensation of Tone," page 281).

Now it cannot be denied that over-tones coincide in the

octave and fifth, but we do deny that these concords are

primarily due to over-tones. When forks vibrating c' and
c", or c' and g' are made to excite these sounds in the simple
tones of air columns, the ear recognises the consonances
without the aid of over-tones, which shows that the cause of

^efore'^xam'ining Helraholtz's explanation of the con-
sonance of three sounds we will attempt to answer the
question—Why in it liiat tho minllcr the numbers expressing

the rates of vibration of two musical sounds the more perfect

is the consonance ? We will take it for granted that all

consonances and dissonances have a fundamental cause; for

if any of the intervals given in the table at page 3 be heard
in simple tones, the consonance or dissonance can he marked
by the ear. We will also assume that rapid audible beats are

the cause of dissonance, and our task will be to explain why
beats are unheard in intervals whose ratio is expressed by
the smaller numbers.

If two systems of sound waves coincide during every
moment of time we hear unison. When the rate of vibra-

tion of one of the sounds is altered, interference or
destruction of sound takes place periodically. Hence a beat

is made up of (1) a coincidence or sweJmg of the sound, and

(2) an interference or destruction of sound. At the time of
toincRLunce I he two systems of waves reinforce each other,

and the ear hears the loud portion of a beat which is due to
the increased amplitude: of the w;:ve then inipmeenl on the

drum-skin. Then follows an interval of silence, during
which the drum-skin is not acted upon, and will therefore

come to a state of rest, unless it is striuk by a tieta coincidence

before its power of damping its own motion has had time to

assert itself. But if a new coincidence comes on before the
agitation of the membrane, produced by the previous co-
incidence, has had time to become damped, the ear will not
lie able to appreciate the interference that occurred in the
short time that elapsed between the two coincidences. And
as an interference is an essential part of a beat, it follows

that under the above circumstances the ear will fail to hear
beats, and will in fact hear only a scries of coincidences of

sound waves, which sensation is known by the name of con-
sonance. Consonance depends, therefore, on the interval of
time in which a coincidence of sound waves takes place.

The shorter the time that elapses between two coincidences
the more perfect the consonance, and as the time-fraction

increases we gradually arrive at dissonance. The following
table will illustrate our theory :—
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Here we have placed the musical intervals strictly in the

order of the time necessary in each case for a coincidence of

sound waves. In the octave, for instance, c" makes z,

while c' makes I vibration. But as c' makes x vibration in

the yja. part of a second, and c" completes two vibrations in

the same time, there must be a coincidence at the end of the

part of a second. And although there was an inter-

ference when half that time had elapsed, if the agitation of

the tympanic membrane due to the first coincidence lasts

during the of a second, the second coincidence comes on
and renews the agitation of the membrane and the ear has
no power of appreciating the intermediate silence or inter-

ference

—

i.e., has no power of hearing a beat. The same
reasoning applies to the other consonances. What is the

shortest period of time during which a coincidence must
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occur in order to prevent the car appreciating an interference,

is a question to which we will return.

The order of consonances given in our table is, we believe,

the order of their relative smoothness. An objection which
we anticipate on the part of musicians to our arrangement,
is that the major third is a smoother interval than the :u:ijor

sixth. So do these intervals sound, we believe, on instru-

ments with tempered scales ; but when justly intoned on the

violin the major sixth is decidedly nioie harmonious lh;m the

major third. It will also be noticed that we have ranked the

minor seventh either as a consonance or dissonance, this

interval being included under both brackets. That the
minoi seventh has been always classed as a dissonance by

than to the fact that if fs used as the inversion of the dis-

sonant niajot second
; and it sounds almost as smoothly on

Ihe violin as the minor third, which is always ranked as a
consonance. The position given to the minor seventh m the

table is sr.jipoitt-d by the opinio:! of llctiuhoil ?., who savs

(
" Sensation of Tone," page 285) :

" The dissonance of the

minor seventh is still milder than that of the major second,

and hence lies on the very boundary between consonance
and dissonance."

Columns (3 1 and (4) in our table require no explanation,

The figures in column (5) n:e found by the rule usually given
for the calculation of beats referred to at page 1. We
believe this rule is not to be depended on, and that there is

sonic flaw in the premises of the mathematical reasoning on
u-bich it is based. It is not possible to test its correctness in

the interval c' b', where it gives 23 r beats in a second, as it

may be Maid that this number of beats is too great to be
estimated by the ear. Uut when wc take that interval two
octaves lower—viz., C B, the usual rule gives 57 beats in a
second, which are not too many to be appreciated by the

ear. Yet when we hear C B on the organ or harmonium
we can hear only about 8 beats in a second, and on the
h.i::Lio::iiitii we can 1vcoeji'.ise the S l"-a;s of the fundamental

tones as distinct from the confusion caused bv the beating

of over-tones. Again, in the interval C Fjf the usual rule

gives 17, while the ear can only hear about five beats in

a second. These two instances justify us in denying the
correctness of the usual rislu l'.s not verified by the sense of

hearing.*

It is vain 10 ascribe the audible beats in llio above instances id combi-

hau; no physical existence when the intervals are g,:ntiy sounded, and it is

thin :hc boats ai-^ most Jiitinco; audible. Moreover, if the audible beats

inaudibility of the beats calculated by the usual rule.
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The figures in column (6) are based upon the assumption
that there is ;i coiuiidenec {or loud portion of a heat) as
often as each note has performed an integral number of com-
plete vibrations, and that there is an interference when the
number of vibrations performed hy each sound does not
f'.iihl or closely approxiiua tc to :liese conditions. From this

assumption it follows that the vibration numbers divided by
the corresponding terms of the ratio, when these are small
numbers, give the number of coincidences in a second. It

must be admitted that this assumption is an arbitrary one,
and that it is entirely at variance with the received notion of
atmospheric coincidences, and all we claim for it is that it

explains so much in connection with our theory of consonance,
and is verified by the ear in every instance where that organ
can estimate the number of beats. It explains, for instance,

how the ear hears only 8 beats in a second in the interval

C E. It will be noticed that the numbers in column (6)

agree with those in column (5) only when the terms of the
ratio are consecutive whole numbers, and that the figures in

column (7) are derived from column (6).

But it may be said that the usual rule gives correct

results (as tested by experiment) when the vibration numbers
are those of sounds nearly iii unison. When two sounds,

one of 200 vibrations and the other of 203 vibrations are

played together, the ear hears 3 beats in a second. This can
also be explained on our as sun: pi io::. "While the lower sound
completed 1, the higher sound completed ijg, vibration, or
approximately 1 vibration. There is thus practically a co-

incidence every ^n of a second at the commencement, and
the coincidences gradually grow into interference in about

J of a second. After this the interferences become less

and less marked, until, when the lower sound had completed
66 vibrations, the higher one had executed = 66'go,

or very nearly 67 vibrations ; and there is practically a co-

incidence, as we have defined it, in about ^ of a second, which
accounts for the 3 beats that are heard.

As the lime-fraction in the table, "ru;e 9, becomes greater,

we find the consonances becoming less and less smooth, until

at last we arrive at c' d', where the time has increased to

jVof a second, which is the same as that for b' c". This
might seem to tell against our theory, as the semitone is

reputed to be a more dissonant interval than a tone. Such
is actually the fact when the intervals compared lie close

togethet on the scule. J3ut whin; wc descend nearly an octave
from the semitone b' c" to the tone c' d' wc find the interval

e' d' below as rough as b' c" above. Three semitone inter-

vals are given in our table with different fractions, which
show how the roughness of any interval is increased by taking
it lower down the scale, or how any given interval becomes
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smoother as wc ascend the scale. If the time-fraction were
calculated for intervals an octave wider than those given in

the table it would explain how the smoothness of some is

increased and of others decreased by the alteration in the

ratio.

We will now examine the explanation given by Helmholtz
of the consonance of three sounds. The notes of the major
triad c' e' g', and of the minor triad c' et>' g' are consonant
when taken in pairs, or when the three notes are played
together. As each triad contains the same intervals- viz..

a fifth, a major, and a minor third, Helmholtz's explanation
of tile consonance of two sounds as dependent on over-tones
fails to explain tilt; superior smoothness o( the major as com-
pared with the minor triad, and he is driven to account for it

by means of combination-tones. He says (
" Sensation of

Tone," paffe 526): 'The minor Iriad is decidedk less har-
monicas in consequence of the combinational-lones." This
is introducing 11 tu-iv cause of consonance, of which 110 men-
tion is made when only two sounds were involved. And it

is not likely to he correct, as the same cause which determined
the consonance of the notes taken in separate pairs ought to

account for the consonance of the three played together.

Moreover, it is inconsistent with the fact that the superior
smoothness of the major as compared with the minor triad

can be noted when the triads are played very softly-

—

i.e.,

when combination -tones have no physical existence.

The theory we have proposed explains the superior
smoothness of the triad c' e' g' as compared with c' ep' g'.

The notes of the major triad being in the ratio 4. : 5 : 6 it has
for its time-fraction 3Jf or of a second, and the minor
triad being in the ratio 10 : 12 : 15 has for its time-fraction

or of a second. These fractions of a second are

the times in which all the three sounds of each triad co-

incide; coincidences of the separate pairs occur, of course,

in shorter intervals.

We have proposed the theory that consonance depends
upon the rapidity with which coincidences strike the
tympanic membrane ; if the coincidences come on so rapidly

as to prevent the agitation of the membrane he com 111 1;

damped it is kept uniformly excited, and has no power of

appreciating interference which is essential to hearing a
beat. In the table (page 9) the last three consonances
coincide in of a second. They are not, however,
equally smooth on musical instruments, which is due to the
fact that over-tones tend much more to intensify any funda-
mental roughness in the minor sixth and seventh than the
over-tones of the minor third in that interval. They are,

however, all smooth enough in the once-accented octave to be
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classed as consonances. The next time-fraction is ^ of a
second, which is that of the dissonance c' d'. According to

our theory the cause of the consonance of c' el?' is that the
motion of tympanic membrane cannot have become sensibly
damped in of a second and is thus kept uniformly ex-

cited
;
whereas, in the case of c' d', the membrane has tome

to a state of rest in the of a second, and is thus inter-

mittently agitated by each coincidence which causes us to

become sensible to the beats or dissonance. The mean
between the fractions z

'

s and is about -,\
;

, and hence we
think there is reason to presume that the. dampiii;; power of

the tympanic membrane begins to assert itself sensibly after

the fa of a second has elapsed, and that two sounds will be
more or less consonant if they coincide in less than the fa
of a second, and more or less dissonant if they fail to
coincide withm that t;inc.

The above conclusion as to the damping power of the eat is,

of course, merely inferred fiom the consideration of where
consonance ended and dissonance began in the middle region

ot the scale. That this damping power :s wry great there

can be no doubt. For when a shake is rapidly executed
w ith c' and dS' on the piano, for instance, the agitation of

the mimhrar.tr must have subsided between e.ith note of

the shake— else, instead of hearing c' and dj' as sepaiate
sounds, we would hear their dissonance as if played together.

An experiment with a view to testing this power of the ear
would not seem to be impossible.
This conclusion as to the damping power of the ear receives

support from the researches of Helmholtz into the com-
mencement of pitch. " The sensation of musical tone begins

at about 30 vibrations in a second, but a determinate musical
pitch is not perceived until about 40 vibrations are per-

formed in a second " i" Sensation of Tone," page 266). When
the Clf of 33 vibrations, is played on the organ, a tremulous
buzzing sound is heard, and with a little attention the
separate pulses can be recognised as they reach the ear.

When wc ascend to E„ of 41J vibrations the separate pulses
can no longer be recognised, and the sound becomes Smooth
and continuous. We believe that the roughness of C[, which
performs each vibration in fa of a second, is due to the
fact that the drum-skin has become sensibly damped between
the arrival of each impulse, and has therefore to be re-ex-

cited. The fact that Ei, of 41 \ vibrations, gives a continuous
sensation, seems to show that within the fa of a second the
membrane has not become sensibly damped. The agreement
between these conclusions as to the damping power of the
ear and those drawn from considering where consonance
ended and dissonance began in the middle region of the scale,

"

is remarkable. We therefore propose the theory that the
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cause of Ihe commencement of pitch and of consonance is

the same— viz., that the damping power of the tympanic
membrane begins to assert itself sensibly in about of a
second. This would explain the roughness of the lower
notes of the scale when sounded separately. Going down
the scale from c' we cannot hear roughness in the small
octave, c' to c, nor yet in the great octave, c to C. After
passing this limit, however, the sounds successively become
rougher, until, when we reach C,, with 33 vibrations in a
second, the Separate shocks cijitmuinicated lo the tympanic
membrane are distinctly felt. Sounds lower than C, can
hardly he regarded as musical by themselves, although they
are used in conjunction will) those of higher jjilcJi.

We will now examine some objections to our theory of

consonance. The interval b'" c"" is slightly dissonant on
the oigan, notwithstanding that iis time- iiaction is T^ of

a second. That fraction, however, is derived from the ratio

15 ; ifj, and the tempered semitone on Ihe nn:;m is even still

more dissonant than the natural interval : 16. So we may
well question whether b'" c"" would be dissonant if

correctly intoned.
A more formidable objection is that of Helmholtz against

the theory of Euler, which seems at first sight to apply
against that now proposed

;
which, ii may be said, ''gives no

explanation of why a consonance slightly out of tunc sounds
almost as well as one justly tuned, although the numerical
ratio of the former is much more complicated." Let us take
two c" tuning-forks, one of which is slightly out of tune, and
note how manv beats they give in a second. Lei the c" fork

out of tune be then sounded with a fori; that gives a correct

c', and in this latter case the ear will hes

number of beats as in the former. If ii

are caused to set the air columns of resonant jars into

vibration, c' and c" out of lime in simple lores -jive the same
number of beats as c" and c" out of tune. This experiment
proves that two simple tones nearly, lint not quite in unison,
(r'r,-e with each, atiirr !hi siivic number of beats in a second as

either of them gives with the correctly tuned octave of the

other. These beats cannot be due to combination-tones, for

reasons given in foot-note, page 10. Let us now suppose
that the c" fork out of tune gave 527 vibrations in a second.

There would then be heard one heat in a second when the
c" out of tune was sounded with the c" of 52H vibrations, or,

with the c', of 264 vibrations. The ratio of c' to c" out of

tune would be 264; 57.7, from which we could derive no time-
fraction that would explain how c' and c" out of tune are
almost as consonant as c' and c".

To this we reply that a high ratio like 264 : 527 does not

give us an idea of the number of coincidences which take
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place in n second. We asv.;isied that a coincmicncc occurred
when each note had completed an integral number <i(

complete vibrations. Nuw when tin- fork r' has executed
cue vibration, the fork c" out ol tunc )>i-rf<i;itis iJJ-J
vibrations, or, approximately, two vibrations, and thtnr i*

then pr jc.tii ally .. loiih idetitc Again, when r' \m performed
two vibrations, c* out of tune has lione 3^;; vibrations, or,

appro s i;r nt el y. four vibrations. Then- is thus at the rum-
i;:<:iucmcut (factually a coincidence every

s l f of a second,

and the coincidences become less and le.ss perfect, until, when
c' lias performed 132 vibrations, they have been converted
into complete interference, after which there is less and less

i]i[i::fi:r('i:ct;, i::itil wt: have maximum coincidence a^ain when
c' has performed 26a and c" out of tunc 527 vibrations.

Here it is evident that the separate coincidences which
occurred at first, as well as the separate interferences into

which they imperceptibly grew, ct>ui,-sccd in order to make
the ear hear only one beat in a second. This explains how
only one beat is heard, when a c' of 204 and a c" of 527
vibrations arc sounded together, and thus accounts for their

almost perfect coaSDiianco.

We are unable to say whether the fifth gives similar

results to those obtained from mir last experiment— viz.,

whether two sounds nearly uiosi.uiaai gi ve w ith encli other
the same number of beats as either of them gives with the

correctly tuned fifth of the other. If experiment should
prove this to be true, it would be possible to show how the
ear is more sensitive to the octave being mis-tuned by one
vibration than to a fifth in like t:iitai instances.

In conclusion, we would remark that our theory of
consonance seems to have been formerly proposed in some
shape; for D'Alembert says in his "Elements of Music":
"Some ascribe the different degrees of pleasure which we
feel from chords to the more or less frequent coincidence of

vibration?;." In making the consonance of two sounds
dependent on over-tones, and that of three sounds on
combination-tones, Helmholtz seems to have followed Rameau
and D'Alembert on the one hand, who explained all con-
sonances by means of over-tones, and Tartini on the other,

who explained them by means of combination-tones. The
assumption (page n) as to the cause of coincidence is

arbitrary, and cannot be reconciled with our present notion of
atmospheric undulations; but it explains much, and is

verified by the ear in every instance where that organ is

capable of estimating the number of beats in a second,
while, on the other hand, the usual rule for calculating beats
gives false results in the case of such intervals as C B—i.e„

where the ratio is x : x + a and a is an integer greater than
unity.
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With regard to combination-tones, we believe that Thomas
Young's theory is the correct one. Rapid beats, " like

distinct puffs of air, communicate the idea of continued
sound; and this is the fundamental harmonic described by
Tartini" (Youngs Works, Vol. I., page 84). That com-
iitnatinn-toncs arise within the car itself has the strong

evidence of our sense of hearing in its favour. Tytidall says

that Helmholtz has disproved this by causing combination-
tones to beat with ordinary tones, thus showing that the

former have a physical existence independent of the human
ear. That is to say, c' (264) and g' (396) giving a combination-
tone of 132 vibrations could be made to beat once in a
second with a tone known to be produced by 133 vibrations.

Judging from the experiment with approximate octaves
described at page 14, there is strong reason for believing

that the one beat heard would be that given by the tone of

133 vibrations with the tone of 264 vibrations, and that the
combination-tone had nought to do with its audition.

We believe that the mode of calculating by subtraction

the number of vibrations, which would give rise to a tone
identical with the combination-tone heard, gives correct

results only when the ratio of the f^'Eiirralinj; tones is lhat of

two consecutive whole numbers. With c' (264) and g' (396)
on the harmonium, the writer can hear combination-tone

c {132) ; but with c' (264) and a' (440) he hears the
combination-tone F (88) and not f (176) which is usually

given in tables of combination-tones. This experience (if

verified hy other ears) would tend to show that the com-
bination-tone heard is always represented by unity as
compared with the ratio of the generating tones. In the case

cited above, c' and a' (3 : 5), the combination-tone heard by
the writer is represented by one instead of by two as given
in the tables of combination-tones usually given.

If our experience should prove correct to other ears,

the origin of combination- tones within the ear is easily

accounted for by the time-fraction theory. For c' (296) and
a' (440) have for time-fraction BV—i.e., coincide every ^th ot

a second. When they are played very loud the deviation of

the drum-skin from its normal position is so great as to

cause a sensation similar to that of a tone produced by
88 vibrations in a second. This leads at once to the inquiry

as to what amplitude is necessary to make audible to the

same ear a sound of lower as compared with one of higher

pitch—a part of our subject of which little or nothing seems
to be known.
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DISCUSSION.

The CHAIRMAN.—This paper that we have had the
pleasure of hearing is evidently the outcome of much
independent observation nil the part of Mr. I loffernan, and,
whatever may be our opinion of the results he has obtained
and [lie theories he has put foi th, we can all congnu ulatc

him upon his ssesl and his perseverance in bringing forward
SO many independent experiments anil considerations in

support of his theories. I feel sure we have all lislened to

the paper with much interest, and it will be our pleasing
duty to convey to him a vote of thanks. Although we have
but a small meeting I hope the members will be able to
offer some remarks and originate some discussion on this
very interesting, though intricate subject. A paper which
embraces such a wall.: field as tiiis one docs certainly has
disadvantages in She wav of leading to a discussion. 1

suppose most of us have felt that it is very difficult to offer

any remarks worth anything on the first hearing of a paper
like this, which requires verv careful consideration. One or
two points have occurred to me in listening to it, but rather
in the way of questions, which I should very much like to
have put to Mr. Heller nan, if lie had been present, with the
object of elucidating something further in respect to the
details of his experiments. He lias evidently made a great
many cxpeii men : s until tuning-forks, but he docs not tell lis

whether those tuning -forks weie the ordinary commercial
tuning-forks, or the large l;eaw iorks made on purpose lor

acoustical researches, and a great deal hinges on that. I

have used both myself a good deal. It is exceedingly difficult

to gel a pule tone iroi:'. the ordinary commercial forks, as we
may call them, which most of us have, and Mr. Heffernan's
experiments appear to be bused on the assumption that he did
not yet upper tones from the forks, whatever they were. With
respect to forks of slight thickness, such as those I call ordi-
nary commercial forks. 1 have obtained over-tones from such
forks. The 8th partial tone from the 4 -ft. C fork, a fork of 1 28
vibrations, was quite perceptible to the car, and without the
fork being strongly agitated, 1 used little conical paper resona-
tors, tuned to the different partials of the fork, and if you held
such a fork against such resonators in succession, corres-

ponding with the prime, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5II1, or 6th partials,

and so on, there is no difficulty in hearing the resonators
boom out the partial tone up to about the 5th or 6th directly

the stem of the fork is touched to the end of the resonator,

I lu; open mouth of ihe resonator being put towards the car.

I have heard the partial tones as high as the 8th from
a common fork of 128 vibrations. Therefore, when any
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experiments are referred to based upon the assumption of the
purity of font of tuning-forks, oven when held over resonators.

I must say I am very doubtful myself as to whether pure
tones have been obtained. It is (juice possible tint none of

chose remarks apply particularly to M r. 1 lelTernan's researches.

Hi' may have used in every large beaw folks, and excited

them but very gently; in such a ease, no doubt, the partial*

do not come out with anything like the sa:ue slreng'.h, but

yet they do come out, and from a large Kcenig fork of 256
vibrations there is no difficulty whatever in obtaining the
octayc partial or over-tone when sounding it bis! very genllv.

I was nut able to follow exactly the remarks Mr. lleticman
makes about the calculated number of beats fading when you
come to certain parts of the scale. I think he speaks of the
interval between the S-ft. C and the B above.

Mr. Baker.— I think he says that in no instance do the
calculated beats afford a clue to the consonance or dissonance
of any interval. He gave the particular instance of the S-ft.

C to B as a case where the ear could hear beats, because
they were few in number.
The Chaiu.ua>;.— It is difficult to say exactly how much

ground Mr. Heffernan means to cover by that statement, but
I can only say as a matter of personal experience that I have
tuned harmoniums for Ihe purpose of standard pitch very
carefully, always by calculating the beats, checkmg the
vibtaticnis, and limine; I'.ot only by octaves and fifths in the
usual way, but by tuning the low notes even by the 8th, g(h,

and 12th partials, and so on ; and I have never had the
slightest reason to doubt the absolute correctness of the
theory of the calculated number of beats—the calculated
numbers give exactly the results one would expect. I am
not (juite alee to follow what Mr. llcHernar. endeavours to
maintain thete. Wills regard to the action <A Corti's fibres,

I am speaking only from memory, but I think Helmholtz
distinctly says that he does not consider his views and
theories "with respect to dissonance distinctly hinge upon the
generally accepted theory with regard to the office of Corti's

fibres. He considers that his theory holds mdepender.tk of
that, but that this action of Corti's fibres, as generally under-
stood, is a corroboration of his theory, although he does not
hind himself in any way to accept the absolute truth of the
details of the inihtence of Corti's fibres, and other details in

the anatomical construction of the ear. All that we have
heard with respect to the damping power of the ear is, 1

think, exceedingly interesting and suggestive. There was
only one thing occurred to me in connection with it, and that
is that supposing the damping power of the ear to range up
to about ^,th of a second, and that beats or vibrations of
simple tones, which recur at less intervals than that, recur in
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time to anticipate '.i-r. damping, I think the views expressed
by Mr. Ifeffernnn do not altogether account for tin; difference

of our appreciation of roughness in different parts of the
scale ; for it is evident to any ear that a difference of say 40
vibrations in the lower part of the scale produces a very
liilkrent ciliM't tn :i ili:i(-'i'iiri: ol .jo vibrations in tile upper
part. Mr. Heffernan enlarges on that in some respects, but
I do not think he fitted in his views with respect to the
damping of the car to that difference which undoubtedly
e\is;s li:--.v.-ce:i our appreciation of roughness in the lower
part of the scale anil ;n the upper for the same numlicr of

beats. Again, with reference to combinational-tones, and

that is an assumption or qualification winch admits of many
degrees. It depend:; entirely on what one considers loud. I

have certainly had no reason to doubt in many experiments
the production of combinational-tones from tones which in

the ordinary sense could not he considered loud— tones which
would not fill this room by any means, and would not be
considered loud in ordinary music, hut I have no doubt in

my own mind of the production uf combinational-tones from
such tones. It is just such points as that, on which everything
in the theory defends, which makes one regret so much that
Mr. Heffernan is not present, for he could no doubt have
enlightened as very greatly on the details of the experiments,
and we arc speaking very math in the dark on .some (if these

Mr. Squthgate.— I do not rise to offer any observations
on the paper, because it is evidently one of those pape;s
which we require to have before us, study very carefully,

and think over before either supporting or dissenting from

the theory ; but in the view I take of it, it all hangs upon the

question as to the damping power of the ear, and whether,
in certain cases, we are able to hear dissonances or beats
which in other cases we do not hear. If so, I would ask how
it is, supposing you tunc two strings which ought to be in

unison, just a (rifle out, but not sufficient to make one beat per
second, still the car certainly hears that dissonance very
distinctly. Why is it that in that case the ear does not damp,
and you are enabled to hear it, whereas in other cases w hich

Mr. Heffernan brings before us he accounts for not hearing

it by the fact that tin: ear docs damp. It is a great pity he
S

The Chairman.—I should hardly like to venture on an
answer as expressing what Mr. Heffernan's view might
possibly be. As you say, it is very much to be regretted

he is not able to be present.

Mr, Baker.—I think in the case mentioned by Mr. South-
gate Mr. Heffernan would say that he agrees with that,
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because, if wc suppose half-a-beat per second, there would
be one beat in two seconds ; and his argument is that you
can hear slow beats, but not quick ones. I think that would
be his answer.
The Chairman.—It is quite possible to hear a beat once in

twenty or thirty seconds.

Mr. Baker.—No doubt Mr. Heffernan would go with you.

and he argues that the- number of calculated, beats which is

obtained by subtracting the vibrations of one note from
those of another is no clue to consonance or dissonance,

which is due to the number of coincidences that occur.

For instance, in the interval c' to a?', the 158^ beats shown
in column five do not give any clue to the smoothness of

the interval, because there is more difference in the number
of vibrations there than in the discordant interval c' tod',
where there are u:ily 33 heats

;
but as c' completes 5 vibra-

tions, while a' flat completes 8, and as when that takes place

there is a coincidence, we have a beat, tun in the t villi patL

of a second, but in the 52nd part of a second. When we
come to the interval c' to d' there is a coincidence every 33rd
part of a second. Then he accounts for the difference m the

and dissonance, by the theory that the ear becomes sensibly
damped in about the |oth part of a second. That is what
1 glean from bavin;; looked over the paper previously.

Mr. Southgate.—I hardly know who advances the theory
that consonance and dissonance depend upon me precise

number of beats existing between them.
Mr, Baker.—According to the quotation in Mr. Hcffer-

nan's paper, Helmholtz says that roughness depends partly

on the size of the interval and partly on the number of beats.

The Chairman.—I think there is one point that must be
borne in mind in all experiments on this subject, and that is

that our perception of the coarseness of dissonance, and so
on, depends vastly on the miality oi tone. I think that fact

is the strongest argument in favour of Helmholt/'s theory
with regard to lite upper pallia!, 01 combinational tones, or

the effect Tf^duTona^ce.
G
Tf^you "take two^urtlng-forks,

giving the interval of, sav, a mistimed foiitth, and obtain

from ilium pi-rfeetlv simple tones, by striking Ilium very

weakly and holding them over resonators of a spherical
shape, thai will not give any resonance to Ihe octave or

twelfth ; it is exceedingly difficult to determine the justness

of the interval by hearing them together ; there is nothing in

the nature of a beat, and cars unaccustomed to such tones,

or only used to ihe ordinary ^ttai:ly of musical tones, feel it

very difficult to estimate the interval. On the other hand, if

you take tones of much greater strength and roughness than
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rily used in music, such as some of the strongest
tones of a reed harmonium, or Appunn's tonometer, ears
accustomed to the beautiful quality oi iniii' used in i 'rdiua ry
music have a difficulty in estimating the intervals when
dealing with tones foreign to their usual appreciation. An
immense deal turns on that.

Miss Prescott,—You mean that on a bad instrument even
a perfect concord will sound harsh ?

The Chairman.—Yes, on what may be called an extremely
rough instrument. Even a single note by itself may sound
rough owing to the beating of the upper partials.

Mr. Southgate.— It is more apparent in the harmonium
than any other instrument 1 know of, and more offensive.

The Chairman.—Yes.
Mr. H. Smith.— It is a curious fact— I do not know

whether it has been observed by anyone preset)! - bearing on
this physiological question, that if you take two tuning-forks
lulled to our leni pcrvd interval of a major third, and sound
them, if you hold them to the ear you distinctly recognise
(he roughness, but if you separate the forks, and hold one to
one ear and one to the other, all sense of roughness is gone.
I remember trying that experiment and showing it to Pro-
fessor Ouseley, who recognised the fad, ami Mr. Hliis also, su

that there is no doubt about it.

The Chairman.—That would rather be a proof of the
HelniholU tlieoi v with repaid to I he action on the individual
tin ", when you divide she action, and put one fork to each
ear, you lose a good deal of the sense of roughness.

Mr. Smith.—But wily docs it requite, the I wo eais to i;ive

that sense of roughness ? When you hear the two forks by
one ear. von recti;- nise il ; but if von separate the folks, and
hold one^to one ear and one to the other, although both are

Mr. Smith.— I do not see that Helmholtz's theory touches
it at all. There is some physiological cause for it. Whether
it is somelhing \n loo damping of (he ear or not I do not

know, but it is a very curious fact, and I have never heard
any explanation of it.

The Chairman.—If no other member has any remark to
offer we will conclude by proposing a vote of thanks to
Mr. 1 leifcrnan.

Mr. Li rTMiTON.— 1 shall be happy to second the motion.
The motion having been carried unanimously, Mr. South-

gate proposed a vote of thanks to the Chairman, which was
also carried unanimously.



December 4, 18S7.

C. A. BARRY, Esq., M.A.,

In the Chair.

ON THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ANCIENT
AND MODERN ART.

By J. F. Rowrotham.

Ladies and Gentlemen,—Before commencing this paper,
I must crave a certain latitude, if you will allow me, with
reference to the synopsis or resiimi 111 which I inl in uili.-d to

the Secretary aiid thence tu you I he substance of the lert-;re.

Tins statement was written somewhat hiiri:ed:y, ami 1

purpose, with your permission, to depart from it when I

think proper.
The main differences between ancient and modi rn an

seem .-.upcrnciaKy :o l:c in c ontradii t;i>r: rather than deiciop'

rr.cr.t. Most of u.it views, our tbcotics, our adiievements,
are diametrically opposed to those of precedent antiquity.
Therir is yet desire*! an epoch w-iii 11 s!;,hl eUcct an easy
reconeilMtio:! between the two. and show one as the natural,

if reactionary, maturity of the other.

And now to narrow down our theme from marpnlcrr,

generalities, let me say that by antiquity I will understand
Greek antiquity, which is both the most convenient and
the brightest focus wherein to observe the beatings of the

past, standing as the Greeks did in the position of heirs to

the older nations who preceded them, and anticipating by
their admirable precocity the er.tire art of the Koinans and
much of that of the middle ages, till in the latter the turning-

point came which marks the begir:;ini; of modern limes.

And first let us take the arts in general, and afterwai d that

of Music. And speaking first of Sen]- it lire, we shall find that

tile Greek thtorv and practice of the ai l was in trvciy respect

counter to our own. A Greek sculptor, spurning the
petty accuracy of exact likeness, sought only to exalt and
ennoble bv all means of imaeanai ion ami audacity the copy
from which he carved. He treated his model merely as a

suggestion, acting upon which he might realise the visions of

his fancy. lie made men into j;ods, and was never sn highly

flattered or, in the opinion of others, so justly praised, as
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when lie was commended for having vastly improved upon,
or, ti> put it bluntly, for having made a very inexact and
unfaithful copy of the model from which he moulded. But
we of modern times would .scarcely be disposed to bestow

We. weary of the eternal unnaturalness of ideal beauty.

The rows ami files of gods ami heroes in Greek galleries ail i id
most observers with the sense of monotony, and we turn with

a sense of relief to ! hose homelier and more truthful eastings

and carvings where we may see reproduced, with detailed

fidelity, the plain uiid unaltered facts and oiijeets which We
see, and as we see them, every day around us. Our artists

therefore work on an entirely different theory to those of the
Greeks. They are submissive observers and vassals of

nature : the Greeks were its haughtv and audacious tyrants

and conquerors. We have the humility of copyists and
imitators : they, the lofty self-confidence and independence of

inventors and projectors. Thus far, at least, in the bi;,[ury

of art, there has been mi attempt at reconciling the two
antagonistic positions. Into the causes, religious and
otherwise, that delay this reconciliation, I need not here

Turning next to Painting, let us see bow the matter stands
there. Not only our aims are different, but the very subjects
which we select for purposes of art are different likewise.

Speaking Inoadiy, 1 suppose you will go with me if I

hr.d the introduction of landscape into pictorial art as the

leading distinction between Greek painting and that of

to-day. Greek painting was coulined to ligures alone

;

modern painting (since its emancipation from the influence
of the Renaissance, which was merely an imitation of Greek
forms), modern painting, then, delights rather in the acces-

sories of figures, in the chamber that contains them, or the

landscape that surrounds them, and at least half of our
painters at the present day are engaged with landscapes
aione. How different the altitude of the two styles- between
that which fastened its gaze on man aione as the exclusive

object in naf me. and that which terns away its head from man,
and looks a:\vwhere else bat to him for forms of beauty. Nay,
even when the two join hands, and when the artists of to-day

concern themselves, like ihe Greeks did, with the pourtrayal
ofliuii-a-'. figures, the thing (hey choose for embodiment on
their canvas is lis entirely opposed, as was the former
diversity of subject we alluded to. For what they pride
themselves oe is a i-aslfcrly lelideling of the expression, to

adumbrate and suggest in the face some hidden working of
the soul. In other words, they delight in presenting man
and woman in their weaker moments, as the prey , ofsome
fleeting passion, or the victim of some passing thought,
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instead of in that serene and tranquil atmosphere of man-
hood, passionless, free from care, free from merriment,
undisturbed, and divine, which the Greeks always secured
by disregarding an:.: treat in;:; as secondary the face, and
expending,' almost [heir exclusive art in drawing the attention

of the onlooker to the. :orm. For 1. 1 1 form never idlers, and
is, so far as we poor creatures of a day can speak, cternai.

But the face betrays in its constant changes the vicissitudes

of our sorrows and our joys. Our artists pourtray the passive
and suffering man in their figures: the Greeks reveal him
immutable and serene. By contrast, then, our artists choose
the homelier and meaner part of man for their representation,

and their art itself is meaner and homelier. Trebly more so

is it in that second section of their endeavours, in landscapes
and in natural scenes, where they leave the king of creation
entirely, and content themselves in mapping out in humility
his property and domains. Here loo, then, is a diametrical
antagonism of spirits in ancient and modern art, as yet, like

the former, awaiting its reconciliation.

In the case of Music we shall find a strange inversion of
ail this, which exhibits indeed the i.idical antagonism of

ancient and modern i[u;te as strongly, vet reveals it working
in a new and entirely unexpected manner. If ancient
sculptots and ancient painters studied to set forth the
ennobling and divine elements in man, and we the truth-

fuller and humbler parts of him ; if they endeavoured to

transcend, outdo, and improve upon nature, and we to

depend upon and with una nil lit ions l:di:i;t y (0 copy from her ;

then do our musicians shake hands entirely with these
exponents of the other arts of antiquity and part company
and even rebel against the lineal ancestors and au;-ir:i(

founders of their own. To the Greek musician the highest

praise was (bat he bad adhered to the plain and unadorned
expression o: ids theme, and that the tones he invented as the

medium of its delivery were hut slightly idealised repetitions

of the actual tones which speech would have dictated, To
proceed beyond this, and introduce turns, runs, roulades, ar.d

the sweetness of catching melody, was condemned ;:s bad
and meret riotous style

;
while instrumental music, where the

musician was completely liberated from any consideration

of imitation of nature, was universally voted ' ear- tickling
"

and " twingle- 1wangle," and to the last was censured and
discouraged. Here is music in homespun, as some may well

consider it; and the surprising difference between such a
conception and our own will show us not only that we are in

complete antagonism to the ancient position, but also that in

contrast we are sustaining and developing the ideal

possibilities of the art, and they adhered to its lowlier and
even its servile realities.
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This then being the general distinction between ancient
and modern music, let us consider what broad differences

have been engendered as its consequence; and then let us
specify ami examine some minor and minuter differences,

which hcip to aiake Lbe breach wider still. The first broad
difference that was engendered bv the Greek attitude to

music was the close alliance of the art with poetry, so that
jic.id.-try and music were, in a manner, one, and the poet and
the musician were usually united in the same person. This
kept the music simple, but it also kept it chaste and pure.
I" very lone had its individual mean iug to ils oreato:-- -and
most naturally so, since it occurred to his mind simul-
taneously with the word it expressed. Can we imagine an
art so constructed ? There was the same double mental
picture to the poet - musician of those days as to the
dramatist who sees in his mind the actions and attitudes of

his characters all the time that he is penning the words that
they shall utter, and adds his exits and his stage directions

as part and parcel of the same mental effort which produces
the dialogue of the piny. I siibmit that this menial state of

the composer is entirely lost to general music nowadays.
The next great difference, in similarity of consequence,
heUvecn Greek music anil our own, was their unswerving
limitation of the means of art, in order to secure this

1 th s attitude of chastity,

W'hiie we heap ;oe;ethe: inslrimieim in prolusion, aad each
generation sees the orchestra larger

;
while the aim of our

singers is to extend their voices, and the aim of our
composers to multiply their effects, the ancient Greeks were
out: i ng ;he strings of the lyres which t>.ra::!nl tin: prescribed

and just indispensable number, curbing the vagaries of the
singers woo ventured lo add " nolo (o the usual compass of

siiu;:. a:al condemning, instead of welcoming, all novelties of

instrument and tune. The reason is obvious, for if music is

meiviy the idealised expression of language, beauty therein

is a thing one, simple, and unimprovable, which can alter as

little, as the ago--, wear on, as the tor.es oi" an orator in the
fourth century before Christ would differ from those of one in

[he nineteenth century after. It is owing to our totally

different conception of the art that the changes we see

around us have been.

But passing now from generalities of difference to par>

ticular and therefore :norc striding instances, let c.s go on to

enumerate the latter and sec in them the working of the

same principle. Perhaps, then, the most extraori.iin'.ry

difference between Greek art and our own is the fact that

the melody of music nowadays is. popularly speaking, in the

treble, while with the Greeks it was in the bass. The
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ordinary ear of to-day listens ever to the top part lor the

air, hut [he Greeks ever ] intend! to the I uttorti part of the

concord, and watched its workings as the speaking and
meaning portion of the music. This is a discrepancy of so
strange :m order that we may well pause in amazement before

it, as before something incredible and opposed to reason.

Yet there is no doubt of the fact. Tile express directions of the

Greek theorists are that the accompaniment should travel

above the air. "The march of the melody,'' we are told,

" ever lies in the lowest part of the concord." " The beauty
and purity of the music, which is the air," says another, " is

o in vi'-, eil in the ^ravi :l md :st : d if I lie ei iiit ei [.

so strong in influence to i:t lei ly iranr-form the music, [hat we
may well forefend any hasty or heedless criticism of Greek
musical art, as of an art which was the entire inversion of

our own. The vegetable creation bar- been described as [he

animal creation standing on ils liead ; and tif; less strong and
varied than the difference beLween the vegetable and animal
world seems the diffeiem-e between thai ancient music and
our modern. And now as to the general effect of this

strange inversion on the complexion of the music. We may
well admire how entirely it would sustain and secure that

very simplicity and primitive naivete of style which its

anthers set such store on, since even in our own elaborate
art of to-day, after centuries of alterations and development,

the bass is still slow, solemn, and severe. So that if we
made shift to invert our present way of writing and playing,

and turn it, literally speaking, upside down, we might find

that tilings had not altered after all so much as we might
otherwise imagine. With regard to the original cause of so

strange an arrangement, 1 would gladly have others instruct

me towards an accurate solution. Yet it seems, on the face

of the matter, most natural in the beginnings of things that

the melody should be in the lower part rather than in the

higher. For earlv stringed instruments, with their few and
high-pitched strings, would necessarily render their accom-
paniment above (he voice of tin; singer, or at least of any
male singer ;

and this habit of utterance would readily

commend itself to the sympathies of the Greeks, with whom
the whole field of public art was in the hands of men, and
the women, lit tie educated and poorly accomplished, were
confined to a seclusion resembling that of a Tmkish seraglio,

A further, and aimost as striking a di Morenoe between Greek
art and our own, lay in the preponderance which the play of

the rhythm assumed in the former compared ti) the feeble

rule it sustains in modern art. The plain, superficial reason

of such preponderance—irrespective of any deeper investi-

gation—lay in the intimate association of music in those days
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with language and dancing ; the first of which would lead t

the constant suggestion of easy varieties of rhythm, which w
forgot because no longer present to us, when we are cor

corned with instrumental mimic alone and the natural

inflections of words have ceased to breathe through the

sound; while danciiit; is plainly the e

kind's of rhythm, and most telling i

inslailed, as il was tht-ri. as (lie supreme spi.-ci.aoua r an 01

the day. In tins way the cultivation of rhvtiim was raised

loan almost inconceivable heiidit. and dilfeted so much in

its apprehension and practice from the modern method, that

if on general grounds we have formerly described Greek
music as the inversion of our own, then may we, in this

special province of music, employ the same expression again
Willi no less pertinent n-.iplica-.ion. When a modern com-
poser begins to write a piece, he starts by indicating at its

commencement '.he time in which its measures will be
moulded. This was entire:;,' impossible for a Greek composer
to do, since in the first twenty bars of his composition he
might well employ twenty different kinds of time. Time to

the Greek was no mere background of artistic effect, as a

painter might arrange, for instance, that his sky should be
blue, and then go on to concern himself with the main figures

of his picture. It was the sum and substance, the central

figure, the theme, if we may say so, of his entire endeavour.
He relied upon it totally for the success of his work, and in

this '.tin- he was never weary of exercising his genius in fertile

combination of old measures or in the invention of new ones.

To commence a piece in one time and pursue the same to its

close would have seemed as absurd to him as the repetition

of one bar of melody eteriiaijy to ::s, and quite as much out

of the question. Hut he played with bis rhythms, and pieced

one with the other to form his composition, as we do with (he

twelve notes of the scale, or with those collections of them
that we call phrases—and at the conclusion of bis work could
say, with as great con lideiiee, and, as il seems, with as great

jiiM id en lion as we can, 'I'll ere is in V art." 1 low strange to

find much, very much, indeed, almost ,di of our melodic form
anticipated in his tr.vthmic arc:: iiooture I Our fugues, which
lav out their subject and counter-subject, an;.: employ our art in

tilt; melodious weaving of the same and their perpetual re-

appearance as the groundwork of the composition, are

nothing new. nor do I hey date from that period of the middle
ages where Lheir origin is usually found, but were a beautiful

form of art discovered long before ;
since the Greeks in like

manner had their fugues fitted with subject and cov.nrer-

subject in evcrv respect The same, except that the ! wo subjects

were not heard together, owing to the inability of simul-

taneously combining different rhythms (which is obviously
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not present where melody is concerned) ; and in tile play and
tht: weaving and perpetual re-appearance of subject and
coiu:lei-sul>iect did tin: genius of the composition consist.

As little novel arc our sumua and symphony ['onus, which
layout their list of subjects and then proceed to a middle
period of variations and modulations 01; them, and conclude
with repeating the set of sul :jec I s thai tbcv (ipt.-r.td with ; for

this was the common form of the Greek Odes, which had
their strophe which j;:ivt; oul the t hemes : their I.;podc, which
modulated rhythmically on bints and fragments iron) them

;

and their anfislrophe, which exactly repeated I hi.- themes of

the original strophe. In a less developed sense this is

obviously the common Andante form too ; and here, too, the
Greeks were our anticipators. And in tins dominion and
supremacy of rhythm it is not hard to know that there were

incisive expression of sound, which have dropped into disuse
entirely since the spirit that begat them has departed. Out
oi manv, I n-.av incut inn two of the commonest ( ircok limes -

viz., Five-time with five .piavers m the bar. and Seven-time
with seven, both of which have been completely ignored in

modern centuries, though wonderful engines of effect. And
many more such things might be mentioned. Now in this

able province of the art, the Greeks were marvellously
working out :heir conception a:id theory of what music otifjht

to be-- that it should be kept close to nature and suffered as

little as possible to diverge from it ; for to allow the easy
and unhampered inflections of language to form the current

of sound, and to take as the cue of its workings and motions
the patter of dancing feet, is about as close an adhesion to

fact and nature as artist could ever make of art. It is the

veriest realism, and entirely opposed lo our principles and
notions on the matter, who in cultivating melody and
harmony are lifting music into regions as far above its com-
mon and patent connections as can weii lie imagined.

lint as sedulous as we are in cultivating these two depart-

ments of music, so were the Greeks indifferent to them (and
I may speak especially of melody, since of harmony there

shown most strikingly in relation to toeir modes, which seem
best to he regarded not as scales, but, if 1 shall not be mis-
understood, as tunes. Holding that tin- main object of their

art was the expression of the endlessness of rhythm, and
that by comparison the mere tones in which the rhythm was
uttered were of purely secondary importance, they found, or
received carelessly as an unexamined precept, that certain

runs of notes—as, a semitone here but not a semitone there,

two tones and then a semitone, or a semitone and then two
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tones—were expressive of certain feelings and moods of mind,
and SO long as they observed these traditional gradations it

tiiutleied link1 wha'. notes were used nr cow thev used (]i<_-m.

These were sufficient to secure the spirit and sentiment of
the piece, and all its pulsations, all its life lay in the glancing
play of tli. ' rhythm. In this way thev :uuus: took or borrowed
flu- tune of (heir piece U urn a soi i of gcnei nl vocabeiary, and
with tliis els the background of their picture sot to work on
the real business of the painting and drawing—indeed, the
parallel in cumjiictu between our method and theirs, though
each r\ac.tly the inverse of the oilier, For we ileal w ith our

rhythm as they dealt with their melody, and we with our
melody as (hey wr.h their rhythm. We agree before we stai I

what time our piece shall be in, and, this once settled, set to

work to weave and traffic with our melody. They agreed
before they started what melody their piece should be in,

and, this settled, began the play and traffic of their time.

Indeed, so nicely* adjusted is the contradiction, that our

respective habits of writing our musical thoughts hints as
much as this without further need of felling. For as we
commence our compositions by setting down the time of the

rhythm, so they theirs by setting down the mode of the
melody- m eacu case superscribing a background only.

Is not this a thorough inversion of nv.L.sies, which in every
way so contradict each other that the habitues of each, were
confronting possible, might well doubt whcdier the opposi'.e

style of art deserved the name of music at all. All the
elements of beauty and interest which the Greeks admired
are wauling in modern art; all those which we admire and
cultivate were wanting in the art of antiquity. Beautiful

melody, noble harmony, skilful modulation, contrapuntal
combination—the very points we select to commend and
admii e--a:i would ba\e fallen on deaf ears then, he-cause

opposed to every principle of a well-considered and elabo-

rated art. Nay, we may even go so far as to say that there
is not a fraction of our music thai would have escaped censure,
and universal censure would have brought m its train ridicule

and contempt. For let me take an imaginary piece of
modern music, sny a very simple one, such as an ordinary
wait?, and see how it would luivc been judged by a Creek
critic. And tirst, the indication of 3-4 time at the beginning
would have provoked the remark :

" Yon must bo very barren

of invention if you can content yourself with one time
throughout your piece. In a few bars it cannot fail to
become so monotonous that people will refuse to listen to it."

The second bar, let us say, consists of a dotted crotchet, a
quaver, and a crotchet. On this the critic would at once
have put his finger as containing a serious musical error.
" Dotted notes are not admissible in music," he would have
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raid, and very justly, " since the long note is to the short one
in the unmusical proportion of three to out—a thin;: which
never has been and never will be allowed." In the third bar
there is a rest :

" Rests are mean, vulgar, bad, and abomi-
nable ; no music has rests but the music of the gutter "—in

making which remark he would be merely echoing a trite

commonplace of theory. Next, the melody would trespass,

perhaps, beyond the hounds of an octave—and here would
lie. another unpn rdomd 'lc error. Next, there would be no
words to it—and therefore it would be meaningless jingle.

Am! lastly, the aceimi] suiililL-ut would be in the has- instead

of in the treble, and the melody in the treble, which ought
to have been in the bass—so that with so many hlemishes in

half-a-dozen bars we need not wonder that the hearing of
inch a p;ece would have been slopped at once.

With equal copiousness might we retaliate on the Greeks
— indeed, it is well that centuries separate men, or there

would be eternal fault -li tiding—but what we should par-
ticularly single out for objection beyond all special points of

difference would be the general immaturity, the primitive,

initiative, raw, crude, and undeveloped state of the art at

that time—for by all these terms have 1 heard Greek music
stigmatised— which would make ail serious criticism and even
fault-finding nugatory, as of a thing which wan so much ia

the state of infancy as scarcely to merit the attention, still

less the reprobation, of maiurcr men. " Greek music,'' says

a German critic, "was a wonderful child, but it (tied in its

cradle." This was certainly placing the period of its demise
exceedingly early. Another says: " Greek" music never passed
beyond the condition of boyhood. It has all the faults and
ail the charms of a wilful boy," In other words, they both
agree to say that it was immature, undeveloped, and tenta-

tive ; that it effected nothing, and for ali purposes of modern
consideration is entirely valueless, I.iul herein they err most
seriously and so do all who follow in their dictates. Greek
music was as matured a music as our own is. It was as
complete. It worked out its own perfection asconsmuinalciy
and as exhaust ivelv as our modern music is at pteseut doing.

That it appears alien to some and fails to command their

sympathy, i.-. due to the fact that its theory and the aim of all

its strivings was something different, in fact diametrically

opposite, to our own. That it seems childlike, young, and
even infantile to us of modern days, is due to the fact that
its theory was to attain beauty by means of simplicity; and
if such is the means deliberately employed to ilia: end, then

the greater the beauty, the more unadorned and unappaicllcd
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of simplicity—the forms of its temples being simply those of
the primitive log cabins of our race, whose wattled roofs and
props of tree trunks lire for ever in Doric stone, and yet are
nadiiy acknowledged as tlit: perfection of the world's arc hi-

tecture. And what Doric architecture is to the art of archi-
tecture, such is Greek music to the art of music—the
matured and perfected expression of music, on the one great
theory of a'Silietic effort, that perfection is to be obtained nor

by the lavish accumulation of ever fresh resources and the
redundancy of lu.variai: ei-, lint liy I lie chasten big, the restrain-

ing, the perpetual purifying and washing in many waters
pure of the simplest and most elementary means to the
attainment of beauty. And as the dewdrop may well be
acknowledged ci" greater lustre than the artfully cut and
polished diii:uo:id, and ice spring water sweeter to [lie taste

than the finest wine, so also must this theory of art be ad-
mitted quite an valid, quill' an seifq list] lied, i[ must he allowed
tn fulfil one hemisphere of artistic aspirations as complclelv
as our complex, elaborate musical art fills full another. Dor
compared to the severe Greek music and its companion,
Doric architecture, our present modern music resembles
Gothic architecture's luxuriance. One great expanse is it of
clustered pillars, mazy aisles, endlessness of arches, in-

numerable galleries, countless spires, unending buttresses,

mouldings, traceries, artistic glories in never-ceasing multi-

tude. Yet with all this, who would venture to say that the
Parthenon of Alliens is not as fine, as perfect, as matured a
work of man's imagining as is the luxuriant cathedral of
Cologne ?

Such then being the position and radical contrast of the

two arts, so that we cannot describe out as the maturity and
de\ elopmenl of the other, but each has worked out indepen-
dently its own peculiar theories, and completed without
reference to the other its own destinies, it behoves us then,
if we would aim at the perfection of our musical culture,

since there ale two worlds to know, not to rest content with
knowing one of them. As to the painter, the introduction to

a totally different order of art, even though it were merely
I 'Ibie.-so and Japanese painting, must necessarily be of extreme
value in suggesting new ideaM and extending his views on iu I

in genera! ; so to the musician, the introduction to a new world
of music entirely different in thought and manner from our
own. which is b\ no means odd., bizarre, grotesque, but even
at fust sight pun:, rational, and noliie, must in like manner
be of incalculable value, prolific in suggestion, pregnant
with many an artistic consequence. The passage to such a

knowledge may he foi bidding , its approaches difficult, and
the results to be acquired therefrom not sufficiently and
categorically plain, perhaps, to justify the time and, I
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will even say, the drudgery necessary to the attainment
of that knowledge. But such an objection lies at the
threshold of all things that are worth learning ; and were
children and youths the masters, it is certain that universal
stagnation would at once supervene. The drudgery which
attends the acquisition of Latin and Greek, for instance, is

so repellent and meaningless to the mind, that many turn

back in the darkness, without ever catching a glimpse of the

day that lies beyond. And drud^ei y no less irksome for a

result no less incomprehensible must attend the acquisition

of Greek music— tli at is, in the meantime and until mature
and influential 11m sic 1:111s, inasteiiaL; :dl i(s beautiful secrels,

give I he results ot' their researches ia a. ;i]ain ami eon venieat

form to the world of instruction. Thereat, ;he rigour of the

stii.lv iiuylil tie much alleviated, and Creek music might

take its place as the first, and, I will add, the better half of
musical education. And why should music hesitate in the

matter, or why should it lag behind all other arts and
culture in its actions, and maintain the unique position of

confining its studies exclusively to the present and the

modern ? When painters would learn how to paint they go
to Italy and study the antique, or pursue the same pre-

liminary studies under less favourable circumstances here.

With sculpture, it is the same. In literature and thought, it

is universally insisted on that o;:r first impressions should be

received from the ancients. The reason of this settled

practice is twofold ; partly because Greek art, Greek
literature (and equally true is it of Greek music) have
achieved the purest realisation of beauty, and it is well for

us to be familiarised with it; and partly that we may reap
the benefit of the contrast which an acquaintance with an
entirely different world and order of tilings alone can give
11s, when at last we turn round, our education completed, to

ga?.e on and to work in our own. Therefore to the artist,

kuvs Schiller, to the poet—and why not, I would add, to the
musician ?—if he is to reap to the full all the advantages
which sedate and experienced wisdom of training can give

him, " Let some beneficent deify snatch him when a babe
from the arms of his mother, and nurse him amid the

surroundings of a better time, that he may pass his noble
boyhood beneath a distant Grecian sky. And after such
probation only, let htm return to the bosom of his century."
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DISCUSSION.

Tub Chairman.—Ladies and gentlemen, I am sure you
will all agree with me that we, or at least most of us, have
heard a great deal to-day that we have not heard before,

and on these grounds we can only regard Mr. Rowbotham's
paper as a very interesting one, and one for which I may
call upon you to give him a very hearty vote of thanks. If

anyone has any points to discuss we shall be glad to hear
them.

Mr. Shedlock.— I think in the interesting lecture we have
just heard, in using the term Greek music the lecturer touches
on dangerous ground. There is a great deal of talk about
Greek music, but nothing of it is left ; and I was wondering
while listening to the paper what we should know of the

music of the present day, say from an article in the
Encyclopaedia, or from Mr. Banister's text book of music
(without the examples) r we should have a very imperfect

idea of it; and so it seems to me it is extremely difficult to

compare modern with ancient art. Mr. Rowbotham spoke
about the Greeks having a fugue form and a sonata form.
There was probably some correspondence to those forms
in their plays, and there is a strong connection between
poetry and music

; but I fancy it is a little misleading, for one
might almost have supposed we have examples of Greek
music in that form. If 1 understand Mr. Rowbotham
correctly, it was merely something in their poetry which
corresponds to what we have in our music. Then he spoke
about the melody being in the bass, whereas nowadays we have
it in the treble j but I think that would scarcely describe the

music of Beethoven, Schumann, or Wagner, although it is

true that in simple hymn tunes it is so.

Mr. Rowbotham.— I said popularly speaking.

Mr. Shedlock.— If we are speaking of modern art we
ought to take some of the best examples, and not only to

take the simplest form of modern music, say a street song or

a hymn tune. And it seems to me scarcely right to say that

our melody is in the top part. It was not so in the time of

Beethoven, and I think you can scarcely say it of Haydn's
symphonies, for you find the melody sometimes in [he middle
part and sometimes in the bass. Then again with regard to

rhythm, he compared our rhythm with the rhythm of the
Greeks, and said they had a great variety which is lacking
in modern music. He said we put the time signature at the
crmimeiicemi'iil ; hut that ti:in; s:j;i]at;ne is ;ml ;idh<'t-i.'d to,

except in the simplest cases, say in the case of a waltz or

hymn tune, or in a simple air. If you take Schumann's
music, for instance, or Wagner's, there is a time signature at
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the commencement, but that is only, if I understand it

rightly, for the convenience of the reader, and I have often
thought that many pieces of Schumann and Chopin would
be far easier to read ami to play without any time signalling

and without any bars, and so you would have quite

as much variety of rhythms as ever the Greeks had in their

poetry, especially in our modern music. Then, lastly, the
lecturer seemed to think it was good to look back on the
simplicity of Greek an. L am sure there is no one in this

room but would be pleased if we could look back and sec

something of Greek music, but then there is nothing left

except theoretical works, and except the three doubtful
hymns about the right reading of which there is considerable

difference of opinion.

Mr. C. E. Stephens.—The lecturer represented the time
of £ as having wholly died out in modern art, but 1 can recall

at this moment three pieces in which that time is put at the
signature and carried throughout. There is a pianoforte
Capriccio by Clementi, the slow introduction of which is

in J time ; there is the slow movement of a trio for the piano-

forte, violin, and cello, by Dalfc, in % time, and there is a well

known glee, I think by Michael Kelly, "Come stain your
cheek with nut or berry," which used to be sung in a drama
called " Kamah Droogh "

; there is also a piece in Gounod's
Opera "Mireille," alternating in \ and | time, which is

practically J, taken together.

Mr. Shedlock.—And there is a slow movement in the C
minor Sonata of Chopin.
Mr. H. F. Frost.—There is an instance in Wagner's

" Tristan."
Mr. Stephens.—Clementi was what might be termed a

stiff writer, very classical, and a strong adherent to form; I

cannot say that that slow movement of his reads to me
satisfactorily. To me the slow movement in the trio by
Balfe, a composition of his when very young, is the most
satisfactory specimen of this J time. Personally I cannot
regret that we have to a very great extent ignored such
times. In the three specimens named we find bars rhyth-
mically divisible into three parts followed by two, in com-
panionship with bars divisible into two parts followed by
three, and I find the result altogether unsatisfactory. How-
ever, I have thus mentioned some prominent instances in

modern music in which that time is adopted.
Dr. Vincent.—The lecturer has suggested a comparison

between the arts—between architecture, sculpture &c, and
musk. Now, it seems to me that that is an impossibility,

for music, as I understand it, is an entirely modern art, an
art which has not yet attained its maturity. In sculpture

it is necessary for the student to go to the ancient masters,

r> 2
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as in architecture- and painting, but music lias not yet attained

its maturity. Of course, if Greek music is an entirely

different art to what we now know, then there is another
side to the question altogether, but music cannot be com-
pared to the sister arts for the reason I have given. I quite

agree with Mr. Rowbotham in his idea of the times. I do
not think we can draw any argument at all from the excep-

tional examples that are quoted of time and rhythm, for of

time is placed at the beginning, although it may not be
adhered to strict iv, or may hi: broken by sync.-ipat ion—and
I hose bnakiiigs by syncopal ion are simply the exemptions

—

the time is kept to in the main.
Mr. Southgate.— I should like to say a few words on this

subject. Of course we have all heard with great interest, and
perhaps some surprise, the eulogies which Mr. Rowbotham
has passed on evidence musical art. I suppose he did this not

from imagination only, but that there was some basis for his

statements. 1 think, therefore, we may at least ask him
where the examples are to be found on which he has lavished

so much praise. To the number of little pieces in J time
thai Mr. Stephens has mentioned 1 can add one in ; which
reached me the other day. It occurs in 11 L'Encens Divin,"

a little harmonium book sent for review. There is a piece

in this collection by M. Mourlan, a short fugue, in which
everv alternate liar is in 4-litne, the next in J. i canned nay
the rhythm is effective, or the composition is a happy One.

Miss Prescott.—In taking the two together the result

would be seven crotchets.

Mr. Southgate.—Yes. With regard to the alteration:; of

time, and the very great variety wlu:'h Mr. Rowbotham has
told us was characteristic, of ( irei-k music rhythm, 1 would ask
how that is known ; whether we have anv evidence It) prove
this statement. Of course there are a few fragments said to

be Greek which have provoked considerable difference of

opinion as to their elucidation, but had their music any
bars ? if so, it is novel to rue. I always imagined then;
were no bars, and presumed that these were not used until

a much later period. Mr. Rowbotham spoke of some of the
music of to-day being almost in its boyhood. 1 must sav, on
the other hand, that the Greek music, so far as wc know it,

was music in its swaddling clothes, and very little else. Of
course there may be examples of music we do not know of,

which, if they exist, he will doubtless tell us of; we may
then form some idea as to the differences existing between
the ancient Greek music and our own.
Mr. Shedlock.—As there seems such interest in collecting

instances of music in J time, there is one bar of % added
in the Breitkopf and Haertel edition of Mendelssohn's
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" Rivulet," and, there are also some specimens in tlie

" Esquisses et Etudes rhythmiques " of Hiller.

The Chairman.—Yes; the late Dr. Fcrd. von Hiller's
" Rhythmical Studies," of which there are three or four books,
give instances of genuine J time as well as of almost every
possible combination of diverse rhythms, and are not only
very instructive, bi.Lt often of ki^h musical merit, Soiusj years
ago the late Prof. Moscheles showed me one of his albums
which contained a little piece in J time by Rossini, who
would perhaps be the lost person you would expect to go
out 0: his way and resort to such a trick. I have recently
iK.'frn reading tli rough a new opera, "The Barber of I lagdad,"

by Peter Cornelius, which has been a great success all over
( }er::iany, and it is full of J and \ time and other compound
rhythms, lint here the composer is careful to mark that it

is a compound rhythm which he employ? by indicating in

each bar of ;'; I itnc where the accent falls. And in rising \ time
he writes alternate bars of J and

J.
In the overture there

are to be found bars in %, J,
l
fl

a
, and one in '

B
a time, and this

without giving rise to any disturbing effect.

Mr. Stephens.—The difficulty in such a work as that
Capriccio of Clementi's that I referred to is that those bars
do not admit of being cut up into these divisions, one bar
will admit of being divided into two and three, and the next
into three and two, so that every here and there the ear, at

least my own, is offended by the contradiction of rhythm
which appears to have established itself previously.

Miss Prescott.— In fact, you want the even rhythm which
the Greeks did not like. You want regular rhythm.

Mr. E. F. Jacques.—It seems to me that we are mixing
up rhythm and time most unaccountably

;
surely some of us

are using the word time in one sense and some in another,
bei-awse il is possible for the time to be the same and yet the
rhythm to be quite different. The time is merely the thread,

so to speak, in our modern music, on which we hang the
rhythm.

Mr. Southgate.—That is exemplified in much of the
Hungarian music. There the time is kept, but the accent or

rhythm is entirely different to our own.
Mr. jAcguEs.—Was Mr. Rowbotham referring to time or

rhythm—to the metre or to the time ? That seems to me
very pertinent to the question. You see rhythm is very
loosely used in modern music. In an accurate sense it ought
to mean groups of bars. We all use it to mean metre.

Mr. Southgate.—With regard to Mr. Rowbotham's state-

ment as to the melody always being in the treble or upper
part, that is surely incorrect, so far as modern music goes.

Indeed, this feature of the theme being in any part of the

melodic scale dates from before our time. For instance, the
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bass airs which Mozart wroie for bass voices in his operas
are accompanied, as a rule, by elaborate and beautiful parts

up in the treble, or perhaps the alto or tenor range. The
melody is in the bass, nevertheless. There is another point

on which I would say a word. It seemed to me that one
cause of Mr. Rowbotham's praises of Greek music was on
account of its small size as it were, that is, its limited com-
pass ; the scale was so jealously restricted, he told us, that

they cut the strings of the lyre, taking away the upper notes,

so that it might still be confined lo but a few sounds. Surely
it ought not to be a matter of congratulation that the
resources of an art are limited ! but rather the reverse.

Miss Prescott.— It always seems to me that the real de-

scendant of Greek music in modern times is the recitative.

There you have nominally 4-time, but the length of the bar
varies with the accent of the words, and there, as in the

Greek music, every word goes to a note, and every note to

a word, according to its proper accent. In what is called

the dry recitative, there is not much melody. It is the

rhythm or the accent of the words which is the chief thing.

The Chaikman.—Does anybody else wish to make any re-

marks ? If not, I will call on Mr. liowhotham lo reply.

Mr. RowBOTHAM.—By the word rhythm, in its .special sense,

on* understands groups of bars arranged in phrases, and
rhythm is therein contrasted with metre. But rhythm, I

have always understood, and I think in the ordinary sense

is also used, as a general term, including both rhythm and
metre. We can freely talk of rhythm, and can denote
thereby either or both of their constituents. But when
any specific reference is necessary, then we must be more
precise in our terminology.

With regard to the materials for the study of Greek music,
that point seems to me to be the most noticeable which I

have to answer. Our materials arc practically infinite, and
by no means bounded by the three melodies to which
Mr. Shedlock alludes. The position I laid down was, that
Greek music was primarily concerned with rhythm to the
exclusion of melody. Rhythm can be embalmed in language,
whereas melody flies away. The soul of rhythm is m the

l:ni{,'i[i5^'e, Slid wc )i;>vc iinf;ndin[f examples oi it. We have :a

least t',vi.'iily-tiii;ht or thirty dramas. We have all the odes
that were used for dance and song, in precisely the same con-
dition that antiquity has left them. In the odes of Pindar and
Simonidcs we find those fugues I referred to. One has only
to look at the odes, and tick off the rhythm oneself; you see
the subjects in their repetition all displayed before you. As
to the form of the symphony which I mentioned, that is to

be found in precisely the same way. In the choral odes of
dance and tragedy you have the thing perfectly manifest to
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examination. It is not to those three samples of melody
that one must look. On the contrary, we may see how en-

tirely I he Greeks disrcjirudud [lie n'.elody, when shuy have only
handed down three melodies to us ; but, on the contrary, what
store they set 011 rhythm, when they have handed down
thousands of examples. The rhythm is so varied and
luxuriant that it is quite a sort of parallel to our melody.
If anybody will turn to the pages of Sophocles, or /Eschylus,

or Pindar, or any of the poets, he will sec that the music was
in the language. Where can we find Greek music, but in the
'.iui Linage, .since the two things were considured one ? Where
should we look for it ? We have nowhere to look but the
language. That is obvious. We should be looking in

entirely wrong quarters if we went elsewhere.

Mr. Southgate.—Can it be found and written down in

exact notation ? I use the word notation because, to the mind
of a musician, it conveys the idea of a precise representation
of the sounds we hear or talk about.

Mr. Rowbotham.—As to a musical notation for melody,
there certainly was such a thing. But it was not by any
means always employed. And in centuries of transcription

of manuscripts, it has almost entirely dropped out of sight.

But rhythm needs no notation, since its bars and phrases are
always manifest in the scanning of the words. Let us hold
to what we have, and to my position in my paper. I aban-
don melody as a purely subordinate thing in Greek music,
and seek not to restore what the Greeks themselves set so
little value on, I imagine that very often the singer was per-

mitted to extemporise the melody as he went along. I do not
say that was so, because we have no authority, but I think it

quite possible to make such an assumption. But in contrast
to this contempt of melody, the Greeks' attention to rhythm
was most painstaking and indefatigable. They were never
weary of ransacking all its resources, and the results are open
to examination at the present day,

Mr. Southgate.—All this is very intangible, I cannot
help thinking, if you were to put down in modern notation,

or sing this supposed music, and then were I to take the
same words to another gentleman equally learned, who
entertained your theory, that he would give a very different

musical result. There can be no exactitude about the process.

Mr. Jacques.—Mr. Rowbotham has given a large number
of these rhythms in the second volume of his masterly
" History of Music." Would they of necessity be read in the
same way by anybody else ?

Mr. Rowbotham.—Yes , because it is perfectly plain we
have the authorities as to how to read them. Anybody who
knows how to read Greek poetry can divide it off into its

phrases and bars.
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Mr. Soutijc-atk.— But mere phrases of connected words
and rhythmical divisions of metrical svllables do not

necessarily constitute music as we understand the term.

Miss Phescott.—May you not compare it to mtrlricrtl

poetry, that each syllable has a certain known value, longs

Mr. Rowhotham.—Yes, and of course these longs and

Miss PRBSCOTT.—By different grouping of the words.
Mr. Rowbotham.—Tiiere are fifty or one hundred different

kinds of bars, and those bars can all be combined into

phrases. You can produce all sorts of variety by the com-
bination of the bars. As to the Greek odes and plays, of

course if people do not know anything about Greek they

will not be able to understand how the bars arc divided.

But I do not know why any gentleman should get up in this

room and say to me that every scholar would divide his bars

and lines differently. It is plain that there is a recognised

method of division, which is evident even from the lines

themselves. If you look at a Greek ode printed in the
present year, and one printed in Venice in the sixteenth
century, you will find it arranged in the same manner.

Mr. Jacques.—That explains the objection that the rhythm
is intangible.

Mr. Rowbotham.—Yes.
Mr. Southgate.— It is not the rhythm, but the notes

supposed to aiise Iiuin l!h; rlivthi:: thai I say are intangible.

Mr. Ko\v:urni.\ 1 have nothing to say ,-iLout tilt: melody.
Mr. Southgate.— It is so many years since I studied

Greek that I am afraid I do not remember it very well, but I

will venture on the opening lines of Homer—

OHKujUttfr, i) pvpt 'Ayatolt SXye' fSijtE.

Now these words must be pronounced in very much the

same way and with the same swing by any half-dozen Greek
scholars. There are the lines, the scanning is easy, the
difficulty is as to the accompanying notes supposed to be
attached to the words. Do not let us confound mere
syllabic rhythm and accent with distinct melodic intervals.

Mr. Rowbotham tells us that anyone can find the Greek
music in their language. If so, I want to know exactly

what were the musical notes to which these lines were sung,

and also their precise time value.

Mr. Ro'.vjiOi'Ji.'.M.— I see your position. 1 thought you
mean; we: should diiii-r in our interpret;^ ion of Hie rhythm.
On that point I quite agree with you—that each man having
the rhythm would sing it to what sort of melody he thought

best. I daresay they all will differ, and the singers them-
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selves very likely may have differed from time to time. We
know ourselves that the early Italian Opera singers were
allowed to introduce all sorts of variations, and to vary the
songs very much, so that very little of the original often
remained.
Mr. Stephens.—That is quite true. Songs were written

so even by Rossini. He wrote for tin; purpose of allowing

his virtuoso singers to do as they pleased.

Mr. Rowbotham.—If we can once act rid of the idea that

melody really matters much, and confine our attention to the
words, we :;li;dl sec it is not important even if a few tones

had differed. Let us say that a dozen singers are supposed
to give a representation of this, let us say they all sing in the
same mode. Then there would be a certain common
character to their melody.
Mr. Stephens—'Hardly, I think.

Mr. Kowbo i-ham.—That is a point I do not want to press.

Mr. Stephens.— I thought the meeting wnv ; n 1 1 1 i r 1 •
j. this

point—that they would like you, if you could, to say if the

actual notes sung to these things are accessible, or whether
they are altogether lost.

Mr. Rowbotham.—They are altogether lost, the notes.

Mr. Stephens.—As you said, they did not take much heed
of melody as melody.

Mr. Rowbotham.—If our melody were lost the whole of
our music would be gone at once.

Mr. Jacques.— I need not remind you that the Greeks had
a notation for melody, but what would have been the use of
it if it were always extemporised?

Mr. Rowbotham.—I do not say it was always. That was
simply an idea 1 was throwing out. There were methods of

dots and letters which the composer could set above the
words, and he did sa. Of course, we have not any of the
original MSS. as written by the Ltagedians and poets them-
selves. We merely have copies that have been made in the
later centuries, and these omit all notation of melody.

Mr, Southgate.—In Hawkins's history I think there are
some hundreds of illustrations of the Greek notation, but no
example ot their music proper.

Mr. Rowbotham.—To my knowledge I am only acquainted
with three examples. I do not know that there are any

Dr. Vincent.—There are some passages in Hawkins's
history.

Mr. Rowbotham.—Those would take several pages. Two
of them are exceedingly long.

Mr. Southciate-.—Ahliougi: it hardly beats on the subject,

I may remark that the notation the Greeks used in all pro-
bability became the heritage of the Christian Church, and so
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was handed on. As you know, it is very difficult to translate

the ancient pneiimes. There is a book recently written by a

learned Benedictine of the Abbey of Solesmes, Father
Joseph Fothier, in which he maintains he has succei-ilw] in

deciphering the pnemnes. I take it they were in all proba-
bility descendants of the ancient Greek letters, so that those

who feel inclined to speculate on the subject might look at

this work with advantage.
Mr. Rowuotiiam.—In the third volume of my " History of

Music" there is an interpretation of all the pneumes—

a

subject to which 1 have devoted much research in Conti-
nental libraries. The statement that they are the descendants
of the old Greek letters is an entirely arbitrary one, and has
not the smallest foundation in fact.

Mr. Stephens.— I am sure we are all very much indebted
to Mr. Rowbotham for his very interesting paper, which will

certainly send us away thinking. We cannot but unite in

thanking him very sincerely.

The vote of thanks was passed unanimously.



January 2, 1888.

MAJOR CRAWFORD
In the Chain.

The following Paper, communicated by W. Macdonald
Smith, Esq., of Oporto,was read by T. L. Southgate, Esq.

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF PIANOFORTE PLAYING,
WITH A PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF A NEW
THEORY.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,—I stand before

you this afternoon mainly as the representative of someone
else, rather than the author and demonstrator of a theory of

my own connected with pianoforte playing. Mr. Macdonald
Smith, whose investigations and views on the subject I shall

endeavour to lay before you, resides at Oporto. He came to
England a few months ago furnished with a letter of intro-

duction to me, and requested that I would examine his

theory. Briefly, this deals with the classification and working
of the particular muscles we make use of in playing the
pianoforte ; and further, in the production of certain

apparatuses by which these muscles can be prepared for

their special work, and this with a considerable saving of
time compared to that usually consumed in this operation.

By my advice he brought his scheme in the notice of some of
our well-known London pianists. These gentlemen appear to

think favourably of his theory, and it is considered to be of
sufficient importance to justify its presentation for the
consideration of the Musical Association. I asked Mr. Smith
to write down his remarks on the whole subject ; these have
been put into the customary form of our papers. I am also

supplied with a set of the instruments he has invented for

carrying out the design advocated—a novelty of these is that

they give an audible signal when the precise work required
to be done has been accomplished. I shall therefore have
the honour of explaining and showing to you the action of

these mechanical aids for developing and strengthening the
muscles of the hand, and giving the fingers the necessary
rapidity.

I now proceed with the paper.
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In bringing before the
some considerations on t

it may be stated that thi

the special muscular mo
purpose, and secondly t

eating the hand, and rendering it fit for the work it has to

perform 0:1 the ijopulai instrument of our time. I have no
i 1 1 the

manifold details of all that is included under the general

term "expression," but purpose to dwell principally upon
the mechanic al necessities of the pianist, and then to offer a

few suggestions upon the way the best tonal effects are

produced, and the feasibility of the subtle ^radatior.s of
" touch " being acquired by iliose not naturally gifted with

them. Nature has not intended us to be pianoforte players

and nothing else, therefore the hands and lingers with which
v.-e art; endowed require .a long and intelligent training in order
to permit rhe.m to perform music written for the pianoforte

in a perfect way. Time is of vital importance in this matter.

I need not stay to point out to the members of the Association

the vast amount of time that is necessarily consumed in the
long process of rendering the fingers supple and strong. The
cleverest and most eager pupil, under the most experienced
of masters, must of necessity devote many, many hours of

precious time to this task. And even when proficiency is

attained, considerable daily practice is required i(> maintain
the high standard of execution that modern pianoforte music
demands from the performer.

Permit me to remark that this is pre-eminently a labour-
saving age. Time becomes more precious daily. The
thousands and thousands of various machines that we possess

amply prove how gladly we avail ourselves of time and
labour-saving appliances. I venture to think that if by
mechanical helps the labour of t;:c pianoforte student can be
spared, he not only economises his physical strength, but will

be enabled to save valuable time that can with signal
advantage be devoted to the completer development of the
intellectual side of pianoforte playing.

I shall preface the theory I have to submit to you with a

few remarks upon the hand.
This organ, important though it is, is not natural! 1.- suited

for playing the piano. The thumb is short ; with its lateral

movement it is certainly very convenient for playing
" scales," indeed, it is difficult to imagine how we could play
tLeiti without employing it. The other finders are all of

different lengths and of varying strengths ; owing to our
constant use for every day purposes of the first two, the
third and fourth are extremely weak. Add the fact that the
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thumb is never used for an " up and down " movement, except
in piano playing, and it will be perceived that we have an
irregular conciliation of finders which require a vast amount
of training before they can be made equal in strength, and
able to play a scale evenly.
Remarkable littleness of hand and finger from constant

exercise is well exemplified in the case of Indian artisans.

Sir Monier Williams, in his work on " Religious Thought
and Life in India," says :

" I'efhaps Lhe gient secret of * he

beauty of Indian art lies in the suppleness and flexibility

of Indian fingers, and the consequent delicacy of Indian
manipulation." Of course the constant use of the hands
and fingers in dexterous work for generations has had its

effect in rendering them so flexible. Sir Monier goes on to

say: "The hand of the commonest menial servant in an
Indian household is often as delicately formed as that of
the most refined aristocratic beauty at a European court.

. . . Wc must go to India for the best illustration

of the truth that the human hand is the most wonderful
of all machines. In Europe manufacture is no longer,

as it ought lo be, according to its Etymology, handwork,
But in India the hand is still the chief implement employed,
and a fervent hope may be expressed that no Kumpcan
machinery may soon take its place." . . .

" In the
manufacture of Decca muslin," he says, " the Hindu
artisan is absolutely unrivalled. With a loom of the simplest
construction, formed of a few rough sticks and reeds, he
produces something which no European machinery can
equal, for the mysteries of his craft " (and, we might add, the
inherited suppleness of finger and perfect development of

hand) "have been transmitted from father to son for

thousands of years."

With ourselves, after a few dozen generations of people
who do all their imii'.ufaoturi:!;; by machinery, whose women
no longer use (heii lingers ft it sewing, but knit and sew with
machines, i; is .-j-.iitc possible thai our hands will lost: '.heir

deftness, and degenerate into awkward appendages hardly

it may be noticed that few persons possess independent
control over the muscles of the arm, and feel a difficulty in

straightening it firmly without stiffening the wrist and tinkers.

To come to the anatomical side nl pianoforte, playing, ii.

should be noted t::at Nit: mir.'cuscnls of tin: fingers, hands, and
arms are cijcctiii by the s?tddi , n and rcguttiltd lor.lractir.ii of
certain muscles. These, in order to produce the rapid move-
ments required, must be used frequently and rapidly, or they

will become sluggish in obeying the will-power which causes
them to act. Suppose we take a short rapid succession of
notes forming what is called a scale. A good player can put
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his fingers down at the rate of sixteen successive and clear

notes in each second. A less proficient one can accomplish
perhaps twelve. But the latter can, in his mind, play twenty
notes a second, only it is of no good his willing to do this, for

the muscles of his fingers will not obey at that rate. It is true
that if hi: practises any difficult passage slowly for a number
of times he is soon able to play it at a much greater rate.

This law is, however, subject to what might lie termed an
inherent capacity for repetition. In the case of the muscles
being wanted to execute a certain succession of movements
which they have frequently done before, it is certain that
thesis will he niiloiiia- ically performed with much greater

rapidity than can a new succession of muscle movements.
For this mechanical and monotonous system of learning it is

Certainly desirable to substitute a more rational one, and thus
give the performer only a small fraction of the labour required
lor acquiring eMcru'ion by rote.

It must lie remembered that, qnic.lt as is thought, it does
not act upon the muscles instantaneously. The acts of

volition are first given from the brain to an automatic system
of nerve centres, these transmit the stimulus to the extensor
ami Rexor muscles of the fingers, causing them to contract,

but the process takes a perceptible time.

Each person has a certain writ-defined ' rate of finger
movement." This may be easily expressed by the number of

clear notes he can play in One second, so long as such notes

do not belong to a sequence which he has learned to play by
rote. A simple experiment seems to prove that the fingers

cannot be made to strike, either separately or together, faster

than at the rate of a certain number of notes per second.

This number varies with the individual, and may be increased

b_y exercise, but for a good pianist ought not to be less than

Experiments show that the shortest time in which one can
play the crotchets in the diagram, is also the

shortest time in which can be played the group of quavers
containing [he saint; notes. The ligaments and joints of the
hand must be loose and all the fingers reasonably strong and
equal in order to try this experiment satisfactorily. If a
mr-.'U-oiiome is used to increase gradually the tempo of playing
this passage, it will be found that the clearness of the
crotchets will become " blurred " at the same time as that of
the quavers. The crotchets must not be played from the
wrist, but with the fingers lifted well up—and the experiment
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will not answer for those who have practised much technique

in thirds. The rate of finger movement can only be increased

by taking each muscle separately and obliging it to contract
in a very short space of time. As an authority on technique

has said:—"The object of the gymnastics should be the
production of the greatest possible muscular contraction (or

extension) in the shortest possible space of time."
Only under the supervision of a careful and intelligent

teacher can a pupil acquire the indispensable habit of lifting

and depressing the fingers very rapidly. Most pupils are

taught to practise slowly at first, ana many never attain

the execution of rapid passages except " by rote." It is

difficult to obtain independent command over each and
every muscle. As it is a physiological rule that the function

of an organ increases with its use, it follows that by
exercising to its utmost degree the rapidity of nerve
transmission and muscular contraction, this rapidity will

soon be materially increased and the muscle developed.
Incidentally it may be remarked that although the muscles
of women are weaker, their finer nervous system gives them
more rapid control over them than takes place among the

There is no occasion to trouble you with long names and
descriptions of the muscles and hones of the hand. But it is

necessary to learn to appreciate certain essential facts. If

you look at this anatomical drawing it will be perceived that

each finger, including the thumb, lias a muscle to raise it and
another to depress it. If contracted both at the same lh-.m, the;

joint action of the two muscles, pulling the tendons along the
sides of the joints, keeps the finger stiff. When both are

released, the fingers are in a state of balance, perfectly loose

—

provided the cartilages are supple. The muscles which effect

this are attached to the bones of the forearm ; it is the tendons
only from them that pass through the wrist, and are inserted

in the joints of the fingers. There arc other muscles arising

from the elbow which are inserted in the hand at the wrist

and which raise the hand from the wrist-joint. A corres-

ponding set of muscles on the lower side depress the

hand. The thumb has special muscles to give i; the power
of "opposing" the fingers; in pianoforte playing, these
muscles are wanted for the "turning under." The arm
is furnished with many muscles which permit of its placing

the hand in any required position at the keyboard.
Very important for playing are the muscles of the hand,

by contracting which the fingers are moved laterally. These
are situated between the finders near their base, ;md arc

usually very weak, unless specially developed. Practically

they give the fingers the power of moving to the right notes.

I have given tin-, slight description of the muscles in order to
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point out some difficulties in playing. In the first place, a
student finds it almost impossible to contract the muscles of

his arm without at the same time stiffening his wrist and
ringers ; this is owing to the use he makes of these muscles
in ordinary avoalim^. Aimllici difhcmly in this : when (lie

hand is raised from the wrist, both the " wrist-muscle " and
all the finger muscles are employed to effect it. The wrist-

muscle sho:t!d be inde|je:ide]iLly under the command of the

performer, and in this operation, flu: finders ought to lit-.

I
..-

t fi-.:! iy fi re. Few :it;atn a good wrist action
; they do not

go t;i work llie right wav In strengthen and obtain indepen-

dent Command over it, and end by playing with stiff titers,
and often a stiff wrist. It is very necessary to overcome
this natural stiffness of the wrist. Some of the ligaments
of the hand are important in pianoforte playing. Those
at the base of the fingers, which prevent the latter from
opening widely, Lire a hindrance to rapid playing, and
require to be stretched. There is great inequality in the
development of the muscles of the various fingers; so it

is necessary that the weak muscles should be exercised

gymnastically, in order to bring them equal to the other
stronger ones.
As the result of observing the effect of the general system

of teaching, as carried out by the majority of pianoforte
professors, I beg to comment upon what appears to be a
fallacy with which beginners frequently commence their

curriculum. A child's fingers are weak—so weak that he
will use every subterfuge in order to employ any Other power
than that of his finger in striking a note. Frequently the

fourth finger is played by turning the hand half over and
using the weight of the arm, and the third finger invariably
brings one or two others with it, being incapable of

independent action. But the worst of all is the thumb;
this the child cannot possibly wield in anything like a
proper fashion. To play a note firmly with it, lie turns the
whole hand over, and uses the weight of the arm for a

decided "dig." lie has never before used his thumb in

the manner required to play a note— he has used it to grasp
things with, always opposing the face of the thumb in doing
so ; now he has to present the side of the thumb to the note.
In every movement he has hitherto made, it has heen the

muscle of the ball of the thumb he has used. This ought
only to be employed when turning the thumb under. Yet
he possesses a muscle which, if strong enough, would effect

the movement required with perfect ease. There are many
very good players who yet do not strike a note with Lhe

thumb whhoul bringing a little of the side action into play.
Allow me to give you an instance of what has been done

lately to prove that such difficulties are best overcome
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separately, and away from the piano. An experiment
was made lately in America by Mr. Richard Zwecker,
Principal of the Philadelphia Academy, and is mentioned
in an interesting pampiilei up-n " fin: Philosophy of the

Legato Touch," by Mr. James Brotherhood, inventor of the
" Technicon." Mr. Zwecker says, referring to an experiment
made with a young girl, twelve years of age, who had never

hi<< the /Mini .- "Sili- ;>Nn liscd fur I ,id months muter my
own supervision upon the hand gymnasium only, from one
half to a full hour eacli day. At the end of the two months
1 took her to one of my teachers in the prim.u y department,
asked her to cx.nmnr tins [ . ; 1 ]

j 1 1 ;u).l to tcoorl U. rue how .!„

compared with children of her age who had studied on the

piano alone. Mer ti (>. :"; \\ ,tr, that the <i:ii.vr.s <>(' this voting

girl were as far advanced as those of a pupil who had taken

pupil who had taken two years' lessous." The supervision
ot the principal in the use o( tin.- wrist gymnasium v.tis pc:h,ips

necessary in order to prevent the pupil using it wrongly,
though the time and labour saved was so great.

Mars, in Ins valuable work. "Music of the N me^ccr.th

Century," says: "I think it by no means necessary that
ail technical study should lie earned o:i al the instrument.

It is not practice nor persevering effort that is detrimental

to the sense for art ; on the contrary, in art, as everywhere,
labour and exertion increase and eievate both power and
zeal; whereas superficial and indolent habits will relax

and weaken them." Many professors agree that the
gymnastic apparatuses hitherto employed have been liable

to a certain wrong method of use. I venture to think a

want is felt of an apparatus in which the pupil, even if left

to use it by himself, can only exercise Ins muscles in the

right way.
It is said that Mozart, lii describing the gifts uecessaiy for

becoming a good pianoforte plover, pointed to his head, his

heart, and the tips of his lingers. My object is, if possible,

to render the said lips of the fingers capable of translating

every wish of the head or heart, and thai with as little labour
as possible. The pupil who has never used his wrist-muscle,

independently of his linger muscles, for moving his hand, in

attempting a free "wrist" action necessarily stiffens his

fingers, with the result that they cannot move freely. A
rapid passage in octaves is consequently an impossibility for

him. A difficulty with many young beginners is that of
keeping the fingers properly bent. The fingers naturally have
an inclination to assume that position in which they almost
constantly are

—

i.e., almost straight ; the balance of the

muscular power on either side and a certain stiffness of joint

are both causes of the difficulty of maintaining a bent
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position. But we might imitate for the correction of this

mistake the process of bending a wire. If I want to bend a

piece 'if sled win; into a circular shape, in order that it .shall

remain so when left to itself, I must first bend it into a much
smaller circle with the ends overlapping to ailow for the

rebound. Similarly, if the fingers wi.ro exercised for a little

while each day in bend almost do:i!)!c, I he difficult,y m
question would soon disappear; the extensor muscle would
he slightly stretched, and the joints rendered supple from the

mere mechanicai action of stretching the stiff cartilages

which maintain them in position. Every form of art must
tie accomplished without apparent effort; tins is true of

pianoforte plaving as it is of sir.e;iug or of painting. The
means must be hidden from view, and with a reserve in hand
of a greater power than the piece demands the production is

made facile and without apparent effort.

In introducing a new theory it is always as well to know
exactly what has been done before upon lines somewhat
similar. 1 believe Mr. Smiih is the first who has sejigeste; 1

:

the exercising of the individual muscles to make them
contract rapidly; but you are probably aware that mechanical
appliances, either attached li> the instrument or not, have
lieen devised from time lo lime : so far as these are known, 1

will endeavour to i;ive na netline of iheir principles.

Logier, whose name is inliinaroly associate;; with that of

the Cktmj-iatl inventi:;! by him, was perhaps the first who
drew attention to the advantage of mechanical aids. He
adapted parallel rails to the piano between which the wrist

was forced to move, without it being possible to lift it tip or

depress it. Then five-linger exercises were practised by
placing each finger in a vertical groove out of which it

could not move, so that the fault of striking the keys
obliquely was avoided. But the thumb could not be passed
under, so that the hand's sphere of action when in the
machine was very limited. As no advantage in the way of
gymnastic exercise for the fingers was provided, the system
did not continue in use for long after Logier's Jcath tin i S4.6).

Kalkbrenner continued to use (be tv.-o parallel ivrist bars for

keeping the hand in position, but discarded ;he rest of :hc

apparatus. Even these are hardly ever seen now, and no
wonder ; it can be readily understood that a prop of any
description cannot always be used, and when it is taken
away the muscles which have to act in taking the place of
the prop are less ready to do so than if the prop had not
l>et::i cmployrd. Various aids which may be termed passive

derived therefrom. By far the greater number of the helps
for piaiiofoi le piaylng lh;e have beea invented — and a fair

idea of these may be obtained from the Abridged Specifica-
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tions (issued by the Patent Office) of inventions connected
with Music and Musical Instruments— arc devices for

strengthening the fingers by making them overcome the
resistant*; of cither sprigs or weights. Of these, all more or
less ingenious, I think tin; device which has been most used
is the IJigitorusm. invented hy Myer Marie;. This combines
considerable resistance with the exact form of a pianoforte
keyboard

; it is made of five notes or more and [lit: resistance

of the keys can be regulated at will, its use certainly

increase:; ihe muscular power, hut most professors agree Lhat

the Digilarhim imparts a hard touch, which is snlhciuiit to

condemn it in their eyes. Whilst on the subject of hard or

light touch, I should like to suggest an explanation of the

ofthepian 1 il s of striking a notel On this

subject Mr. Orlando Steed, m his paper on "Beauty of touch
and tone," read before this Association in 1S81, has some
very pertinent remarks. After affirming that we have the

authority of HelmholCz for saying that every source of

difference siivt one lies entirely within the domain of the

manufacturer, and just as completely without that of the

performer, and giving an interesting explanation of Helm-
holt it's theory, he draws the conclusion that the difference

between a player with a good touch, as it is called, and one
with an indifferent touch, does not depend upon the manner
in which the key is struck hut upon the performer's control,

as he says, over " the subtleties of rhythm—of rhythm in its

two-fold aspect of duration and intensity."

We must certainly admit with HelmWtz that the rapidity

with which the hammer is made to strike and quit the string

alone influences the tone—as long as the hammer hits the
string fairly on the square— hut there is a complicated
mechanism between oar finger and the hammer. It occurs
to me that there is a difference, as ir.ost people indeed are

obliged to think, between o::e " touch " and another; to this

and to th<! inertia of the hammer ai:d '.lie iLwibiiily of its stem

the difference is due. If the hammer had no weight and
therefore no inertia and were perfectly rigid, the best

way to produce a fine tone would certainly be to depress

the key from beginning to end with very j.'reat rapidity
:

but as the hammer's inertia must exert a certain initial

resistance before it gets "under way," one cart quite

understand that a very sensitive finger, by depressing

the key during, say, one-fourth of its course more slowly

than the remaining three-fourths, may impart a greater

velocity combined with a more steady movement to the

hammer-head at the instant it strikes the slrm-. than a finger

moving at a jjreat but uniform rate would be able to do. If

a note is struck very softly, I can detect no difference between
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the tone elicited by a blow of tin; knndde sideways, for

instance, and lhaT produced by tile most careful pressure of

the finger. An excessive blow produces a faulty tone even in

pianos with the strongest sound-boards. In Messrs. Stein-

way's instruments the bending of [he stem of the hammer
under a heavy blow is much reduced by a special preparation

of the wood which makes it very rigid, but 1:1 ether pianos

I have found the stems quite flexible. These fncLs and also

that of a deep touch being better suited than a shallow one to

the production of a fine tone all serve to strengthen my view.

Who does not recognise the difference be! wee!! performing on

a line piano in which the met: ban ism answers to a "caressing
"

touch, and plaving on a worn-out model where such a nicety

of touch does not exist ?

After (he Digitorium, dumb pianos were brought into

use— Thalberg, we understand, used one— but beyond
accustoming the fingers to practising the " locality " of a

piece or passage, the touch must surely be injurious as it is

so unlike the real piano touch. Schumann says: "There
have been invented so-called dumb keyboards

;
try them for

forcibly— his system was approved and possibly used
by Thalberg. In America they have lately been cutting

these tendons, which will be seen coloured red on the
diagram before you, but this is a very questionable pro-

ceeding.
About twenty years ago Mr. Ward Jackson published a

goorl little book upon "Gymnastics of the fingers and wrist,"

which every pianist ought to read, though few will find they
have the time or perhaps the pcrseverar.ee to <:o through ai!

the exercises. Mr. Jackson says these arc not intended to

supersede the usual finger exercises, scales, and studies. He
provides means for verv effcmm.kv stretching the ligaments
between the fingers and also other ligaments of the hand.
Mr. Jackson's work ought to be much better known than
it is. Another small work of a similar description exists

by Miss Lefilei Aruiui ; but perhaps because she publishes

it herself, and also because people object to "meaningless'
1

gymnastics it is as little known as Mr. Jackson's book,
yet the subject is well treated. In Mr. Orlando Steed's
paper, from which I quoted before, a risumi is given of
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Miss Arnim's system, and likewise some remarks on Mr.
Jackson's book.

Mr. Brotherhood, of Canada, ;m engineer, latelv invented
an apparatus which perhaps allows lor the must eompivhcn
sive gymnastic system of exercise that has been attempted.
The thief feature of importance is the attention be lias given

to the " up-movement of the finger, and which he explains
very well in a pamphlet entitled " Philosophy of the Legato
touch." But the resistance of springs and weights in the
•' Technicon," winch he adopts, lays it open to the same
o!>|ertions as are made to many former intent ions.

The fundamental distinction between the apparatus sub-
mitted to yoi: today and those hitherto invented may lie

very briefly stated, bur rapid movements siirb as a pianist

requires, rapid movements must be practised
;

simple
strength of muscle is rot crough. Many strong fingers play
(he piano very loudly, bill the piano string will not answer in

the best way unless the hammer is moved, and therefore the
key depressed, with ere at r.ipulilw Rapid as the ::>mrlica!:-d

movements of a pianist's hands and fingers are, the elementary

It can easily be proved tha/very rapid contractions of \
muscle do develop it in a better way and in a shorter time
than the having to overcome the resistance of weights or

springs. The cardinal principle of the apparatus before
you may be expressed by some such formula as this :—

.

" The systematic reiterated perfornianec of each separate
elementary movement requisite in pianoforte playing, with

a rapidity greater than can ever be required in their

combination, tends not only to develop and bring the

various muscles under more perfect control, but to supply
the pianist with a reserve of power greater than he
will ever be called upon to put forth." That is, provided
t!iat these special exercises ate performed through a larger

compass than is ever used in playing. For eae.li of the

most important elementary movements there is designed
an arrangement whereby a visible or an audible signal is

made when a certain degree of rapidity of movement is

reached. By introducing means of regulating this rapidity

the piar.is! can accurately estimate the advance he is making
and render the exercise progressively difficult.

Before showing the apparatus in detail, it is advisable to

say a few words upon the classification of the movements
as indicated in the diagram. Although the muscles of the

hand and arm form a most marvellously complicated system

suited for nearly every imaginable movement, and the study

of which fills one with wonder and awe, for all piano-

playing purpose:; thev tnav he divided into distinct groups

according to the movements they have to make.
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We have

—

C.i.Ar-s I. Muscles lor moving each filler up and down.
[I. Muscles fin moving each finger laterally.

„ III. Muscles for moving the hand (from the wrist-joint)

up and down.
., IV. Muscle fur moving the hand laterally. A set of

several muscles combined.
„ V. Muscles for moving the arm laterally.

„ VI. „ ,, ,, up and down.
The movements which are tabulated on the diagram before

you are all that are required for pianoforte work. Separate
consideration of two special movements, that of the thumb
laterally (or tuniiiLi: under and of the hand for tremolo, may
be deferred for the present.

If the hand is kept in one place, as in a five-finger exercise,

the movement of each finger is confined to an "up and
down" one, principally per form oil by the extensor and
flexor muscles. Hence movement No. i.

I a any I nil a (i vc-tingci exercise, the fjngeis have Ui stretch

over an interval of two or more notes, and the instant

choosing of the right notes in a rapid passage involves

therefore a very quick command over what may be termed
movement No. 2.

When three or more fingers have to be put down together,

it becomes simpler- fur; a reason beyond tin; more palpable

one of " less work "—to lift the whole hand from the wrist

than to lift the: ii liters separately. In the same way as for

the linger wc may assume that there is one muscle to lift

the whole hand from the wrist, and another to depress it.

Such muscles do exist, although one might gather from the

performance of some persons tiiar thev at least do not possess
them. These muscles give rise to tin; ap and down move-
ment of the wrist, which is listed No. 3.

The movement, No. 4, of the wrist laterally, that is, in a
horizontal plane when playing, is more rarely required, and
might be thought unimportant, bur oil carefully analysing
passages with arpeggios it will be found that a "hitch " often

occurs, marring the evenness of the passage, simply from
inability to execute this small lateral movement of the wrist
quickly enough.
When the hand is to be moved from one place on the key-

board to the other, movements of the forearm laterally arc

called into play—one set of muscles move the hand towards
the: right, and another set move it towards the (eft. This is

the principal movement of the arm, corresponding to Class 5
on the list.

But for many fortissimo passages, and occasionally in
other cases, it is advisable to lift the hand vertically to a
height of three inches or so above the keyboard, and to make
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use of the rapid movement of the hand in its descent. This
is movement No. 6. The mind finds no difficulty in at once
combining these elementary movements in order In produce
[he complicated ours necessary for a rapid passage, provided

each separate movement can he executed with grrns rapnhtv.

I will now describe each part of the apparatus separately

—

rcleiring to the difl'erent movements tabulated, one or more
of which each part :>f the apparatus is intended to vxeroise.

No. 1, which yon see lu re, is railed I he ' ivrssi si : cn;;L:n nrr."

A hollow cylinder adjusted to the size of the hand, and so
large that the hand can just grasp is held bv the nugcis
and thumb while the wrist rests on a firm stand. With the
hand thus extended, a rapid movement from one extreme
position of the wrist to the other is made, causing a small
ratchet or pawl to catch up one tooth on a wheel which
tends to revolve in one or other dnoctioti owing to a weight
fastened to a cord that is wound round it. With the cord
coiled round the wheel in one direction a rapid downward
movement of the hand from the wrist is necessary ; with the

cord wound in the other direction an upward movement.
The weight can be adjusted, but the heavier it is arranged the
greater the rapiditv of movement required to drive the- wheel.

This action is a gymnastic exercise of the best description for

the wriss.-nius.des, eomhii'.ine: with it a mechanical stretching

of the basements of the wrist-joint, making the latter very
supple. Resides this, inasmuch as the muscles of the five

lingers also lake par: in the raising or depressing the hand,
these sire sdso strengthened and the nerve- control over them
rendered more rapid. The muscles producing the up and
down movement of the thumb in playing are likewise
strengthened by this exercise. The extended position of the

metacarpis when eiasping the hand-piece is almost the saeie

sis required for striking an extended chord on the piano ; it

stretches many of the ligaments which prevent the muscles
of the hand from acting freely. The almost strictly vertical

plane in which the hand is obliged to move is an advantage
for the acquisition of the correct position required when at

the piano. This wrist-strengthener can be made in a less

elaborate manner, in which the rapid movement, instead of

producing a visible effect, will give rise to an audible sigeal.

In this form it is called the " ban: i-iisll." It consists of a
hollow cylinder which has to be grasped i'irmly 111 the hand
while the wrist is rcslc.d on the back of a book placed on a

table or the knee and held upright with the other hand.
The hand has to be raised and depressed wish rapidity, and
if this movement is done quickly enough, a small bell in the
cylinder is sounded. This par: of the apparatus is princi-

pally an exercise of the muscles in Class No. III., and also

of those in Class i.
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Apparatus No. 2 is termed tlie •' wlnstle-hafon." It is

ilcsifjrunl to In- employed in tlie same way as a baton is used in

heating .[-time, only (noli movement has to he made with such
rapidity that a small piston fitted inside the metal tube is

impelled forward with sufficient force to cause the whistle
to sound, thus showing that the design has been attained.

Tlie i-;:jiii!i!y nct'rss.iiy lor 1 I: is may lie regulate:: by slopping
sip more fii less tjf n hole which traverses the piston length-

wise, ami so :: I li >wi :in li ss it more nir 10 escape through the

piston without being utilised for blowing the whistle. The
rapid nidvt merits of the forearm from the elbow, numbered
V, and VI. in the list, arc the most important. The muscles
of the hand should be made to grasp the baton very firmly

and the lIIio'.v kept close to the side ; the arm -muscles alone
must cause the movement. The firm grasping of the handle
when the jerk is made, which produces the whistle at the end
of each movement, involves a \ cry sudden contraction of the

finger and wrist muscles in order to prevent the hand from
frilling over

;
this is very useful as an exercise, and has been

often proved even on the first trbi to impart a distinct debtee of

independence to the fingers. The exercise of beating 4-lime

may be repeated (oidv a few times, as it is verv haid woiii)

with the whole arm from the shoulder, as it is found that a

freedom of the upper arm is a great advantage in playing.

It should be noted that the change of position fiom the white
to the black keys with the whole hand involves a small but
decided, movement of the upper arm. It is impossible to

play a passage evenly and rapidly unless this small move-
ment can be executed with ease at the required instant.

involving the ^se^fm'isderofbias's that is, ofthe finger

vertically. Each linger is practised separately for a short

time (the movements are so rapid that the fingers soon want
a rest), and, with a view to the acquisition of a perfect legato

touch, the upward as '.veil as the downward movement 0; the

linger is made to piodr.ee an audible signal. A small box of

a convenient sine to rest the hand upon has a single key just

projecting from a square hole at one end. It is hardly
possible to depress this key wi:hout using the finger in the

proper wav rerpi'red for playing : if the movement is done
rapidly a small bell is sounded. When depressed, there is a

spring which tends to raise the key again more rapidly ;han
the finger can follow it, so that the degree of rapidity with
which the key really rises when depressed by the linger is

dependent on the quickness of the up finger movement.

the progress of the performer. The up and down movement
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of the thumb, which cannot be conveniently exercised in the

same way as that of the other fingers, is provided for by a
saiad hinged piece of woeil beiilf: li.jt down, so thai the thumb
may depress the key from the other end of the box.

We have now considered all the classes of movements,
except No. II., that of the fingers laterally. The gymnastic
exercise of the muscles of Class II. is done by means of the

device you see. An upright scissor.joint has on its lower
end two sk-ndet wires tern: inal i ng in small hoops. The ends

of the upper arms, also of wire, are eon runted by a line

chain tearing a little ball at its centre. A small tell was
suspended at a short distance above this ball. When any
two fingers are inserted in the hoops and suddenly separated

laterally, the little ball on the chain at the opposite end of
the seissor-joint is ji'rki d up. and will, if the nioviinent was
sufficiently rapid, snake the bell. By increasing the distance

between the ball and the bell, the difficulty of the exercise

may be increased. Besides the command over lateral move-
ments which is thus gained, the ligaments which unite the
fingers at their base are incidentally, but thoroughly,
stretched, and this increases mobility of finger.

Some object to any exercise of the fingers away from the
piano, because, they say, the effect produced by each finger

should be heard, ft is true that in order to ensure equality

of finger, the effect should always be noticed, and this, I

\enture to hope, is one of the advantages of this finger

apparatus, for by its means the power of the fingers can be
perfectly equalised, the weaker ones being practised more
than the strong ones, until al! have attained the same
rapidity and strength. One of the chief objections to

most systems of firmer exercises at the piano is that the
weak fingers always remain weaker than the others; the
injurious, unsatisfac'.ot v result of practising scales. lisiaj; the

two weak lingers less than half as often as the thumb and
two stronger ones, is very evident. By the intelligent use of

the apparatus this natural deterl is repaired, valuable time is

saved, and an equal touch, with evenness for playing rapid

passages can he attained.

There are two other movements necessary, but which can
be more readily practised without a set apparatus, as long as
the importance of rapidity of movement has been properly

grasped by the student. One of these refers to the turning
the thumb under, and another to the movement required for

tremolo and some shakes. There arc several special exercises

written for being performed at the piano for the turning
under of the thumb, but in common with many others the
movement is not sufficiently rapid to he a gymnastic exercise,

and therefore such practice has to be continued for a long
time before any improvement is noticed. But if we take the
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movement in itself, and perform it very rapidly half-a-dozen
tunes, the effect is soon perceptible, and the turnmgimder 1:1

playing becomes easy. It is quite sufficient to do the follow-

ing six limes each way; Draw the thumb across the palm
till it touches the base of the little finger, then very suddenly
open the whole hand, then as suddenly bring the thumb
across the palm again. This will combine exercise for

another movcmeiu, which is seldom taken into acconnt--viy...

the " hollowing of the hand," a position sometimes wanted
when a group of notes, all very close together, has to be
played.

For the tremolo, a rotary motion must be given to the
arm and hand; lliis is what is called "supination" aril

" pronation ''
in anatomy. If a roll of half-a-dozen pieces of

music is held in the hand, and a rapid movement backwards
and forwards made, such as is used in tremolo passages, a
marked increase of facility in such passages will soon lie

noticed, and also a greater facility in playing shakes, probably
owing to the mechanical loosening oi certain ligaments more
than to the real exercise of muscles.

In concluding with a few remarks connected with the
question of pianoforte practice, I may offer some nl nervations
as to the instrument upon winch the student, especially the

beginner, practises. If we bear in mind what Schumann
says about a dmnb piano beinjf of no value, I am afraid we
must agree that an old, worn-out instrument, such as is often

given to children to practise on, no doubt from force of
e li e ii instances, is even worse thai! a dumb piano. How can
nice gradations of touch, ei tiler of eager or wrist, be acquired

when the notes will not answer to anything less than a
" forte" blow, when endeavours to play with expression are

useless, or a legato run out of the question ? The injurious

nervous effect of such work should alone be enough to

condemn it utterly for any pupil.

The use of scales is another question which is nowadays
of great importance. If we look carefully at the essential

ihtlieulties lo be overcome :n playing, they will be annul to

be of two kinds, mental and mechanical. The mental

advantage to be derived from scale playing is t lie acquisition

of the habit of using the correct lingering, so that when a

portion of a scale occurs in a piece which is being played,

there may be no sort of hesitation as ;o what lingers are to

he employed. And this is the only great advantage to he

gained. Scale playing is still supposed by many to give

evenness in playing, but it is certain that an exercise of the

strong fingers at the expense of the weak cannot possibly

conduce to equality of finger and evenness of playing.

"Locality," thai is the habit of the fingers at once striking

the notes which the mind directs them to strike, may be
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as well in playing any piece as in playing studies

Shakes in thirds must be acquired auto-
matical}', and although an instantaneous control over each
muscle will give increased facility in the particular movement
required for shakes in thirds, still the physiological facts
connected with the " rate of finger movement " prevent any-
one being able to play a rapid shake in thirds, except by
perfect automatism. It may he remarked that the rarity of

a perfect "legato" scale does not ejeneraby arise from a want
of " ear " on the part of the student, but owing to a weak-
ness of the extensor muscles, which do not execute the " up

"

movement as rapidly as the mind wills them to act. Who
has not noticed the wonderful runs a mechanical piano
plays ? However unenviable its performance in other
respects, I always envy its " runs." As far as the " legato-"
r.css is eonci'i-Mmi, a short time spent over strengthen inn the

extensor muscles will enable a pciioliner to do this well.

Pianists sometimes adept what seems to be a peculiar
" action " of the hand, and which needs explanation. Some-
times the hand may with advantage he thrown down on the

keyboard, hut in thus using the weight of the hand, as the
expression is, the result produced is not really the effect of
allowing the hand to fall, thus utilising its weight, which is

really small. The object of this action, which some employ,
is really to relieve the extensor muscles of their slight con-
traction, and thus to enable the ilexor or strikinr; muscle to

act in a perfectly free manner. 15y lifting the hand bodily to

the height of three inches or so above the keyboard, a down-
ward stroke is obtained, during which the fingers have, so to

speak, no weight. The exaggeration of this action is, of

course bad, but if judiciously done, it affords the player

considerable facility in plavin^ certain passages when great

rapidity and decision is necessary. Natural awkwardness
of the left hand and arm present a difficulty—it is of

course the result of the very little use made of the left

arm in ordinary avocations. Quick passages and forte

playing with it are impracticable unless it is made
" dexterous " to a degree approaching that of the right hand.

Thalber;: says that in playing, the hand should be as if

11 desossee"—without bones, meaning of course that there
mast be no stillness anywhere. Few players attain this, as

either weakness of some one muscle or another, or fear of

being unable to accomplish a difficult passage, constantly
introduces a stiffness somewhere, and so spoils the naturalness

of playing.

The apparatus brought before you has been invented too

recently to quote results of the exact amount of time saved
by its employment, bat it has been used enough to feel

confidence in saying that with twelve minutes a day proper
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exercise with Parts I. II. and IV. of the apparatus, anyone
may soon acquire and maintain a light and strong touch, a
perfect freedom a 711I command of tlie wrist, and a very
considerable decree of rapidity. And that with twenty
minutes' exercise with the whole apparatus the most advanced
player may derive the advantage of the best gymnastic
exercise of all the muscles brought into play in his art, and
this at a very great saving of time as compared with the
usual mod,' of proceeding.

I need hardly stay to point out that the employment of

this apparatuses of .-cat use to the violinist. By means of
it he can economise his time by stretching and thoroughly
exercism:/ the fingers of Ins left hand, besides making the

right wrist supple for bowing. I may also mention it

has been found that, as a result of the exercises described,

a very noticeable advantage has been derived in another
way. In the action of drawing, muscles are employed
for forming lines in certain directions, which are not

made use of at any other time ; the consequence is that

those who are not drawing or painting constantly find

some lines very difficult to draw steadily ; but when
once the muscles in question are kept strong, firmness
of stroke in every direction and rapidity of movement
are easily maintained. Again, an increase of rapidity in

ordinary writing, and also with the type-writer, is very
marked when these imger exercise? are made use of,

have not been understood to attribute a higher importance

" The pianist who can only execute passages of difficulty,

.mi withstand! eg all the perfection he may have acquired,

soon finishes by becoming tedious. We must soar higher,

and aim at expression, soul, and grandeur of effect.

Passages of execution must appear merely as accessories,

serving as shadows in a picture. Above all, let the hands lie

;:evfi-i.liy mi !epe:ide:it, and uoL aivavs plaving te.Lielhei in liie

same tone of colouring. . . . We must not rest till we
have succeeded in acquiring fire without violence, power
without harshness, and sweetness without languor."

Pregnant words these, and especially noticeable as coming
from one remarkable in his day as haying great mechanical
ability. But it is not necessary to point out to the members
of this Association that the possessor of these [lowers alone

is not a musician, as we understand the term. If proof of

this view were warned, it would only he requisite to remark
how often we meet with pianists who essay some enormously
diff-euSl virtuoso piece, which possibly may be effective and
expressive enough when delivered bj the artist'Composer
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himself. But when this same piece is played hy one who
possesses siren;; lice lii-^i :":;, liul no soul, and plays merely
tiic notes, as n\! say, then the :iite:H nt the piece is u:v

perceived, and it becomes a noisy ami meaningless example

httbTmore diffic^lt'^as lo
;l
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mind likes to be astonished, and so there exists an inherent
tendency tn delight in digital dexterity, and ;o render humane
to those win) display ;;rcal execution. But cmuned
musicians rarclv fall into this error. They are aware that

execution is only a means to an end, not the end itself. We
know that execution may, and indeed does, exist without its

possessor having an atom of expression or feeling. In that

case the worshippers of execution are like those who are
satisfied with the mere narration of a parable, and fail to

perceive the hidden Meaning which underlies its diction.

They are satisfied with the husk, as it were, and do not
recognise that it is only the outer ease holdiu;; the kernel.

At the same time, wtide lamenting til a I sou if ;clr.k mure of

the outward manifestation than of the inner spirituality of

music, it must be pointed out that until a fair amount of
technique has been attained, the composer's ideas cannot
he adequately represented. However good lie the intention,

however intelligent tile desire to set forth the author's

thoughts, all is useless unless the fingers have acquired
sul'fiee-m strength, independence, and rapidity to execute
what has been written. By all means let us exalt the
artistic player far above the mere executant, but let us
also insist on technique. The possession of execution
cannot interfere with expression ; but it is certain that
complete expression cannot be manifest without technique,
and no amount of artistic discernment will supply its place.

In order, therefore, for the artist-executant completely to

represent the perfected ideas of the artist-creator, ttehniqut
and feeling, those indispensable faculties, must exist and be

employed together for the production of a finished work
of art.
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DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.— Ladies anil gentlemen, we have heard a

lecture to-day which is extremely interesting and 1 am
certain that there are many of us here who in our early days
would have felt it a very great advantage to have had some
method of shortening the tedium of (he exercises L^ron^h
which we had to pass, in order to he able to play more or less

well. The apparatus looks extremely ingenious, and I

think from what Mr. Southgate has shown us that it

probably would be of very great advantage to pianists,

whether beginners or not, who wished to keep their fingers

in good order. 1 think I may also say thai the ingenious

gentleman who has invented this apparatus has suffered no
loss by entrusting his ideas to Mr. Southgate. We have
seldom heard anything (if the. kind more clearly or hicidiv

explained, and I think our thanks are due to Mr. Southgatc
for what he has told us. As everyone is something of a

pianist nowadays i hope some ladies ami gentlemen wi 1 i give

us their idea of what has been put before us.

Mr. Stephens.— I would merely say that this apparatus
appears to me to be free from the objections that I think attach

to nearly everything else of the kind that I have seen. The
whole object appears to be to gain rapidity of motion. The
object of the pianist is not merely power of execution, but

to have something in reserve and if it attain that, I think it

will do good ; but anything which would prevent or destroy

true sensibility of touch would, I think, be fatal to good
pianoforte playing. This appears to be open to no objection

of the kind, and after the explanation I had of it by the

inventor, 1 was able to conscientiously say that I thought its

judicious use might be advantageous to the student.

Mr. T. A. Matthay.— I should like to point out that the
inventor lias made a simpler form of apparatus than the one
shown. Unfortunately lie has not sent one here.

Mr. Southgate.—-^o, but as I mentioned he wrote to me
that he had made one much simpler.

Mr. Matthav.—Yes, that is so. There is a very general

objection to anything of this kind, because the touch is hard
on account ef having (o move springs or weight's. The result

of this is that instead of having great rapidity of the move-
ment of the finger, which is (he object of this apparatus, you
have great force used, which isnot at -ill desirable. The use

of great force produces bad touch and bad tone, not because
the shank of the hammer bends, but because the hammer is

driven up in such a way against the string that it does not
recoil immediately, and by not recoiling immediately the tone
is damped and deadened.
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A Member.—Is this apparatus made for sale yet ?

Mr. Southgate.— I believe they are being made. Mr.
Smith states in his letter to me that in Oporto already

they have sold 144. I believe he has arranged with Messrs.

Chappcll nil the details of business matters. The appararnh; is

very cheap indeed, and will only cost practically a few shillings.

Mr. Sedley Tavloh.— I should like to ask one question

with regard to the rate of rapidity at which the sounds run

into each other. 1 understood thai the maximum rapidity is

about sixteen in a second, after which the sounds became
blurred and were no longer distinct. I wanted to know
whether that depended (in ;hr instrument which was used for

the purpose; whether it was an instrument which did not

damp with great rapidity, or whether experiments conducted
u 1 1.1 l any instrument showed ihat sounds produced with

extreme rapidity became I h us 1 ihuied . [t appears to me that

the coalescing of tl:e*e Innes ivcnL; drpemi very much on

the damping power of the instrument used.
Mr. Southgate.—I am afraid I did not make tnysell

clearly understood. The statement is that the notes become
blurred when one attempts to play them quicker than yon
ready have power to play them distinctly. It is not a
question of blurring through a bad or inefficient instrument,

but you have not sufficient control over the fingers to play
them distinctly in the proper ratio of time.

Mr. F. Fkaromh.— 1 am pc-feetiy astonished that the

Uoard of Trade, which if. so wonderfully clever, has not

issued a law to prevent people exercising so many rapid

passages on the piano. I have intimately known Hummel ; 1

knew Liszt for fifty years; I knew Thaibcrt; intimately,

and I have known almost all the great pianists; I have tried

—I am sorry I did so—all kinds of inventions that I made
myself, and I have simply to say that there is no good
in any such thing. We have the hand from Nature, a hand
tha! i;j intended to play the piano as 11 is. Yon can improve
it if it is defective, and there are those who are I.iorn with
wonderfully good hands and a wonderful touch; you can
improve the touch, you can improve the hand, but no
instrument of any kind will do so much as the old system
which I have applied in many cases. I have come to the

simple conclusion that exercises with the finger, that iri,

reasonable exercises, save an immense deal of time. I have
a honor o( pianoforte passages, and 111 a new work that 1 am
writing I stale that I sincerely hop'e we shall coi: -v. back to

the four-part writing of Bach, but in a new spirit, and
without the excessively rapid passages which certainly all

feeling musicians, if they are honest, will denounce. If a
man play then- like Liszt and some of his pupils, no doubt
there is a wonderful effect in it, but to make that the end and
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aim, irrespective nf the iiiind, is perfectly- ridiculous. To my
mind the nerve centre which we want to cultivate is the soul,

which the Greeks put in one of the glands, which some
people (mil in tile nerves, and God knows where other people
tind it, but which makes man superior to the animal. That
is the tiling wlneli p,ays iiu; piano, and which gives you the

touch ; some people have that. I have a horror of the—

I

praise you a::d you praise mc— system, there is a great ileal

too much of it ; but I must tell you, as he is present, there is

Mr. Stephens who I know docs not practise his scales, a:'.d

yet his touch is an excellent one. it always astonishes me. He
was born with that touch. Then there is a gentleman who,
it has been stated, practises eight hours a day. He has a
great name too, but he strikes the piano now as though he were
chopping wood, notwithstanding his eight hours' practice.

No amount of practiec will give mind. Ever so good a
touch, and ever so rapid passages, will not make an artist; it

is the feeling. Have none of you ever found that men with
indifferent fingers give you mueh more pleasure by playing

from the soul than he with excellent lingers who lias none ?

How can mechanism go beyond what it lias done now ? Is

there any possibility of doing more than Liszt and his

followers have done in that respect ? If men like Liszt do it,

or like Paganini on the violin, it is the greatest possible use

for other people, because in working up Lo a certain point, if

they do not achieve it they still make great progress. You
see that in Uie violin and the double bass

;
they have all been

raised under the wish which people have to hear someone
give a concerto on the double bass, or the clarinet, or some
other instrument which is not especially pleasant to hear
alone. Il brings up ail the orchestral players to a higher

point. In pianoforte playing, I should say, having nothing
against this man's system, it may be hotter than any
otiiei ; i think the simple movements of the lingers have
produced in sonic organisations grcM improvements, and in

men of established reputation have done wonders. I agree
with them, and I use it myself. I find even with little

children there is a great difference with the nerve centre ; it

is a gift, and you must accept it as such.

Mr. Sedley Taylor.— I should like to ask the members of

the Association whether they think that touch can be
improved. I gathered from what has just been said that in

the speaker'? opinion touch was an innate gift, and could not
be acquired; that a person with a good pianoforte touch was
born, and could not be educated. 1 should very much like to

hear from any inciciiors of the Association or visitors how far

they think the touch is natural, and not to be acquired,
because it really would imply that only those persons ought
to be allowed to perform at all who have a good touch.
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Mr. Praeger.— If you will bring nic a very difficult case,

I will show you in a very little while what can be done wiih

tht: touch, because that is a thing I love to do. A ihliii allv

must be overcome, and he who does not teach with the
greatest sympathy and love to do seine, good—as il seems to

me, with llie feeling that you are saving a soul when you have
made a good musician—ought to do something else, He
may be a very honest man, a good shopkeeper, but he ought
not to be a musician.
Mr. S i*:dlev Taylor.— I gather then that something can be

done Willi Lie ; i L 1 1 1 ] , a ad I iiiii verv i, he I to lind it is so.

Mr. Matthav.—It seems to me we are losing sight of the
question before the meeting. That question is whether
meehaldeal aid "ill impruve 1 he touch . Mr, lT,tr;;er s;iys

touch may be gained by mechanical exercise ; the question

is whether this apparatus will make its acquisition much

^Mr? Praeger.—Wty should not violin players and all

others require median ic;it aids; tiny play passages just as

rapidly as the pianist? Why do not they exercise their

finders? Some forty-five years ago 1 translated for the

house of Schott a method by Rosditn, and he proposed in

that book that the heraaioats should lie cut. I was afraid to

translate it. I made a note that I though: he could not in

serions earnestness have said that. He named it in Greek,
but I am glad to say that I have forgotten the name of the
ligament in Greek.
Mr. Matthav.—I am glad to find that Mr. Praeger does

admit that soLtet'air.g iiui' Ik; done with touch, that weak
fingers may be strengthened without going to the piano. It

is not a question of making pianists greater than Liszt i

wish we could do that—but of making pianists of some sort,

and of making them better than would be the case without
1

Mr. Prahgeb.—There is an infinite deal too much practising

on the piano. You go through London and hear people
practising scales, and you can clearly hear that liny have

the least idea how to practise a scale, it is a mere waste
of time. The correct way of practising and I a king the runs
will ensure any capability of playing. For the greatest

works von do not ware, aiueh execution. A lady 1 knew said

she always objected to play Beethoven, because it did not
give sufficient scope to show what she could do in execution.

Mr. Borovski.—One of the difficulties which teachers have
to contend with is the parents who object to the amount
of scale practice and exercises, and so on

;
they always

require a piece. Therefore, if they object to the exercises
which they can hear, how much more would they object to the
exercises of which they can only hear the bell ! 1 think they
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are right to some extent, and therefore the teachers, and
I am one of them, are compelled to use exercises and mis
them with the sweets of the piece for the sake of the pupils
themselves. There is one thing necessary in teaching, which
is to keep up tin 1 interest of tl:e pupil as much as In develop
his technique. Now the interest of the pupil will not he kept
up (in the dry 1k'i:u;s of exorcir-cs, and especially mechanical
exercises. That is the practical experience 1 have gained.
This apparatus may be good for him who finds from experience
that he wants this or that muscle strengthened. By all

means let him use it ; but to apply it to the pupil is, I

think, impracticable-. What Schumann said of the Diyitorium
I am afraid will be eventually said of all mechanical
appliances.

Mr. Sedlev Taylor.- I cannot help thinking that many
parents would be glad to hear less pianoforte practice, and if

this apparatus would bring that about the parents would be

enrolled in its favour.

The Chairman.—And also the people who live next door.

I think we have only now to formally pass a vote of thanks
to the lecturer.

The vote of thanks having been passed, Mr. Sou Tiro.itk

proposed a vote of thanks to the Chairman, which was also

carried unanimously.
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THE LIFE AND WORK OF SIR G. A.
MA CFARREN.

By H. C. Ba-jister.

Mork Lhan fifty years since a violoncellist, who was dis-

tinguished for his discernment ami the desire to encourage

his'nmrk^was^stin lmle^nownran^uite in th'e^truggling

telle, with pianoforte accompaniment. The means of the
violoncellist were hut limited, and the honorarium was pro-

bably of no great amount, though I feel sure tile principle

was acted on that "the labourer is worthy of his hire."

J '.lit it was the young composer's first commission, and right

proudly did he go home that day at having a commission to

write anything at all on any terms. The works produced
were twelve Aricltcs and three Rondos, very fresh ami charm-
ing, altluv.-.gh little ki'.own now. It was from a business

point of view the commencement of a long, honourable, and
though chequered and marked by many disappointments
which had to be patiently home, an eminently successful

career as a composer. He looked hack to it and referred to

it with grateful recollection of the timely recognition and
kindly hoid out helping hand. The appreciative violoncellist

passed away forty years ago, hut the young composer lived

on, with recognition of his powers gradually accorded to him,
and with increasing honour and acknowledgment, not only

by his own countrymen, but wherever music is known
throughout the world. lie also has passed away full of years,

a>:d by a pleasant, though melancholy Co- incidence, by quite

the reverse of what is sometimes termed the irony of events,

the son of that violoncellist has been honoured with the com-
mission to offer toe iii st publicly spoken tr Unite to tl le memory
of him whom his father was one of the first to recognise.

The violoncellist was I leury Joshua Banister, remembered by

very few here, hut remembered with respect and honour ; the
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composer was George: Aiexandei Macfarren, and the tribute

offered with great diffidence this (.veiling is offered witli a

desire to be in sympathy with the; old injunction—"Thine
own friend and thy father's friend forsake not," or, as one
may justifiably amplify it. '• forget not," tor lie If; whom my
father was a frienil. was a friend to me all ulon;; his profes-

sional course, and it is peculiarly grateful to me that in con-
sideration of these facts 1 have had entrusted to me this task,

one of the greatest professional honours ever conferred upon

My recollections of the musician whom we delight to

honour extend over the whole of the period to which I have
alluded. 1 remember those early visits to :uy father's house,
I i (..member my own early visits to Mr. Macfarren, when he
resided near Bedford Square, and I went to him for a volume
or two of Dussek's Sonatas, which he kindly lent to me as a

boy, and which 1 revelled in. 1 remember his calling in Hi

my father's house very soon afterwards, when a tpiartet party

wete pluyiiit', and how my father said. " I wish we had one
of your quartets here," whereupon Macfarren trudged back
to his lodgings. On hearing the suggestion, one of the per-
formers impiired of my faille:', " Who is he ?

" Mihoiarh at

that time it must certainly be averred that not to know him
was to confess themselves unknown. Then the Quartet in

A minor, I think, was tried, with interest I fully believe;
with some discomfiture I also recollect. Moreover, that very
call was to thank my father for help rendered at one of a

scries of concerts given in the Princess's Concert Room, by
Messrs. G. A. Macfarren and J. W. Davison, the eminent
musical critic, at which concerts most of the music was by
the two concert-givers, although one of the works performed
was Beethoven's posthumous Quartet in C sharp minor, led

by l~rnsi, aiai at one or most of them til!.- hoy Joachim played.
Mendelssohn being present, and a set of «ix soi-.L's, dedicated
by Mendelssohn to Miss Doiiiv, were sung alternately by
herself and Mi-s Marshall. I on one of those occasions sat
by Dr. Alfred Dav, whose theory of hara;o;',v Maciarren
embraced, and I thought it very odd that he said he did not
like Heefhoven's Quai let. I remember also raiding a para-
graph by Mr. Davison about Macfarren's solid powers,
prophesying that the day would comewhen his dictum would
be universally acknowledged as authoritative, and I have
looked out for that day, and I have witnessed its advent.
Much else do I remember of that stainless artistic career, and
of generous personal appreciation and kindness ; and as these
memories crowd upon me, my only fear is that I may be led
into some personal ret< renei.s which may lav me open to
some charges of egotism ; but. if so, as they will all tend to

illustrate the open-hearted, generous, artistic character which
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is my theme for the evening, I must run that risk. You
have not asked me to read up a subject for a lecture, but to

speak of a ilia:; I vl- known long and known well, and I

will do it reverently and gratefully.

And now, how little will it avail for me to recount the fuels

and details of Wacfarren's life, such as ale readily ... . • • ihle

in the ordinary summaries of such information ; but to give
completeness to mv sketch, and as the necessary prelude to

such remarks as I shall make upon his characteristics, and
upon the lessons to be learnt Itoin his career, I nnii-l just

b; iefU sii nn v. aii so those fa els, supplementing such as m.-.v be
very well known by a few that are not quite such common
property.

He was the son of George Maefarren, dramatic writer nml
manager, whom I remember as a blind gentleman ; but it i-

grat living lo remark thai by oculist ir treatment he t<:i. -.n .. led

ihc en oviiient of his sight for the last two or three years of
his life. He was for a while editor of the Musical World at

the time when my father wrote in its pages a series of letters

entitled, "Domestic music for the wealthy." Some years
ago, while the Musical World was under the editorship of

James William Davison, an interesting account appeared in

its pEgrs of George. Mnrf.-rrcn, Son., pemied ov Ins eminent
son. He was for a while manager of the Utieen's Theatre,
Tottenham Street, now in the hands of the Salvation Army,
and brought out Handel's " Acis End Galatea '" on (he stage,

with additional accompaniment by Cipriani 1 'otter. He was
a man of very great vigour and of considerable literary

attainments. He wrote the libretti for several of his son's

operas, and other works. George A. Maefarren was born in

London in 1813, March 2nd, and commenced the regular

study of music when about fourteen years of age under
Charles Lucas, well known and remembered as an excellent

.ioloiiccilis;, a solid composer, a versatile musician, an
efficient conductor, and subsequently Principal of the Royal
Academy of Music. In 1829 Maefarren entered the Royal
Academy of Music, of which national institution, the alma
mater of so many eminent musicians, he was destined to

become one of the greatest ornaments. Composition was his

pi-im-ipal study, but he also practised the pianoforte under
Cipriani Putter, arid the trombone, which latter instrument
I believe lie used to play in the orchestral practices, which
have all along been so valuable a feature in the educational
training of the Royal Academy. Either at the same period

or later on lie also made sonic practical aro^tin i nt;i.iLCc with
clarinet playing, and in after years wrote an instruction

book for that instrument. He also wrote a little instruction

book for the pianoforte entitled, 11 Little Clarina's First

Lesson Book," in the quaint chatty diction which not
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unfrequently characterised his conversational lessen {living.

To return, however, to our narrative. He was highly

distinguished as an Academy student, and in 1834 was
appointed Professor of Harmony in that institution. I had
hotter pursue the subject of that professorship at once,

especially as mis-statements respecting it have appeared in

popular encyclopedias. In the year his previously

formed acquaintanceship witli Dr. Alfred Day, homo-opathic
physician, " ripened into Ihe closest intimacy " [U> quote his

own words), and " certain novel theories about 1 ia rmony,''

which Dr. Day had evolved am! elucidated, were thou pro-

pounded to him. They were so opposed however to all that

he hail previously learnt, thai he combated them point l>y

point, hut as he confessed every one of his own opposing
arguments fell under the convincing weight of Dr. Day's

novel principles. The newly propounded principles took
possession ol his mind, and from a conviction ol their truth

he began to teach them to his pupils. The profession were
soon up in arms against the innovation. A non-professional

official of the Royal Academy or.o day found Macfarren usiny

with his class a hook other than that then authorised, and
exclaimed. " Holloa ! what is this book ? we cannot have any
new- farcied notions here." Mischief was made, a round
table conference was held at which Cipriani Potter as

principal, Stcrndalo Pennctt, and three others discussed the

new theories with Macfarren. Neither side knew when it

was beaten— Englishmen never do-- but Macfarren, although
personally convinced that he was victorious, knew that those
whom he considered his vanquished opponents outnumbered
him, although, as he believed, they did not outwit him, and
with the tough independence which always characterised

him he resigned his professorship rather than teach contrary
to his convictions. This was about j^-1-3. Within a very few
years, however, heUer counsels prevailed ; not the acceptance:

of Day's theory, but the wise persuasion that it was better

to have a musician of unquestioned competence and power
to teach thai which he believed from his own out-thinking,

than that any old traditions should be so stereotyped in an
educational system or curriculum as lobar all free 1 bought

,

thing you please." This substantially, and I believe literally,

is the history of the case, details of winch have at different

timer- been told me by Cipriani Potter, my teacher as well as

Macfarren'". and Pcnnett's. and by Macfarren himself.

In the year 1N60 be published Ins-" Rudiments of Harmony,"
in which the Day theory, with some modifications, was set

id to alienate froi
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forth in somewhat more practicable fashion than in Day's
own book. I shall have to recur to this theoretical matter
later on.

I again recur to his earlier years. In the year
Macf,!tron

:

s Symphony in V minor was produced by that

highh iL;nufii] suciKy. long defum:, the Sone'.y of liriiisli

Musicians. An annngenunt ol this s\ inphor.y ;is a jiiano-

forte duet was published. In 1836 Drury Lane Theatre was
under the management of A Is red I Sutiti, the musical .;rra -

n-.ents bring under [lie d in ction 1
.1" Torn Cooke. A piece of

I'lanchc's entitled "Chevy Chase" was to be produced on
linster Monday, music was required in it, and Tom Cooke,
the responsible conductor, composer, and arranger for the

theatre, asked Macfarren only the previous week to write

some, adding that if he would write an overture as well as
incidental music his name should appear in the bill. The
time was very limited, but desirous of publicity Macfarren
undertook the task, wrote a hunting chorus, a chorus of nuns,
and perhaps some oilier vocal music. 1 le p: aimed, moreover,
to introduce into the overture the fine old tune of " Chevy
Chase," but could not remember il, nor could he at firsl pro-

cure it, notwithstanding diligent starch anil enquiry. He
meanwhile planned the overture, and still employed a relative

to seek after the tune ; and at last on the Friday it was dis-

covered, and proved to be an old acquaintance, although not

known by its name. He then set to work, bring pressed by
the copyists for the score, and succeeded in writing il in cue
sitting, and, being ready by Saturday morning, it was copied

in time for rehearsal. In going down to the theatre with the

score to have it tried, he found the bills of the approaching
performance, but the music was announced as composed,
selected, and arranged by Mr. Cooke. Highly indignant at

this breach of faith, he complained to Tom Cooke, who inter-

viewed Bunn about the matter. Bunn, however, said: "I
know nothing about this young man, and have engaged you
to provide the music ;

if his music is not done, find another
overture which car] be done easily." The consequence was
that Macfarren left the theatre taking the score -with him.
I have related this incident as illustrating an all important
matter—Mac farren's rapidity of production, as well as his

independence of character. The overture to " Chevy Chase "

was produced six weeks later with great success by the afore-

mentioned Society of British Musicians. In 1873, when
there was some talk about performing a Symphony of

Macfarren' s at the Gewandhaus Concerts at Leipsic, under
Mendelssohn's direction, Mendelssohn wrote to .Macfarren

suggesting making a begiuuing with an overture instead, and
asked for that very overture of '• Chevy Chase," though by

mistake under the name of Ro!> Roy. In a letter, dated
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Leipsie, November 20th, 1843, he wrote to Macfarren :
" I

must tell you that your overture went very well, and was
iik.'.s". cordially and mianimi.inslv received bv tin.- [dabc ; that

the amateurs hailed it as a work which promised them a great

"readyTn ftsedf ™that "he orche streplayed f^with true
deliL-ht and enthusiasm; in short, that it is sure to he a

favourite with all of them. I rehearsed and conducted it

with the greatest care, but now I am going to Berlin, and
shall not havf; the? pleasure, of introducing some of your other
o-i:ii|ie--sitiijijK ;o tli-.- ]>""::lic l)us winter, but 1 left tin: whole of

your music with the concert directors, who will forward it

back to you after the end of the season, and have promised
me they will bring out at least one of your other works, if

not several, in the course of this winter; most probably it

will be the Symphony. God bless yon, my dear sir; yen,

God bless you from all my heart, and be as happy in your
lite and in your art as I shall always wish you to be.—Very
truly yours, Felix Mendelssohn [>a rtholdv."

All this is specially interesting in showing that the esteem
in which our countryman has been held bv ourselves M as long

ago entertained by the great genius, the. aoco:n |>ii slu.d art:st

who wrote so fervently, and moreover, that the undeniable
power evinced in lb;. ! inglishman 's work com pel led a 0 know.
ledgment even where, as I have understood, it has been
customary- to sav :

'• Fndish composer, no composer. 1
'

In 1S3H Macfarrcn's first opera, which one can well wisl

had a more inviting title titan "The Devil's Opera." was
produced at the new opera house or Lyceum Theatre, con-

ducted without book by the composer, and with such success,

I have been told, that it revived the waning fortunes of the
establishment, besides at once bringing the composer to the

front. His tendencies and aims seen; ever to have been
towards dramatic writing. I believe it is stated somewhere
that even as a boy his amusements indicated these leanings.

In 1840, when Drury Lane Theatre was under the manage-
ment of Hami:;oi;d, the various theatres Wcte to l.-c thrown
open to the public free on the night of the Queen's marriage,
and at Covent Garden Theatre a special piece by Blanche,
with music by Bishop, was in preparation lor many' weeks.
On the Thursday morning preceding the Monday on which
the piece was to be produced, George Macfarren, Sen.,

called on Hammond and said, " Why do not you do some-
thing special on Monday night, like Coven t Garden ?

" " But
there is no time," responded the manager. " No time '. there

is plenty of time. 1 will write the words and my son George
shall write !he music." An " emblematical tribute " was pro-
jected, and although our composer had teaching at Shooter's

Hili on the Friday, he afterwards set to work and produced
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music enough to last half-an hour in time to be copied ready
fur rehearsal on Muiidav morning or mid-da y, when the

assembled roicpaav were o ild by the manager '. hat :llt-y would
not leave the theatre intr.il it went well. After [lie rehearsal.

Macfarren, Sen., said to his son: "Now you must go and
sell the music." He called a cab, put his son into it, and
bade him go to the publishers. He sold the piece to Lavenu,
An energetic father, with determined character ; a hard-

ln this same year, 1N40, the Musical Antiquarian Society

was established— Mac faTren, Mr. K, J. I h ipkhis, Slerndale
fiennett, Moscheles, and other eminent musicians were on
the council. For that society Macfarren edited Pin-cell's

"Dido and /Eneas," besides arranging or compressing the
scores of a number of oth'-r » oi k.; issued bv the society

during its too brief career of smvi: years, 1 well remember
being invited by the late Dr. Kinibault, the hon. secretary,

to one of the meetings for choral rehearsal, through the

interest, I believe, of Macfarren himself, as 1 had my boy's
voice at the time. I doubt not that Macfarren '5 interest and
zeal in musico-hislorical research, which afterwards was
so prominent amongst his chanicloristiu accomplishments,
iverc developed in connection with llie interesting \vo:k uf

;hat society. Onlv three years later Mr. Macfarren was
mainly iusl rumenta! in establishing thv. Handel .Society,

although the first suggestion. I believe, emanated from his

father. The original prospectus. I remember, was signed by
G. A. Macfarren, Secretary , Mr. Mac.fal 11=11, Sen., having died

in April of that year, and the prospectus was issued from

73, Iterners Street, where our friend then resided aad where
I was a frequent visitor. This society, like that previously
mentioned, bad also a (00 short existence. For it Macfarren
edited " Belshazzar " (two parts), 11 Judas Maccabajus," and

Jepblba," and with bis sadly imperfect eyesight such
ivmk urast have been very cvao; i ;ig and laborious, lie bad
very conscientious i:U-;;s as to il'.o i!,i!nrr, responsibility, and
duties of editorship, as was evinced not only by his own
painstaking work o: the kind, but in the article on musical
editing which he wrote for a musical periodical not many
years ago. It is, moreover, indicative of the artistic aim:;

which animated him tl'.ni be (brew oin-.sell into comparatively
unfruitful and certainly unprofitable work of this or any
ether kind which tended towards the highest advancement
of the art to which he had devoted himself.

In 1845 the" Antigone " of Sophocles, with. Mendelssohn's
music, was produced at the Covent Garden Theatre with
very great success, having a run of thirty nights, terminating
only with the close of the season. The direction of the
music was entrusted to Macfarren, who conducted without
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book. Mendelssohn was much gratified with this arrange-
mv.nl, writing lo him then from Praj^utr in December (if the

preceding year: " Have many thanks for the interest von
look in bringin;.' out my music ;o the Antigone choruses. 1

mn u:ij i;hul it is in your hands, because it wants n musician
like you to make it go as intended, quite as a subordinate
pari of the whole, as a mere link in the chain of thy [in:;:!,

and yet perfectly clear and independent in itself." Then
follow a number of minute directions about the manner of

production a:;d [ho j>e.-t formance. I was not present at any
of the performances, although I well remember the senna;i;,ii

they caused in the musical world, and how thoroughly
Mendelssohn's verdict was endorsed, it Iraiij] felt Lhat such
thoroughly classical music required for its performance the
guidance of such a high-minded musician as Macfarren.
Time would fail mo to recount in any detailed manner the

operas :
" Don Quixote," or rather an adventure of Don

Quixotei at Drury Lane in 1846, including the well-known
son;;, "Ah! why do we love ? " "Charles II.," produced at

the Princess's Theatre in 1K49, with its quaint madnyal rind

its merry Maypole dance and hornpipe, its tuneful ballad,
11 Nan o'f Battersea," preceded, I remember, even at this

distance of lime, l;v a lovely anticipatory orchestral prelude
;

"Robin Hood" at Her Majesty's Theatre in i860; "She
Stoops to Conquer " and " Helvellyn" in I.S5+; besides the

operettas "Jessy Lea" in 1863, the "Soldier's Legacy,"
1864, both composed for the German Reed operetta venture,

which, I believe, was not a success commercially, notwith-
standing the acceptableness of the works produced ; and it is

interesting [hat more recently he composed an Italian opera
which has not been submitted to public hearing. But for

a singular incident (we must not call it a retrogression), when

how in: liked English subjects and Hellish worsts for his

work, and (hat he wrote years ago a series of papers on the
i-\ if ellects of the Italian language on music, or on English
music; I quote from memory.

It must have been regarding the "Don Quixote" that

Mendelssohn wrote in 184.5, J" 3* before its production
" Many good wishes for your opera

. may it succeed and give
you and your friends many happy hoars in '.;6, '50, and so
on," ISesidcs these operas, Maclarren also produced several

interesting cantatas. 11 The sleeper awakened," termed a
scrcnata, was brought out at the national concerts at Her
Majesty's Theatre si: 1S57. In the same year Leonora

""

was composed; "May-day" for the Bradford Festival in

1H56 ; « Christmas " in 1859 ;
and " The Lady of the Lake "
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at Glasgow in 1877; also the charming little cantata for

female voices, " Songs in a Cornfield," with words by
Miss Kosselti. Another, also for female voices, was per-

formed for the first time at a concert by the students of

the Royal Academy of Music only a few days before its

composer's lamented death. Besides these he wrote for

performance at Cambridge the music to "Ajax." Of his

.Tgan music organists are better able to speak than myself.

1 believe it is an open secret tlnu his musical sympathies
with the instrument were never entire. All die more honour
to him that, conceding that the loss, and the defect were his,

he nevertheless so thoroughly sympathised with ;ill that

tended to consolidate the musical brotherhood that he
allowed himself to be made President of the College of
Organists, and all honour to the C.ndegc that it sini;;lil as

its President, not necessarily an eminent organist, but the

most notable musician of his time.

With his later years Macfarren, so to speak, renewed his

youth by opening out to himself a new career as a composer,
entering on the composition ol oratorios, thus making quite

a new departure. " St. John the Baptist,' composed lot tin.

(iioiL(-cs--(-r festival, was, however, not performed at it, hut
owing to circumstances not necessary to relate, although
redounding to Macfarrcn's honour, was performed hist at

the Bristol Festival on October 23, 1875, and achieved a

great success, being afterwards performed, and equally well

received, m London. This was followed by "The Resurrec-
tion," for the Birmingham Festival in 1876; "Joseph," for

the Leeds Festival in 1877 ; and subsequently " King
David." I believe the general verdict has been most in

favour of " St. John the Baptist," at all events until the pro-

duction of "King David," Personally, from the imperfect

acquaintance I have been able to make, 1 have been inclined

to place "Joseph" higher still : but this is only an impression,

not a formed opinion. By this series of oratorios I suppose
Macfarren is best known as a composer by the present

generation, and perhaps will continue to be so. In addition
to all these works that I have enumerated there are several

symphonies, one an early work in C sharp minor, another a
comparatively recent production 111 E minor, composed tor

the Philharmonic Society; also a violin concerto, a piano-

forte concerto, a flute concerto, and also various overtures.
His chamber compositions moreover must by no means be
overlooked, consisting of quartets, a quintet la G minor, for

the pianoforte and strings, including a double bass; a trio

for the pianoforte and strings, originally performed by
Madaaie Dukkcn, and recently revived by Mr. hanest Kiver
at one of his chamber concerts ; besides several small piano-
forte pieces, three solo sonatas, one in A major, another in
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E flat, and a more recent one in G minor, composed for his

eminent pupil, Miss Agnes JCimmertnann. The first, named
" Ma Cousine," was played by Mr. W. H. Holmes at one of

my father's concerts in 1844. I think it was this one which
was to be performed by him at one of Macfarren and
Davison's Concerts, but he, failing for some reason. Men-
dclssolon was asked to play it

; he, however, declined also,

although in a letter dated June 1(1, 1K4.4, he says :
11

I need
not tell you with how great pleasure 1 would have played
your sonata to-morrow if i possibly could, for I hope you
know this, and you also know that il is with very sincere

regret I must say I am not able to undertake the task you
piopose to im;." lie then proceeds to explain that his many
engagements prevented him making himself ;k;i| minted wiili

llie soaata al such short notice so as to do it justice, though
the same night lie played his own Trio in D minor.

Maofairen's smaller works are innumerable : songs, duets,

part-songs, glees, church services, &c. Some of his small
vocal pieces have great sj «ni :aueit v and chano, such as his

well-kniiwn ill icts " Two Merry Gipsies," a ail ' The fairies'

Tryst " ; the part-song for female voices, " Ye Spoiled
Siiaki s "

; the part-songs, " The Troubadour," " Orpheus
with his Lute," and many others.

And be it remembered that for :11a:; y years before ills death
he was totally blind, and had to give forth his productions
by the tedious process of dictation lo an amanuensis, sufficient

one would think to evaporate all inspiration. When I first

knew him, indeed, his sight was very imperfect, as it had
been from his boyhood, and he used to read with his face

close to the pr.vicr with the help of a powerful magnify!'".;.:

glass. I think his total blindness dates from forty years hack,

although he took a voyage to America in or 1K4S, and
remained there for some months, mainly to be under special

ociihsnc treatment in the hope of regaining die precious sense,

but all in vain. Yet he was most ir.lnuteiv painstaking in the

indication of all details with regard to manner of performance,
organ registers, an:.' so forth, never scamping any work;
randy, 1 think, litis been discovered any slip or mental over-
sight, lie did, indeed, attempt to master the vcrv ingenious

svstem of embossed notation, the same as we use at the

Royal Normal College ; but he told me if he learnt it he for-

got il within a week, the only thing I ever knew him to forget,

and the only feat I knew him to acknowledge he had failed

in, except, iadeed. politics, which he tokl me he could never
understand. Also there was one other thing he acknow-
ledged in my hearing to have failed in, and that, moreover,
a musical task—the analysis with a pupil of Gounod's
" Redemption," which he said he gave up after a line or
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But I have by no means exhausted my record of the work
accomplished by this marvellous worker. He had a pro-

digious capacity for hard work and termed never I" Hag. !

have rapidly sketched will) scarcely a hint of criticism his

doings as a composer, and the bare enumeration may well

indicate lus fertility. Tin rc remains to speak of his literary

work, closely associated, moreover, with hi:. li.-c.turLji.tr work.
He wrote many articles and series of articles in the Musical
World and the Musics! Times, and these, not the familiar

papers on current topics such at the habit ual press wi iter ;;m
throw off with facile pen, but thoughtful, critical, analytical

little treatises tin such subject* as Bach s Chinch Cant a;. is.

the outcome alike of careful thought and discriminatory
judgment. Macfr.rrcn never did anything carelessly. Of a
like quality were the many analyses he produced for the pro-

amines of the Sacred Mai monie and riiilha inionic Societies,

and some other concerts ; the prefaces of such works
as Bach's Passion Music, Handel's " Messiah," &c. He
also produced a series of interest mg biographies ot" musicians
for the Imperial Dictionary of Biography. At the time of

the first Handel Festival at the Crystal Palace, it being
thought expedient to prepare for sale on the opening day a

succinct biography of II ml del, Mac:arree. was come i issii :n;d

to prepare one, which he did at considerable expenditure of
time and research. Ity some mischance the manuscript was
lost in transit to tt;c printer, and in order that the br--c!t:i>'c

might be ready in time for its purpose, he re-dictated it

entirely from memory, and when subsequently the original

manuscript was recovered, it was found that the two versions

only varied in some half-dozen slight instances. I relate

this incident as it was at the time related to me by one
closely connected with him. Including so manydates as the

pamphlet did, this was a marvellous feat of memory, but not

by any means the only such feat to be recorded of him. In
the years t88o and i88t he delivered two lectures on the

lyrical drama before this Association in this room, of con-
siderable length and full of facts, names, and dates, seldom
faltering for a moment, at least in the first of the two, which
only I was fortunate enough to hear. More recently his

delivery was somewhat marred by increasing hesitancy, but
even then was marked by much occasional fluency and
power.

In 1S75 he succeeded Sir Sterndale Bennett as Principal
of the b'oyai Academy of Music and as I'rofessor of Music
in the University of Cambridge, that succession being hailed

with acclamation, satisfaction, and expectation by all musical

Imgland. I remember an intelligent man siiyinj; to me at

the time :
" I am afraid it is too late," meaning, 1 suppose,

that the recognition of his great attainments had come too
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tardily to draw much work from one si> advanced in years, in

whom ambition, if not energy, might be expected to have
died out. But the speaker knew not the man. It is tolerably

notorious how completely hi; made his mark in both offices.

The ambition to do solid work never died out of him. His
energy and courage never ipiniled before work, his enormous
personal influence at the Royal Academy of Music is well

known, and in Cambridge University we arc not likely to

witness any relapse into nominal, easily-passed examinations
for degrees. The courses of lectures which he delivered in

his professorial capacity ar Cambridge hi; repeated year by
year at the Hoy.-il Academy ; .1 course; on Beethoven's ninth

Symphony, two courses on the Symphonies of Mozart, one
on The well tempered clavier," and another course on the

second volume of twenty-four preludes and fugues, which he
refused to include with ;he ethers as the forty-eight, because
the two sets were not composed at the same period, and were
not issued as one work by Bach, and, as Macfarren considered,

but represented different phases or developments of the com-
poser's genius. There were also two courses on Beethoven's
Sonatas, the third course being on the Academy Calendar
for this very year, 1888. Alas ! we are doomed to disappoint-

ment. There was also a course on the " History of the
Overture," which hi; delivered, not, I believe, at (hi; Academy,
but at the Royal Normal College and Academy of Music for

the Blind, an institution in which, both as a musician and a
blind man, lie was much in : eics! eil, believing in the entire

practicability of highly educating those sufi'eimg—although
lie repudiated that word—from the same deprivation as him-
self He repudiated also the popular fallacy that to such
there is a compensation in (he quickening of the other senses

by the loss of one. He was good enough to express his

thorough satisfaction at the appointment of your humble
servant to the Professorship of llarmonj and Composition in

Lhat College, and specially cor urn ended a specimen of impro-
vised counterpoint by one of the pupils at a recent meeting at

Grosvenor House. At the commencement of each acade-
mical year he delivered an inaugural address to the students
and professors, always brimfull of kindly sympathy, wise
counsel, and shrewd remark on current musical topic;!. One
i.if them consists of an outline sketch of the hist 01 v of music,
evidently the result of the special (hough; which he was then
bestowing on the article "Music" in the "Encyclopedia
liritannica," after waitls republished m volume form as

.1 IP. j«: i-ii ,rt;, n iir .I...J .n-j 1. >hnn .ill, '.i-i,

about the most readable and mstiuetivi' hunk mi tin: iub|ect
in e\istcnce. 1 1 were much to he dciitcd that bis iimcr!

laneous papers scattered among periodicals and similar
p-ibbcjtions cc.;;il be coUctlc-.t. and, mth -i::u<- pain ions
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editi:ig, issued in convenient form for the benefit of musical
students. His critical opimons as e\pi essed in some of those

papers, in his analytical programmes, and in other ways, are
of course open to discussion. He, in my hearing, almost
reproacbed himself for having in any way eo-opcratcd in the

production of analytical programmes. I hardly know why.
I may mention that he would insist on the word being spelt

"program," similar to monogram and telegram, 1 suppose
to prevent people pronouncing it, as some do, " program my."'

It has often been thought that he was dogmatic, and even
obstinate, but in reality he-was singularly open to conviction,

and ready to change his views and his dicta if increased

acquaintance with the subject or the composer's work
warranted such change. An old writer has said :

" No wise
man will be ashamed to own himself in the wrong ; it is

simply to acknowledge that he is wiser to-day than he was
yesterday" ; and Macfarren was marked by much of that
wise readiness. Although hedid not change on slight ground,
he endeavoured. I believe, to keep himself free from preju-

dice. I have spoken of his abandonment of all attempts to

satisfactorily analyse Gounod's " Redemption." I particularly

remember when I was by his side at a performance of a
strange'v popular bit of bideonsness by Ihe same composer,
how he turned to me with the exclamation : " What dirty

music" I On the other hand, the day after the performance
of Gounod's "Mock Doctor," lie spontaneously said to a

little company of professors: "What beautiful music that

was last night." it was no inveterate prejudice against

the composer that he cherished.

When a young man he, like some young men now-a-days,
thought somewhat slightingly of Mozart, saying to his and
my master, Cipriani Poller :

" Do not you think he is often

puerile?" But soon afterwards, hearing one of Mozart's
symphonies and some music by other composers, Beethoven's
amongst the number, whom be had fancied greater, he
exclaimed enthusiastically to the same valued friend: "Oh,
sir, I think Mozart is the finest of all." In his later years
he was never tired of dilating on the incomparableness of

Mozart, often alleging that Beethoven owed very much to

Mozart, as the foundation on which he built. Would that

all young men of the present day, who talk depreciatingly of

Mozart, would similarly, as they mature their judgment,
come to a better mind.

Again, many years ago, I was credibly assured by a most
intelligent musician, who was very intimate with Macfarren,
Henry Gaitie, the violinist, th if he highly admired Clemenli,

considering his Sonata in B minor one of the finest in

existence. Not many years since he said to me :

11 There is

one composer I cannot tolerate, that is Clenienti, his awkward
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modulation, awkward counterpoint, and so on; exception
might, perhaps, be made in his favour of the B minor Sonata,
bis! even Ih.U "— and be I In i) proceeded with some animad-
versions, lie could express his admiration, however, very
tersely, and once during t

]

j e_- performance by a student ol

Ihr gillie from Bach's French suhe in G said: 11
it is so

jaunty." I believe then: is r:v idence that he was at one time
by no means as enthusiastic as he afterwards was about
Sebastian Bach, b.ii ad vanced as lie became more acquainted
with his works.

In like manner, 1 believe he expressed himself favourably
at one time concerning Ihe Tonic Sol-fa system of teaching,

but was somewhat strung in his opposition to it in later

years, notwithstanding his great and deserved esteem for its

energetic, pioni ulgators. the Messrs. Curwen, father and '.on.

1 remark on these matters of opinion not to insinuate that
Macfarren was fickle or unsettled in his judgment, but to

indicate that there was a healthy element in his mind, a

readiness :o re-consider, ami, if need lie. on sufficient grounds
to his thinking, to reverse or amend those judgments. In

fact I may say to the last his seemed to be a growing mind,
ever ready for new impressions, and he was all along, as he
insisted on il that every true artist should be, a student. I

well remember a little incident illustrating tins. It fell to

my lot to express thanks to him on behalf of the Acade-

lighted up

thought of as one wil 111

ihruugh favouring circumstances, and knowing a little n
about some things. He was never like some, knowing every-

thing, but was always ready to learn from anyone. Yet how
much he knew! What vast stores of information were
packed in that receptive, retentive, and reflective brain ! I

think 1 never knew anyone who might be more properlv

termed a walking Encyclopedia, and this was so wonderful
when one remembers the sad hindrance lo knowledge which
would have seemed lo he ir. his way, as so ill sunn our. '.a hie.

Yi.t his constant readings and certain competence to impart

forget that he was not all*

1

eyes as well as °all ears ai^all
brains. In the preface to my recently published "Lectures
on Musical Analysis," I mentioned the fact that after

preparation, and even putting into Ihe printers' hands some
of these lectures, 1 was gratified on hearing Professor
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Macfarrcn lecture on some of the same works to find my own
views confirmed by so eminent an authority. He wrote to
me thanking mc for the book, and said : "I am glad thai yon
allude to me as a fellow worker in the same subject. I am
sure that the more all of us give our best energies to its ex-

position the more will it gain the respect it deserves, since each
writer helps to confirm what may be said by his friends."

Such a letter exhibits entire absence of jealousy from the mind
of the single-purposed Professor, and it is one of many which
1 doubt not could be discovered, manifesting the same trait

in his character. When, several years ago, I had the honour
of reading a paper before this Association " On some under-
lying principles of structure in musical composition," he was
unable to be present, but on the paper appearing in print he
wrote to me : "It pleases me very greatly. 1 hope it may
have many readers for the sake of the good effect it is capable
of producing. I concur fully in your views, which are so
happily expressed as to make them interesting even to

readers who have small knowledge of the subject, &c. Let
me then thank you for casting a bright light on an important
matter.—Yours, with friendly regards, G. A. M,"
This unsolicited and spontaneous expression was peculiarly

gratifying and valuable, and shows not only the kindliness of
the man, but how deeply interested he was in any effort to

promote elevated views of art.

Again, on the other hand, when he himself read a paper
here on the life and work of Cipriani Potter, I was greatly
disappointed at being prevented by illness from being present,

especially as \mn% anions the now comparatively few and
fast diminishing number of Potter's pupils, it would have
been expected that I should add some reminiscences of the

dear old man in conversation after the reading of the paper.

I wrote to the professor to that effect, and received the fol-

lowing reply; "My dear Banister,— It would indeed have
been a pleasure to have had the interesting additions you
mi^ht have made to the too little I could say of our dear
friend Potter. I regret as much the loss of this as the illness

that prevented your presence at the meeting. I deplore that

the master is at present less represented in his own works
than in those of his pupils, and the persons who knew not
himself have now small chance of knowing his merits. On
this ground it behoves us who retain a vivid recollection of

his work to do all that wc may to imprint our memory on the

consciousness of otherK." I must be forgiven if these extracts

from the professor's correspondence seem to be too personal

in their references, clustering round myself, but I presume
that the reason why I have been so singularly honoured as to

have the present task committed to mc, is that it is known
that I am able to furnish personal reminiscences such as
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these. Even these I would not care to quote but for the
light they help to cast on his mind and friendly character.

In my enumeration of the learned professor's literary

labours, I have omitted all reference to those which must be
considered by far the most important of them—viz., his theo-
retical works. I purposely deferred all mention of these,

partly because it is not their literary character which claims

attention, and still farther because the consideration of them
conies under a much more comprehensive head, and one of

the most momentous in his career and work—that of his

position as a theorist and theoretical educator. H's books
of a purely theoretical and educational character are—(ist)

" The Rudiments of Harmony" ; (2nd) " Six Lectures on Har-
mony, delivered before the Royal Institution "

; (3rd) 11 Eighty
musical Sentences: Illustrating thcuse of Chromatic Chords"

;

(4th) Counterpoint, a Course of Study "
; to which may be

added the annotations and appendix to the new edition of
" Alfred Day's Treatise on Harmony." Mention may.dso be
made of a short treatise on the construction of a sonata. He
told me he once began a book on the elements of music, but
that when my little text-book treating of this, and of advanced
matters likewise, appeared, he abandoned his design as no
longer needful to prosecute. He assured me of the sii:cecity

of this compliment. The " Rudiments " were designed as a

text -book for students, on the basis of the Day theory, the

"Lectures" weredeliveredattheinstanceof Mr. G. A. Osborne,
and the theory is elucidated and defendi d with copious
justirieatorv illustrations Iron) the. wink;; i>: various acknow-
ledged composers, with the view of showing that, although
often unconsciously, they have, so to speak, written in ac-

cordance with the Day theory, which is therefore not in

reality a heterodox novelty, but the only theory which
adequately explains and justifies much in music which is

accepted unchallenged, if not fully recognised. The " l:".;j;luy

Sentences." written at the instance of the late Reverend John
Cunven, arc elaborately minute illustrations of that portion
of the Day theory referred to in their title, an integral part of

the whole theory in fact. A still further exposition, with
some modifications of the theory, resulting from years of
experience and independent thought, are presented in the
editorial matter in the republished book by Dr. Day. It will

not be expected on this occasion that 1 should enter with any
fulness or in any controversial way upon so vexed and much
discussed a question as this greatly opposed, and at one time
wholly discredited, theory. It has received much severe
handling three times in this very room, before our Association,
in papers by Mr. Stephens ;kud Mr. Gerard F. Cobb, marked,
I need not say, by how much ability; but the theory has,
notwithsLindui;;, si euinl in pvss^ss sui.:h vitality as to survive
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—even as though it were the fit lest—the polemical cannonades
in which it hits been subjected. It is :it ihis rui n;i<_-:"it widely,

although by no means universally, accepted asatheory, both
by the explanation of the phenomena and t\> educationally
a practical guide to the actual musical structure of compo-
sition. I doubt not that when next month the subject of the
Day theory, with suggested modifications, is made tin.* tln-nie

of a paper by one so able to deal with it as our friend Mr.
Prout, he will breathe a little more freely, perhaps, than if he
had to be subjected to so powerful an antagonist as the
departed theorist, and considerations of great interest will be
advanced. But it must be borne in mind that whether
the theory be accepted or not, the combinations and progres-
sions which, for want of a better word, I have termed
" phenomena," in the works of the great masters, which the
theory professes to explain and justify, exist, and that, more-
over, in as it would seem too great a number to be dismissed
as exceptions to rules, or vagaries of the particular com-
posers ; so that it is not a question as to what is allowable in

music, but of how that which is unquestionably accepted
is to be most logic;d!_y accounted for, and, in fine, how it is to

Im* expressed. With reference to this latter point it is well
known that the theory affects notation very considerably.
Unquestionably as the result of the wide dissemination and
authoritative inculcation of this theory by a musician of such
distinction as Macfarren, many progressions and combina-
tions which were formerly considered doubtful, and were
therefore timidly used, have become, I had almost said,

common-places of musical writing. Though some of them
may be regarded or felt to be somewhat startling, the
majority are unhesitatingly used and listened to. The
Macfarren discipleship of more than one generation has
become so numerous that no retreat or retrogression in this

matter seems possible, even if it were desirable. The
influence of the theory has stamped certain qualities on the
music of those who accept it to so great an extent that it is

impossible even to deny that it has enlarged the range of the

acknowledged, the allowed, and given rise to phases of thought
in music and musical idioms, which, at all events, were in-

formal previously. I have heard certain applications of the
theory sneered at by its being said that certain themes have
been Matfarrenised, and I have even heard it hinted that
some of the originality claimed for Macfarren's own compo-
sitions has really sprung from a vigorous, unstinted applica-

tion, and an itbumiauv infusion, of his \ lieoret ical r.Le'.hcids.

With regard to the various petty sneers and criticisms which
we have heard concerning him, we may do well lo remember
the saying of an acute writer :

" A great man will always pay
deference to a greater ; a little man will not, because little

Digitized by Google
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men are ambitious, and the weaker they are the more obsti-

nate and crooked."* But in considering and estimating the

work lit- oas wrought as a theorist, let aL acknowledgment be

made if he has, in connection with theory, drawn attention

to certain idioms, or whatever they may be termed, which
may have the (/fleet of extending the range of harmonic
usage, whatever the theory ; if he has, for instance, emphasised
t ho consistency with good effect of the resolution of either

dominant, supertonic, or tonic discords, to sither of one
another's roots ; and of the upward progression of chromatic
discords, in addition to the downward progression prescribed

of old. All this must be placed to his credit, and no tribute

to his work would be complete without this recognition.

Leaving theory, however, and coming to rules, a very
different matter, let it be remembered that rules given to

students are educational and disciplinary provision*, and
moreover, that rules are, theory apart, expressions of the

individual opinion and feelings of the law-giver, as to what
is firstly good as music, or, secondly, desirable for the student.

Macfa:it];'s rules are indeed numerous and stri rigeiil, and
although the exceptions may ease the difficulties of the
worker, they do greatly add to the burden upon his memory.
Some of his terminology may with all respect be challenged,

as also some of his objections to conventional terminology.
1 couM give examples of both these, but must Forbear, lest

tribute to the memory of a man of such remarkable power
should diverge into technical argument. [ ]lavc never found

myself differ from him in judgment without sincerely

(j;u-!Uiom:ig the validity of my own, and I never spent even
a short time with Inni in conversation without having a
spirit of inquiry aroused within me, and rarely without the
gain of some actual knowledge by being quickened into

some fresh insight into the mysteries of ouc he.iutifjl art and
its theories. 1 think I must forbear further enlargement on
this important topic lest I should weary you, interest ing as
the discussion might be. 1 must also waive with regret any
remarks on his book on Counterpoint, which has been
attacked on different grounds from his other works. I'r.

Alfred Day greatly desued to i xplair. and unfold his theory
to Mendelssohn, little doubting th.it it would commend itself

to so great a mathematical as wu'.l as d'.usical master. For
that purpose he induced Macfarren to arrange for an evening
meeting to converse upon the subject. He reckoned, not

without his host, but without the visitor to his host. Dr. Day
had proceeded with his expositions only a few minutes when
Mendelssohn's countenance exhibited signs of a recent
dose of nauseous medicine, and to prevent unpleasant
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consequences the host was compelled to interpose and cut

the discussion short, prematurely and peremptorily. As
Maefarren said to me, Mendelssohn was such an opponent
of all theorising; in one of his letters he says: •' Why do
people talk so much about music, instead of writing l;ooiI

music?" And Maefarren said he could well believe the
story of Mendelssohn, which he had not heard until I told
him, that when asked the root of the iirst chord of the
" Wedding March " he said :

" I do not know, and I do not
care" ; ever, as his friend. Sir Stetndulc Bennett, when asked
to account for a certain progression said : "I cannot account
for it; let us have a cigar." No such expression ever fell

from the lips of Maefarren. You do not know the root of
that chord and you do not care, and yon cannot account for

it ? then do not go up to Maefarren to be examined t

When MaefaiTcn's " I\ udiments '* appeared [he late Dr.
Gauntlet; meeting him in a music warehouse ami going up
to him said : " Ah, Maefarren I have read your book, but I

do not agree with you." "Then you are like Christmas
pudding " was the rejoinder of the supposed hard pedant
and polemic. And although his convictions on theoretical

matters were deeply rooted, he did not treat with contempt
the opinions of oioers, thoue.ll 1 h.ive heard him speak of the

binding of one theoretical hook as being the best part of il,

On the other hand, I have heard him say that musicians
whom he respected differed from him about this point of the
supertonic root.

It was shallowness, fussiuess, slipshod expediency which
he despised in any dealing with so serious an expression of
truth as beautiful music.
How simple and forbearing he was, often remaining silent

when dissentient, and although called so radical, as indeed
he was theoretically, his views having so much reference to

the roots of chords, yet so reverentially did he cling to

those methods of structure, which have been accepted, that
he came to be thought narrow by certain modern musicians,

or, as he expressed it to me, '* 1 know they think me a rabid

old Tory." In private life he was most lovable, highly

estimating domestic affection, which I could illustrate by
instances of too persona! a nature for such ;;u occasion as

this. How generously he liked to praise other musicians !

During the hist railway journey I took in his company from

Cambridge to London he was talking about various musical

matters and men, and speaking of a series of papers on
orchestral instruments by Mr. E. H. Turpin, he said that they
seemed to him about the best of the kind he had ever seen.

In his " Musical History " he is careful, just after treating of

the organ, to a'dd a foot-note :
" These facts are drawn from

the excellent writings of Dr. E. J. Hopkins, to which the
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reader is referred for details." For himself he only valued the
distinction of lining esteemed by his professional brethren.
I'liat In; did greatly value. He implored them as i::arking

their friendship not to address him by his titular distinction,

upon which I hope it is not unloyai to say he set about
as much value as he did on his Doctor's robes, which he said

made him look like first cousin to the knave of hearts. When
I dedicated to him my Fantasia in F minor, he not only
wrote of the work in terms that I must not repeat, but
specially thanked me for styling him on the title page my
friend." Of his ceaseless, untiring activity one final and
affecting instance may he given. On Sunday, October 30th
last, he had a fall which shook him very much; on the
Monday, however, he dictated three letters, one very compli-
cated ; and in an hour and a-half he passed away, in li.n ness
to the end. At the last Academy dinner, in response to the
toast of his health, he assured us that the truest mark of
friendship would be at once to give him an intimation when
his health was so failing as to unfit him for the efficient

discharge of his duties. Who would have had the courage
or the heart ? We have been spared that pain.

And now, who shall succeed him ? I do not mean in any
honoured position, such as the Presidency of Societies : they
wiL have to ask and answer that question. I do not mean in

the Principalship of the Royal Academy of Music—I mean
who is to succeed him as the all-round, universally reverenced
Nestor and head of our profession, whose attainments and
honesty, and knowledge and ji^lj.'incnt, and lii^li-ijiindedness

shall win such perfect and deferential recognition from ail

ranks and parties. We have all been proud of him, we are
proud of our countryman, and we feel proud of a profession
which has been ennobled by having enrolled amongst its

numbers one who has laboured harder than any of us pro-
bably, with such dignified persistence, such indomitable
energy for our professional dignity in such wise as well may
stimulate our energies to correspondingly indomitable vigour.
His example remains to us. We may not emulate with any
hope of attainment his almost Machiavellian memory, his

almost Crich ton-like culture; but we may all emulate—and
this is the great lesson which his example furnishes to
students—his single-minded directness of aim, his per-
severance, his unflagging industry ; and that, moreover, with
the certain assurance that honest work, thoughtful work, with
no scamping, and none of what he called "dissolute" evasion
of difficulties to be seriously encountered, must have its

reward, must issue in the natural result of such working
causes. I heard him say once—" ' Trouble ' is not a word in

my vocabulary." Of course toil, work, labour, fatigue, all

these he knew, and you must know, if you are to win any
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prize, but not trouble as something to be shirked or mini-
mised. Still 1 repeat the question which I cannot answer—
Who is to succeed him as the all-round musician ? All

here, especially the younger general inn. imiv say each one- -

1 will; 1 may nut ever succeed him i" that fashion, but,

coming after him, I will succeed like him in his fashion

by a stainless course of devotedness to the highest in art,

never swerving front I ho path of uiiHiillk-d purity, aim, and
endeavour.
The Chairman.—At this late hour it will not be your wish

that I should detain you with any observations of my own.
I should only like to say I could have wished someone else

had occupied the chair this evening than myself. I yield to

no one in my admiration and respect for the late Professor
Macfarren, hut I had not the opportunity of knowing very
much of him, for one reason, of course, that my musical
education was not received in London, and I did not in fact

come to London until I had approached the sear and yellow
leaf ; but I had the privilege, which I look back upon with
great pleasure, of helping to pay probably the last public

tribute to him in arranging for the luusicil service at West-
minster Abbey. From the official position which I hold
there it fell to my lot to do what I could in that way, and I

am glad to think the friends and pupils of the late Professor
were satisfied with what we were able to do on that very
iuttriestiiig but mournful occasion. I am sure it would be
your wish to tender your best thanks to our friend .Mr,
Banister for this very admirable paper. It is not a
controversial paper, and I believe it is not necessary or

right that I should ask for any discussion. One would have
been very glad to have had it supplemented from those

friends of the Professor who may be here, and who also

knew him well; but I venture to think few of them could
add anything of interest to the remarkable paper Mr.
ISaiiisttr has read. I will, therefore, with your permission,

at once put the motion that our best thanks be given to Mr.

The motion was carried unanimously.
Mr. Banister.—Allow me just to add one thing in

acknowledging this vote of thanks. I am engaged upon a
still harder task than that which I have undertaken this

afternoon, which is the very onerous and difficult but
honoured one of preparing the complete biography of

Sir George Macfarren. It is utterly impossible lor rue to

make that the kind of book that it should be, unless all those
who possess either letters or documents of any kind bearing

upon hi; artis-.ic and musical career will kindly let me have
some access to them as far as possible, with the assurance
that they shall receive the most careful supervision and
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preservation, and shall be returned in as good a condition as

they are lent. I shall lm vury grca'.ly nUigud by ;i nytliin;; of

that kind in order that I may render the book worthy of our
departed friend.

Mr. C. E. Stephens moved a vote of thanks to the

Chairman, which concluded the proceedings.
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In the Chair.
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SOME SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS OF DAYS
THEORY OF HARMONY.

By Ebenezer Prout, B.A.

When, at the beginning of the present session, I promised
our Secretary to read a paper before this Association on
Dr. Day's System of Harmony, I ventured to indulge the
hope that the chair would he taken on that occasion by the

eminent musician to whose efforts wo are indebted for the
most complete exposition of that system. By the Sudden and
lamented death of Sir George Macfarren, England has lost

her greatest theoretical musician; and his name is so inti-

mately connected with the subject on which 1 am to have the
honour of addressing you this afternoon, that 1 cannot refrain
from paying this tribute to his marvellous gifts, and of
acknowledging my own indebtedness to his writings for a
more thorough insight into what I believe to be the true

theory of music, than I had been able to obtain from other
sources.

In commencing my remarks, let me in the first place most
earnestly disclaim any attempt to dogmatise. I make no
profession to set myself up in any degree as an authority in

matters of theory. My object this afternoon is quite
different. In the course of my experience as a teacher, I

have several times met with difficulties in connection with
Day's system, and have given considerable thought to the
way in which such difficulties could best be overcome. It is

at least not improbable that others who have taught on this

system may have experienced similar troubles to my own
;

and my purpose is to show in what way the objections to

which Day's system is fairly open may, in my humble opinion,

be best met.
I trust I shall not be deemed unduly egotistical if I here

digress for a few minutes to give my own practical experience

of the system for teaching purposes. Up to a comparatively
recent period I was entirely unacquainted both with
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Dr. Day's work and with Professor Macfarren's book founded
upon it. Some seven or eight years ago, one of my pupils at

the Royal Academy told me that he was readme; Macfarren's-
' Harmony," but could not understand it without help

;
and

ho asked im: if ho might bring it to me to road over with him.
1 consented, and we went through the book together, from
the begianii:;; 10 the end. I.iefore ibis time I had always
used k iditer's work as my text-book with pupils, and I found
so much that was quite new to me in Macfarren's views, that

at first I was inclined to be incredulous. As we read on, the
completeness, reasonableness, and consistency of the system
revealed itself to me more and mure; and by the time we
had reached the end of the book I had arrived at a con-
clusion, which I have never since seen reason to alter, that
be:o, and here alone, so far as my experience goes, is a theory

sufficiently complete to explain alike flic simple progressions

of the old composers of the seventeenth century and the
modern harmonics of Schumann, Brahms, or Warner, v.-hidi

is throughout perfectly consistent with itself, and which is

probably ilie only system which has not nearly or quite as

many exceptions as rules.

Let me say at once that I am not going to ignore the ob-

jections that may be 'node to Day's system as he left it. In
the very first year of tin; existence of this Association, Mr. C.
E. Stephens read a very able paper (with which, he will

probably be surprised to learn, I in the main thoronjdily

agree), pointing out Day's inconsistencies. With this matter
I shall deal later ; but, for the sake of those of my hearers
who may not have road either Dr. Day's or Professor Mac-
fane::';, books, it will be well first to set forth as briefly ad

possible the salient points of Day's system. I cannot do this

better than by quoting the summary given by Macfarren in

his " Six Lectures on Harmony "
:

—

" The ancient style is distinguished from the modern, and
the rules for each arc shown to be clear, consistent, and com-
prehensive. The confusion that prevails in many minds as

to what arc the limits of the elder, and the extent of the later

styio, may be dispelled by a:; observance of this distinction.

"The ancient, contrapuntal, strict, or diatonic style re-

gards the interval of the fourth from the bass as invariably

dissonant
;

allows of no unprepared discords, save only
passing-notes ; and applies its uniform rules of progression

and combination equally and alike to all the notes of the key,

admitting not the inflection of any of these, save in the
special cases stated in our second lecture (i.e., the alteration

of the sixth and seventh degrees of the arbitrary minor
scale).

" The modern, fundamental, free, or chromatic style admits
inflected notes that change not the key

;
acknowledges
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exceptional treatment of certain notes in the key as distinct

from others, which is exemplified by the second inversion

—

iiKhii.!mg the consonant fourth—of three exceptional chords,
ami by the selection of thtee e j^ceptional notes as mots of

fundamental harmonics, and accepts the natural generation
of discords in place of their artificial preparation.

" The rules for concords and for the three classes of dis-

cortls—passing- nolf'S, suspensions, ami essential discords— iu

the strict style, are general, uniform, anil exceptionless.
" The rules for concords and discords in the free style are

special to particular notes, having always a reference to the
relationship of each to the tonic. The exceptional treatment
of the coiiccnls of the key-note, ti'.e suhdi mima;it . and (lie

dominant, refers to this relationship; the treatment of each
of the chromatic concords refers to and depends upon this

relationship; the natural resolutions of each and all of the
chromatic discords refer to this relationship."—(Macfarrcn:
" Six Lectures on Harmony," pp. 215-217.)
Here we have very succinctly the outline of Day's whole

system. With the first part, dealing with the difference

between the strict and the free styles, we need not trouble
ourselves this afternoon, because the matter is one of merely
historical interest. The chief objections urged to the theory

are owing to Day's deriving his chords in the key from the
harmonics of their roots. Mr. Stephens, in the paper to

which 1 have referred, showed clearly the inconsistencies to

which Day stands committed. Let me take perhaps the

most striking example of these inconsistencies. In deriving
his fundamental discords in a key, Day takes first the tonic

as a root, then the dominant, as the first harmonic generated
by the tonic, next the supertonic, the first harmonic Rene-
rated by the dominant. Here he stops, saying: "The
reason why the harmonics of the next fifth are not used, is

because that note itself is not a note of the diatonic scale,

being a little too sharp." As a matter of fact, the note has
eighty-one vibrations, where (he true minor third below the
tonic would only have eighty. But though Day is so par-
ticular on this point, he allows the harmonic flat seventh,

which is
r

<

f too flat, and the harmonic eleventh which is 3\
too sharp ;

the ilitlrrenee ln-ing in both cases much greater

than that which he disallows in the instance first-named.

Furthermore, he declines to admit the chord on the mediant
in the fundamental position, because the seventh of the scale

is not a perfect fifth above the mediant, being too flat, in the

ratio of eighty to eighty-one, though, as I have just said, he
allows the harmonic seventh, which is distinctly flatter.

-

Again, the minor ninth from the root (the seventeenth har-

monic) will obviously be a shade flatter than the true dia-

tonic semitone, the ratio of which is fifteen to sixteen.
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From what has been said, it will, I think, be evident, that

no system of harmony can work in actual practice in which
absolute purity of intonation is insisted upon. As a matter
of fact, in the tempered scale, with twelve semitones to the

octave, no interval except the octave itself ever is, or can be,

in perfect tune. All perfect fifths must be slightly flat, and
major thirds rather sharp. But here the " adjusting power

of the ear," of which Macfarren has spoken, comes into play.

The ear accepts a sound which varies very slightly from true

intonation as the equivalent of the real sound which should
he produced. Nay more, the same sound produces an
entirely different effect according to its surroundings. Listen

to these two progressions of chords

—

Jf) W

The third chord at (n) followed by the chord of G major
pi-iiilrccs distinctly the effect of an augmented sixth in the

key of C. The very same notes on the piano approached in

precisely the same way at lb) followed by the chord of D flat

produce no less distinctly the effect of a dominant seventh in

D flat. Examples of this adjusting power of the ear may be
heard at all orchestral concerts. On the violins the open
strings are tuned in perfect fifths ; but in the wind instruments,

with a fixed tempered scale of twelve notes to the octave,

such as the flute or oboe, the fifths must necessarily be slightly

flat. Will anyone maintain that if the violins play two of

their open strings, say A, E, giving the fifths perfect, and the

oboes play A, E in unison with them that the sounds are not

for all practical purposes identical ? With the natural horns
and trumpets, as they were written for by the older masters

before the introduction of the slide or valve, the intonation

was pure ; but this does not prevent their combination either

in unison or in harmony with other instruments in which only
the tempered scale was possible. But the argument may be

carried even further. Handel has actually used the seventh
and eleventh harmonics of the trumpet (the natural trumpet,
be it remembered} as the equivalents of the notes of the

tempered scale. In the third part of "Judas Maccabeus"
is a song, now always omitted in performance, " With honour
let desert be crowned." The song is in A minor, and has
a trumpet obUieato, the trumpet being in D. In this song we
repeatedly find both C natural (the seventh harmonic) and
G natural (the eleventh) used not only for rapid passing notes,
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where a little imparity of intonation night pass unnoticed,
but as holding notes of the harmony in solo passages. The
eleventh harmonic is frequently met with in other places in

his works; the seventh I do not remember to have come
across elsewhere; but it mourns evident that Handel considered
the harmonic seventh as the practical equivalent of the
tempered seventh. Even supposing that the slide were in

use in Handel's time (of which I have been unable to find

any proof), the fact still remains to be mentioned that in tins

same song he has in one long and irnviortimt passage doubled
his trumpet by the oboes in unison, the former certainly

piaving with pure, and the latter with tempered intonation.

Again, many of us are familiar with tin.- common expert-
mei'.; 1 if making a low string 11:1 ill!.1 piano sound its harmonics
by "sympathetic resonance"—by raising the damper from
the low string, and then striking the notes which arc

harmonics of that string. After the finger is removed from
the upper note, the harmonic sound will be distinctly

heard produced by sympathy on the lower string. I have
myself on a Broadwood grand piano often obtained the
seventh and eleventh harmonics on the low strings in this

way. The car could detect the difference of pitch; but the
fact that the perfect fourth v.'as able to so! c en the perceptibly
sharper eleventh harmonic in vibration certainly appears to

me to furnish an additional argument in support of mv view
that the two notes are practically, though of course not
nnithciiialically, identical.

Some of you will probably by this time have anticipated
the proposal that I am about to make with the view of
removing the difficulties suiting from tbe.se questions of

intonation. As all our music is founded upon the tempered
scale, I would fake that scale as the basis of harmonic
investigations. No other appears to me to he possible. Mr.
Stephens, in the paper I have already referred to, suggests
the founding of a system of harmony merely upon the
common chords of the roots, rejecting the sevenths and the
higher harmonics, such as the eleventh and thirteenth, as
being out of tune. But, as a matter of fact, in the tempered
scale actually in use neither the thirds nor the fifths are

perfectly in tune. Let us take the facts as we find them. I

am quite aware that 1 may be told that the notes of which I

am speaking are not the real and actual sounds. I admit
the fact, and I add that i do not care whether they are or
not; they are practically quite near enough to be accepted
as ti e equivalents of the theoretically correct notes. For
example, in the key of C, 1 find three different G's, varying in

pitch according to their harmonic derivation and surround-
ings. Beginning with the flattest, I have C the seventh of the
fundamental chord on [he supertciiic, r.e>:t comes C. toe roof
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of the Ionic chord, and highest of all, C the harmonic eleventh

of the dominant. The ratios of these three C's to one another
car easily he proved to be respectively 63, 6.1, and fid ; and
my contention is that for practical purposes these three notes

are identical.

I therefore start with the tempered scale as ray ground-
work, and hope to be able to show you that with this modifi-

cation Day's system is singularly complete and fhoroiiL.'hly

workable. Let me try, as clearly as 1 eari, to set before you
a few of the chief facts which present themselves when viewed
undui this modified aspect. The existence of the harmonic
series is of course a matter not of theory but of fact. I take
the notes of the tempered scale as tile equivalent of the

harmonica for precisely the same reason as I take the
tempered thirds and fifths as the equivalent of the true

intervals.

First let us clearly understand what constitutes a Key. I

believe that the following dehnition will meet with general

acceptance,—" A key is a collection of twelve notes within
the compass of an octave, of which the first is called the

lo:;ic, or key-note, to which note the other eleven bear a fi veo

and definite relationship." The chords in a key aie formed
by various combinations of these twelve notes. When it is

said that twelve notes constitute a key, it is meant that not

more than twelve can he employed as harmony notes in one
key. In other words, two notes which are enharmonics of

one another

—

e.g., 1) sharp and li flat—cannot both be used in

chords of the same key, though it would be quite possible

in the key of C, tor example, where E flat is a harmony note,

to use D sharp as a chromatic passing-note. If, however, a

chord be introduced of which D sharp is really one of the

notes, there is a modulation, and we arc no longer in the key
of C.
The tonic or key-note is the root from which the whole

key is more or less immediately derived. (1 am speaking

cow, let me [emavk in passlej', of a major key ; of the minor
I shall have something to say later.) From the tonic are

generated naturally the series of sounds known as harmonics.
As these are very numerous, we should, if all ivere usurl, get

so many more than twelve notes derived from the tonic as

to obscure all feeling oi a key, as that term has been defined

:

we ;herelnre make a selection, taking firs; the lowest notes of

the harmonic scries, as springinr; more immediately from the

root, and therefore having the first claim to a position of
relationship to that root. Even those of you who may
disagree most entirely with the views I am endeavouring to

set forth this afternoon will hardly controvert my statement
that the perfect fifth and major third are derived from any
root as its third and fifth harmonics. Let me remind you of
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the harmonic scries as far as the seventeenth note, taking C as
a root i—

113 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 I) I] 14 ij 16 17

Of these the seventh (and of course its octave the four-

teenth) also the thirteenth are a little too flat, and the
elecieith si!!j:M!\vli;it tuo sharp

; the other notes ;iu: perfectly

our key we first form a chord on the tonic by the successive
superposition of thirds. In this way we first obtain the
major common chord, then the chord of the fundamental
seventh, always to be known by its containing a major third,

perfect fifth, and minor seventh from the root. The reason
we take B flat and not B natural for the seventh of the
chord is that it is produced earlier in the series, and therefore

has a prior claim, and further that while B flat is a primary
harmonic, of the root. 11 natural is only a secondary hannonic,
beiu^ really the fifth harmonic from G, the third note in

the harmonic scries of C (5x3= 15). B flat being thus
established as a note of the fundamental harmony of C, it

follows that B natural is necessarily excluded, because of the

impossible, false relation of the two note, in the same chord.

Thus far a fundamental chord always contains the same
intervals; but beyond this point alternative notes present
themselves. The next third above the seventh is of course

the ninth ; this may be either major (the ninth harmonic) or

minor (the seventeenth harmonic!. The eleventh occurs in

only one form—the eleventh harmonic ; but for the thirteenth

we can either lake the major (the thirteenth harmonic) or

the minor thirteenth—a secondary harmonic, being the miien-

ninth of the dominant. It will be obvious that our chord-
luiilding can lie carried no further, because the next third

above the thirteenth is the duplication of the root, after

which the series recommences.
Let us now look at the notes which we have already in the

key derived' from the tonic root, and forming part of the

Ex. 3.

(The (a) show the alternative minor ninth and thirteenth.)

We have now all the notes that can be obtained directly

from the tonic, and even two secondary harmonics

—

{i.e.,
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harmonics of a harmonic)—D natural and A flat—which are
primary harmonics of G ; but our key is not yet complete.
I have spoken of the tonic as the source whence the whole
key is derived ; let me use a familiar illustration, and call it

the head of the family. Then the different harmonics you"

have seen springing from the root may be looked upon as

C's children, G (the first new note) being the eldest son. In
pr ices of time G grows up, marries, and has a family

—

C's grandchildren—what we call the secondary harmonics of

C. The laws of nature being invariable, the notes of the
harmonic series from C will bear the same relation lo their

root or generator as we saw in the case of C. I need not
write down the series ; hut you will see at once that we can
make a fundamental chord on the dominant G, up to the
major and minor thirteenth, exactly as we can from the
tonic. Here is the full chord :—

We have here two new notes for our key, the leadim; note
(fifth harmonic of the dominant) and the minor third of the
key—a secondary harmonic of the dominant, as the minor
thirteenth from C is the secondary harmonic of the tonic.

We have still one note wanting to complete the key; we
have nothing yet between F natural and G natural. Where
are we to go to get it ? Not to the harmonic series of E,
U:u second noli.* derived from C. This note, as we shall see
directly, is unavailable as a root in the key. Just as, after

e\ha>ist:!ig the resources of the tonic we take its fifth—the
dominant—so we now go to the supertonic, as the first

lifii-immic -Herat ed by the (imiiiiinnl. Building up, as
before, a fundamental chord on this root, we obtain :

—

We have now the materia! for the key of C quite complete,
and we go no further. Why, it may be asked, not go on to
A, the fifth of D, and build a series of fundamental chords
upon it ? Not in the least, I conceive, for the reason that
Day gives, because it is too sharp ;

for if it is not too sharp
to be used in the chords of the key f fail to see why it should
be too sharp to use as a root. No, there is a very much
Stronger reason than this. If ,-\ be taken as a root i:> tin: key
of C it will generate C sharp as its fifth harmonic. But we
have already D fiat in the key, derived as a primary harmonic
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from the tonic, and therefore having a prior claim
;
and two

notes having the enharmonic diesis cannot co-exist in the

same key, or there will be more than twelve sounds in the

key. You will now see why after G we took D, and not E,
as the next root ; because K as its major third would j,'ivu

G sharp, which is incompatible with the A flat already in the

key as the minor ninth of the dominant. For a similar

reason we cannot take the subdominant Y as a root, because
its minor ninth, G flat, makes the enharmonic diesis with
F sharp, the major third of the supertonic. No other roots

than the three already shown can be taite:i in any one key
without giving more than twelve miles in that key.

From the three runts now Riven -'.lie tonic, dominant, and
superleuio we obtain all the chords, whether diatonic 01

chromatic, of the key. For instance, the chord of the super-

tonio is a portion of the dominant harmony— 1_ ] 1
1

::ftll, minor

seventh, and major ninth; the medianl chord is another
section of the same harmony—the majui thirteenth, root, and
third. And here I may say that, as 1 ignore, in accordance

with the requirements of the tempered scale, the slight

dissonance 0; the fifth of this interval, I decline to accept

Day's prohibition of the use of this chord in its fundamental
position. The occasions for its judicious employment are, I

admit, rare ; but I see no reason why it should be absolutely

forbidden, and precedents for :ts use may undoubtedly be
found in the works of the greatest masters. To continue—
the subdominant chord is composed of the seventh, major
ninth, and eleventh of the dominant chord, and the frequent
profession (Voin su'uloininai:; to [onic harmony is on this

view merely the ordinary passage of d; 'lneia n t harmony to

tonic, from which, as we have seen, the doniiunr.t harmony
is derived, and which thus obeys a very general law as to the

progression of Uie h.irmnnies of fundamental roots to chords
derived from another fundamental root, .Similarly, the

snbmoclnmt chord is the fifth, seventh, and major ninth of

the supertonic; while the imperfect triad on the leading note
is only the third, fifth, and minor seventh of the dominant,
with the root omitted. In the same way may he shown the

derivation of the chromatic chords in the key—one wilt

suffice; and I purposely choose an extreme one. The chord

on the minor second of the key, the first inversion of which
is the so-called "Neapolitan sixth," consists of the minor
ninth, eleventh, and minor thirteenth of the tonic. All other
chords can be explained on this system with equal ease, and
the discords no less readily than the concords.

You will now see, by examining the three fundamental
chords already shown, the true names of the semitones in the

chromatic scale. That between C and D is D Hat, the seven-

teenth harmonic of C, not C sharp, which does not exist in
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the key. Similarly we find E flat anil \! sharp, both derived

from D, the supertonic, A flat derived from G, and B flat

derived from C. As a matter of expediency, and when used

as passing-notes, these semitones arc often written with a

different notation, but their true derivation and their har-

monic relationship show that their real names must be those
that I have just given.

One of the most useful points in Day's system is his treat-

ment of the question of chromatic chords in the key. No
single chord can possibly define a key

;
every chord therefore

must be either in the key of the chord which precedes it or

of that which follows it. Whenever these chords are both
in the same key, the intermediate chord must also he in that

key ; and if one or more of its notes be inflected by an acci-

dental, it will be a chromatic chord in the key. As a simple

illustration of my meaning, take the two following progres-

At (a) the fourth chord produces a modulation to the key
of E flat, and is therefore considered as belonging to that

key. At (b) the same chord is followed, :m well as preceded,

by chords in the key of C, and is, therefore, in this case, chro-

matic in the key of C, and not diatonic in the key of E flat.

This simple and reasonable explanation does away with the

necessity of explaining these chords as transient modulations
into other more or less remote keys. This theory of chro-

matic chords also furnishes us, as 1 shall endeavour to show
presently, with some of the most effective means of modu-

It is now time to say something about the minor key, a
subject on which I have not yet touched. I need not dwell
upon the point that the major and minor keys most closely

connected are not the so-called " relative " major and minor
(e.g., C major and A minor), but those which have the same
tonic—C major and C minor. On this I think there will be
no difference of opinion. The real difficulty in the scientific

explanation of the minor key seems to me to arise from the

fact that, whereas every root generates a major third as one
of its harmonics, no root can possibly generate a true minor
third. This is capable of a very simple niadiematica! demon-
stration. The ratio of the minor third, as you will see from
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the harmonic series given above, is 5 : 6. Tile minor third

will therefore hi- above its root, lint as she root is alwavs
(after the prime) a power of two, an even number in the

series (2, 4, 8, 16, &c.)> nollc 01 w hich can ever be divisible by
live without a remainder, and consequently cannot fur nndti-

plied by six without fractions in the result, it is clear that no
harmonic of a root will ca'ci" slam! to that root in the ra:io of

5 : 6. The only tonic minor chord to he found among the
harmonics is that composed of the seventh, minor ninth, and
eleventh of the stipertoide ; Mill this c\pla nation is inad-

missible, because tin: Ionic brin_;, so to s[it.;ik. thu head and
foundation of list; kev, the dcrival ion of it.- choi d t'rcn: a root

which, itself one of the secondary harmonics of the tonic, is

as mini] an ir. \ ei sioi: of Uie natiual order of things as to say

that Kin;; George III. was descended from Queen Victoria.

Ilesides this, the minor third, even supposing we admit it as

the nineteenth harmonic from the root, is excluded from the
chords of that root for the same reason for which we exclude
the major seventh (the fifteenth harmonic) because it would
make a false relation with the major third which is already
pre-* lit. and which, being grr.',ratcd earlier in the series

(as the huh harmonic), has the prior claim to a plate in the

chord. The major common chord is a natural, the minor an
artificial product, formed by an arbitrary lowering of the
interval of she third, lor which no scientific explanation can
be given. Admit this chord as a postulate, and the whole
becomes clear; for every other chord in the minor key is

derived from one or other of the fundamental roots, which,
it may be remarked, in passing, is the reason that all the

chords of the minor key, with the single exception of the
tonic chord itself, may be used as chromatic in the major

l.Jav's theory of fundamental harmony furnishes us with
very clear guidance as to what discords may be taken without
preparation. .VI the fundamental discords, whether in their

complete form or, as frequently met with, with certain notes
omitted, may be thus treated, because tin; notes forming tlurm

a re alrcaoy generated by nature when the roots are sounded

;

and these discords are therefore not attificial combinations,
but reinforcements of sounds which already exist. Did time
allow, it would he very interesting to go into this sidijeet, and
to show you how all these discords resolve either upon their

own roots, or on the roots of the other fmidaiuental discords

in the same key ; but this would lead us too far. I must
refer you to the treatises of Day and Macfarren for the eluci-

dation of this important subject.

The system I am discussing also gives us valuable assis-

tance in understanding the means of modulation and the

relationship of kevs. Lc: me trespass on your patience while
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I say a few words on each of these important points. One
of the most frequent, I might almost say the most frequent

method of modulating is by taking a chord as belonging to

one key, and leaving it as helonging to another. I am re-

ferring now not to enharmonic modulation, as in the case of

the chord of the diminished seventh, but to much simpler

changes of key. Take, for instance, an ordinary modulation
from C to A minor:

—

Here the fourth chord is taken as the subdominantof C major,
and quitted as the submediant of A minor. By admitting
chromatic chords in the key the resources of this mi-lhml of

modulation are immensely enlarged ; so much so indeed that

il is passible in this way to modulate from one key to any
other. The chord may be diatonic in the first key and
chromatic in the second, or chromatic in the first and diatonic

in the second, or, lastly, chromatic in both. Let me give
you one example of each ;

—

Ex. s.

In this really very simple modulation from C major to B
m.vor, which 1 h;>.vc purposely chosen as being to one of the
most remote keys, the third chord is taken as the first inver-

sion of the tonic chord of C and left as the "Neapolitan
sixth" (the first inversion of the chromatic chord on the

miner second of the key) in B major. The modulation I

have already given yon from C to E flat (Ex. 6, a) will serve

as an illustration of the second method. Here the fourth

chord is taken as the chromatic minor chord on the sub-
dominant of C, and quitted as the supertonic chord in E flat.

[ will purposely choose a concord, and not a discord, for my
third illustration of a modulation by means of a chord
chromatic in both keys. I am going to modulate from C to

G, not in a manner that I should adopt or recommend for
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ordinary use, but merely to show you what is possible by
means of these chromatic chords :

—

Ex, q,
"°"

Here the fourth chord is taken as the chromatic cliord on the
minor sixth in the key of C and quitted as the chromatic
chord on the minor second of G. It would be easy to spend
an hour in illustrating this point, especially if discords are

used as well as concords ; but I trust I have said enough to

show you how the whole subject of modulation becomes
^impliiiod hv I CIS:-, system.

I further believe that this theory gives us a clear insight
into the question of key. relationship. Everyone admits that
the keys of F major and G major arc the most nearly related
to C. Why ? Not, I think, for the reason frequently given,
because their scales contain most notes in common with that
of C ; because, if that were the reason, the next nearest keys
would be on the one side B flat, and on the other D ; and
these keys, as I shall endeavour to show you directly, are

not the next nearest. I believe the real reason to be that
F and G are the two notes which stand in the simplest har-

monic ratio (2 : 3) to C, the former as a generating, the latter

as a generated note. I would carry tins view funlicr, and
say that the next nearest key to C is E major on the gene-
rated, and A fiat major on the generating side, because the
tonics are in the next simplest ratio, 4:5; 3:4 being, of
course, merely the inversion of 2 : 3 and giving no now note.
In support of this view, let me adduce the practice of
Beethoven. In the first movements of his sonatas he mostly
follows the example of Haydn and Mozart, and in a major
key puts his second subject into the key of the dominant

;

but when he makes an innovation, what key does he choose ?

Never in any one instance the key of the supertonic, or of
the flat seventh, but invariably a key the tonic of which is

distant either a major or minor third from the tonic key of
the movement (I need hardly remind you that the next
simplest ratio to the major third, 4. : 5, will be the minor
third, 5 : 6). In the " Waldstein " Sonata, Op. 53, we see the
first subject in C major, the second in E major

;
similarly, in

the Sonata in G, Op. 31, No. 1, the second subject is in B
major, in both cases a major third above the tonic. Again,
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in the Quintet in C, Op. 29, tilt second snivel is in A major
;

and in the great Trio in li flat, Op. 97, ami the Si mala, Op. loli,

in llie same key, tiie second subjects are in G major, a minor
third below the tonic, (In each case I am speaking of the

first movements.) ft is worthy of notice that in every
instance tin: second subject has more sharps or fewer flats

than the first ; 111 other words, it is on the peneretod, and not

on the frent. rating silk- of tin: tonic. A modulation to a key
which generates the tonic necessarily produces a more dis-

turb::!;; effect on the fedme of lo::a:;'.y than one to a gene-

rated key, because in '.he former ease llie tome sinks into

a suboi.liiialc position, while in the latter il ri:;.:ins ils

supremacy.
Li-: us look fur a mo men I longer at this snhjeel, which is

of great practical importance. We have seen that the key
of E is the next nearest, after F and G, to C ; and that A
runs it very close. A is of course one of the nearest related

keys to L ; row let us take the other nearest related -- vi;:.,

B major. We are no further from E than we were, but we
arc now in quite a remote key from C. Why ? Obviously
because while E has to C the" ratio of 5 : 4 and A has to C
the ratio of -, -. 6, I) has to C the much less simple ratio of

15 : 16. To take a few more remote keys—C has to C sharp
the ratio 24 : 2 j, while to F sharp C has the still more com-
plex ratio of 32 : 45. All of you who understand the

h an in; nie series can easily vet ify these figures for yours: Ives.

From what I have put before you 1 deduce the following

juiporiant geni.aal rule as to key-relationship The degree
o:' lelationshi'i oi two kevs depends upon llie folios of their

tonics to one" another. "11" that ratio he simple (i.e., if the

numbers are small), the keys will be nearly related ; if the
ratio In con-.plox, llie kevs wiil be more remote.

I fear ! have already trespassed unduly upon your time and
patience, and must hasten to a conclusion. You will, I think,

see that, while firmly believing in the general truth of Day's
system, 1 am not prepared to swallow il whole. In some
things I consider him incorrect, and in others dogmatical.

From his prohibition of the chord on the mediant in the
fundamental position, 1 have already expressed my dissent.

I object also to his statement that there can be no chord
ill" '.he eleventh except on the dominant. Let me give you a

beaetilul example of a tonic eleven-til from one of I he most
charming passages in the first movement of Schumann's Con-
certo in A minor— I quote merely the harmonics, without the

figuration for the piano :

—
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The fifth chord of the passage is incapable of any other
explanation, in its context, than that of the minor seventh,
minor ninth, and eleventh of the tonic. I believe I have
also in modern music occasionally met with a supertonic

eleventh; but I cannot at this moment recall an example.
But there is certainly no reason why the eleventh cannot be

A*!m 'lta£^tegiSi«r SSXfi»Wd5 the si^rLonic
chord to be followed l.y the chord of the tonic, unless both
are in their first inversion, or the tonic chord is in its second
inversion. This dogmatic rule is contrary to the practice of

the great masters. Here arc two examples from Handel's
" fsrael in Egypt," in the first of which you will hear the
fii:id;!T]](:]i;:LL pi'iiitiun of the supertonic followed by the first

inversion of the tonic, and in the second the first inversion of

the supertonic followed hy the fundamental position of the

Handel—" He spate the word " {Israel in Egypt),

Ex. IT.

Handel—" He gave them hailstones " [Israel in Egypt).

In the " Benedictus " of Gounod's Cecilian Mass is a beautiful

example of the supertonic followed by the chord of the tonic,

both having their roots in the bass. The treatment of the

progression, like many others, requires care; but I can see
no reason at all for its absolute prohibition. Day and
Macfarren further declare that second inversions are only
allowed with three chords, those of the tonic, dominant, and
subdominant. I grant that they are extremely rare on
other degrees of the scale, but that they are not impossible

is proved by such passages as one that I shall give you from
Schumann's " Paradise and the Peri," where the second
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inversion of [tie chord on the supertonic is introduced with
charming effect :

—

B«. 13.

Other examples may occasionally lie mel with, especially

in the works of the older composers.
I have now arrived at the end of a to me deeply interesting,

but by no means easy task. I am not so Quixotic as to

expect to induce all of you to agree with the views I have
set forth. On the contrary, I know that there are so many
excellent musicians who arc strongly opposed to Day's theory

that I feel that, in selecting such a subject for my paper, I

show something cf the rashness of a man who puts his hand
into a hornet's nest. Pray understand that I intend no
discourtesy to my audience in the comparison ; all f mean is

that I expect to be fieicely assailed on all sides. I have
endeavoured to speak to you to-day not as a scientist—to

that I lay no claim— hut as a practical teacher. 1 have pointed

teach from this system, the modifications which experience has
taught me it is advisable to adopt; and whatever theoretical
< J'] eel inns (and I hey arc doubtless mai'.v) may he uigcd airainst

my method, I can only say that in practice i; wori-5 admirably.
L'y its help I have analysed with little difficulty many of the

most chromatic progressions of modern music, and have thus
fulfilled the prophecy uttered by Sir George Macfarren more *

than twenty years ago at the Royal Institution. 1 cannot do
better than conclude by quoting his words, which I heartily

" I firmly believe that everything which may be hereafter

written with good effect, \:kn eveiythini; which has up to the

present time been produced, will be, must be, clearly account-
able and fully explicable by the theory it has been my
privilege to lay before you."—("Six Lectures on Harmony,"

It only remains to thank you for the patience with which
you have listened to a long, and necessarily very technical

paper.
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DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—Ladies and gentlemen, I am sure you
have iill bcim most interested in Mr. Front's enthusiastic and
admirable lecture. It is well known to all of us thai this Day
s\stcm was very eloquent ly a:ul iieriinacunisl) ml vocatci 1

an. I supported iiv the Mist i ngu ishei i man who we ali regret is

not with us now. I r.unnil occupy your lime Uus evening as

lie undoubtedly would have done with remarks on the

system which he did so much to foster. It certainly has
strong supporters, and very strong opponents. We have
one on my right who is ready '.or the tray. I have looked

forward to hearing an admirable discussion between those
two champions, as I am sure you all do. Probably that

accounts for the very good audience we have this afternoon.

1 may say for myself that I have derived an immense deal of

help from ibis system. I have of course lead Day's book—
the original book—and it is wonderful to me that forty years
a;;;, ho should have seen so far ahead as to have enunciated
a theory which after all is much borne out by modern
practice. I think Sir George Macfarrcn showed wonderful
acumen in so strongly supporting it at that time, which he
did at a great deal oi personal inconvenience and loss.

There are many points in the theory to which, as a man who
reaches a circa: deal, i am not quite able lo reconcile myself,

and Mr. Front has in most cases put his finger upon the very
blots w hich I suppose any teacher of experience has come
across. But I am bound to say that I do not know ar.y

other book, or any other system, which has, after all, helped
me over ugly corners with my pupils so readily as this

system of Dr. Day's. I will not detain you longer, bat will

at once call on Mr. Stephens.
Mr. Charles E. Stephens.—Mr. Chairman, I am bound

to accept ytuii" challenge. As an uncompromising opponent
of Dr. Day's system, it would have boon strange if 1 had not
been here to-day, and it would be affectation in me to say
that I did not expect to be called upon to address to you a few
words on the Subject. I should feel inclined to postpone my
remarks to an occasion when I should have more time, for

to-day 1 fear 1 must necessarily weary the patience of some
of my listeners. I can but implore you to bear with me in

the task of disputing opinions so eloquently and admirably
expressed as those of Mr. Front. I wish you to take notice

that Dr. Day adopts three roots in the key—viz., the tonic,

dominant, and the supertonic, and he does not carry this

process any further. Thus, in speaking of the key of C he
does not go on to take A as a root, because, as he says, t his

A is " a little too sharp." I do not dwell on this point now,
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I merely ask you kindly to bear it in mind, as I shall have
occasion to return to it pfjsontiy, since this very note, which
lit; here soys is too sharp, ami, therefore, cannot be taken as

» rout, is aherwaids especially assigned as such hy himself.

Now I maintain that in taking the supertonic as a root the
iv;il n n

1 1 inn.' pri ni.-ipLc- of lonelily is entirely lnsl sight of.

Let me define a key in my words, which will differ very
essentially from those of my friend Mr. Prout. I maintain
that a key is a diatonic series of notes, and not the twelve
chromatic scries of sounds. I point out to you that a
single chord taken-— the chord of C, for instance- (iocs not
necessarily denote the key of C, it may belong to various
ether keys. I:' yen take a chord of C 1:1 juxtaposition with
the dominant of that key, that is, a chord of G, still you do
nul detine your key. What is wanting to define the key?
Tlie subdomiuant harmony, which. 1 think, every musician
must (eel is a most important element in the constitution of

a key. Take the triad on C, followed by that on G—it may
be a pl;i!;al cadence, in the key of G, Or a dominant cadence
in the key of ('. Take a triad on G followed hy a triad on
C— it may be a perfect cadence in the key of C, or a
enhdonnnant cadence in the key of G. It is the note 1''

which is absolutely essential to decide the key. You then
have the dominant root on one side of the tonic, and the
subdomtnaiu on the other (which i conceive to tie the true
principle ot tonality) and the key is determined and complete.
Those three roots furnish you with the entire- diatonic scale,

with perfect intonation—the C, E, and G from the tonic, F,
A, C from the su: 'dominant, a:id G ]>, D fiom the dominant
root. liavinj; iluis endeavoured to show that the sub-
doiiiinanl triad, or even the subdoniimint mile alone is a

iiovenmu; power in the key, it inns: surely be admitted that

this subdominant must he of trathtul intonation. Will this

be admitted by adherents of the Day system ? May I ask
Mr. Prout whether lie admits that the stibdom inant should
be the true fifth below the tonic ?

Mr. Pkout.—Not necessarily.

Mr, S-i'Ki'iiiiNH.- Then you compel me to quote from the

High Priest of this creed.

Mr. Prout.—I do not care what Macfarren says about it.

Mr. Stephens.—However, 1 will read it :
" The fifth of a

keynote and its dominant, or of a keynote and its subdominanl

,

are, in the scale of nature, perfectly true in intonation as
compaied with each other." That is what Macfarren says.
Nov.' comes the astounding fad that the Day theory
never supplies us with a truthful .•iihdi'winnut at all. An
F of some kind is, in the Day theory, supplied by two
roots

; that from the lonie C gives the V considerably
too sharp for the true F in the scale, and that from
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the dominant G is too lint. Therefore, the true ;:uvcvnin|.;

note in the key is wholly unprovided for in the Day
system. To pursue my argument. The so-called sub-
doimnanl triad in the Day system is actually derived, as
Mr. 1'ront has shown us, from the tlvmintint rout, as its

seventh, ninth, and eleventh. Now the seventh is, as already
said, too flat for the note in the scale, the A is somewhat too
sharp, and the C is so much too sharp as not lo be claimable
as C natural at all.

Mr, Prout.—The whole lot arc out of tunc— I grant it.

Mr. Stephens.—And yet this is one of the governing
powers in the key! Let me now go through the whole ot'

the ue'ti S in the scale, and point out to you that to the key-
note itself Dr. Day's system a-.signs «<i less thun three differ*, at

pilches. Can that be a pro]jer system, when two of those
pitches eonli-adict the ia t-iioa' itsel f, wliith is supposed to

he the root and origin of all ? Thus he gives three pitches
for the key-note, of which two are at variance with that

note; three for the mediant, two of which are wrong ; two
for the suhdominant, both of which are wrong ; two for the
dominant, one of which is wrong ; two for the siihmediant,

both of which arc wrong ; and two for the leading note, one
of which is wrong. And this is the system we are asked to

accept as the truth I In other words, what I have said

. that
1 and the super ti

the t

make whieh 1

1 pitch, and
' - the 1

With much left

on this part of the subject, I pass on, .and as 1

himself acknowledges that this method is full

sistencies, I am sure I shall have his support
I am now about to say. Dr. .Day ;m:oiisjs: hi

tisms says villi eniinot modulate upon a pedal,

ask you when yon go homo to turn to l.ieetheo

theory asks
emper them

; of the

1 order to modulate the key of the
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minor supcrtonic. Of course he found that particular

modulation so very common under such circumstances that

it was utterly impossible to ignore it. But in allowing this

he selects the very note as a root which he himself has
previously told you cannot be used as such, because it is a
little too sharp.

Mr. Prout.—Quite right ; be does that many times.

Mr. Stephens.—He utterly contradicts himself. Then I

hold that Day treats his subject in an illogical spirit ; he for-

bids the use of a triad on the mediant, on which Mr. Prout
agrees with me, but nevertheless Dr. Day allows that chord
to be freely used in its first inversion. What can be the

commonsense or the logic of considering a chord in the key,

in its first inversion, but out of the key in its original position !

1 need hardly Say that in the Day theory the second inver-

sion of the chord is not recognised at all. Yet I ask you,
when yon return home to turn to some of the charming little

pieces of Heller, in which you will find it continually
occurring, and also in Mendelssohn's March from •• Athalie,"

where, on the re-appearance of the initial motivo, he har-
monises it with a descending chromatic bass. There, on the

third note of the melody, the A, he has the very chord—the
second inversion of this particular triad. Here I ask you to

l>c.ir :n mind tli.it Dr. Day, when he speaks of the second
inversion of chords, as Mr. Prout has brought before your
notice, allows them on three notes in (he key— that is the tonic,

dominant, and subdominant. Now there Dr. Day uncon-
semusly supplies me with an argument m favour o! !: <_ sub-
iliuiuii..iit. as the ln:e govcriiuii; piincijilc in the keys. 1

further ch.irge Dr. Day with Wing incomplete. We must
not visit him too severely on the question of the minor mode.
As Mr. Front hai. very ably said, then- .ire j;reat diif n.li

,.t:i ndini; :'w immoderation of -.bat question; but this devotee
of the Day system must acknowledge that Dr. Day, no less

than all his predecessors, has failed to give anything like a
satisfactory explanation of the minor mode. He also fails to

;;n e.vphLii;; i.L(;;i of sulne of the mosL ordinary tilings,

some of which I have put on a diagram, to make them more
obvious to you—viz. :

—

Omit the second C in the tenor part, and we then have there
the triad on the mediant. With the said C we have the first
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inversion of the diatonic chord of the seventh on the tonic.

Now Dr. Day does not admit the triad on the mediant,
because lie cannot find a root for it, and that seems to lie the

only reason why he excludes it.

Mr. Prout.—Day's reason for excluding the triad on the

natural and B are both reckoned from G, and do not give a

perfect fifth, but 27 to 40,

Mr. Stephens.—My analysis of it is that it h a perfect

fifth. At all events, among his remarks, Dr. Day says this

chord " cannot have the tonic for its root, the major seventh
of the tonic forming part of it " ; which is of course tanta-

mount to saying there can be no chord of the major seventh
on the tonic. Now, the progression on the diagram is very
simple indeed. I have purposely written the discord with-
outpreparation, as I do not want to be told that it is a sus-

pension. It is a very commonplace progression, but it is not
only not explained, bul is absolute^- in bidden in- the Day
system of harmony, according la which the li in tin: sc...o:id

chord cannot be ft natural, but must be li Hat, derived from
the tonic root. 1 am now going to a rather more recherchi
instance. If yon turn to tilt: introductory mov. incut, "Chaos,"
in Haydn's Oratorio the " Creation," you will find there in

the sixth bar this chord

—

which the Day theory does not account for in any way what-
ever. Its adherents say that it explains everything thai can
be explained, but 1 say the prophetic words of Macfriireii

cannot be realised when this, which was written by the
great Haydn, is not explained by the Day theory and cannot
be explained by it.

Mr. Pkout.—Macfarren does not explain it, but it is abso-
lutely incorrect to say it cannot be explained I Why, it is

as simple as possible on the Day theory. The root of this

chord ump:estiomd>ly as it stands :s the G, Bis a major
third, the D is a perfect fifth, the A flat is a minor ninth, and
the F sharp a fifteenth, a secondary harmonic— it is an
unusual form of the chord of the augmented sixth. Excuse
my interrupt in £ Mr. Stephens, but when he saysit Ciiimut he
explained on Lily's theory I must set him right on that. It

is as clear as daylight.

Mr. Stephens.— Anyhow, I have not found it in Day's
theory.

Mr. Prout.—It can be explained all the same.
Mr. Stephens.—Then among tin: natural inferences of this

theory is this—that as the roots change, we ought, strictly
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speaking, to change the pitch of certain notes. Now, althoi;i:li

ku aiiinit the tempered scale to reconcile diiTictihu and
so on, I think we ought to claim that chords should be at

least tolerable in their truthful intonation. Here I have
written a plain progression

E.—so 81 78
C.-64 63 Gti

My remarks chiefly refer to the E and C. As derived from
the tonic they are in truthful intonation ; hut when derived

from the supertonic the E is too sharp and the C too flat,

and when derived from the dominant, the E is too flat and
the C too sharp. The ratio of these notes as derived from
the tonic is five to four, but 1 have used higher numbers—viz.,

eighty to sixty-four, to avoid fractions in the other cases,

which correspondingly give eighty-one to sixty-three, and
seventy-eight to si xty-si n, that is, a difference of about three-

quarters of a tone between 'Jic.hi: last two derivations of what
is still claimed as a major third. Can you support such a
i-ystcm as that ?

Mr. Prout.- -Certainly : there is not the least difficulty in

tho world. All I say is that those three C's and three E's
are pradiiaily identical, f do not say they arc tiiiurt-'icaUv

.

Mr. Stephens.—Let me call your attention to the fact (hat

the difference of the numbers is sixteen, eighteen, and twelve ;

and assuming these numbers as represen tint; proportionate

vibrations, with the assertion that eighteen and twelve are

practically identical I cannot agree I f now wish to give you
very briefly auricular test of the results of the [Jay system.
I have written hero, intending ii:o key of C, a passage—viz.,

C, C sharp, 1J, IJ sharp, and E. That is wrong according to
Day's system ; the notation should be C, D flat, D, li Hat. and
E. Now, some may ask, what is the consequence which way
we write those notes ? I will tell you. My friend Mr. Prout
may say there is no great shakes in my argument ; but I am
nu. crthcloss i.

roi:^ to make a serie:-. o: shakes on those notes,

t shall of course shake on C, and also on C sharp, with D ;

but if D flat be written instead of C sharp, I must shake with
an E of some kind. f do not want to take any unfair

advance, so I ask what E should f use for the shake upon
that D flat ? 1 am going to accompany it with the second
inversion of the minor ninth on the tonic, which comprises
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1

an E natural. Shall I shake with E flat or E natural ? You
may s.iy -.L'hich ! likr. 1 like ucilhcr ; the \

r
- t\:n is very ugly,

and ihe 1; urr.l wi.l pound riiiii: !.iIoi:s. '1'iicr. wlun 1 cuiiiu

to my D sharp 1 shall shake with E ; but if E flat be written

ins-cad of II sharp we must sliaftt: with F-

Mr. Phout.— I think the ugliest thing is lo want to make
n shrike pii notes in that position at all, and I do not think

Mr. Stephens would think of doing so.

Mr. Stefhsns.— I am only showing you what is the prac-

tical result of this system. I certainty should not write a

shake on such notes, acvoidi ng t<i Dr. 1 >sy's nutation. [Mr.

Stephens ln-re played the shakes as they would be in the

received notation, and in Dr. Day's.]

Mr. Frout.—That is not Day's system.
Mr. Stbphkns.—What shall I shako upon—any tiling von

like?

.Mr. Pkout.— 1 .'nil really afraid, :;n]i:SS 1 ar swer some of

those CMtrao:"diuarv ma:ti ra as they come up i iur Mr. Stephens
has given nv,; such a lot of material) 1 shall forget half of it,

and you will think there is no answer. If Mr. Stephens u ill

excuse me interrupting, this is not a question of harmony;
tin: shake is not a harmony note. It is simply a question of

notation of passing 110:0s, and 110thing else.

Mr. Stephens.— I beg your pardon.
Mr. Prout.—The note with which Mr. Stephens makes

the shake is not a note of the chord at ail ; it is a passing

note. As a matter of expediency, if it were necessary to

wnto those notes, I should very likely write that note as

ti sharp, hut the shake note is not a harmony note, aiul yon
may have a note for a shake which is not in the key. I

expressly mentioned that as a passing note you ma;' have
C sharp in the key or D sharp in the key. The shake does
not affect the question.

Mr. Stephens.—I never claimed that the note with which
the shake is made is a harmony nota. I merely say I am
going to make shakes on D flat and E flat : what notes am I

to make them with ?

Mr. Pbout.—I object to your torturing this into a question

of harmony.
Mr. Stkphf.ns.— I beg your pardon, the D flat and the

E flat are notes of harmony. We are recommended this

system of harmony, and I say, see what it drives us to. I

think nothing can lie more intolerable than the effect of those

shakes according to the Day notation, whereas with the

accepted notation they are perfectly good, and it wmiid seem
that the partisans of Day would require the composer to

refrain from writing shakes on particular notes, simply
because, according to the notation of Dr. Day, they produce
a bad effect. It appears to me that is begging the question
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entirely. I have already trespassed very much on your
patience, but I go on to maintain there is no necessity for

any such cumbrous explanations as arc generally given in the
Day theory of chromatic harmonics. I look \ipon them as
either modulations or transient glances at other keys, and
somctknes ns irodincntions of nots-s n.]rc,"Vi]y existing in tin;

key, and they all so admit of explanation. I will take one
instance, that of the chord Mr. Prout mentioned, the chord
on the minor second of the scale, the first inversion of which is

popularly called the Neapolitan sixth, of the derivation of

which Dr. Day gives no explanation whatever, but merely
says it may be taken. According to my theory, that of

borrowed harmonics from other ktiys, this chord, assuming C
as our initial key, is borrowed from that of F minor, and if,

after the tonic triad of C, we simply interpolate the tonic

triad of F minor, and then use what is known as the

Neapolitan sixth in the key of C, the whole thing is made
obvious. I understand it to be a rule of the Day
theory that his chromatic chords must be immediately
followed by something .-dally characteristic of the key, in

order that the tonality may not be obscured. That is really

the strongest corroboration which can exist of my theory that

these chromatic chords are glances at other keys, brought
round to the original key i>v Komiilhing ciiprcially charac-
teristic of that key. i will now give you an instance, from
Beethoven, of the chord in question in its first position, and
then supply one chord which will again make my views
obvious :—

My ear cannot admit this chord of E flat as being in the key
of D minor at all. I will now supply the modulating chord,
and you will see at once that Dr. Day's cumbrous theory is

totally unnecessary for things which arc quite simple;

—
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Mr. Prout.—What is the next one ?—one chord is in one
key, the chord of E Hat in G minor, and the next chord—is

that also in G minor ?

Mr. Stephens.—In D minor.
Mr. Prout.— If so, one chord is in one key, and another

in another, without any connection,
Mr. Stephens.—Let mc set yon right there. There are

modes of changing key, without resorting to actual modula-
tion, bv pure transition. Fur inslanee. 1 rem in the fccv of C
[Illustrating]. Now I am in the key of A flat [Illustrating j.

Mr. Prout.—Not necessarily

Mr. Stephens.— 1 can so go through the whole cycle of

keys.

Mr. Prout.—You can go, hut there is no connection,

because you arc in no key at all when you have simply those
three chords one after the other.

Mr. Stephens.— In the instance I have given from
Uccthovcn, I cannot feel myself to be in D minor all

through, and supplying the dominant of the key of G minor
shows the whole thing. I have already trespassed too

much upon your patience, hut you will admit that with
such an opponent I have a very formidable task. I have
endeavoured to meet hint, and we have discussed in the
(,'r<'a;esl t;ood humour, and I hope we shall continue to do so.

All he has said to-day docs not in the least shake my con-
viction that the endeavour of Dr. Day—a most earnest

endeavour—is nevertheless the outcome of a purely empirical

system ; and I do maintain that all these chromatic harmonies
winch he asserts to belong to the key are not in the key,

which 1 have defined to you as consisting of the diatonic

harmonics on the tonic, dominant, and subdominant, the old

writers on theory being thoroughly justified in giving those

names to those thive roots, in accordance with thuir ttue
harmonic position. They also open up the whole system
of cadence, and much besides that it is essential for a composer
to understand, 1 admit th.it other theorists have failed to

explain many things, but I hold that the grand desideratum

has not been met by Dr. Day, and Mr. Prout, so far as 1 can
understand, agrees with me that he has not supplied all that

is necessary. Let us hope some theorist will arise who will

remove all difficulty and reconcile all things that appear
contradictory, but I maintain it is impossible to altogether

discard the mathematical view from the question, because
you must remember that the major third, and the fifth, and
the octave, and other intervals, are not the invention of man.
They are not arbitrarily assumed things, but they are things

that are given us by nature itself, and every monochord,
every bit of string you stretch . every pipe, ciuit.'iins those very

elements which are r call v the buudatien oi our musical Fystcnu
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Therefore, I maintain wecannot discard the mathematical view.
The tempered scale 15 one which is expedient, under numerous
circumstances which I cannot enter into now. A long array
of brilliant names may occur to you as of those who have
written on the subject of theory—viz., Rameau, Derode,
Sabbatini, Sorgo, Sclmyder, Je[eissperf;er, Albrechtsberger,

Abbe Vogler, Gottfried Weber (chief among the unbelievers

in physical demonstration), and Baron Blein, who would
admit nothing that could not so be proved; but I think that the

true theory of harmony has yet to be written. Possibly

among those who are here to-night we may find the future

great theorist, but I do emphatically deny that position to

Dr. Day.
Mr. Southgats.—May I ask one question? Dr. Day's

system. so iar as ! can understand it, has one patent defect, that

is the want of providing the means of gettiii!; the true sharpened
tonic, if I may so call the note. Mr. Prout said that Dr. Day
obtained what is practically the sharp tonic by means of a
flat instead of a sharp notation ; I would ask him,
carrying out the analogy which he has given us of the
derivation of the different chords, and their children or grand-

children, why lines he not go one step further, and take the \
as the root, which is almost perfect to the C, and then from
that A why he does not derive the major third, the C sharp ? f

would also remark Mr, Prout would say tt is a question
simply of altering the notation, but in writing i am quite certain

he would not dare to write a modulation into the key of D
with the A root, and practically with D flat as the leading

Mr. Prout.—I should not think so. I should think the

modulation took place on the chord of A ; it is a simple thin-;

to answer Mr. Southgate's question with regard to the C
sharp. I mentioned it incidentally in the paper. We do not
have C sharp in the key from the root of A, because we have
already D flat from the root of C, C being the tonic, D flat

being the highest note I wrote down of the harmonic series,

lieing there already by virtue of its derivation from the tonic
it ousts any possible enharmonic—any possible C sharp. It

is there "fixed in its irvcrlrLstiiiK scat,'' as Handel's chorus
says, and consequently no C sharp can dispute its place. If

the D flat is going to resolve as a chromatic semitone as a
matter of expediency, 1 should write it as C sharp, although
I knew it was really D flat.

The Chaihuas.— If no other lady or gentleman wishes to
speak, I will ask Mr. Prout to reply.

Mr. Prout.—I have kept you already so long that I will

not say more than just a word or two. I really find very
little to answer in Mr, Stephens's remarks, because he has
been " bowling wides " all the time. He has been attacking
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Day, and I have been attacking Day in many respects, and
in a great deal of wdiat Mr. Stephens says as to this accuracy
ant! inaccuracy ot intonation I j;o with l;:in entirely: he is

perfectly right. But what I say is this. You cannot take

any of these absolutely correctly intoned upper notes ; it will

not work in practice. Mr. Stephens objects to the tempered
scale as being a cornpromise. It may be, but it is a com'
promise on which Bach wrote his forty-eight Preludes and
1
7

l 1; 1 ;e ii , ami 0:1 which all the grtal composers have written.

It was good enough for [hem, and it is pood enough for me.
I should rather make theory conform to the practice of the
old masters than try to stretch the practice of the old masters
by out-of-the-way things to suit a mathematically-correct

Mr. Stephens.— I entirely go with you with regard to the
tempered scale. I merely point out that we should be able
to bear all chords with their just intonation. But there is no
music without the tempered scale—none at all.

Mr. Phout.— I say let us take the tempered scale, which is

the only thing we can go upon, Mr. Stephens comes here
and tells me one thing, I tell you something entirely different.

If all the gentlemen who leach harmony in this room were to

come together, I doubt if we should find any two of them
agree on any one thing, and probably there would be five or
six systems before the discussion was over.

Mr. Stephens.—Allow me once more lo interrupt. You
have not been adhering to Dr. Day, you have been merely
defending the tempered scale. You start from the tempered

Mr. Prout.—Excuse me, I say let us take the tempered
scale as the equivalent—that is what I want to make clear

—

the equivalent for all practical purposes of the true notes.

Mr. Stephens himself says he behoves in the tempered scale,

without that we can have no music, but talks about perfect

thirds and fifths which we do not get on the piano or in the
orchestra. The tempered thirds and fifths are practically
equivalent to the perfect intervals. All I do is to carry the

same principle of temperament a little further and say 1 deal
with the tempered seventh and the tempered ninth, and
therefore I take the harmonics and carry them up. If you
take that system, and instead of adhering absolutely to a
strict mathematical basis, you adopt the tempered scale in

practice, whatever theoretical objection you may make to it,

it works splendidly. Mr. Stephens said Dr. Day could not
make out that chord from the " Chaos" overture, but it is as

simple as possible.

Mr. Stephens.— I cannot make it out from Day.
Mr. Prout.—I can see around me half-a-dozen of my

Royal Academy pupils, any one of whom I would back at

1 a
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six to one to tell that chord as quickly as 1 did, if I had
asked them.

Mr. Stephens.—How about the subdominant as a ruling

power of the key (

Mr. Prout.— I do not admit it is a ruling power of the key,

because it would reduce the tonic to a subordinate position

as a harmonic of the subdominant, instead of its being the

head and foundation of the key. I should like in return to

ask Mr. Stephens, if we had time, when he adds his D to

the suhdominant, and makes it what is commonly called the

chord of the added .sixth, whether he still regards It as the

subdominant chord which will have just the same effect in

making the cadence. That chord of the added sixth is one
strong argument in favour of the generation of the sub-

dominant not being from the tonic. It is the third inversion

of the dominant eleventh.

Mr. Stephens.—Do you admit the term added sixth ?

Mr. Prout.—It is convenient.

Mr. Stephens.— It is altogether wrong.
Mr. Prout.— It does not accurately express it, but that

is a matter into which one could go at any length. It just

comes to this, that Mr. Stephens and I differ very widely on
matters of theory, but we should both agree to a great extent
on most of these matters if it came to a question of practice.

We are simply looking at different sides of the same shield.

One thinks one way is the best liic getting over difficulties,

and the other thinks another is the best. I have given you
this afternoon what 1 consider the bust way of explaining

them, and the simplest way in the long run, although it was
a little bit intricate to myself at first ; but when you do get

over the difficulty, I believe you get such a grip of the
subject as you can get in no other way. I believe that is

the experience of most people who have studied this system
thoroughly, especially teachers who have taught from it. I

have spoken to many who tell me the longer they teach from
it the more conveniently the thing works. Mr. Stephens
will teach on quite a different system, and perhaps some
other afternoon you will have an opportunity of hearing him
explain the principle on which he would teach. I do not
know whether there in much else to say ; 1 can only say that

Mr. Stephens has not convinced me m one single instance,

or converted me from the error of my ways, if error it is.

The Chairman.—There is one point on which I must
say I am bound to go with Mr. Prout and Dr. Day's theory,

and that is more particularly about the definition of the key.

I think it is such an advantage to define a key as including
all those twelve notes, and not merely that very meagre
arrangement of notes that Mr. Stephens wants. It is an
advantage also to recognise that you are able to use all the
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chromatic chords in the major key, without having to
explain that you have just dashed for a moment out of your
house into the next, and back again. You can take a
number of chords apparently foreign and you can
nse tiiem without inircdueiiij; modulation. That definition

of a key as including twelve notes I think is extremely
valuable anil useful. If I continued I might be involved in

a sort of triangular duel between Mr. Stephens, Mr. Front,
and myself, in which I fear I should come to grief. I

therefore move, a very cordial vote of thanks to our dis-

tinguished lecturer. It is a great thing to get a man in Mr.
Prout's position, who, as you know, is one of the most
prominent musical critics we have, to give his valuable

time, not merely in coming here to read a paper, but to

prepare a paper of this sort. It has given us all a great
deal of pleasure. I have never seen an audience so in-

terested or antagonists so good-tempered. I will therefore

ask you to join in giving Mr. Prout our most cordial thanks.

Mr. Stephens.— Allow me to have the pleasure of second-
ing that. Mi. Front has come forward and sta'.ed his con-

victions. Our object here is not hero worship, or anything
of that kind, but to try and elicit truth. Mr. Prout has
endeavoured to do it according to his view, and I have
endeavoured to dispute what he --aid according to my own.
I have the sincerest pleasure in seconding the resolution.

(The vote of thanks was carried unanimously.)
Mr. Prout.— I have already occupied your time so long

that I shall only thank you for the vote of thanks as well
as for the very patient attention you have given to a some-
what intricate discussion.

Mr. Southcate moved a vote of thanks to the Chairman,
which concluded the proceedings.



FERDINAND PRAEGER, Esq.,

In the Chair.

WAGNER AND LISZT CORRESPONDENCE.

By J. S. Shedlock, B.A.

There is a great charm about private letters. When one
friend writes lo another, he expresses his thoughts as freely

as if he were talking with him. There is no fear as to what
the world will say. Men write letters to newspapers, and
many such are perfectly honest letters, yet the writers have
to lit: cautions, and often the reader has to look between the

lines. But in private letters—especially between two men
who thoroughly understand and sympathise with each other

—there is no need oi restraint. They say what they have to

say in plain, unvarnished language. Everything is au
nnturel. 1'rivate letters of great men arc of inestimable
advantage to writers of biottraphy : from them portraits trtic

to the: life can lie drawn. They are of value to historians

who seek to know the hidden causes of things. They are of

value to friends and relations, who treasure up every line

written by one whom they respect or admire.

But viewed m another he;!;;, the ejivinu' ot private letters

to the world iiklv he considered a disadvantage. They may
be used for party purposes. In a correspondence of twenty
years—such as the one before us—men are apt to show
many Bides of their character; and it is easy to pick and
choose SO as to present a man either all that is great and
noble, or the reverse. Again, they may fall into the hands of

careless readers, readers who will merely glance at a page
here and there, and form most erroneous ideas. And in any
case there is always the danger of forgetting the private

In reading through the Warner Liszt letters I could not

help feeling that they contain seeds both of good and evil.

But the die is cast, the letters have been published. I am
going to try this afternoon and picture the two men such as

we find them. So far as 1 have understood the book, I make
out that Wagner was a man thoroughly in earnest. He felt

he had a mission in life, and that mission he sought to fulfil.



But the fates were against hira ; his mind was strong but his

body weak ; he meant well but often acted ill. He must
not however be judged by an ordinary standard, his faults

were to a great extent the result of his genius. He had a

sharp pen, a sharp tongue
| but it needed strong weapons to

fight a way from Dresden to Bayreuth.
Wagner was introduced to Liszl in Paris in the autumn of

1840. The latter was at the zenith of his fame ; the former,

his mind full of ambition, his head full of ideas, his pocket
empty, was like Mr. M icawber—waiting for something to

turn up. In the following year [ 1 H4 1
j
Wagner ventured

to address a letter to Liszt to say how much he longed to

see and talk with him: he— tlx: unsuccessful man, writing

song's for a few francs, attempting a vaudeville, offering

himself as "choriste" to a small theatre — ventured to

approach the successful man, win) by his marvellous piano-

forty playing had turned all heads. Great indeed was
Liszt's success as a virtuoso, and his triumphant progress

through Europe, the homage paid to him by all sons and
conditions of men and women, and the way in which the

most competent musicians and critics sain; Ins praises, read

in our day like a fable. These, then, were the two men
destined to become, firm friends for a period of nearly forty

years. Judging from outward appearances nothmir seemed
more unlikely. For not only were their petitions in life very

different, but also their characters. Liszt was fond of the
world, Wagner loved solitude ; Liszt was patient and
hopeful, Wagner impatient and despairing; Liszt was most
reasonable, \V aimer often most unreasonable.

liei'orn they bad become acquainted each had dreamt of a

new musical era. Though each had independently thought
and worked, the same influences had acted upon both ; the

romantic spirit of the day had easf its spell over the two mm.
To enlarge upon tins matter would be an unwarrantable
digression. I will therefore only name Berlioz who, in what
he suggested rather than accomplished, may be regarded as
one cf the many minds who guided and influenced Warner
and Liszt. The letters do not show how the acquaia tar.ee

between these two men ripened into fnemh.hip. After the

first-mentioned letter m 1841 there is a break. The next
hears the date 184^, and refers to the monument proposed to

be erected at Dresden in memory of Weber. In 184b
Wagm a Dams'that Liszt is trying 'to win friends for him.
But not until 1848 do we detect anything like intimacy. In

1841 Liszt is addressed as " Most honoured Sir,
1

' in 1S48
ami iS. pj as " Best friend/' "Dear friend I.:s/.t," "Dearest
friend." and so on. Liszt, too, had heaid "Kicnzr' at Dresden
in 1845; had met Wagner, and become drawn towards
the Dresden Kapellmeister. Wagner certainly needed a
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fricnrl surh as Liszt proved, for the whole course of his life

showed tlial ho was right when, in 1848, he wrote to Liszt:
" I cannot help myself." In 1849 Liszt writes: "Once for

all you may count me among your most zealous and devoted
admirers. Near or far you may rely upon me ; I am at your
command." And Liszt was as good as his word. He
produced "Tannhauser" at Weimar in February, 1849.
(Tht work was first given at Dresden under tile composer's
direction in 1845.) In a letter to Liszt (February,
Wagner says: No theatre in the world has thought fit

to give my 'Tannhauser' which appeared four yeais ago.

But no sooner do you settle down in a small court theatre
than you take up the work." And he goes on to thank
Liszt for all his trouble to bring it out m a satisfactory

manner. The news of the success of " Taniiliii-.isei
"

came to Wagner at a most opportune moment. He was
so disgusted with the ignorant despotism under which
he suffered at Dresden that he says he was just on
the point of giving up art, preferring to earn a living

as a mechanic. " Now," he adds, " I have courage
to endure." " Tannhauser " was given again in 1852,
minute attention being given to directions of the composer's
contained in some long letters from Zurich. Then Liszt
brought out " Lohengrin " at the Weimar theatre. Wagner
wrote to him from Paris: "I am burning to know that
1 Lohengrin ' has been performed. I lay my wish before you.
1'roducemy 'Lohengrin.'" This was the end of April,
1H50; on the -jKtli of August of the same year Liszt brought
t>;it tlie opera, and did all that it was possible for a man to
do to ensure success. He next undertook to produce a new
opera, " Young Siegfried," on which Wagner was engaged,
and even arranged with the authorities at Weimar that

certain sums of money should be paid in the meantime to the

composer, so that he might work free from care. "Siegfried,"
however, was never finished ; it proved merely the germ from
which sprang the "King des N ibehmgen." " Rienzi " and
the " Flying Dutchman " were also given at Weimar.
But Liszt did more than this. He undertook to be

Wagner's ;!gc:it in connectioa with the production of his

operas at other theatres, while Wagner was an exile. Not
an agent in the ordinary sense of the word. He received
no commission. All he did was out of pure love for

his friend and enthusiasm for his music. And it was often

troublesome work too. Here is a specimen. In 1850 there
was some talk of giving 11 Lohengrin " at Brussels. Wagner
asks Liszt to correspond with the manager of the Brussels
theatre to see about a score, and to do all he can in the
matter. Why should Liszt be troubled ? Because, says
Wagnei in a naive way, " You are more capable than I am."
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Liszt was generous, practical, and enthusiastic. Generous
indeed ! When Wagner was in Paris, in 1S49, lie sends liirn

300 francs to enable him to got back to Switzerland, and sends
a 100 thaxrs (which he says he got from some mysterious

friend) to Dresden to Wagner's wife to enable her to join him
there. Soon after that he sends him again 300 francs to pay a
tailor's bill. Liszt could not always help his friend, but even
at these times his generous nature shows itself. In 1849
Wagner writes a piteous letter : his purse is well-nigh

empty. " For the moment,'' replies Liszt, "my purse is quite

empty. Try and manage until Christmas. 1 then expect to

receive some money, and will give you as much of it as 1

possibly can." Liszt was about right when in another letter

lie says to Wagner :

,!
It is not always easy to serve a friend

like you." Then Liszt sends a 100 thaler a to W;ii;iii:r to

enable him to have a holiday after his hard work at the
" W.ilkare." A year afterwards Wagner, 111 writing about a

present which he had received from Zigesar, Intcndant of

Weimar theatre, says : "It powerfully reminds me dial last

year I visited the islands of Lake Maggiorc at the cost of

friend Liszt."

In 1856 Liszt sends Wagner a 1,000 francs, apparently
from himself. Wagner wauled Lis/t to promise the Same
sum for the two following years. Liszt much regrets that

he cannot do so; with a Kapellmeister's pension of 1,000
thalers and 300 extra for court concerts (in all, roughly
speaking, a wee bit over ^200), he funis il as much as he can
do to keep Jumself, bis mother, and his three children. His
symphonic poems, lie says, do not bring him in a farthing,

nay, they cost him something, for he has to pay- for the

copies which he gives to his friends. In 1858 Wagner
again wants money- a 1,000 francs. Liszt gets the money
from M, Emile Ollivier, Ins s;in-in-law.

In the course of this paper I notice here and there the

practical nature of Liszt. Let me, however, give here two
specimens of it. " Keep," says he on one occasion, "from
political commonplaces, socialistic nonsense, and personal

disputes." Again, " Do not worry about the spiteful and
silly things which are freely said about yon." And one or

two specimens of his enthusiasm. "Your • Lohengrin' is

from beginning to end a noble work." "
' Lohengrin ' is

the noblest work of art which, up to now, we possess."

And once more, " ' Lohengrin' will he the highest, eon'.plelesl

work of art until the Nibclungen ' is finished."

Now a few words about vVagner's character. I shall have
to speak of Ins failings present^. But let us look at the real

man, and for that purpose let us take him at his best
moments. That is only fair. You would not judge
Shakespeare as a playwright by the " Merry Wives of
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Windsor," Raphael as a painter by one of his ordinary
Madonnas, Beethoven by his •• Battle of Vittoria." Wagner
was honest. " Only one thing can I do, and that I

will do willingly—i.e., write operas. For all else I am
useless. To play a rule, lo accept any public post, is

impossible, and I should deceive my Mends if I were to say

I could." So he said in 1849, and he declared the same
thing over and over again. His aims were lofty. "The
best that I can, I will," he writes. Arid when not racked
by pain, or worried in mind, he was full of confidence.

Wagner went to Switzerland in 1849, and here were his

headquarters during the period of the correspondence. But
his life assumed rondo-Form, Switzerland being the principal

theme ; the flying visits to Paris, the Philharmonic campaign
in London, the short stay at Venice, so many episodes.

He picked out Zurich as a place where he could work
quietly; he calls it "friendly" Zurich. No sooner is he
settled there than he sets to work at a new opera,

"Siegfried's Tod," expressly for Weimar. Liszt in his

letters is always asking how the work is progressing. But
Wagner for a time was engaged on his literary work, " Oper
und Drama." However, in November, 1851, Wagner
announces to his friend that the opera " Siegfried " must be

abandoned. He finds that "Siegfried's Tod" is only a

fragment, a part of a whole. He lias now worked out the
full plan. This was none other than the "Ring des
Nibehingcn," with its four parts. Liszt may think it a bold,

fantastic plan, but, says Wagner, the nature of the material
(i.e., the " Nibehingen Myth") demands it. Liszt was
delighted with the idea, and "entertains not the slightest

doubt as to the monumental success of the work." But for

the moment he must have been disappointed, for he was
counting on the " Siegfried " opera for Wiemar. In 1852
Wagner conducted some performances of the " Flying
Dutchman " at Zurich, and, according to Wagner's account,

they were very successful. In June of that year he is hard
at work at his "WalkQre." It is turning out "fearfully

beautiful." The year r8s2 is occupied too in correspondence
respecting [Ik; production of " Tannliiiuser," anil the diffi-

culties in connection with Hiilscn, the manager of the Court
Opera at Berlin. At the beginning of 1853 his " Nibdungc.n

"

dramas arc ready, and he is longing lo commence the music

—

the form of the poem:; has dcternii-ictl the form of the music,
and he is quite at one wit:', himself respecting the accomplish-

ment of his plan. He only wants some charm of life to

simulate him, to make his thoughts flow freely, joyfully from
his pen. This, however, he did not get. (I look upon the

"Ring des Nibelungen " as a great and wonderful but not a
perfect work. Inspiration comes and goes ; the work seems
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to me a reflection of the composer's life ai

of pure calm or intense excitement, followed by n

cluhicss or even despair. I know that to say a word against

any note of Wagner's is, according to some of his followers,

an unpardonable sin. But I shall certainly say what I

think and what I feel; my opinion can do no harm to
Wagner, and for myself, as for others, honesty is the best

policy.) In 1S53 there was a musical festival at Zurich,
which Wagner conducted, and which gave him great
satisfaction. In August he started on a journey to IU.lv.

Here is his brief but characteristic account of it : "In
Genoa I was taken ill ; went to Spezia and got worse ; no
clirmco of enjoyment, so I came home to die—or to compost."

In 1854 he is at work at the " Rhcingold." " I an: getting

on," he says, "with the scoring. I have just gone down
with my orchestra iisto Nibelheim." In July he is writing

the " WalkOre"—the only thing which makes him endure
life. This reminds us of Beethoven: "I live only in my
music," once wrote the greatest of musicians, whose life also

was one of trouble.

About this time a new idea seizes hold of him. " I have
mentally sketched a 'Tristan und Isolde,'" he writes, "a
very simple and thoroughly musical conception." "Your
' Tristan,' " replies Liszt, " is a noble idea. It may become
a wonder work. Don't give it up."

Wagr.er w;ts invited to London, a>. you probably all

induct the concerts of the Philhai
Sarioly ir. 1S5S- l-i^zt writes to Congratulate him, but

n-r-nds him that ir. his excitemrnt, probably, he had
fotgoilen to say whethf-r it was the old or the new. It is

somewhat .irr.usi.-g to learn what nmpt.rd Wagne. to

acLcpt the invitation. Not the honour, not the salary. No.
I r height." hp says to Lis?:, - 1 might >o fai win over the

linghsh to my cause as to render possible next year a first-

rate German Opera company for my works and under my
direction—this under the patronage of the Court." Liszt
replies :

" Your proposition is most profitable, only," he
.Tikis, " beware of thca:rc speculations." Liszt, as m have
said, was a man of the world. Wagner must, indeed, have
been in an excited state when he first arrived, for Liszt

reminds him that he had given 110 street or number of his

house. Your reputation," he adds, " has reached to the

stars, yet it is just possible thai the London posliuan may
know nothing of " Tannhauser" and '• Lohengrin." Wagner,
while in London, was at work at his " Nibelungen."
Writing .-about his I roubles with regard to performances of
' Tanr.hSascr" and "Lohengrin" at German theatres, he

says :
" What I am now doing shall never be produced

excepting under fitting condition:-. If I die without bringing
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it out, I ieave it to you. When you die burn it. Let that be
a bargain." Here is a remark from the same letter. Speak-
ing of a Philharmonic concert, he says :

•' Strange that

Mcndclssohnians confessed that they had never heard or
understood the ' Overture of the 1 lelindes ' so well as under
my direction." He was, judging by his letters, very
unhappy. " i heartily regrel being here, and shall never
think of returning. I am in a wildly foreign element,
and in a false position." Speaking of some fragments of
" Lohengrin," which were well received, he is annoyed to
think that men will form an opinion of his whole being from
those fragments. " Let me finish my ' Nibelungtn,' " he
exclaims, " that is all I care about." The critics abuse him,
the public is fur the most j>;ir'L euld, his orchestra is only a

clever machine. The ridiculous (the adjective is Wagner's)
Mendelssohn tiiHus everywhere confronts him. He longs
to be back in Switzerland. lie, however, meets Ellerton,

and he likes him; he is the first Englishman whom lie has
met who does not rave about Mendelssohn. The Queen
and Prince Albert were present at the last I'h'lbanuomi:

Concert, and spoke to him in a very friendly manner.
" Only think," says Wagner, 11 that they had to do with a
politically infamous traitor, publicly pursued by writ of
arrest, and one must acknowledge that I am right in

thanking both most heartily." On returning from London,
he receives an offer to go to America. High terms are offered

—a strong temptation to one who needed money ; but
Wagner feels that he would only sacrifice his best strength
without ar.y irood result, and thcrcfi ire declines.

In the summer of 1K56 we find him not far from Geneva in

a pension about to begin his " Siegfried." From the balcony
he has a splendid view of the Mount Blanc chain ; there is a

pretty garden to the pension. There is one drawback : he
has to give up his room every Sunday morning for the
Protestant service to be held ; but this he does willingly—out
of respect to religion. And he has a piano—though not of

the best sort. In this letter he writes: " 1 have two wonderful
subjects which someday I must work out. 'Tristan and
Isolde' (that you know!—but then, lite Victory—the Holiest

—

complete Redemption," I suppose this wasthe genu whence
sprang the " Parsifal " of 1882. This year (1856) Liszt pays
him a visit. In 1857 we find him trying to sell his " \ihc-

lungen " to Hartel's. He is leading, too, " Siegfried " into the

lonely wood. But he is getting anxious about money. He has
an idea. "Tristan" will be, as he conceives it, a thoroughly
practicable work; it will take; he will get money by it;

he will have it translated into Italian and dedicate it to the
Emperor of Brazil. Castles in the air. Such was not the lot

in store for "Tristan." "What in the name of all the gods,"
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asks Liszt, " do you mean by an opera for Italian singers ?

The incredible ami the impossible have become elements
belonging to you, so perhaps you may accomplish this."

In irfjS he decides to !»*" for a time to Venice. In Septem-
ber he writes nom that city :

11 You will be pleased to learn

that Venice has not disappointed my expectations— the
melancholy quiet of the great canal near which I live in a

stately palace with spacious rooms is sympathetic to me"—
and then he mentions the walks in the market place, rides in

jvmdolas, visits to the ait-treasures. He means to work at
" Tristan." But later on

—

i.e., the next year—we find him in

Lucerne with "Tristan" stili unfinished. " Finish 'Tristan,'

say yon," writes Winner to Liszt; "but how if I cannot.

1 go with right good will every da;- to my work, but my head
is confus'd, my heart desolate. Work, fay you ; but 1, poor
wretch, can do nothing by routine, and if things do not go of

themselves, I can do nothing." By the commencement of
August, however, "Tristan " was completed.
We next find him in Paris, the city of " mud and smoke,"

as Liszt calls it in one of his letters. As Wagner paid
several visits to Paris during the ten years of exile (1849-59),
I have taken them altogether so as not to interrupt too much
the thread of my Swiss tale. Before speaking of this last

visit to Paris in 1859, 1 must, therefore, refer—but very briefly

—to the earlier ones.
Wagner went there for the first time in 1839, and stopped

over two years. It was during that period that the first

letter to LiszL of out" correspondence was addressed. When
forced to quit Dresden in May, 1849, '3C "went straight to

Zurich, but in the following month he writes to Lis/t from
Paris. He refers to the first period and to its trials. Now he
finds Paris is not the market for his wares ; he feels sad and
lonely. No one understands htm, no one sympathises with
him. He wants to write an opera for Paris, but cannot work
there. His friend sends him a letter, and we see how well

Liszt understood the art of getting on. "Modify ' Rienzi,'"
he says, " and introduce a ballet to please the Parisians, and
work out a rew opera in partnership with two mini (whom

wise, but, so far as Wagner was concerned, useless advice.
Wagner soon returns to Switzerland, hut iias i-ndc arrange-

ments about a book. "God grant," he writes, "that my
librettist and 1 may understand one another and agree."
Nothing however came of this matter. He paid a short visit

to Paris again in 1850, and there is only one letter written
from there to Liszt, but it is about " Lohengrin " and money.
He is in Pans again in 1853. On Lis./::';; birthday he "Tann-
hausered ' and " Lohengrinned " on a beautiful Erard piano
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in an astonishing manner, and he saw the Emperor Napoleon,
and what more— he adds—can one wish I Early in 1858 we
find him again in Paris in a modest room on the third floor

of the Grand Hotel du Louvre. His object in visiting Paris

was to try and arrange with the manager of the Theatre
Lyrique for the production of 11 liienzi"—as a first entree~\wt
only if he could do so on advantageous terms. For the work
itself he cared no longer : it might be murdered, if only it

brought him money. Let us be fair to Wagner ; he only
meant money to enable him to work. Wagner had brought
with him the first act of " Tristan," which he describes as "a
wonderful piece of music." He is longing to show it to
someone, and fee!* templed to play over some of it to Berlioz,

regardless of the torture he might inflict by his phyir.g. The
mure idea of these two masters of the orchestra seated before
a piano, the technique of which neither ever had the
patience to learn, is certainly comical. In 18^9 we find

Wagner once more meditating a move. For a time he was
wavering between New York and Paris. "I don't think

much of your American plan," writes Liszt ;

11 you will be

more uncomfortable there than you were in London" (He
refers to the Philharmonic engagement in 1855 of which we
have spoken). " Pari?," he. ndds. " may nut he to yc.11 liking,

but there you will find much to distract and enliven you;
and it will be better for you than your solitary Swiss waiks,

however beautiful the region of the Alps may be."

We have a letter dated from Paris, October 20, 1S59

—

indeed, all the remaining lcLters of the second volume, with
one exception, when he paid a flying visit to Brussels, are

dated from that citv. He speaks of himself as " without
faith, love, or hope"— the three cardinal points of the
Christian compass. But in the following year the clouds of

adversity appear to be rolling by. " Tannhauser" is going to

be performed at the Grand Opera. Wagner is counting on a
triumph : every oiu: seems weli disposed towards him. " You
will be astonished to leam," he writes to Liszt, " that 1 feel

happy ;
but I enjoy the calm of the fatalist who gives him-

self up to his lot, wondering perhaps at the strange manner
in which I am dealt with and led into unexpected paths;
and saying to myself silently, it must come all right at last."

This was only the calm before the storm. " Tamilian sot," as

you know, was given in Paris in 1861, and failed. The fates

were still unpropitious. I have not to enter into any details

respecting the performances, The last letter from Wagner
in the correspondence is dated June 15, ififii ; but although
" Tannhiiustjr" was produced in March, there ate no letters

referring to the event. Possibly Liszt was in Pans fit (he time.

It is true greatness to have in on;": the frailty of a man and
the security of a god " Vere magnum habere fragilitaiem
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horainis, securitatem Dei." So wrote Seneca. Wagner had
a great mind, but if Seneca be right, to perceive the full

measure of his greatness we must take note also of his

frailties. Feeble health caused him to be now peevish, now
angry, now sarcastic ; and his slender purse made him un-
happy, and at times despairing. But the fact that he could
nut enjoy life caused him to turn with all the greater zest lo

his art, and the grealer his outward weakness the greater his

inward strength. The lives of many great men seem to show
that the one is the necessary complement of the other—(hat
without the weakness we should eol have the strength ; and
further, that the two are in inverse ratio to one another—the

poorer the body, the richer the soul. Wagner felt that modern
art was doomed to die and that he was destined to deal the

death-blow. In the eyes of the world this would appear
foolhardiness, arrogance. What right then have wc to set

it down as a mark of greatness ? Why, localise, like David,
he marched with sling and stones against the Philistines,

and waged a lift-Ion;; war against them. The Philistine:;

against whom he strove were stronger thai: (hebrnggin:: giant

of the old fable, and Wagner did not kill them; bat he sired;
deepiy al the root of all that was iiumen uiug and false in art.

1 It: punched that art was a sacred thing, i;ot given to man
for amusement or gain, but to raise nud ennoble him. lie

had the courage ol his opinions, he would not give way,
although by a little ti iumiing he might have, made friends,

might soon have acquired fame and fortune. None but a

great man could have done this. And then we have his

works. There are many able and earnest musicians who
think Wagner was :ni;-,L-ken in his amis, who refuse to accept

his operas and music dramas as gospel, who find much in

them repulsive to their tastes and modes of thinking; but it

is no exaggeration to say that all of Wagner's antagonists

whose names count for anything have fully acknowledged
the greatness of the genius manifested in these works—genius
misdirected, as they say. 1 have already alluded to one of

Warner's weaknesses—his iaabilily to help himself. It was
the key-note struck at the opening < if the correspondence, and
it is repealed so of-.en thai we are in no danger of forgetting

it. The very fact that Liszt was always coming to the

assistance of Wagner with coin, counsel, or consolation must,

if I may be allowed the expression, have strengthened that

weakness. " With Liszt's help " was Wagner's motto, to

which he ought to have added the " O man, help thyself," of

Beethoven.
He was poor, and this, as we have said, made him un-

happy and often despairing. Like Macbeth, he was " cabiu'd

cribb'd, confin'd, bound in to saury doubts and fears." He
did not desire wealth, he only wanted sufficient to enable him
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to work with mind free from anxiety. " If you would give
me," he says to Liszt in a letter of 1849, " enough to live

like an ordinary workman, you would rejoice iu what I could
product, my mind being at ease." lit' wan in a miserable

condition when be rirst went to Zurich, hi October, 1 -.).'_),

we find him shorl of firewood and without a greatcoat. He
says, despairingly, "Shall I write in the papers, 'I have
nothing to live 011 ; will any one who cares for me help me? '

"

His need; circumstances, especially on bis wife's account, he
leils Liszt, often plunged him into deep melancholy. " This
melancholy serves no good purpose," hi: adds, " hut I owe it

to my sound nature, that I can always manage in the end to

shake it off."

Here is a picture of the man in 1854 :
" I am sitting with

folded arms, giving myself up to my sorrows. I can do
nothing—nothing, except my 'Nihelungen,' and even that will

he impossible without great and energetic help. Best and
only friend I Listen 1 f can do nothing unless others do it

for me."
Warner enjoyed, as the French say, bad health, and

this affected his temper. Me had a nervous complaint and a
had digest in:!. He went in uH.si to a hythopalhic establish-

ment and derived temporary benefit from it, " Ye unhappy
men," he cries out in t'.nrlya: taslmin, 11 yet a good digestion,

and suddenly life will appear to you something very different."

Liszt once speaking aboal the (ireville Memoirs, said:
"Greville was bilious, fond of eating, and vindictive; and
every time he got an attack of indigestion the world appeared
to him under an a 5 pec: as false as it was unsightly." Winter
was Wagner's great enemy. In one letter he writes :

" The
buaulif'.il spring weather, after the dreary winter, makes me feel

better, and now I aai going to work again at my poem. In
1853 he is in a bad state, he fancies he is going to die. He
has a doctor to see him—a careful, conscientious man.
" Host assured," he writes sarcastically to Liszt, "it won't
be his fault if I do not recover." Later on he speaks of
sleepless nights, days without comfort ;

" It cannot goon so I

.1 can no longer endure iife." At times he meditates suicide,

but fears the act would be an immoral one. In one part of

this correspondence Wagner tells us that not a year closed

without bis forming the resolution to make away wi to him-

self. But, like many others, he paused before shuffling off

this mortal coil. It is, I think, the weak, not the strong-

minded who commit suicide.

In the summer of 1853 he is at Zurich unwell, unstrung

—

ready for death. And so we might go on with this dark
picture. Already even in 184.S he talks about Kapellmeister

sorrows as the daily bread which he ate; in 1849 he has
given up all thoughts of enjoyment in life.
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In 1854 he entreats Liszt " to look at the world with con-

tempt 1 that is what it deserves. It is bad, bad, thoroughly

bad."
In the year 1 858, while Wagner was in Venice, he seems to

have shown a bit of his temper, and for a time the friendship

between him and Liszt seemed to be in a parlous state.

Liszt had been prevented from going to Zurich by oflicial

duties, which Wagner describes as trivial. Liszt tells him
that in a calmer moment he will recognise how unjust he has
been to speak thus. And then, again, there was a mis-

understanding about a performance of 1
' Kicnzi." Wagner

I rit-d Lo get his droits d'nufatr before they were actually (Inc.

1 ie alltinplc.il a bit of finessing, but it was clumsily done ; lie

did not get the money, and nearly lost his friend. There
were grievous words on both sides, which stirred up anger.

Liszt, for once, was out of temper, •' Your scolding has
done me good," says Wagner ; " I know that I let myself

go too far, and count too much on tile patience of others."

At first sight one would feel inclined in look upon Wagner
us a selfish uian. because he was always thinking a ail wi iting

about himself. Judged by an ordinary moral standard he

would he sol down as an egotist, but no ordinary standard
v.-ul do to Measure genius, which has its own laws. All great

men are more or less wrapt up in themselves. Lord Uacon,
while saying " It is a poor centre of a man's actions, him-
self,

' acknowledges that the referring of all to a man's self is

more tolerable in a sovereign prince, because, he says, "them-
selves are not only themselves, but their good and evil is at

the peril of the public fortune. But it is a desperate evil ill

a servant to a prince, or a citizen in a republic." And great

men in every department of art are princes, not servants.

In looking after themselves ifivy are looking after others; in

seeing to their own comfort ami welfare they are really caving
for others. They work for the world ; they add to the
spiritual wealth of the human race. They feel a talent has
been committed to their care, and that talent, emanating from
themselves, makes themselves the centre of their thoughts
and actions. Take, for example, lieethoven, " His letters,"

says Sir G, Grove, "are all concerned with himself, his

wants and wishes, his joys and sorrows."

You can pick out many a passage in Wagner's Idlers and
say—These are the marks of a selfish man. lint read them
with the context, think what the man felt and thought when
writing them, and I think you will admit that they are not
the marks of a man who thought of comfort or pleasure for

its own sake. For example, he wanted once, after working
hard at his 11 Walktire," to have a ramble in the Alps, and he
asks Liszt to lend him money for the purpose. Fancy an
ordinary man worrying a friend for money to enable him to
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have a pleasant holiday. Liszt knew that Wagner's holiday
was to fit him for important labour, and sent him money at

once. In reference to some business arrangements about
the production of one of his works at Berlin, Wagner writes
to Liszt, 11

I should be a fool if I took the matter out of your
hands so lout; as you arc cot weary of it," He did not mean
that he would be a fool to do anything so long as he could

a good result, whereas he would most probably do exactly

the reverse.

Wagner disliked Mendelssohn and Meyer liter, They
were of Jewish descent, and in 1851 he wrote to Liszt
respecting his celebrated article on Judaism in music: " I

long have entertained a grudge against the Jewish com-
munity, and (his gnidge is as necessary to my nature as gall

to blood." V.'liy this bitter feohag ? What had they done
to linn ? Mendelssohn, when in the zenith of his fame, had
taken no notice of a Symphony which the :in:bitious yoiilhr.il

e, ,ni;:n:;er had given into his hands: Meyerbeer, amending
to a statement of Warner's in one of our letters, ha;! inten-

tionally failed to befriend him. For years he saw these two
Jewish composers making their mark i:i the world whilst he

was unsuccessful. There were then personal reasor.s why he

should not feel specially drawn towards the chiefs; and
taking the part for the whole synecdochi sally condemned
all. E.t duolios didicit omnes. While Mendelssohn was alive,

Wagner was on friendly, if not intimate, terms with him.
We know from Warner himself that he fre'iueiulv met him,
dined with him, and even once made music with him. Of
Meyerbeer he says in a letter :

" He is an amiable man and I

do not hate, him." Mendelssohn's music Wagner knew how
to apotveiate: the fmisned form of the ' Midsummer N ight 's

Dream," the imagination of the " Hebrides" Overture, the
charm of the " Scotch. " Symphonv did no; escape his notice.

JSut in their artistic aims the two'mea had little in common:
Mcndclssoi-.Ti clung to the past, Warner looked to the future;

the one was conservative, the other radical. Wagner's
artistic feeling against Meyerbeer was a strong one. The
latter was cHcf representative of a style; of dramatic art

which Wagner thought radically false degrading. The
references to Mendelssohn in the eonespr.ndence are very
lew and far hei ween ; and Ibis is but natural, for Mendelssohn
had gone to his rest before the flight from Dresden, when
the letters only begin to be of importance. The few allusions,

however, are more or less of a disagreeable kind; but they
may be all excused, inasmuch as they were addressed to his

Mend Liszt, and not to the world. Referring to the above-

mentioned pamphlet, Wagner says that in justice to himself

and his friends he must fully express his opposition to
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Meyerbeer, and loudly declare that he had nothing in

emulsion with him. It would perhaps have been bettor for

Wagner, and, at any rate, more dignified, had he left his

friends and the world to make this easy discovery for

neriioz is mentioned a good many times. Mis opera,
" Benvenuto Cellini," was given at Weimar in 1853, and
Liszt thought very highly ot it, and wrote to that effect to

Wagner. The latter answered as follows, and It is interesting

to learn the judgment of one great man on another :

' Believe me, I love Berlioz ; he understands me not, but I

understand him. If I expect anything from anyone it is

from Berlioz, but not by the way in which he attained to the

tastelessness of his ' Faust ' Symphony ; for if he goes
further in that direction he can only become perfectly

ridiculous. If ever a musician needed a poet it is Berlioz.

I stc with grief that this artist, gifted beyond all measure, is

going to ruin through this egotistical loneliness." This was
a sharp-sighted vet generous criticism.

But what did Wagner think of his friend Liszt's composi-
tions ? It is difficult to say exactly. In writing about them
he often uses plenty of words, but they often seem intended

to conceal rather than reveal his thoughts. Liszt sends him
some music written on the occasion of the celebration of

Goethe's 1 oolh birthday. Wagner perceives in it the claw
of the lion :

" but," says he, " lef cs sec the whole linn."

In 185+ Liszt sends Wagner his " Kiinstler " chorus to

words of Schiller. Wagner reads the score and shakes his

head. Here and there are details which he approves of,

but the poem, the form of the music determined by the words,
do not suit him. But he reads through the score again,
fancies he sees Liszt at the conductor's desk, and then he
understood. He took Liszt in his own way, and thus could
speak well of the work, This I call damning with faint

While Wagner is in London in 1855, Liszt announces to

bins that he is wrUing a Symphony—a sort of musical
commentary to Dante's Divine Comedy. Wagner writes

back that tie has no doubt he will succeed with hell and
purgatory, but he is more doubtful about the heaven section,

insomuch as Liszt announces the introduction of a choral
element into the third part. The last part of Beethoven's
Xintii Symphony, he says, is the weakest—and he evidently
leaves Liszt to conclude that where Beethoven failed he
would siot be likely to succeed. Even Dante's " Heaven,"
Bavs Wagner, is not equal to what goes before, In 1856,
Liszt sends him six of his Symphonic Poems. Wagner
must hear them played by the composer before he can
understand them. He praises them, it is true : he :clls Liss^t
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he is an astonishing man ; but as I said at first, there is a

heating about the bush, a want of directness about his

remarks.
Liszt, in answer to some complaints of Wagner, advised

him in calm philosophical language to be patient. This
is how Wagner received the advice. 11 You exhort me
to be patient," he says ;

" but my dear noble friend, reflect

that with patience one can at best prolong bare life, but no
man has ever obtained from patience alone strength and
fulness Id enrich lift? ami make il pn "hut ive. Such a method
will not succeed will: inc." A link- later on Liszt, in answer
to a wild letter from Wai'iiif. in which he [imposes that Liszt

find lie should leave Philistines, Jews, find Jesuits, and go
into the wide world, reminds him that the pricks and
wounds which he bears in his heart will follow him
wherever he goes. " Your greatness," he says, "is the cause
of your misery ; both arc irretrievably ltuerwoven with one
another, and must trouble and torture you until you allow
them, sinkine into faith, to disappear." Liszi cannot preach
or explain it, but he will prav 10 God that He will enlighten
Wagner's heart through His faith and His love

; and then in

a few simple words he points him to Christ, the only
Saviour. Here then we have in a few words Liszt's religious

belief. Men of all creeds can but admire the simple earnest

way in which he sought to give what In; considered the best

comfort to his distressed friend. Wagner acknowledges the

good intention shown, but reminds Liszt that the forms in

which men seek to win consolation when in unfortunate

circumstances differ according to one's being, one's needs,

one's education. He, too, has a strong faith, but it is a faith

in the future of the human race. He believes in nothing
else. Yet Liszt's noble life shows him whai a noble belief

he must have. This quiet and friendly interchange of

thought between two men holding such opposite views is

deeply interesting. But let us turn to another passage.
About a year after the above religious d isonssiou . if we may
so call it, Wagner writes to Liszt to tell him of a heavenly
gift which has reached him in his solitude. This was
Schopenhauer, the apostle of pessimism. Freedom from
suffering is to be found by the remtneinrion of will. To Linzt

Wagner says—" Because you are religious you express yout
ideas differently, but I am convinced we arc one in thought.

What Liszt thought of Wagner's guide, philosopher, and
friend may be indirectly gathered from a letter in which
Liszt speaks of him as " that old snarling poodle,
Schopenhauer,"

In conclusion, I have to remind you that we have been
looking at only one period of the lives of Liszt ant! Wagner.
They were almost of the same age ; the one having been
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born in 1S11, the other in 1813. Liszt's life may, roughly
speaking, In- divided into ihrve peri ods; the H

i

t ±- 1 was devoted
Id virtuosity, tin.' second to art, tin; third to the church. It

is in the second, the Weimar period, that ivc liavc found liim.

The first brought him fame, and the third, let us hope,
spiritual comfort; but in tin; second, as the champion of

Ucrlioz, Wagner, and other;,, he appeared, as an artist, to the

best adv. int age. Wagner had also his periods- but in all

art is the chief tiling Before he went to Zurich, he had
produced "Eienzi," "Flying Dutchman," " Tannhauser,"
and " Lobei'.gi in." In Ilia transit ion period, as l.is/.t calls

it, we see in this correspondence more of the man than of the

artist, so that he is scarcely seen at his best. Wagner's
troubles did not come to an end after his return to Germany
in 1861, but llayreuth formed a noble termination to an
eventful life.

The friendship of Liszt for Wagner is the golden thread
running through the correspondence. It will serve to

perpetuate the name of Liszt when perhaps his Sympj-.or.ic

Poems may he forgotten. True friendships are not common.
As a poet has written

—

The Chairman.— Ladies and gentlemen, I think we shall

be all of one mind in thanking Mr. Shcdlock for a very
interesting, concise, and explicit rev icw of these letters. As I

have the honour of being in the chair 1 may sav I believe that

I have this time some qualification for it, as I have known
intimately not only Wagner, but Liszt, far many years, and
have heard from Waguei 's own mouth his whole ias'.oi v from
his childhood upwards, all of which will appear in a work
which I have just finished. So I may say that 1 understand
these letters belter than anyone—better, I should say, than
Cosima, the wife of Wagner, because she was r.ot aware
of what occurred in the early period, and it is not probable
that he would have told her all that I know

; indeed, 1 am
convinced he did not, for I was in possession of secrets,

even alter lie was married. As to the noble -minded Liszt,

there is no word to praise him too highly. He was
the most noble-minded man you can imagine : he had a
heart not only for Wagner, but for all men. I have seen
him give advice to poor musicians who ha.; not a great
horizon before them to help them on, even to that extent,

and he would have gone through fire and water to help them.

;
rarer than the thing itself.

DISCUSSION.
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I met him continually at all Musical Festivals, and have
known him intimately, and I have some letters which will

prove that he had an opinion of me too which is worthy
of being preserved in writ in;;, and of which 1 am proud, more
so than of any Royal patent or any derive. But his devotion
to Wagner was so" wonderfully grille,' it was so entire, that

there is no feeling to which it can lie compared but that of a
mother, the holiest thins on earth. Warner was so much a
child in some respects that when one reads these letters

without knowing him intimately, without knowing the
gran del ir of Wagner's percept ion, his great mind, his earnest-

ness, his sublime morale, he appeals like a child compared
with I .is:'l , who was always ready with his self-command to

cajole him, to pet him gently, and say :
" You must not do this

—it is right, but you are running against prejudice; keep
away from it." And the wohderiul generosity he had a;

all times to help him! Then, on the. other hand, it must not
be forgo:ten that Wagner wrote these Icttc'r. without the

slightest notion (that I can vouch for) that they should ever
be seen by the world, and Wagner was by no means
the man you would take him to be from some of these letters

m which he is complaining about not having money. He was
by no means a man for money, as you will :

:ee if 1 tell you a

tew isolated facts. It was not at /lunch only that he
received an offi.-r from America, The offer was addressed to

me in London with a cheque that he was to fill up. It

chinned from him only the promise to go, and lie was to lill the

cheque up to any amemit. 1 had the cheque, and therefore can
vouch for the truth of it. Wagner said— " How can 1 go to

America with these people : ii.it know r.o; lung of music ?
" lie

had no idea then how America would develop itself, and show
such a wonderful enthusiasm 111 a new direction as they have
done in many things, outdoing the old country. 15ut \\ aener
had another offer while I was slaying with htm. He said :

" Look at that, is it not odd ? all the money that is offered

to me I am obliged to reject." That was a letter from the
Duke of Coburg hi which he asked him if he would score one
of his operas. The secrel of those operas is not so thoroughly
understood as might he, but I do not think I shall do any
harm in mentioning it. It is what the French call a secret dc

polichinellc—axetyhody knows it, but they do not say it.

These operas of the i >uke. of Coburg consisted in his whistling

some tunes while his wife put them on the piano with a
vulgar accompaniment, such as ladies who do not know
anything of harmony would give. Thus the opera was
produced, but before it was produced—that is a current story

in Germany—he heard some music performed, and he said to

Ihe Oapellmeister : "That is very nice, what is it ?
1

* And the

reply was—" That is the Overture to your Royal Highness's
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next opera.'' That is a true story. We will not speak more
of :1k; Duke ; but, however , be: ol;"ercd bin: / 7 50 when Wagner
would have been very glad of much less than that for his

absolute necessities, but be said :
" How tan I accept

anything like that ?" He was to stay at the Ducal Palace for

three months free of all expenses, but ho refused it. Arid so

with many other things that t could tell you- offers of money

—

tha: Wagner resisted. Speak i ng uf offers of money, we must
not forget that when he had no money whatever at Ztirich

there was a InniiU that livid at Dresden of the name of

kilter, intimate friends of his, and :hey eair.e into a fortune.

They at once most nobly gave linn an annua.] income, which
he enjoyed for many years, and had he been a little more
economical he would nave done extremely well. Anybody
f I

.,* r.,,|-Kt I, ive <- k-r- 1 it .-ut. l-ul lit - .-nil Ij: I Jil il'jiirl . h-

must now and then go to Franco or Ilaiv, or where he could.

He was an e\ile under one of the most infamous persecutions

that could be found in history owing to the very cense bead
of the King of Saxony, who was a most amiable man and
a loving father, but extremely stubborn in politics. lie

would not allow any of the other Courts to receive him,
and although there are let lets published of tins Duchess and
that Grand Duchess showing how they admired bis works,
none of them bad the ncibilitv to lieg the King of Saxony
to allow him to come back. If you read the whole of the two
volumes, you will find that Liszt never once lost patience in

answcrhig him like a mother Jo a child, it" lie even now and
then tells him "You must not do that, it is naughty,"
he docs it so gently, so genially, so kindly, that one cannot
help admiring him. If Liszt had his faults, which he had,
they were very much over-shadowed by bis greatness. Ins

goodness, bis genius, so that literally there is no man in

history to whom you can look up with such undiminished
delight as io Liszt. The correspondence has often been
likened to that between Goethe and Schiller: but there we
have a sorrowful comparison, because Schiller, with all his

love and enthusiasm, found Era Goethe 11: it: who was exc< edingiy
egotistical, and one who was too much of a courtier, so that
reaily there is no comparison between the two. We may
leave those two great poets, foi to compare their correspond-
ence with that of Liszt and Wagner would certainly be
quite wrong, because in this case there is such an intense
devotion. If Wagner does not praise Liszt's works with
very e.iil msiasl ic fi-eling, it is another proof of ilis extreme
veracity. Waiiue.r could not tell lies if he fried. It was
against the grain, and it is easy to understand that his genius
would not allow anything but the very highest to come into

such a position to htm that he could iook up to it. He has
told rac that Liszt had undoubtedly moments of genius, but
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that he had not studied enough, and had begun too late in

life. There is not the least question that that is the most
honest criticism one can gi vc to LiizL's works. The ambilion
iiiii Uieie, the great gift \vk also [litre, but (litre is not that
continuity of reasoning power in it which requires study, and
beginning at a time of life when the brain is slill able to

receive, in: press ions, which afterwards is impossible. Nil

man of ,'ir. advanced a|;e r.ould study the pri'ilei" and learn

grammar. If he were a genius of the lust order it was born
in him— one of the geniuses w'ho make the grammar. They
know what has been done before by intuition, and not only
have that in them, but by going much beyond that they
improve that grammar; however, that is always a matter
where doctors disagree. We have only to go back to history

as early as the sixteenth contury, when Montcverde was
accused of being a bold musician because he used the chord
of the dominant muco oftener than other masters did.

Th.it is sufficient to prove, that genius, such as Montcvci di.-'s

was, should never care abonl his contemporaries, but do what
his spirit tells liim, and that will guide lum in the right way.
Now that Wagner is dead and (lis personal mihiencc gone,
we see. everywhere that the Wagner enthusiasm is rising, and
there is not the slightest help front outside. Therefore, let

people abuse him, let them find fault with this, that, and the

other; let mawkish people, who have not studied history—or
else they would know tile myth of the Northern nations— cbuse
him foi the love of sisters in the " Xibolungen" ; let them shake
their heads until they have shaken them off, they will not in

any way change history, because that is not his invention ; he
took that story from the northern myth, and if we go farther

we may find similar things in our own great Book. Hut
leaving that, and coming back to the correspondence, it is

absolutely necessary that we should have really complete
knowdedge of a mar. like Wagner to judge him fairly. First

he wanted certain things— he was extremely sickly of body,

and had been troubled with sickness from bis earliest child-

hood, and it had never left him. At times he was so des-

pondent that his talk about suicide must be taken cum grano
salts. That is one of those things so easily said: "I really

will make away with myself" ; but when one thinks of it one
does not do it. It must only be taken as an outburst of

suffering. But his earnestness, iiis habit of looking always

up to the ideal, and of always having the good of the great

mass at heart—because it is for I he great mass ;hat wrole—
these are all in his work. He said all art should address

itself to the great mass just as much as to the high born,

perhaps even more, because art is the only thing on earth

that can draw us out of the miseries of daily life. No one
exists without some poetic or religious notion—which is very
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much one and the same thins— and Wagner's religion was one

of the noblest you ni'.i lind anywhere. His letters dealing

with it are most interesting, and I have conversed with him
many times on this subject. It is hard to give a condensed
description of his religion, but it was tin.- noblest religion one
can Imagine. His love for his lei low creatures and (or animals
was remarkable ; his genial kindness to everybody around him
was sa great that one could not help loving him. I am
afraid in my enthusiasm I may say too much. You may
think I am too great a champion ; but I have known both
these men, and is a great thing to say 1 have known them,
because they are two of the greatest specimens of the human
kind 1 can imagine. I think we owe a debt of gratitude to

Mr. Shcdlock that he has given us such a clear review of all

these letters, because it will be some time before those who
cannot read them in German will be able to do so at all. It

will be some time before they are published in English,

and then I have strong doubts whether the translation will

really give the spirit of the German, because there is this

peculiar diflieultv in Waeaier's case, thai his language is

extremely difficult to translate. That has been foand by
most of those who have tried it. I fear some charm will be
lost ; there will be a little something that cannot he translated

by any mere words. Hut let us hope that they will generally

become; known, and that the names of these two men will go
down to posterity as they deserve, both of them being of the

noblest of human kind.

Mr. Coleridge.— I should like to ask a question or two
if I may be permitted. We are very fortunate in having
as our Chairman this evening a gentleman who has known
both these men intimately. 1 never could, in reading tin: fair

amount of Wagner literature that I have read, quite account
lor the imjKT.iir.ias.il y of Wagner during en tain periods of his

li
:
"e, nntil 1 heard some of the remarks made by our {.'.ha irmn :i

just now. I was in Dresden for two summers, in 1852 and
irff 3, and took very accurate note then of what I heard at the

theatre, and it certainly was remarkable that in those two
long vacations— I was then a Cambridge man— I did not hear

think at that time, yet now we come to read after his death of

;i:n n ;idy to be corrected by our Chairman, who knows these
things much more accurately than I do, but I understood that

those performances were higley successful not only to the

treasury of the theatre of Dresden, but also successful. 1

think, in making personal friends in Dresden lor Wagner
himself. One of his friends to whom he alludes in his twelve
enormous volumes, which I have vainly tried to attack, but
have read here and there in, will be a name very familiar—
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Tichatschek, a great tenor. He was certainly a splendid

artist, ;md sang magnificently, and was the leading tenor

of Dresden. Ho came over here, I think, for one or two seasons,

and was so very fond of his fees thai people used to call him
" Takc-a-cheque." 1 Irnvtvet, Tit.liatschrk was [mi n led cm I to

rne in Dresden as the Prima teaon. assolulo, Ihcfacile frinceps,
as nuked hu was, for he was a most cultivated musician, ami
a splendid pes f inner in great operas sue!: as " l-'ii lelio "' and
the difiicuh works of Meyerbeer. 1 never heard anyone to

approach him. I le became a c'reat anil linn friend of Warner ;

so much so that I think I have heard lie had carta hlai:chc

always to come to Rayrcuth, and that Warner was delighted

to see his old friend until he died a few years ago. Tichatsc hek,

1 believe, was in receijit at thai tune of about ^"700 a year of
our money, and was a very prosperous man, and a great
friend of Warner— that Warner himself admits in parts of

his writings. I do not quite understand, therefore, his

iiupccuniosity at that time; but certain it was, because
we have his own confession that he was exceedingly poor.

In Paris he came under the notice of no less a man
than the great 1 1 erne, who spoke words of great encourage-

ment to him. I should like to hear how this is to be
accounted for—this great want of funds, and even of

the common necessaries of life at times, I remember I

had the honour once of an interview with Liszt at

Weimar, and much thai I should liked to have asked h:tn

about these things I dared not. He received me very
kindly, and 1 had a conversation with him. He described lo

nee the fust performance of " Lohengrin," which he said was
brilliantly successful, and yet the same impecuniosity as

we read of is: the history of Wagner was still subsisting, e ven
after that brilliant [icrformae.ee. 1 am exceed ingle obliged
for Mr. Praeger's remarks. He is the first person who has
enlightened mc partially, and 1 should be much obliged if i'.o

could tell me some: thing more about that Dresden period.

The Chairman.- Wagner's income at Dresden was 1,000
tlialers, about /"tjo, during his conductorship, and then he
had 110 other means. lie could not leach, he could not

do anything else, and he was unfortunately led by his friends lo

undertake ihe publishing of " Kienzi anil " Tannie'iuser,"

wiiieii did not sell, because they were- not performed anywhere
else. After 1H49, after the Revolution, no one dared to bring

them out, and therefore he was called upon to pay back the
expenses of his publisher, which crippled him for years and
years afterwards. That is not the only time that he lias been
niuietcd where he expected to find resources. I remember a
lady from Manchester, a very rich woman, who pretended to

be exceedingly taken up with Wagner and was introduced to

him in Paris. He wrote to me from Paris, where I went over
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to see him, though I was exceedingly ill at the time From
rheumatism, and I remember meeting this lady, and she said :

" If you are in any way in trouble I will give you ^200 at

any moment." W hen she was certainly net well oi\ this £"200

was claimed again, and that put him out. The same thing

happened to him hi Switzerland. Whether he was too easy
in believing that it was given or not I do not know, but
I remember there was a lady in Switzerland, of very rich

people, who made him a present too, b:;t when she died
tin: heirs pretended it was not a present and he had to pay it

back, which he did, even when he was at Munich, Wagner
was high in favour with the king, by the way. This
is the third case in the whole history of music that kings

apparently did any gDod to a composer. They do good to all

kinds of men for purposes which had better not be divulged,
but not to any genius. But in this case Wagner said

:

" There, I have to go down to the Chancellor to pay back Soo
florins, that I certainly had a right to believe this lady
presented me with when I was in Switzerland." He was too
generous of nature to have resisted. He might perhaps have
brought proofs to show it was given to him, but he would
mil, and so he was always ni;ip!ed. The:: lie was not a man
of very keen economical habits. lie had certain wants. He
said he could not live like other people do. He had no
expensive habits ; the greatest treat to him was half a bottle

of champagne. He did not drink it by himself, but he had a

great notion that champagne was a delightful thing. He had
also a weakness in his love for his dog ; his deg must have an
ice when he iiad one. If people thin* it is something dreadful

that his dog must have an ice at the confectioner's, it is only

one of many instances. I am one of those who think
thai Wagner ran never be paid what we owe him, that

nothing will ever pay for what he has done. Whether
you ate a Wagnerian or not it does not matter. To those
who are not, I can only say, as ! was obliged to tell a
professor the other day. when he said "I cannot understand
this." "Ah," I said, "that is the old story; you must not
accuse Wagner, accuse your 1111 derstan ding, not Wagner's,"
He thought it was rather rude. But I said, " I have old

Johnson to hide myself behind, therefore I cannot gainsay
what I have told you."
Mr. Edwards.— I should like to say a few words in acknow-

ledgment of the efforts of the reader of this paper. I am
speaking as an outsider, and it struck me that Mr. Shedlock
had devoted mi:eh careful stud) to these

i wo volumes of letters.

He has touched upon all the cities where Wagner has
resided during all those years from 1841 to 1861, he touched
upon the great men whom he met, and he spoke of some of

the phases of Wagner's character which I should like to
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say a few words upon. He touched on thai curious one
with reference to a great Englishman, Carlyle, and I

should much iike to complete the parallel to Richard

in :iiaiiy phases of tiie.ii" character. They were bulh thinkers

to begin with— deep thinkers. Neither of them would concede
anything to what they conceived to be false art. They both
preferred to starve. Then there is another parallel between
those two men. When Carlyle came lo London, and was
writing for one of the periodicals, be went to the publisher
with a letter from Lord Jeffrey. He was going to write
an article on Cromwell. The editor was not at home, but an
assistant ivas there (this is told in Fronde's " Reminiscences"),
and the assistant editor said :

" Oh. you need not do that, I

am going to do it myself." This very much angered Carlyle,

and we know what was the result of Carlyle saying " I will

write illy own Cromwell." Wlxr. Warner was in I'aris In:

went from Meyerbeer to the Grand Opera, and he showed
the music of " Rienzi." He had only completed two acts,

but he had written of course (lie whole of the libretto, and he
had also the librello of the " Hying Dutchman." There they
said to him: " We do not want your music for that, we have
someone who has promised to do it." The phase that makes
an outsider, an amateur love Wagner far more than musicians
do, is his immense thorough earnestness. Mark you, he took
twenty-five years, as Mr. Shedlock tokt us, for "I'arsifal."

If we omit the first opera, which was the " Dutchman," and
which was written in about six weeks in a small suburb of

Paris, none of Wagner's works were written off the reel.

Mr. Shedlock.—With the exception of " Tristan."

Mr. Edwards.—And that took two years.

Mr. Shedlock.—But that was a comparatively short time
for Wagner.
Mr. Edwards.—Still that is a long period. It is curious,

I venture to think, that all those works of Wagner were works
of a man who thought. As Wagner has left it on record in

those twelve volumes, no great work except it be of reflection

can go down to posterity. That seems to have been the key
to Wagner's work. You must think, you must reflect.

Carlyle said the great thing of all others in all ages is the
appearanceof a thinker, and it seems to me that Wagner is

likely to go down to posterity because he did think and
because he did strive to do his utmost for the good of art.

Mr, Coleridge.—There is just one more question I should
like to ask. I have always been ('reatly interested about the

single year when be conducted (he Philharmonic concerts

here. It was a bitter period for him, as we have heard, and I

Wagner. He said

CarlyJe when Wagt
or something. Nol
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rciiicmbei ii being staled that he resolved never to come hack
to this country again. My recollection of the newspapers of
those days is that he had not one single friend in the press.

I do not know whether I a:tt wrung. Ln.it it was one torrent of
abuse day by day and week by week, and I do not wonder
myself thai auvhody, especially such an eminent man as that,

should have turned his hark on this country and declared In:

would never come here again.

The Chairman.—I am afraid it would be the very worst
lliing Id ask inc about that period, because 1 caused that

period. It was I, as I can prove by the minutes of the
Philharmonic Society, that made him come over here, it

was through my friend Sainton, whim there was no conductor.
1 worked my French friend up to such a State of frenzy,

that there was only one man who could conduct, and that

was Wagner. He proposed it to the directors of the
Philharmonic, and Waaler was written to. There was a

special meeting in whirl: I received the thanks of the directors,

:ill worthy men. nllhoin.'h of a different teMure to Pichaid
Was; lie]-. This will ah be published in i:'.v book, tuciudint; sonic

things no one would fancy would ever be known at all,

because 1 have made a [mini of 110; keeping U:ck (In- slightest

thine, good, ba'l, or indifferent. I hail the advice not to do
so from a great man, the man who wrote Carlyle's life, who
said :

" 1 should warn you against being too open, because 1

have stiff:- re:.': vcrv much from it." Thai was Mr. Fronde
;

but I can quite afford to suffer. I am at a time of life when
it is very likely I shall not see the end of the controversy, and
I should he dc'.iglitcd if it caused ever so much excitement,
because i think ail ilia; belongs to a great mart must come out,
good, bail, or indifferent. It is the property of the public to
know what llii if great men were. I'.n-n iheir defects give us

a kind of consolation that, aher all. if we are no geniuses, we
have no worse defects than geniuses, and that is a consolation
for people to know. As to this affair, i have made extracts

from all the papers, and it will read very curiouslv to see

what in 1 Sj;
.5

people thought of the works of Wagner, and
how exceedingly shabbily, scurvily. and in manv instances 1

may s:;y infamously, thev treated him. Because it was not
always their opinion ; their private opinion did not always
come out on paper. That I can prove, and am in a position "to

prove, and all the opposition Ihere was was owing to all kinds
of things, except the teal worth of loo composer and his works.

I have now to propose a very hearty vote of thanks to Mr.
Shc'llork for the very able way in wlueh he has presented the

matter before us.

Mr. Jacouf.s, in seconding the motion, said : I might make
one remark that occurs to me, and that is, that the balance
which Mr. Shedlock struck in the lecture seemed to me
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exceedingly able—the way in which he managed lo give us
much itilinviKitiini witliom 1i-;lti in;; lou nuicli on mil: side 01

the other—though he pointed out at the early part of the
lecture how easy it was to make a thing bear on one side or
the other. I think in that respect we have to thank him for

a very careful work, as all who have done any work of that

kind know what trouble it takes.

The vote of thanks was carried unanimously, and a similar

compliment to tliu Ciuuriiuii). proposed by Mr. Siiedj.ock,

term; 11:1 u:d the proceedings.
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POINTS OP INTEREST CONNECTED WITH THE
ENGLISH SCHOOL OF THE SIXTEENTH

CENTURY.

B¥ the Rev. J. H. MEE, M.A., B.Mus.

It is hardly too much to say that the English School of
Music has never yet received the attention to which its

merits entitle it. That this should have been the case on
the Continent cannot be thought strange, when we remember
what obstacles the English Channel placed in the way of
free intercourse and communication

; but it does seem
curious that the English themselves should have taken so

little heed and paid so little attention to the past music of
their own country. To some extent, no doubt, thin pheno-
menon may be explained by the fact that the natural
development of the art has been more than once rudely and
forcibly interrupted in this country. We are told by the
great antiquarian, Anthony k Wood ("Wood," D. ig, 12,

9, Bodleian), that the dissolution of the monasteries by
Henry VIII. inflicted the greatest injury on music, and
the proscription of the art by the Puritans of the Com-
monwealth was probably even more mischievous. Not
only were great quantities of musical compositions and
books destroyed at these epochs, but, when the practice

of the art was revived, it began on new lines, and few
cared to look back on the works of a school with whose
style and principles they were unfamiliar, whose ideas were
expressed in notations that had become antiquated, and
whose compositions were in most cases only to be found in

the libraries of collectors. Still, even allowing for these

unfavourable circumstances, it does seem strange that English
musicians have, as a rule, taken so little heed of their fore-

runners, especially when it does not require much investiga-

tion to see that many of these forerunners were composers of

the greatest talent and, in many cases, men of actual genius.
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These reflections have been brought very vividly before

my mind by reason of an erroneous opinion with regard to

the English school of the sixteenth century that is, I believe,

exceedingly common. Most of us, I fancy, when we speak of

this school, mean by it the brilliant galaxy of madrigalian

writers who flourished in the closing years of the reign of

Queen Eliza belli, adding, perhaps, the names of Merbeckc and
Tallis as composers for the church. Starting from this

imperfect conception, we tack on to it a natural, but totally

incorrect, corollary—viz., that the English school sprung all

at once, full grown, into existence, like Minerva from the

head of Jove. Some colour is also given to this opinion by
the fact that the compositions of our earlier writers have for

the most part been lost, and that even those which survive

are usually only to be found in unique MS. copies in some
of our great libraries. These fragments, however, seem to

me to he sufficient to prove that the English school had had
a long and honourable career before the days of " good
Queen Bess," and that the great composers of her reign

mark the culminating point of a protracted development
carried on through a long line of composers and theorists.

My first ohject this afternoon, then, is to discuss the origines

and trace the progress of the English school.

Let me, then, by way of commencement, present to your
notice a little piece which it is impossible to contemplate

without feelings of the deepest respect, for it is nothing less,

at least to the best of my knowledge, than the earliest

specimen of English harmony in existence :

—

BOD. MSS. 572.
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. 11 . . . . ci vi - bulT

My attention was directed to this venerable relic by my friend,

Mr. W. J. Birkbeck, M.A.,of Magdalen College, Oxford, who
has been kind enough to verify my rendering into modern
notation of both this and the following specimen of early

English harmony, and to whom I shall shortly have to confess
still further obligations. It is to be found in the Bodleian
Library at Oxford, in a MS. known as MSS. Bodley, 572,
where it occurs on folium 50. The MS. consists of hymns and
the like for use in the Church Service, and the musical setting

of them is usually indicated by neuma;. It was written, ac-

cording to the judgment ofexperts, in a Benedictine monastery
in Cornwall during the eleventh century. The specimen of har-
mony which we are now considering is immediately preceded
by one of those poems on the end of the world, which were
ultimately to be combined in that remarkable product of
mediaeval devotion, the magnificent hymn known as Dies trie.

As compositions of this class were especially numerous in the

tenth century, owing to the prevalent belief that the end of

the world would take place in the year 1000, one might have
been tempted to suggest an even earlier date for the MS., but
for the decision already mentioned. The passage now quoted
is the end of a hymn to St. Augustine, and only the last two
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lines are set to music. The notation used is an alphabetical
notation, which differs from Guido's gamut only in continuing
the letters of the alphabet instead of repeating them. It is

usually employed, as in the celebrated Montpcllier MS., in

conjunction with the neuma;, but in this case it is used alone,

or, more strictly speaking, with the "oriscus" only. Rude
and awkward as its harmony now seems, it represents, I

venture to think, a distinctly higher stage of development
than contemporary harmony on the Continent. Here the
parts are made to move with considerable independence and
often in contrary motion, whereas abroad they appear to

have been content to add parts which progressed in similar

motion, maintaining one constant interval with the plain-

Trie next specimen of harmony to which I would invite

attention occurs in an English Gradual of the fourteenth
century, also in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, where it is

catalogued as MS5. Misc. Liturg. 357. The book, as a
whole, comprises nothing but melodies belonging to the

various parts of the service, but on folia 71-73 arc to be
found three sequences in three-part harmony, the second of

which is here rendered into modern notation :

—

MISC. LITURG., No. 357 (Bodleian).

- him Ma - ri - a mun - di - ti - as pro-mene ipa - cn • lam

- um Ma - ri - a mun - di - ti . s pro-mcnsipe - eu-lum
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Cu ti - ta - lis re - gi - a pa - ria par - vu- lum

Cu-jua est per am - ni - a mi -11a - re es • cu- lum.»

It exhibits, as you will at once see, an example of faux-

bourdon— i.e., of the kind of harmony against which Pope
John XXII., in 1322, launched his famous Bull in vain.

Unless it be that it is somewhat more smooth in character,

there is nothing to distinguish it from similar pieces of

harmony abroad, and my object in quoting it here is to show
that we were on a level with our continental neighbours in

this respect during this century, and were subject to influences

of the same kind and in the same direction.

The fact last mentioned becomes more noteworthy in view
of a conclusion at which Mr. Birkbeck has arrived, with regard
to the preservation of the old plain-song melodies in their

original form in this country. His researches on this ques-
tion have shown that modifications of the ancient melodies
for the sake of writing parts against them, so as more easily to

avoid the tritone and to make them more suitable for contra-

puntal treatment, were never authorised in England, though
common enough abroad. In France the favourite method
was to sharpen the F, and this was done as early as the
fourteenth century. In Italy it was usual to flatten the B,
while in Northern Germany the difficulty was got over by
introducing additional notes to soften the effect. But in

England no such changes seem to have been allowed, and
the ancient melodies appear unchanged from the eleventh ta

• The last Iwo words probably stand for " manere sjecula."
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the sixteenth century. A Rood example of this appears in

the melody of Lauda Sion,* which was altered as follows :

—

PART OF THE MELODY OF "LAUDA SION."

(A.) Original Form, preserved in the last printed English
Gradual (1532).

la hym • nis el can - ti - cis.

(B.) Italian Version (Medici Edition, 1C10}.

(C.) French Version.

(D.) North German Version.

This interesting divergence of practice seems lo have hitherto

escaped notice, and may hereafter lead to valuable inferences

with regard to the cultivation of the art of music in mediaeval

England. For the present, I must content myself with
suggesting that we :nny, perhaps, infer (1) that secular music

exercised less influence on ecclesiastical music in England
than on the Continent ; (2) that the theory of the art was
studied and preserved with peculiar strictness in this country.

Before leaving this branch of the subject it may be well to

recall to your recollection the fact that several specimens of

early English harmony and counterpoint are in existence,

and have been described in print already. The British

Museum contains two most interest in" MSS., known as

Harleian MSS. 978 and Arundel MSS. 248 respectively.

The former contains, besides the famous Canon " Sumer is i-

cunicn in," of which to such an audience as this I need say
nothing, two antiphons in three parts and one in four parts.

The latter contains several compositions lor two and three

voices in score. The former MS. was almost certainly

written at Reading between the years 1226 and 1236, and
the-.latter about the middle of the thirteenth century. Their

• This melody was originally written in the twelfth century for Adam of

St. Victor's Sequence, " Laudes crucis attollamus."
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importance will be readily perceived when I add that no
specimen of a composition in score of an equally early date
has been brought to light on the Continent, and that the
famous Montpellier MS. is regarded by Coussemaker as
belonging to the last third of the thirteenth century.

Before passing to another topic and a later age, it may be
well to summarisethe conclusionswe have reached with respect

to the earliest English music. They are five in number ;

—

(1.) That what may be called contrapuntal diaphony was
practised in England at a very early date

;

(2.) That the harmonisation of church melodies by means
of faux-bonrdon was used in England much in the same way
as on the Continent

;

(3.) That the preservation of the ancient plain-song in an
unaltered form suggests the predominance of a strict school
of theorists in this country

;

(4.) That the earliest specimen of an elaborate composition
extant is English

;

(5.) That the practice of writing parts in score was in

vogue here before it was employed elsewhere.
I will now ask you to allow me to deviate from the strict

order of chronology, for the sake of convenience of arrange-
ment, and to pass at onca by a leap of two centuries and a
half to the reigns of Henry VII. and Henry VIII., reserving
for a few moments the consideration of intervening writers.

The early part of the sixteenth century presents to our view
a most curious phenomenon. We find a very large number
of learned musicians in full activity. When we remember
what the condition of England had been during the preceding
century, how it had been torn by the contending factions of
York and Lancaster, and the magnitude of the bloodshed and
desolation entailed by the Wars of the Roses, it certainly
does seem rather strange that, at tin? dose of such a period of

civil turmoil, the country should be furnished with troops of
learned musicians, a class of people whom otic would have
been inclined to suppose were essentially the product of
times of peace and leisure. That troublous times should
have given rise to men of brilliant, though uncultivated,

genius, would have seemed natural enough, but a phalanx
of tutored contrapuntists is, it must be admitted, j silage
result to be produced by a period of protracted warfare.
Curious as the residt is, however, it is not a unique pheno-
menon. Precisely the same thing is to be observed
in Germany at the close of the Thirty Years' War. That
war has been described as the most sanguinary and
protracted struggle that ever cursed a great and civilised

nation, yet at the close of it the country was full of learned

musicians and able organists, on whom the great Teutonic
schools of subsequent centuries were built.
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As the extent and importance of the English school of the
earlier half of the sixteenth century has hardly been
adequately realised, I will venture, at the risk of being
thought tedious, to present you with a list of the most
prominent musicians who nourished between 1500 and 1550.
Commencing with Dir. Fayrfax, we find that to this epoch,
speaking roughly, belonged John Phelyppes, Gilbert Banester,
Rowland Davy, William of Newark, Hugh Aston, Osbert
Perslye, John Gwynneth, John Thome, John Redford,
George Etheridge, Robert Johnson, John Tavern er, Robert
Parsons, John Merbccke, Richard Edwards, John Sliephcrde,

Christopher Tye, W. Mundy, Thomas Aschwell, W. Cornish,
and, I believe, Robert White. A great quantify of rmiMC
written by these composers is still extant, though unfortu-
nately it is not very accessible in place or in shape, as it can
only be seen and realised by those who will take the trouble

of scoring from the single part-books contained in our great
libraries. As an example of the amount of their music still

extant, I will enumerate the compositions by these writers

that are contained in the Bodleian Library and the Library
of Christ Church, Oxford. In the contents of these two
libraries only there are to be found no less than fifteen

Masses; eighteen Innomines; fourteen Anthems to English
words; five Services; eight Magnificats to Latin words;
and one hundred and eight Latin Motetts by the composers
already named ; besides a quantity of music by composers of
the same date but of less celebrity, whose names I have not
mentioned, and a number of excerpts from Magnificats, which
I have not enumerated. Some of these works are defective,

but, on the other hand, I have not taken into the reckoning
the compositions of Robert White, of which I have given a
catalogue in my article on that writer in Sir George Grove's
Dictionary of Music and Musicians.
When we remember what an enormous quantity of the

music of this age has been designedly destroyed or accident-
ally lost, and observe that, nevertheless, so much is still to he
found, we arc warranted in assuming that the English school
at the beginning of the sixteenth century was in an exceedingly
flourishing and active condition, and that it possessed a great
number of composers fully equipped with a knowledge of
contrapuntal artifice and effect. Nor, in spite of the almost
total absence of fifteenth century music, are we wholly at a loss

to conjecture whence these writers derived their training and
skill. We are indeed able to point to quite a succession of

English theorists and composers, and, though the latter must,
for the most part, remain mere names, the treatises of the
former arc still left to us, nay, in most cases have actually
been printed, though, to our shame be it spoken, not by
English editors. The legend of the Venerable Bede's musical
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science need only be mentioned to be dismissed, nor is it

necessary to lay much stress on the possibility that the

encyclopedic attainments of Friar Bacon included the art of
music. But we seem to be on firm ground in claiming for

our country the excellent treatise " De Musica," by John
Co: ton, printed by Gilbert as (Vul. II., p, -j_ju\ which belongs,
in all likelihood, lo the twelfth century. Hearing in mind the
manner in which the very ancient bit of diaphony to which I

have rdrcady alluded is constructed, it is not a little striking

to find that Cotton insists emphatically on the advantages of
contrary motion in writing (or singing) descant : " Ubi in

recta modulatione est elevatio, ibi in organica fiat depositio ct

e converso" (p. 264). At the end of the twelfth and beginning
of the thirteenth century we find another great English
theorist, Johannes deGarlandia, born about 1 1 90, and educated
at Oxford. It is, however, a little doubtful whether his influence

on art in this country was very great, as his life was spent
for the most part abroad, especially al Talis and Toulouse.
Next in order comes Walter Odington, of Evesham, in

the first half of the thirteenth century. It is supposed by
Coussemaket that he is the Walter de Hemesham, monk of
Canterbury, whom the chapter of that cathedral elected to

the archbishopric in succession to Stephen Langton in

But the controversy raised by this appointment exhibits the
character of the monkish candidate in a light that is so
unfavourable and so totally at variance with what is known
of Walter Odington, that I venture to believe that this

identification is erroneous. Be this as it may, it is certain

that Odington's treatise, " De speculatione musices," printed

by Coussemaket, was one of the most valuable works of its

time. About a century later flourished the celebrated Johannes
de Mnris, whom mar.y authorities declare was English by
birth. As this is disputed, we had better, perhaps, omit
any consideration of him now, and pass on to two remarkable
treatise:; by English writers that were written in the first

part of the fourteenth century: the "Regular" of Robertus
de Handlo, written in 13:6, printed by Coussemaker (Vol I.,

p. 3-Sj), and the "Quattior principalis nnisic;!.\" of Simon
Tnnstede, also printed by Coussemaker (Vol. IV., p. 200I from
a MS. (Digby, 90) in the Bodleian Library. The MS. was
finished at Oxford in the year 135 1 , and it constitutes one of

the most important links between the music of the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries. Although the treatise has been
ascribed to other authors, in particular to John (or Thomas)
of Tewkesbury, there cannot be much doubt that it really

belongs to Simon Tunstcde, a Franciscan who was bom near
Norwich, at the beginning of the fourteenth century. Here,
also, we find great stress laid on the desirability of contrary

motion in coiiiposinf; descitn:.
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The fifteenth century presents quite a constellation of theo-

rists. Coussemaker has printed works by two of them—John
Hanboys (Vol. I., p. 403) and John Hothby. The work of
Hanboys, who flourished about 1470, is entitled " Surama
Hagistti Johannis Hanboys super inusicam continuam et

discretam." Hothby appears to have spent much of his life

in Italy, and may be identical with the English musician
whom the Italians called Ottobi. We have a record of his

being actively engaged in teaching at Florence as late as

1471 (Coussemaker, Vol. III., p. 31). He was a voluminous
writer, and only three of the eight works by him stil! extant
have been printed. They are the "Regular super propor.

tionem," " De cantu figurato," and " Regulse super contra-

pmictufii," all of which will be found in Coussemaker's
" Scriptores de musica medii asvi " (Vol. III., pp. 328-333).
When we observe that to these treatises must be added the

works of John Wylde, Chilston, and Lyonel Power, of which
an account is given by Sir John Hawkins in chapters 54-57
of his history, we have said enough to show that the theory
of musical art was set forth by quite a group of English
writers in the early part of the fifteenth century. Nor are

we without evidence connecting their labours with the
practical excellence which we have already found to exist in

the next century. The MS. that contains, inter alia, the

tn-atiscs of Wylde. Chilston, and Power, came into the hands
of Tall is, whose name is to be found in it, and was undoubtedly,
from the citations that he makes, used iiy Morley in compiling
his famous " introduction to Practical Music."
When we pass from the theorists who prepared the way

for the school of the sixteenth century to the composers ami
performers whose practice ol the art led up to the developed
condition of music that is to be found under the Tudor
sovereigns, we find less material on which to work. Names
of composers are not wholly wanting, but their works are
,-i!.hrr lost or almost inaccessible. The most famous of them
is John Dunstable, still a typical English writer in the eyes
of foreign musicians, who died in London in 1453. I doubt
whether a note of his music survives in this country, beyond
the two fragments to be found quoted in ccpies of Gafurius
and Morley, but in the Vatican Library is a set of secular
pieces in three parts, and in the Library of the Liceo Filar-

nionico at Bolofjua are four Molctis by him, and a number of

compositions by other authors of his age, whose very names
are otherwise unknown.

In this difficulty we are compelled to look elsewhere for

indications of the musical activities of the fifteenth century,
and we seem to have some light thrown on the matter by
two things—(1) the growth of the faculty of music at our
universities

; (2) the organisation of our colle^iHle ciioii s.
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As regards the first point, we find ourselves at once
confronted by a feature that distinguishes our English seats

of learning from all foreign universities. In England, and
in England only, has the faculty of music obtained a
distinct existence with distinct degrees of its own. The
Arts curriculum of medieval universities included " music "

in its scheme, as one of the subjects with which a student
must make himself familiar in order to obtain a degree in

Arts, but the " music " that was required was, in all likeli-

hood, no more than an acquaintance with the writings of
Boethius, and this requirement for the Arts degree survived
the creation of a separate faculty of music. Now it is, I

think, a striking proof of the prominence of an English
school of composition at the period with which we arc-

dealing, that the faculty of music came into existence, both
at Oxford and at Cambridge, during the latter half of the
fifteenth century. The earliest degrees in music conferred, so
far as we know, were the degrees of B. Mus., given to

Thomas Seynt Just and Henry Habyngton at Cambridge,
in 1463. John Hanboys and Thomas Saintwix, who
flourished in the reign of Edward IV., also held the degree
of D. Mas. It is possible that John Hothby held this

degree, from the fact that the transcriber of a treatise by
John de (quoted by Coussemaker, "Scriptorcsdc musica
nifjdii ;evi," Vol. III., p. 3 1) .speaks of himself as studying under
Hothby, musicorum doctorum primus. In any case, we have
in these facts ample evidence of the existence of a faculty

of music at the University of Cambridge in the latter half of

the fifteenth century. There is every reason to believe that a
similar faculty was established at the sister University of
Oxford about the same date. Unfortunately, the University

Registers for the years with reference to which we especially

need information have been lost. But we do still possess

the register for the years 1448-1463, and they afford us no
instances of graduates in the faculty of music. On the other
hand, when the registers are once more available, we find

the faculty fully established and frequent mention made of
degrees in it being conferred. Between the years 1504 and
1516 no fewer than sixteen degrees in this faculty were
granted. It is not, I think, an unwarrantable inference that

a faculty which appears in such a flourishing condition had
been established for some considerable time. Hut we obtain
from these registers much more information than a bare
record of facts ; we can gain from them an idea of the things

that were at that time required for a degree in music, and it

is most important to notice that these requirements consisted,

not in a knowledge of Boethius or any similar author, but in

practical and proven skill in the art of composition. This
circumstance seems to me of such moment that I venture,
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at the risk of being tedious, to illustrate it with one or two
excerpts from these venerahle documents. John Wendon,
who supplicates for the degree of B. Mus. in 1509, is to
compose a mass to be sung in the following Act. In the case
of Hugh Aston in the next year, it is decided that " his mass
and antiphon are to remain in the hands of the proctors,"

who, it is hardly necessary to add, appear to have long ago
lost them. Christopher Wodde, in 1.513, is required to

compose a complete mass with antiphon. Later in the
century we find a greater variety in the amount of proficiency

expected in candidates for a degree in music. Indeed, " the

actual requirements for the degree varied in almost every
case during this period" (Reg. Univ. Ox.., ed. A. Clark,

Vol II., pt. i., p. 145), but composition in five parts for

B. Mus., and in eight parts for D. Mus., which are the

present requirements, already show signs of becoming a
customary, if not a statutory, qualification. The important
point in all this is that, from first to last, degrees in the
faculty of music are not supposed to turn on a knowledge of

Boethius or any such treatise, but on capacity for actual
composition. We seem, therefore, to have established these
important facts— (1) that in England, and in England only,

was practical skill in musical composition elevated into a
distinct facility at the universities; (2) that this took place
about the latter half of the fifteenth century. These facts are

snri-ly of the highest import ami tin- utmost sig:ii lica rice.

They all but demonstrate that there existed in England at

this date a school of learned and vigorous composers, who
made their influence felt throughout the land. Here, then,

we find ourselves in possession of a clue to the explanation

of our original problem, the seemingiy unprepared apparition

of the English school under the Tudor sovereigns.

The other source from which it seems to me that light can
be thrown on the growth of a learned school of musicians
in England is the organisation of our choirs, for these
seem to prove that the art of singing, at any rate, had
been regularly practised, and had attained to a great condi-
tion of efficiency. In this way opportunities of the best sort

were provided in every par: of the country for the making of

experiments ill composition, and for that constant correction

of the eye by the ear which is an essential condition of

musical "progress-. To enter at any great length into the
organisation of cathedra! and collegiate choirs in the fifteenth

century would be foreign to the plan of this paper, but it

may be well to quote a few instances that seem to show that

choirs competent to perform music of an elaborate kind were
not uncommon. The three chief foundations of the fifteenth

cenlurv arc Eton College. King's College, Cambridge, and
Magdalen College, Oxford. At each we find careful provision
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made for a choir. At Eton there were to be ten clerks

and sixteen choristers; at King's College, Cambridge, sixteen

chaplains and sixteen choristers; at Magdalen College,

Oxford, four chaplains, eight Clerks, and sixteen choristers ;

almost the exact composition of the choir at the present

moment. The Chapel Royal of King Edward IV. comprised
twenty-four " Chaplenes and Clerkes of the Chappelle " and
eight "children." Nor was it only in such establishing 11 Is

that choirs of merit were to be found. At any rate, we find

at the commencement of the next century that considerable

chubs jviti: mainlairied, not only by sn^li prelates as Wolsey,
the Archbishop of Canterbury, and the Bishops of DiLrbini

and Winchester, but even by lay lords. We still have the

accounts of the establishment kept by the fifth Earl of
Northumberland, commencing in 1512, and amongst the

household an; to be found eleven singing men and six

choristers. That the result of this system was great skill in

this rendering of choral music is easily seen from the testi-

mony of foreign visitors. A Venetian ambassador who
writes from the court of King Henry VIII., remarks that

"the mass was sung by His Majesty's choristers, whose
voices are more heavenly than human. 1 do not believe

the grave! buss voices have their equal anywhere." In the

1 .wjud* of Erasmus (p. 148, ed. Basil, 1520) may
be found a remarkable passage giving the various points

on which different European nations pride themselves. The
French are polite above everything, the Italians distinguish^!

by their literary skill, and so on. When we look for our own
national characteristics, we find them enumerated as formam,
musicam, et lautas mensas—good looks, music, and good
dinners. The same acute observer, who, we may well

remember, had travelled over most of Western Europe, and
resided for several years in more than one of its kingdoms,
complains in his" Commentary on the New Testament" (ad. 1,

Corinth, xiv., 19), that in England, more than in any other

country, members of the monastic orders devottd themselves

entirely to the study of music. Nor was proficiency in the

art confined to the clergy; on the contrary, there is every

reason to believe that the skill, of whose general diffusion

Morky spo;iks i:i liiu wdl-knowr. passage in the " Introduc-

tion," was as general a hundred years before as it was in the

last days of Elizabeths iicgina. Skill in singing was, in

the reil'ii of Hcnrv VIII., a part of the examination

for fellowships at Trinity College, Cambridge. I wonder
how many finished singers this great foundation can boast

in the reign of Queen Victoria ? Again, we are told that

Sir Thomas More, even when Lord Chancellor, sang in

the celebration of Mass at Chelsea Church. More signifi-

cant still, perhaps, are the injunctions of Cardinal Pole:
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"The churchwardens of every parish where service is

accustomed to be songe, shall exhort all souche as can singe
and have been accustomed to singe in the quire in the time
of schism or before, and now withdrawe themselves in

singing or serving God there, and yf any souche refuse this

to do, then the said churchwardens to intimate the names of

the same, amonge other presentments, to the ordinaire or his

chancellor." There is, then, ample evidence for believing
that during the fifteenth century the practice of part-singing
was assiduously cultivated, at any rate, as far as church
music was concerned.

It may not be out of place to add that, in all likelihood,

organs were employed, as a usual thing, in the accom-
paniments. This opinion is contrary to the view expressed
by Ur. Benjamin linger;; La Anthony a Wood. Amongst
the latter's papers (MSS. Wood, 1). 19, p. 5) in the

liodleian Library is to be found the following note:

—

" Dr. Rogers tells me thus : I do not find that there were
any organs in Cathedral or Collegiate churches before

King Henry VIII. time, altho' there were vica.r-chor.ils,

clerks (or singing-men), and choristers, for no organists are

foundation men (but only as informator choristarum), and are

admitted as clerks or organists in those churches." What
Dr. Rogers says of tin: absence of organists on the founda-
tions of earlier date is practically true. Even the Chapel
Royal did not include an organist till the reisrn of Queen
Elizabeth. The statutes of Eton and of King's College,

Cambridge, provide for an organist, hut they are eNce|>;innal

in so doing. At Magdalen College, Oxford, no such provi-

sion was made. There is, however, clear evidence that in

this College the duties of the post of organist were taken in

turn by members of the choir. This custom also clearly

prevailed in the Earl of Northumberland's chapel, where the
organist changed every week. This distinctly appears from
the following provisions :

—" The ordarynge for keepings
weikly of the orgayus one after an outlier as the namys of
them here after foliowith weikly ;—The maister of the
chillier, if he be a player, the first weke ; a counter-tenor,

that is a player, the ijde weke; a tenor, that is a player,

the thirde weike ; a basse, that is a player, the iiijth weike ;

and every man, that is a player, to keep his cours weikly."

It is obvious from this that it does not follow, because we
find organists very seldom mentioned, that there were, there-

fore, few organs, and Dr. Rogers' conclusion must be denied.

Such evidence as we have on the existence of organs in

English churches in the fifteenth century, if not very volu-

minous, is, r.t any rale, C[ui;e adequate to prove that they

were common enough. In the Fabric Rolls of York Minster
an entry relating to the organ appears as early as 1399. and
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notices of repairs occur pretty frequently in the course of the

nest hundred years. The accounts of Ely Cathedral contain

a record of the expenses incurred in making an organ for the

C;ithedt;d in 1407. According to Da vies' account of Durham
Cathedral, there were several organs there in medieval times,

and in the copy interleaved with MS. notes by James Mick-
leton of Gray's Inn (now in the Bodleian Library), a MS.
note is to be found (opposite p. 29), which states that " Hugo
Derlington, the fourteenth Prior of Durham, did in the reign of

King Henry III. cause to be made great organs for his

church of Durham." There seems lo have been an organ in

Magdalen College Chapel from the first ; at any rate, it had to

be repaired in 1481. Five years later, William Wotton
made a new organ for the same College, which was so suc-
cessful [list th(j Warden of my own Colh-ge. ( Merlon) coninicU-d

with him to make an organ " lykc unto the iu:w payr of oi-;;.lu

of the chapel of St. Mary Magdalen.'' It was to be finished

by Whitsun Eve, 1489, and placed in the new rood-loft of

the chapel. It would seem from this that Merton College

supported a choral service four centuries ago. At the
present time the choral service, the rood-loft, and Wotton 's

organ have all disappeared. There is a legend that the last-

named was exchanged by the society for a pair of globes 1

Not to multiply instances unnecessarily, I will venture to

affirm that the cases that I have quoted, though they are
by no means exhaustive, are amply sufficient to dispel the

notion that organs and organ-players were uncommon in

England during the fifteenth century.

Having now brought to a close an important part of my
paper, 1 will summarize rest; Lis before proceeding to om: or

two other points of interest respecting our English musicians
of the Tudor period, to which 1 wish to invite your attention.

We have seen, then

—

(1.) That the Elizabethan writers were preceded by a
great and learned school in the same century

;

(2.) That this great and learned school was the outcome
of a long line of theonsts and composers who started from
the very earliest limes,

(3.) Thai, in spite of the almost total loss of (he fifteenth

centuiy compositions, a.) the mfoimation thai we can hr.d

points to the' Iwhef that during this century the theory of

composition was well tmderslood, the art of composition
assiduously cultivated, and the standard of musical per-

formance distinrtiy high.

T will now propound one or two miscellaneous poinls
relating to English music in the sixteenth century. The first of

them has reference to the growth of the madrigal in this

country. Wrirers oi; the subject of madrigals have, for tho most
pari, been content to commence their account of [he English
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inadrigalian school from the publication of Nicholas Yongc's
' Musica Transalpina," in 1588. That the issue of this collec-

tion of Italian madrigals gave a very powei ful stimulus to

the practice of this kind of composition in England is

indubitable—the number of books or madrigals by English

composers that poured from the press during tlie next fifteen

years is ample proof of the fact. But it was not, by any
means, the first collection of madrigals published in England,
and 1 believe that the composition of madrigals in this

country may be traced back much earlier than has usually

been supposed. To begin with, Byrd had in this very year
printed and published a collection entitled " Psalms, Sonnets,

and Songs of Sadness and Pietie," which included several

madrigals, and we find from the title-page that some of the

pieces must have been written some time before, as the
author complains that incorrect copies were in circulation.

Nor was Byrd by any means the first in the field, even if we
confine our view to printed books. In 1571 Thomas
Wliytliornc, whom we must conjecture, from the portrait of

him at the age of 40 that is to be found at the end of his

Duos (150.0), to have been a man of vigour and good breed-

in;..', published a set of songs for several parts of some merit.

K;irliei than this, Wynkyn dc Worde, or Pynson, printed in

1530 a book of " Songes," by Taverner and other English
writers, of which, unluckily, one part, a Bassus, now in the
British .Museum, is, so far as 1 know, the solitary survivor.

But in dealing with this age we must turn to the MSS. if we
wish to ascertain what people sang, as only a comviaiatiwly

small portion of their music was printed. And in the MSS.
of the sixteenth century, though the hulk of what we find is

church music, yet we also find sufficient indications to

warrant us in believing that composition in the madrigalian

style prevailed in England earlier than is usually supposed.
To begin with, we arc enabled to appeal to the charming
piece "In going to my naked bedde." Its composer was
Richard Edwards, a scholar of Corpus Christ: College,

and afterwards student of Christ Church, Oxford. From
the University he proceeded to Lincoln's Inn, and at

the beginning of Queen Elizabeth's reign was made a
Gentleman of the Chapel Royal and Master of the Children.

He died in ^66, very soon after the performance of

his play of " Pakemon and Arcyla " before the Queen,
in the hall of Christ Church. Whatever may be our
opinion of Edwards' plays now-a-days, it cannot be denied
that his music is delightful. Scarcely less early is Richard
Farrant, who died in 1580, and has left us a specimen of

his madrigal writing in a composition, divided, after the

manner of Wiibye's familiar "Sweet honey-sucking bees,"

into two parts, entitled (1) "Ah! Ah! alas!" and (2) "You
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salt sea gods." This is to be found in the library of Christ
Church, Oxford, and nowhere else uu'. I jm ;iiv:m: of. The
same iiluary possesses ;i niaori^.U entitled, " F. 11 tiac.-d by
love :m:i fear," by Unbelt Parkins, of Hxeu-r, who died [lii!-e

years after Hdwaols. Again, in a MS. now in the I iodloian

Library (MS. Mils. e. 1-5), I have found a Composition in

this style, called " Ciood fellows must go learn to dance,"
by William Parsons, of whom I can find no certain

information, but whom 1 conjecture, from the date of the

writing and from the known dates of the other composers
who appiear in this MS., to have been a contemporary,
possiblv a rckiLive. of Robert Parsons. There arc aiso in die

library of Christ Church more than one specimen of compo-
tiN.jn* -I kii.'l " A *(,•, . ill- .J It 1 1m

J
-fit ,

' in ji |-jrti.

two pieces headed " De la Court," and one with the title

" Je fili," in five parts, all written bv Robert Parsons; and a

roniposidon called "Coockow.as I me walked," in three parts,

by Join; liawdwine—i.e., ir: all ukelihoeid, John liaklwine,

singing man at Windsor in 1591. None of these works,
unfortunately, have any words attached to them, but it can
scarcely be doubted that the words to which they were sun;;

were .secular, and the style of writing is of an elaborate kind.

More florid still is the style of a piece called " Mr. Hugh
Ashtou's Maske," again, alas! without words, which almost
certainly belongs to the earlier half of the century. Nor
must we forget, as has often been done, that Sir John
Hawkins long ago printed with pious rare a number of

seealar eon iposi:i"ns in the iiuulrigalian style, written prior

to the date at which we are supposed to have learnt 'Jus

species of composition from Italy. The most notable o)

these are Edwards' " By painted woodes," Johnson's
" Defy led is my name," and some songs by YV. Cornish,
ft is not very dear wln-lher the Cnglisb nind'rigii lian school

learnt the style from Flanders, as the Italian writers did, or

whether, as 1 rather believe, it was an indigenous growth ;

but it is clear that it did not take its origin from Italy, The
triumphs of the Italian school undoubtedly exercised a most
stimulating effect on English composers when they became
known in this country, but this is not by any means
tantamount to saying that English composers learnt the

this belief I will give some account of a book so little known,

myself who has given any heed to its contents, notwith-
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standing the fact that they are of Use greatest interest.

This book is a production of Miles Covcrdalc, Bishop

of Exeter, the translator of " Coverdale's Bible." Its

title IS as follows, "Goostly Palmes and Spirit h;l!1 Songos
drawer) out of the Holy Scripture for the comforte and
consoljfcvyon of such its love to rejoyce in God and his

worde. The title also gives cs the information thnt it was
printed by John Cough. " Cum pnvilcgio Kegali." It is one
of the scarcest of scarce books, as but one single copy is now
to be found, owing in all probability to the fact that the book
was prohibited by Henry VIII, in 1530. This unique copy
belongs to the library of Queen's College, Oxford. Some-
years ago the Parker Society reprinted Coverdale's words,
but neither their editor nor any one else seems to have taken

any heed of his tunes. By the courtesy of the College

uathori'.ics I was ciiaoU-il, some few years ago, !o make a

coii'.pletr Iran scrip! of all the melodies contained in this

book, which is hv far the earliest llnglish metrical psalter

am! hymn-book known. I had not made much progress m
my task before it became obvious that 1 was dealing with a

book that was imbued with the spirit of the Continental

reformers, am! the apparition of Luther's famous " liiii feste

Burg" indicated where its original was to be found. I

accordingly compared Coverdale's: tur.es, which are forty one
in number, with the tunes to Luther's " Gcisthche Lieder,"

as given in Wimerfeld's edition (Lcipsic, 1H40I, and was
rewarded for a good deal of somewhat tedious work by the

discovery that a hide more than half of his times came direct,

or with but very slight alteration, from Luther's book. More
thai! this, it seems plain that Coverdale used Luther's h- .ok

as his basis from the fact that he borrows, so to speak,

seriatim—e.g., his second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and
seventh tunes correspond to Luther's eleventh, twelfth,

thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth tunes. It is

interesting aiso to notice which of the Linherun melodic;; he
selected. Of the old plain-song melodies to which Luther
fitted German words he took none. On the other hand, he
took all but one of the German melodies that arc known to

have existed before Luther's publication. The remainder, of

course, consist of tunes that were first printed by Luther.

As Coveniale copies a time that appears for the first time in

the German edition of 1535, it is tolerably certain that his

book was compiled after "that date, and as it was prohibited

in 1530, we ge; pretty narrow limits within which it must
have been published. To the question whence Coverdale
got his other times 1 eaa find no satisfactory answer. One,
at any rate, seems to be an old plain-song tune, one is perhaps

a carol, in one or two more the swing of the melody suggests

that it is an adaptation of some popular and secular tune.
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and I fancy that some are derived from other German sources

that I have not been able to discover. That there; were
many English musicians at that time capable of writing such
lur.es is certain, but there is nothing to show that Covetdalo
employed them.

Tile subsequent idMui'v of the II nicti ical ps;d;u-tune

sliongly confirms tlie theory of its foreign origin. Coverdnle's
immediate sue.eeSM.ir was Robert Ci'mvi<-\ . who in 1 ypj dedi-

cated a I'sailer to the President and Fellows of Magdalen
College, Osford, a copy of which is now in the library of

B. N. C, Oxford. It contains only one tune, which is to

serve, as the author explains, (or all metres, and is, in fact,

neither more nor less than a sort of chant. Of Scaler's
Psalter (1553) I have not been able to see a copy. Stern-
hold's Fifty-one Psalms first appeared with a mu:-ical setting,

not in England, hat at Geneva, in 1556. We cannot find any
tunes of distinctly linglish origin prior to tec famous cigat

time;; of Talhs that were printed by Archbishop Parker 111

his Psalter. This Psalter is almost certainly of later date ; it

was finished by 1557, but the date of its publication is quite

uncertain, and may be as late as 1567. Any way, as the

words wen! nr.l compi-led till i^.i7, the tunes are not, in all

hkchboed, of an eaiiier dale. On a review of the whole
question il can hardly, I ihinl;, be doabted that the metrical

psalm-tune was an nui'oit all. :u from abroad.

The mention of Tallis reminds me that an attempt, on
which I have recently beers engaged, to reconstruct an

English Te Deum in five parts by that great composer,
brought forcibly to my m:nd nr. opinion that I have" long

held, and which I will now hazard as a conjecture for what
il is word,. Some years ago, on hc-aiing .lie rendering of the

pnivphonic music of Passion Wee!.- m St. Peler's at Rome, I

was struck by the fact that a great part of the effect arose
from the top part being entrusted to men instead of to boys.

By this expedient a totally different and, in my judgment,
much more striking effect was produced ; in fact, it seemed
to me that I had never before realised in the least how the

old masters intended their music to be sung. Men's voices
capable of singing the soprano part (it must be understood
that i am not speaking of " artificial sopranos

,:

i arc pci haps
more common in Italy than in England, but they are, I

believe, far commoner in this country than is usually sup-
posed, and with very little practice many of our counter-
tenor singers could easily sing most of the music to

which I refer. It must not be imagined that I am
contending that all treble music was intended for such
voices, the presence of choristers in the collegiate and
cathedral choirs speaks for itself. Chilston, the futee.Kh

century theorist, already mentioned, may have intended
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some such distinction as that which I am trying to estab-

lish, when he says that mean descant must be sung by
a man and quadrible descant must be sung by a child.

Whether this be so or not, the cuih|kiss of tee highest part

in much sixteenth century music seems to prove that it

could not have been intended for boys' voices. In the Te
Deum of Tallis, which has led me to these remarks, and
which belongs almost with certainty, owing to the phraseology
of the words, to the three years between 1549 and 1552, the

top part only twice goes above treble C, and not very : ften

up to that note. This peculiarity might perhaps he explained

by supposing that a higher pitch prevailed, but, if that were
the case, the lower notes of the bass voice would never be
used. I fully believe that the true explanation is that which
I have suggested viz., thai this pari, and others like ii. were
intended to be sung by the highest men's voice, and that if

any of our cathedral organists would assign the top part of

Tallis in D, for example, to their alto singers, they would be
astonished (0 find how much the music gained in point of

effectiveness, Nor does the question as to whether the

voices for which the composers of that epoch wrote were the
same as those to which the parts ate ordinarily now-a-days
assigned end here. No one who is familiar with their com-
positions can have failed to observe how low the tenor and
counter-tenor parts are. fhey are indeed, as a rule, and not

as an exception, kept below the effective portion of the voice.

It is impossible lo believe thai such writers would have
pcrsistoi'.dy written in so unskilful and ineffective a manner.
Is not the true explanation that their tenor parts were sunn;

by what are now called baritone voices, and their counter-

tenor parts by what are now called tenor voices ? Yon will

perceive at once that the highest men's voice, the alto, is

thus left for the highest part.

In conclusion, I will venture, for the sake of introducing a

fresh illustration of the proposition, to return to the state-

ment with which I started— viz., that there existed in lingland

during the earlier part of the sixteenth century a school of

learned and gifted musicians. No one can make even a cur-

sory survey of their compositions without perceiving their

command of contrapuntal artifice, and, if we only possessed
Tallis's gn at forty part-song, " Spem in Aliurn non habui,"

we could confidently infer that the way must have been
prepared for such an achievement by a series of able con-

trapuntists. But it lias more than once been stated that

these compositions, it learned, were nevertheless crude and
inelegant. For these statements I can perceive very little

[roim J, mid in casting about for some method ot demonstrat-
ing the soundness of i:'.y opinion, 1 bethought I'.'.yselt" of the

striking results obtained through an analysis of Palcslnna's
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music by the great German acoustician, Helmholtz. To
many here the discoveries of tlint eminent investigator are

more familiar, in all probability, than they are to me ; but for

the sake of those whose memories may not serve them, I will

endeavour to summarise his conclusions and quote the

passage in which he describes the results of his enquiries.

In his researches into the causes of consonance and dis-

sonance lie was enabled to show that the consonance or

dissonance of an interval depended on (he way in which :i)

the component notes (2), their over tones, and (3) their com-
binational-tones were related to each other. If the notes

forming an interval are within beating distance, a discord is

produced. Even when the component notes themselves are

not within beatinp; distance their over-tones and combination-

tones may be within beatine; distance 01 each other, and an
interval is dissonant and rough in proportion to the amount of

clashing that takes place between its over-tones and com-
bination-tones. By carefully working out the subject,

Helmholtz was enabled to show that what is generally ca.led

the same chord varies very much in consonance, according to

the way in which its constituent notes are arranged. Thus
the major common chord of C is in this position-

much more consonant than when arranged thus

—

Having ascertained the various positions- of chords in which
the. dissonance is least ami most maiked, and so classified

them into (1) the most perfect and (2) the less perfect

positions of major and minor triads, he proceeded to analyse
the works of grea!. com posers 1 ly ; 1 ie 1 ighi of ill is discovery,

and found (ha! th:-y hail rmpii ically . and without conscious-

ness of the grounds tor their prooce: ; lug, adopted (hi: ' most
perfect" positions when they desired to obtain harmonious
effect. " The propositions we have just enunciated," he
says, "r:srtee with the practice of the best composers, of

those, I mean, who studied vocal musk principally (before

the great development of instrumental music necessitated
the general introduction of tempered intonation) . . .

Palestrina's task, die principal weight was laid on har-

monious effect . , . and Palest nua and his school have
really solved the problem in the most perfect manner. Here
we find an almost uninterrupted flow of consonant chords
with dominant sevenths, or dissonant passing notes, charily

In transforming the Roman church
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interspersed. Here also the consonant chords wholly, or
almost wholly, consist fif those major and minor chords
which wo have noted as being In the more ] Jennet positions.

But in the Tina! cadence of a few clauses, on the contrary,
in tin: midst of mere powerful and more frequent dissonances,
we find a predominance of the unfavourable positions of the

major and minor chords. Thus (hat expression which
modern music endeavours to attain by various discords and
by an abundant introduction of dominant sevenths, was
obtained in the school of Palestrina by the much mere

of music require fine ears, both in singer and hearer, to let

the delicate gradation of expression receive its due, now
that modem music has accustomed us to modes of expression

so iti'.icJi more violent Hid drastic." I le then enters en an
analysis of I'aleslriuas 11 Staliat Mater." and after showing
that it conforms to the principles he h.\il already laid down,
ends with the remark that " We can onlv conclude that his

fine ear led him to this practice." Here, it seemed to me,
we can obtain a scientific u-s:, which will determine whether
the companions of our olil English music inns .a c so crude
and harsh as they have been declared to be. i accordingly

selected two of the best-known of then works. Richard
(Id wards' madrigal, "In going to my naked bedde," and
John Redford's anthem, " Rejoice in the Lord," and
analysed their harmonies by the aid of Helmholtx's tables

of consonant chords. 'J'he results showed that tlx y stood
the test as triumphantly as the compositions of Palestrina
himself. In Edwards' tranquil madrigal seventy per cent,

of the chords are in the " more perfect " position, and the
" less perfect " or more dissonant positions occur where the

author wishes to express the crying of the restless child,

and the weary "rocking and rating" of the mother. In
Kedl'ord's anthem, the opening passage gains an. eh of its

foi ee and vigour fioai the use of chords la the " I<-s pe: feel
"

positions. Of the tetrachords used in this portion of the com-

dissonant positions, they are used, in fact, much as a modem

ti'.e passage set to the words, " And the peace of God which
passelc. ail itnde.tslaiiding," we find unh ni:c four-part chord
in an unfavourable position during the first introduction of

the words. Such correspondence of practice cannot, I think,

be mere undesigned coincidence; but if it be not, we are
brought to the conclusion that not only was the English
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school of composer? fully conversant with the best methods of
effect in vocal harmony, bul also thai these methods were part
of tlkrir old in a iv pi.i.sjs at a iimt; when I'aiesti inn's music could
hardly Imvr been known in Hnglnnd, ami, indeed, in the case
of Ivdfoid, before 1'alrstnna had published ii single nolo.

1 must conclude my paper with two apologue and two
excuses. ^*^ first, apology is for 'Having so often been obliged

to indicate probabilities, instead of stating certainties; my
second is for having, I fear, protracted this paper to a length
tli:it is r.ut warranted by tin; interest of its snbject-mntUT.
My excuse;.;, of whatever value they may be, are— first, that
the materials for the work arc so scattered that, even
after the expenditure of much time and labour, it is often

unavoidable tltnt inference should be made to do :iuty for

demonstrated fnct ; and secondly, that the subject is one
that is of great interest to myself, and lias, at any rate, been
little considered by others.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—Ladies and gentlemen, before we prorecci

to any discussion I think our warm thanks are due to the

Rev. Mr. Mee for his kindness in reading us this paper,
ft has obviously cost him a considerable amount of pams to

get up and a vast amount of research, and that he has done
that to benefit our Association I am sure entitles him to our
wain: est gratitude.

(The vote of thanks was carried unanimously).

The Chairman.—Now I hope to hear some discussion on

this paper, although it covers such a wide field that it is

hardly possible for us to be prepared to enter into it. I think
however Mr. Mee has made out a very strong case on behalf
of the composers of that very early period of art. When the

paper comes out in the Transactions we shall have a better
opportunity of judging for ourselves of the merits of these
composers, and the small extracts that he gives us of them
may probably induce us to seek further, and to become better

acquainted with these works, and form our own opinion upon
them.
Mr. SoUTHGATK.— I am not prepared to offer any special

observations on Mr. Mcc's paper, but I think he has
abundantly proved the proposition with which he set out, and
h:,; |. ([ vet', lillk ni«"< I "it*. ilth -u^h t i ' it.iT, i- -.I'-nl

he apologised for not being able to speak for certain. He has
already dwelt upon our early English music and what we
know concerning it, but it may be pointed out that the
conditions respecting it differ so considerably from those
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which obtained on the Continent that we are hardly in a

position lo know what teok pinee, and to say with oonamty
just what was done. The destruction of manuscripts by the

Puritans, and also of the organs and service books, was so
complete iii linekmd that we have not the advantage of

possessing such .aids to information as they enjoy abroad.

I would just say that i; is a little dangerous perhaps to claim
that we were so much in advance of foreigners. I have
always been inclined to take that view, but lately something

has occurred which rather induced me to re-consider the

matter. 1 had sent to me for notice lately a little book,

entitled ' Notes o;i early Spanish musk-,'' bv Se'nor Riant).

Tin; history of the book is this: at the last Music Loan
Exhibition some music MSS. and old instruments were lo

be sent by the Spanish Government. Spain is very rich in

these things ; there they have never had the violent convul-

sions that have affected us. and so their treasures have been

to leave^he'country a veto was placed upon it. One cannot

reproductions of the ancient pneums, with a valuable dis-

sertation upon them. The book is principally concerned with
a description of a number of MSS. itlatmy to nitisic in Spain.

These are mostly liturgical, but 'June are some secular MSS.
and also a few printed books. SeTior Itiafio lias done tins

work very carefully indeed, (iivin;; tin' Kv.y:\ ish title of the

MSS.. he then describes the work and transcribes the

heai.lin.u'S of the chapters, and some of these are really of a

startling kind. There are a few MSS. listed as early as the
eighth, ninth, and tenth centuries : anion" these are treatises

on music evidently of an extensive kind; so that we, who have
supposed that harmonv dated from sometime [ike a.u. 900
or nun. will, 1 think, have to put the dale considerably back,

if the titles of these chapters are to be depended upon.
Amongst others 1 can call to mind at the moment is one
written by an Arab, a gentleman with a very long name
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takim: ; l 1 11 1 1 1 ; two lints, which I cannot possibly remember,
bat he was known as Alfarabi. He of course was one of the

Moors settled in Spain, and like many of his race thoroughly
entered into the life of the country. His '• Elements
of the Art of Music" was written circa a.d. 930. Therein
he speaks about music in parts, and the different styles of
harmonic composition, describes various instruments, and so

on. He also cites that MS. which 1 think is pretty well

known, of Bishop Isidor of Seville, De Musica, which dates

from the sixth century. This work is an elaborate treatise on
music. Of course what the music is I am not able to state, but
one at least can guess from the titles of Ins nine chapters that

he must have had something important lo say. But we have
some distinct evidence of what that may have been in the
instruments shown in the vi-rv valuable illustrations with
which Sciior Kiano's hook is supplied. 1 think there are

about sixty ligurcs playing diflctvnt instruments. These ate

very curious. Some we recognise as types of those we still use,

others are obsolete; but ! would remark that at such an early

period (from the eleventh to the tliirteemh century} to find so

many performers playing on such diverse instruments tends to

give one a much more exalted view as to the position music
occupied at that period than I, for one, had hitherto held. Of
course there may have been something (if the same character in

England, although I can ha; ill v think so. One must remember
that in Spain civilisation went on continuously from the

Roman period, whereas here it was very rudely broken, so
many circumstances occurred that threw us back. Pray
pardon me for this digression from our text of " Old English

Music," but there was evidently important ancient music
elsewhere, anil pei haps some students of history may be dad
lo Know of Sen or K land's hook. Trie authorities of Mr. Mce's

Collide, who rashly gave away their "pair of organs," seem to

have; exchanged the music of the spheres for the hemispheres.

I shouM suggest if there be no organ now our lecturer should

use his influence to speedily obtain ov.e, though not ro banish

the globes, which are interesting curiosities and useful as well

;

but .'ill knowledge is not centred in "the use of the globes,"

Mr. Mee has told us nothing with regard to the practice of

instrumental music in England. Of course it would have
made his paper still lougei . hut then: in a great ileal to lie said

about that. We have some evidence that instruments were
vr-ry considerably employed from :be laet of the large number
of figures which are to be found sculptured on early cathe-

drals. The minstrel gallery at Ely contains several

figures each playing a different instrument ; and I think

it is very likely those instruments were played in the
minstrel gallery itself during the mass. In all probabi:i;y

the players on the different instruments were located there; but
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th;il organs ivcrc also used there cannot he any doubt, although

wc may find little (tirt-cl evidence, ft is impossible lo si b

the rolls of any old cathedrals .it churches without finding

constant entries in them as to the repair of organs. They are

certainly spelt in curious ways, hut one can pretty well

imagine what tool* place. I 'was familiar with thai memo-
randum from the York Minster roil lo which .Mr. Mcc ca'lcd

attention. I think there are two or three entries about that

period. TfiL-r<: was one composer whose nan'.e Mr. Mce did

nol mention, probably bceav.se he had not composed, as far

as I know, much vocal music ; but some of his compositions
that wc possess give us a vcrv hi;:h idea of his powers. 1 allude

to John Jenkins. He seems to have written an enormous
quantity of music. If I remember rightly, liullah in his

hook speaks of "cart-loads." The only tiling popuiarlv

known of his is the round "A ho.it, ;t boat, haste to the fe; ly."

Hat his music must have been eMccei hn^.y popular and va ry

much appreciated, because we have evidence that merchants
abroad, especially in the low counl ties, absolutely com.
missioned n-.asic bv Jenkins lo be seiil lo them, thus showing
thai he was l.nown abroad, and iiis music, seems let have been
published there. Von will find in Mullah's useful book on
the "Transition Period of Music," an admirable extract from
a three-part h'ancie of Jenkins; he gives two or three
movements, and if you take the trouble to look at that I

think you will he surprised and startled at the freedom of the

piece and the chromatic: hc.rmonies he uses; they are very
much in advance, so far as inv knowledge goes, of anything
current On the Continent at that period. Willi regard to

some of these difficult compositions lliat Mr. Mee spoke of,

I would just say that if the voices did not sing these, they
iuiyht have been written for instruments; we know that in

many of the earlv madrigals, and In Nomiiies, as thev were
called, they were distinctly said tq be "Apt for viols and
voyces," so that they may have been sung, or played by a

have been not!': phi. veil mid sung together in tin- faniilv circle.

Mr. lice's deductions are very ingenious with regard to the

way in which the old English composers arranged their

chords. Of course it is just as easy for us to arrange them
now, but we must remember that the natural acoustic
division of the strings, as Mr. Stephens can tell us, would
have given us that bright third up above, rather than down
below ir. the harmonic series, would it not ?

The Chairman.—The open position is the first one formed
in the chord.

Mr. Southgatk.—'Whether that arrangement was adopted
by design or not, it is very difficult to say. Of course the
composer, especially the genius, hears that his chords and
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notes in different positions produce different effects, and he
makes use of them according to the effect he desires.

Warner in :nanv of his orchestra] woiks. produces a splendid
effect by using [he horns cios.e together down in -their low
run;!!-, anil [lie we-od-v, ind lilt' san if. writ ii si; passage-; he would
not venture to do an octave al>ove. Possibly our composers
hy spreading their harmony in that particular way, or by

f i ning the chords 111 one part of [he scale, found they got a

different effect than in another more cramped and different

position. 1 do not think they troubled themselves iniich

over- the acoustic question. We arc all very much indebted

to Mr. Mcc for his researches, and they should make us
remember that England has no reason to be ashamed of its

music, though some people through ignorance think so.

.Mr. Hoi'i'iiR.— I wonUl ark Mr. Scathgatc what the date

of Jenkins was?
Mr. Southcate.—In 1580, I think.

The Rev. Mr. Mee.—In he was born.
Mr. Southgate.—There are some compositions of his

extant in some of the libraries at Oxford. I was recently

told that a large number of his pieces are to be found at

ihe Eatl of Kimberlcy's. The Wodehouse family took
Jenkins up and patronised him, 1 believe be worked and
died there; however, if you only look at Mr. Hullah's book
you will see a very good specimen.
The Rev. Mr. Mee.-— I should like to confirm the descrip-

tion of Mr. John Jenkins' music. There are cart-loads of it
;

I have seen cart-loads of it in Oxford, and as far as one can
judge, it thoroughly bears out Ihe description o: the specimen
given by Hullah—a thoroughly strong, vigorous musician, in

many cases with the utmost freedom of harriiouv. I think

there is 110 doubt that it is miles ahead oi ar.vlhm" until

Corel!!, and of course Coretli had the advantage of a centurv.

Mr.
J.

A. Fuller-Maiti-AND.— I think Mr. Mee said thai

no work at all of Dunstable was known in England. There
are, however, one or two short works lately discovered ;

amongst others the treatise by Dunstable has been found in

the British Museum, and side, by side with it there is a very
extraordinary enigma which no authority has succeeded in

solving. It is a book which has generally been considered
to be the work of Dr. Chcii, bur which turns out to be a

transcript of the treatise of Dunstable, of Christie, and I

think one or two others.

The Chairman.—Is that accessible ?

Mr. Maitland.—-Yes, in the British Museum, in MS.
Mr. Southgate.— It is in Latin, I suppose?
Mr. Maitland.—Yes, the two are separated by the enigma,

which would be worth finding out if one could, but it seems
to be hopeless at present.
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Mr. Southgate.— 1 remember that in one of the fifteenth

century MSH. Sef.or liiauo riles llu-re is an account of early

theorists, and lie there gives the name of Dunstable anions
tin: several composers; so our early linghah theorists must
have been known abroad.

The Rev. Mr, Mee.—I do not think I have much to add,

but I am bound to say that Mr. Southgate has given a very

iu Lt rest ing account of Spanish music, which was al tue^othi.-i"

new to me. The only Spanish music with which I was
acquainted is ihe collection of Fslava. which is most of it, of
i oni se, very much later. I am probably the only person in

F.nglaud who lias ever conducted any Spanish music, and
I would strongly advise anyone who has anything like a

choir, and has a copy of Eslava available, to take some of

those Motetts ami have them sung. They will be simply
astonished at their beauty. I had as many as a score litho-

gfaphod anil performed, and thev do, seme of them, contain

the most beautiful and touching music 1 ever heard in my
life. If anyone cares to have it I will give him the names of

those which 1 found most effective. I strongly recommend
enyonc who wants a really new thing to investigate Eslava.

Mr. SoiiTHGATE.—May 1 say that last year 1 had some
conversation with Sir Frederick Gore Ouseley on that
subject, and lie endorses your opinion entirely. He thinks

there is a great deal of value in early Spanish music, and
that it ought to be better known.
The Rev. Mr. Mee.—With regard to Dunstable, I think

I did make a slip about him when I said there is not a note

by Gafurius and by Morley. The fact is. that was written

ab"ul three monrhs ->(o. anil since then Dr. l'any, at a
lecture at the Koyal Institution last February, had a piece of

l.lunstable performed, the notes of which 1 imagine arc still

si.'ine iv here extant, which, he procured, I think, from Dijon.
I can only hope that we shall get some more, because, as far as

I can sec, tin re is a groat deal of merit in what Dunstable
had Lo say. If I live lon.tr enough and can find myself in

Italy I will have them out, and get copies, and bring them
to F.nedaud ; or if some'.iody eb.u goes earlier. I hope they

v.iii not heshale to bring copies lo Finland. It does seem a

shame that English composers of the fifteenth century
should be li ft unknown in Ungiand and that we should not

have an English copy to show through the whole length and
breadth of the coauLiy. 1 have nothing fn: iher to say except

to acknowledge the great kindness with which you have been
pleased lo listen to what 1 have brought for ward.
Mr. Hopper proposed a vote of thanks to the Chairman,

which concluded the proceedings.
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In the Chair.

SOME FURTHER MODIFICATIONS OF DAY'S SYS-
TEM OF HARMONY, SUGGESTED FROM AN
EDUCATIONAL POINT OF VIEW.

By Charles William Pearce, Mus. Doc, Cantab.

(Examiner for the Degree of Mus.B. in the University of Cambridge for i88a|.

The well-known Treatise on 1 lannony, by Allied Day, M.D.,
has alu.ady been y.n mi incnl ly brought under the notice of

this Association at least three times :- first, by Mr. Charles

Li, Stephens, in his paper entitled, "The Fallacies of Dr.
Day's Theory of Harmony, with a brief outline of the

Elements of a New System," read during our First

Session, 1875 ;
secondly, by Mr. Gerard F. Cobb, M.A.,

whose paper on " Certain Principles of Musical Eje-

position; considered cdac;it ionallv, and with special reference

to current systems of Musical Theory,'
1

occupied our

attention for two consecutive meetings of the Tenth
Session, 1883-4; and lastly by Mr. libenezor Prout, B.A.,
whose paper on "Some sug!;es;cd Modifications of Day's
Theory of Harmony, '' read as recently as the lifto meeting
of the present (Fourteenth) Session, must be still fresh in

The first two of these three papers, together with an

article by Mr. James Lecky, "On Modern Systems of

Harmony," which appeared in ihtiMiisi^ul Times of February
1, 1SK0, may be fairly said to eo:itai:i tee various fiojeclbiii

which have been raised from time to time against Day's
book. On the other hand, we have in its favour the stioag
and earnest approval of Sir George Macfarrcn, exhibited in

all his writings, and the more or less qualified support of

Mr. Ehene/.er Front {in the paper just referred to), of Dr.

C. Hubert Parry (in his article " Day" in Sir George Grove's
Dictionary), of Dr. Bridge (in the discussion which followed

the reading of Mr. Front's paper on the 5th of March last),

and even of Mr. Lecky, who concludes his Musical Times
article by acknowledging that "Day appears to advantage
beside many of his rival theorists." These are, perhaps, the
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most important (if (lie opinions winch have been i.-x prtrHsitii

or. both sides, and wo will now proceed to consider the
objections !":rst. Speaking generally, the weak points of

I lay's book may lie enumerated uihIt these three heads :

—

(I.) The adoption of sounds of different pitch as being
one identical sound.

(II.) The fanciful and unpractical distinction made between
so-called artificial and fundamental discords.

(III.) The incorrect derivation and treatment of concords
and discords by a process either contrary to ordinary
natural phenomena, or outside the reach of physical
observation altogether.

It is with this thiid obicctiou that we are chiefly concerned
to-day, not only because it is the most important, but because
the first two have to a great extent been satisfactorily

disposed of by Mr. Front in his paper.

It indeed gous without saying, that no system of harmony
can work in actual practice in which absolute purity of

intonation is insisted upon; for it is manifestly absurd to

found our tluory on one system of tailing, and our practice

upon another. Hence, the only way of getting rid of tile

ridiculous inconsistency of adopting sounds of different pitch

a; being identic;.! in pitch, is at. once to make up our minds

harmonic series of nature, ^as a source or basis for the
derivation ot con cuds and discords employed in practical

music. Mr. Prout made a great concession to those who,
with Sir John Stumer, object to Day's fanciful and unreal
distinction between so-called artificial and fundamental
discords, by accepting the derival [. ei of the former from

tonic, dominant, and supertonic roots as an excuse for their

uoa-picjiLiiat inn. This may be wed enough, and if con-
sistently explain: ;l, wi!i only confirm the ti nth of Day's real

system of harmony— a.s I shall presently endeavour to prove-;

but 1 maintain unco more, that this can only be done by a
complete setting aside of those frequent and constant

references to the natural harmonic scries which would appear
to he so dear to the many writers of hooks on harmony. I

am well aware that to do this is at first sight equivalent to

abolishing Pay's book altogether, but such is not really the
case. Day has two sides to his book. He is pie-euiiueatly

psychical, but he tries to be physical as well. Here he makes
his great mistake. Physics and psychics are as far asunder
now as ever they were in the days of Pythagoras and
Arisloxenus. This was most clearly pointed out lo j>ou by
.M -. Cobb, in the paper 1 alluded to at first ; and it is quite

plain from the merest perusal of his logical reasoning, that

we can never, with truth or profit, approach psvebicn!
matters from a physical point of view. The one object of
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this paper is to show the untruth and wortlile.ssness of Day's
physics. and to prove that when his book is stripped of its

pretended and false science, his psychics still remain, not

only uninjured hy the separation, but immensely improved
;

and, by this means, fit in every respect for adoption as a
trustworthy educational text-book for the use of musical
students. VVc shall then be able to see what it was which
rcailv attracted Professor Macfarrcn and oilier distinguished

musieiaTi;. who i;ave supported Dav, alio we ;:ia\ aiso indulge

the hope that when the physical part of Day's hook has
been completely swept awav. other musicians who have lone;

been forced lo hold aloot" from it by their natural love of

truth, may be brought to confess that they have all their

lives unconsciously acknowledged the accuracy of the

psychical pari of the same book, because I his— and I his only

—has (to use Sir George's words! been " authorised by the

praclic.e of the greatest masters and continued hv practical

experience.'**1

Startling as it may seem to old and tried adherents of Pay
and Mariana u, lluae can be no doubt about it, but that the

time has come for an entire rejection of purely natural
phenomena as a basis for the psychical study of music

;

indeed, as Mr. Cobb argued, this ought to have been the
case loii.cr ago. It is perhaps not too much to say, that if

Day had only lived some seventeen years or so longer to have
witnessed the discoveries made by Hehnhoitz, and to have
read the great German physicist's " Treatise on the Sensa-
tions of Tone," he would have considerably modified his

own Treatise on Harmony.
To some extent, Hay may he said 10 have improved upon,

extended, and developed the older treatise of liameau ; but
compared with the results obtained by I lie penetrative genius
of I [elmholtK, his physiological basis is poor 111 :he e:-,Ueiue.

As Mr. Lecky points out—" Day's definition of chords and
scales are merely formal : he tells us how to find the various

intervals on the keyboard, but docs not attempt to explain

how these intervals are obtained. He divides chords into

consonant and dissonant, bur does mot say in what consonance
and dissonance consist, as Hclmboirz does." Again, Mr.
R. H. Bosanquet, M.A., and Mr. Cobb clearly show
that Day's great error as a theorist is his utter disregard
for the partial tones of all the notes in the chord, save
of that note which he calls the root. Even Macfarren
saw this weak point, and acknowledges in his Third
Royal Institution Lecture that if " every note of every

and each
S
of these it's harmonics in turn, all sounds would

+ Preface to First Edition of " Six Ledums on Harmony."—Longmans, 1867.
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Babel would reign supreme." True enough! But this is

an awkward admission to make after the dogmatic statement
which opens the precc-dh:;,' paragraph of the same lecture:
" the phenomenon that every musical sound generates others, is

Ike basis of Ikefre^ style of harmony" If we are told thai the

harmonics of the root art co-esistcnt with their generator,

and these are f ut t!n-i spoken o[ a.s sounds verily '
t ! ) n>l >

:
1 i n

m

tin: air," who shrill describe: the phenomenon—or rathe) the.

miracle— by which the upper partials of the other notes ol the

chord shall he silenced ? Again
,
Day cannot really explain

the minor third, major third, perfect fourth, perfect fifth,

major sixth, or minor sixth, because, strictly speaking, not

or.c of these intervals in its simple (not compound) form
is a natural harmonic of any root. He acknowledges this

with regard to the minor third and he calls i: an " arbitrary

not a natural third." Accordingly, in ail chords varyine; one

iota in form with that of the harmonic chord of undue, Day is

compelled to fall back upon a theory of implied or imaginary
roots. In the difficulty with the irstjio: third. Day is really far

behi 1 11! Kaiueau in his ;-cieritilic o; iservai ion , for as Or. C,

Hubert Parry remarks in his article on " Harmony " in

Grove's Dictionary, the old l''reneh theorist ' does not take

his nimoi thisd as i .
: p:'cseutcd by the nineteenth l.pper partial,

which is very remote, but justifies the minor chord on the
principle that the minor third as well as the root note

generates -.lie fifth (as both C and V.7 would generate G) and
that this community between them makes tj'.ctn prescrihed by
naturo." This is, in a measure, precisely what llclmhoitz

does. Moreover, Day does not attempt to explain why the
car should perceive any pecuiiai character or function 111 the

root which would distinguish it :ruir: all the other notes of the

chord ; and in deriving a chord like that of the German sixth

from two roots, such as the dominant and supcrtonic of the

key, he offers no explanation why the five absentees from his

family of nine implied notes are mercifully liept from disturbing

the peaceful harmony of their four brethren who arc present

in the chord.

This brief criticism—which is a digest of the various

objections which have constantly been raised against the

physiological portion of Day's book— is quite sufficient to

show that such an inconsistent theory could never on its own
merits be accepted as an educational medium for one single

instant. Tlie boo':: must have contained another view of the

i|uestion—and that a consistent one—before it could ever

have commanded even the serious attention, to say nothing
of the earnest support, of such a practical teaching mind as
that of Professor Ma efarren.

What then is the consistent side of Day's System of

Harmony ?
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Clearly that method of chord-classification which he
founded upon his observation of the practice of the greatest

musical composers, and which Professor Macfarren says is

confirmed by a musician's practical experience.
Day's book gains everything by the entire sweeping away

of all reference to the observation of physical phenomena,
because in very truth his system is 110/ founded upon the

harmonic series of nature as it pretends and professes to be.

The veriest tyro, the youngest musical student who has but

recently taken up Day or Macfarren, will perceive, at the

outset, that the real harmonic series upon which their books
are constructed is not

—

A

N.B.—Tke four notes written as crotchets are alternative.

Two notes of the same name, but with one inflected by an
accidental, do not co-exist in the same series.

Of these. A is physical, B is pyschical. A is invariable in

its order, save with one exception of tone quality like that

of the clarinet, in which the even notes (second, fourth, sixl!i,

&c.) of the sents are always absent, and can be proved bv
physical observation 11) such a case la be sounds no! ihrolil iin;;

in the air. But in no case is it possible to interpose a natural

sound between any two notes of A. Hence no interval can
be said to be generated by the root of A which is less than
one octave in compass. On the contrary, B is variable in

its order to any extent, any of its upper intervals being capable
of removal to a position within an octave of the root, and a

free selection from any of its notes is open at all times to

the musician's will, it being understood that, with the single

exception of the root, no unselected note can have the slightest

influence whatever upon those notes which are selected.

It is not too much to say that neither Macfarren's Sis
Lectures nor his Rudiments of Harmony can leave an;'

intelligent impression upon a reader's mind, unless the series

B be constantly referred to ; and, speaking generally, I
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believe that no musician has either understood or has been
able to make practical use of Day's Theory who has referred

only to the series A. No doubt many have ini<'<;iiicd they
were referring to, and building their musical belief and
practice upon the physical series A, but the delusion and
fallacy ol such an idea is evident at once from the single

plain fact that the natural harmonic series is an unbending,
unalterable formula, whose root can, under no circumstances
whatever, "generate" a sound within the limit of its first

octave. It really seems incredible that the psychical series

B upon which the Day theory is really founded, and which
has been proved of such immense use to musicians in ex-

plaining the practice of great composers, could ever have
been i>[.'LCed in (he background, as il /. ere ; and thai the physi-

cal series A, which can never be practically introduced without
some apology for one or two of its notes being out of tune (!)

could ever have found such a prominent place in the fore-

ground as that assigned to it by so many writers of modern
Text Hooks 0-1 I larmony. \\ hy is this so } Simply because the

four lowest notes of B bear an accidental resemblance to the

fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh sounds of A, and the desire to

reconcile pysor.irs 'villi physics afforded so great a tempta-

tion to regard this resemblance as a coincidence, that the tirst

principles of truth seem to have been set aside, and sounds
differing in pitch to an appreciable extent have been assumed
to be identical, plain facts appertaining to natural phenomena
have he or. distorted and forced to inculcate doctrines they
were incapable of teaehii'.i;, inconsistency and error have
therefore existed in the place of agreement and truth. The
nsehssness of constant reference to (he natural harmonic
series was perhaps felt by Professor Macfarren even more
than he would have cared to acknowledge. It is a note-

worthy fact that in his " Rudiments," a book addressed to

beginners, he does not quote A at all, nor refer to it after his
Definition to, which is given as an explanation of the

term " Fundamental Discords." On the other hand, he
quotes B very freely, giving the necessary selections from the

psychical scries at the head of every chapter or section of a
chapter wherein the use of " Fundamental Discords" under-
goes explanation and exemplification. Hence the proposal

for an entire rejection of purely natural phenomena as a basis

for the psychical study of music need not appear startling to

the adherents of Day, seeing that Macfarren has himself
paved the way foi this radical modification of his favoured
theory.

We stand then in this position with regard to Day's
book. All his attempts to derive the modern scale and its

attendant chords from the harmonic series of nature must be
rejected as useless, because the whole idea is an anachronism.
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The "fundamental discords" he describes were used by
Purcell, Bach, and Handel nearly two centuries before the
real properties and functions of the natural system of
harmonics were discovered and explained by HeUnholtz.
But Day's classification of chords, built upon an artificial

psychical 5tries developed by him from an idea originated

by Rameau, has been found to fully and clearly explain
many points of difficulty which would come under the
daily experience of a teacher,* " and to remove discrep-

ancies between the laws of early theorists and the practice
of modern composers."
From an educational point of view, however, it is neces-

sary that some explanation of the origin of Day's artificial

psychical series should be offered, and the student should
also be informed why the ear perceives a peculiar character
and function in the root, which distinguishes it from all the
other notes of the chord. The great truth which Day
teaches us, as distinct from all other theorists of his time, is

that modem tonality is threefold. The tonic key is the centre

of the tonal system, having as its accessories certain charac-
teristic features of the dominant key on one side, and of
the subdominant key on the other side. Day lived in the
nmctue:ith century, the af;c of science, and accordingly
tried to derive his tonality from natural phenomena

; had he
been a pious monk, or ecclesiastic of the middle ages, he
might, perhaps, have discovered in the same system of three-

fold tonality a really beautiful emblem of the Ever-Blessed
and Undivided Trinity- Three in One and One in Three—an
emblem, by the way, much more 10 the point than St. 1'atrick s

iihistr.ii.ve shamrock. Hcmadc his first mistake by attempt-
inij to derive the diatonic stale from a physical source,
whereas musical history, it it teaches anything at all, cer>

t.nnly proves that the scale is of gradually developed
psychical growth. He should have been content 10 have
made this, scale, the patient outcome of centuries of trial and
experiment, his stalling point. That every day melodic
formula, familiar 10 thousands who know not of the very

exhibited by its very construction the germ of the three-fold

tonality ofmodem music. Is not the upper half of a scale the
beginning or lower half of a new dominant scale, lying above
the parent tonic scale in pitch ; and is not the lower half of a
scale the end or upper half of a new subdominant scale,

lyir.j; lielnw thr p;irent ionic scale in pitch ? It is necessary

to show and explain this triple scale-relationship even lo

account for the meaning of such terms as s u& dominant,
stt/j-mediunt, &c. Why, then, could not Day have pro-

ceeded to develop the idea that because every scale has in

' Preface 10 " Rudimenti Of Harmony," by G. A. Macfarren, i860.
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itself strong melodic dominant and subdominant ten-
dencies, therefore the key established by that scale is

harmonically capable of so expanding itself in either
dominant or subdominant direction as to almost become
a new key, but can be saved from entirely overbalancing
ils tonality by preserving its ran individual characteristics

amongst those of its two closely allied attendant keys ?

Having laid the foundation for his theory in some such
manner as this, Day could have gone on building up his
system of roots, and derived his psychical scries depending
thereon, not from mistaken observation of natural phenomena,
but from the unquestionable teaching of musical history.

Here a^\u the keen scimion of Sir George Macfarrcn seems
to have grasped the real truth of the matter ; for he thus in-

troduces Day's; cxposit ion of (he "Modern, Free, or Chro-
matic Style "— I quote from the opening of his Third Royal
Institution Lecture: "The first glimmer of the modern
style of music was, perhaps, the discovery of the peculiar
tonal relationship which exists between the Ionic and domi-
nant with the concords which accompany llicin 111 every key

;

and the next ray of light that gleamed upon the then narrow
horizon of musical theory must have been that of another
relationship between every tonic and its subdominant."
These remarks are intended to bear reference to the early

use made of the dominant and tonic triads for a full close or
perfect cadence ; of the tonic and dominant triads for a half-

close or imperfect cadence ; and of the subdominant and
tonic triads for 2 plagal cadence. In this way, Professor
Macfarren goes on to show that certain notes of the key were
selected for e.rctpt ivmti treatmod. The reason for such selec-

tion doubtless lay in the fact that they bear the primary, or
mode-defining triads of the key

; and by their constant use in

musical punctuation, as the tonal completion of rhythmical
periods and sentences, the ear began to get accustomed to

tiie formula of the bass part rising a fourth, or falling a fifth.

Thus, the perfect cadence may he fairly described as the real

origin of all subsequent f-sydiicai f-rrccption of roots. The
Perfect Cadence especially, for the simple reason that this is

the only formula in which the former of the two cadcntial

triads will bear tonally the super- addition of discords (such
as the seventh, ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth).

The Plagal Cadence remains now very much in the same
form in which it was used by Josquin de Fres and the early
composers— viz., a plain s.ibildininaiit triad, followed by a

tonic triad. Mr. C. E. Stephens asks :
" Why did not Day

make use of the subdominant (instead of the supertonie) as
one of his three roots "

? This question can only be asked so
long as the absurd references to the natural harmonic series

are retained—because the subdominant "generates" a true
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perfect fifth, whilst tiie supertonic does not. The real answer
to the question is this : the tonic occupies the central position

in modern three-fold tonality, whereas, if the subdominant
were made a root bearing a psychical superstructure of con-

cords and discords like that built on the dominant, a new and
fourth element would be imported into the tonal system—viz.;

tiie characteristic discords of a kcvlving at the distance of a
major ninth below the tonic. By this means, the central and
parent position of the tonic key would be lost sight of—unless,

indeed, a fifth e!emeut could lie imported on rile dominant
side—viz., the characteristic discords of a key lying at the
distance of a major ninth above the tonic. Manifestly this is

going too far ; therefore, the reason why the supertonic is

chosen as a root in preference to the subdominant is this

:

the supertonic is the dominant of the dominant key, and its

psychical series introduces the characteristic concords and
discords of the dominant key, whilst the tonic is the domi-
nant of the subdominant key, and its psychical series intro-

duces the characteristic concords and discords of the sub-

dominant key. Thus the cycle of three-fold tonality is

complete, and the central and parent position of the tonic is

maintained and preserved.

I may say here, that since writing the foregoing paragraph
1 have had the privilege of discussing this matter with Mr.
Stephens, and I find that his idea of a root is not the same
as mine. His psychical series does not extend beyond the

fifth, consequently his roots partake more or less of a tonic

character, whereas the Day roots possess strong dominant
tendencies. Accordingly, Mr. Stephens' subdominant root

would be identical with the subdominant section of Day's
field of three -fold tonality.

It is now time to account for the discords contained in the

psychical series B. This can only be done by patient

reference to the teaching of mutual history. Let the student
be supplied with a well graduated series of exampl, s from
early writers, such as Josquin de Pres, Monteverde, Pales-

trina, Byrde, Morley, Gibbons, and others, which will illus-

trate how dominant' sevenths and ninths were first used, with
;md without " preparation." S< mid li ing like tlii- l:;t=. already

been accomplished by Dr. John Mullah, in his course of

lcrluri's delivered at the Royal institution in 1862, and by
Dr. C. Hubert Parry, in his article on " Harmony," previously

referred to; and few will dispute the great interest si:ch

examples are capable of awakening in a student's mind.
These are realities., whilst the doctrine of fundamental dis-

cords prepared by nature is but a myth. The subsequent
use of the unprepared eleventh and thirteenth can, of course,

be well exemplified from the works of later composers,
Purcell, Bach, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Wagner, and so on.
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The value of such a proposed collection of extracts from
composers' works, as a means of teaching historically the

origin, growth, and development of the psychical series B
cannot be over-estimated. A book of this kind would be to

the musical student very much what Mayor's well-known
" First Greek Reader " is to the public school-boy. Probably
had such a book existed some forty or fifty years ago, we
should never have been troubled with the many inconsis-

tencies and fallacies arising from the physiological side of

Day's Theory of Harmony.
1 have already referred to Mr. Prout's suggestion for deriving

the so-called artificial or diatonic concords and discords from
tonic, dominant, and supertonic roots. It is scarcely neces-

sary, however, to go beyond the dominant root for their

derivation, and this, too, can be proved and illustrated his-

torically by the frequent use of that note as a Pedal Bass.

But too often in harmony books the pedal bass is described
and treated as a note altogether foreign to the chords and
harmonies used above it

;
whereas, the truth is, the dominant

has always been unconsciously regarded by composers as
being the root or ground-tone of those chords (belonging to

the key) which it has served to accompany. It is the Tonic
Pedal which always has the effect of a drone bass—i.e., of a
holding note in the lowest part, which is more or less foreign

to the harmonies used above it. This is manifest at once by
comparing Burney's example from Hucbald, quoted by
Dr. C. Hubert Parry, with an ordinary Tonic Pedal to a

Two triads of every major scale bear diatonically major
sevenths—viz., those of the tonic and subdominant. Both
these discords can satisfactorily be derived from the domi-
nant root, the latter obviously so:—

hul Ihcre is another explanation for their use and treatment
—not at all contrary to Day's ilus^ficatio:!—which may
P' ii.b:ino- help lo remove one of the difficulties raised by
Mr. Stephens during the discussion which followed Mr.
Prout's paper of Match 5th. It is this:—On listening :o
the following phrase, there is no difficulty whatever in ac-
counting for the second note in the melody as an ordinary,
very ordinary, passing-note ;

—
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Now, please listen to the opening bars of a beautiful four-part

song for men's voices by Sir Arthur Sullivan ;—

No stir iso'erlhe lake Its pala walch keep - lag,

>m-
The fourth and fifth chords in the first bar clearly show that

the descending leading note in the highest part must have
originated in the composer's mind as a passing-note, the

mere fact of the reiteration of the note DJ, which would in

another place have been sustained, not altering its character

in the least. But there are four notes struck together on
each of the last two quavers in the bar, and four notes

sounded together constitute a chord, which can be taken out

of its surroundings, and be presented to the ear as a solitary

abstract combination—nay, it can be used with other sur-

roundings—but its good effect will depend upon the likeness

which these new environments bear to the old setting.

Hence, it is possible, in every good use made of these two
triads with major sevenths superadded, to account for the dis-

cords as being derived from passing notes, even though they be
used where ordinary passing notes are not admitted—viz., on
the principal accent in the bar.

Mr. Stephens' second specimen of chords not reco^nisral or

explained by Dr. Day is a very familiar combination used

by Haydn in " The Representation of Chaos " from his
" Creation."
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The second chord in this extract is not only easily explained,

but it also confirms Day's notion of threefold tonality

in a remarkable .way. Obviously, its three lowest notes
come from a dominant root G ; whilst its highest note
FS can readily be traced to a supertonic origin. No better

or clearer example could be brought forward, to illustrate the
inttrnnijii^liiiij of (wo distinct psvci'.ical series; the root of
each being plainly discernible to the ear, whilst the actual

combination of sounds heard suffers no confusion whatever
from the fact that there remain behind many tmselected

notes belonging to cither series, capable of producing, if used,
the most hideous conflict of dissonance.

Mr. Prout very wisely advocates the use of the complete

psychical series B upon supertonic and tonic, as well as
upon dominant roots. It is not easy to see the reason why
Day and Macfarren so strictly confined the use of the eleventh
to the: dominant root only, when it is evident that several

chords, even in Mozait's works, can only be explained as
supertonic cir tnnic elevenths. Again, why should the use of

the augmented sixth lie limited only to the minor sixth and
minor second of the key ? These two privileged bass notes
are respectively a semitone above the dominant and tonic,

both i>: which in t'ie major key Iiear major triads. Why
cannot an augmented sixth be used w;th equally good i '.'-i t

on the semitones above the bass notes bearing other major
tuads— via., 0:1 that above the supertonic bearing its chro.

matic concord in both major and minor keys, and on that
above the subdominant in a major key only ? An augmented
sixth on the minor third of a key—viz., on that note which
lies a semitone above the supertonic, and another on the
diminished fifth of a key—viz., on that note which lies a semi-
tone above the subdominant, might both be objected to, as

disturbing the notation of Day's chromatic scale. But the
objection is not a real one. As a double-root chord, the
augmented sixth is an extreme example of the three-fold

tonality 111 music, and the two additional augmented sixths

I have suggested, simply extend the three-fold tonality one
" remove in both dominant and subdominant directions, by
introducing notes r.harp.cl eristic of these more distant keys.

Whilst on the subject of Day's notation of the chromatic
scale, it is well to bear in mind that on page 84 of the third

edition of " A Compendium of Practical Musick," by Chris-

topher Simpson, published in 1678, the chromatic scale is

written exactly as Day writes it, with the exception of the

flattened supertonic—which is omitted altogether—there
being a whole tone between the first two degrees of Simp-
son's chromatic scale. Considerable objection has been
made to Day's theory, because in his chromatic chords, flats

are used, where sharps would be perhaps more simple and
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Apart from the question of "saving an accidental" it is

argued that the augmented fifth of G (D£) should be used,
because it leads more naturally up to the E, and this

augmented fifth is felt to possess such a sensitively ascending
character, that a flat looks utterly out of place—because it

does not convey to the eye the upward tendency of the note it

represents. Precisely so. The objection can only be an
optical one. Acoustically, E[> is a sharper note than D£ and
is therefore the truer note to write, in order to satisfy the ear

;

but as this answer opens up the graver question of founding
our theory on one system of tuning and our practice upon
another, it can be argued that as D£ and E? are the same
sound on the pianoforte keyboard ; in the chord of the minor
thirteenth on G, Ej is the preferable note to write, because it

occupies ihe nidu^l plru: K upon the staff, and is therefore

optically higher than Djt I

A few words on Mr. Stephens' " Shake Test " may not be
out of place here 1

—

Mr. Siepl

As a test of propriety, or e'

f confess I can see no difficulty. We all know that a

shake is only made on some note of the harmony ; hence

Mr. Stephens' two notes, CJ and Djf, would be the major

thirds of the roots A and B respectively, the music would
pass through the two keys of D minor and E minor, and the

leading note and tonic of each of these keys would be the

two notes used in the shake. The passage written in

Dr. Day's notation would not modulate. It would be

entirely in the key of C. Db is minor ninth of C, and would

shake with E> a whole tone above it ; ED is minor thirteenth

of G the dominant note, and would shake with Ft] a whole
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lone above it, and the minor seventh of its root. Or, if

Mr. Stephens insists upon having a semitone shake for each
note, and also chooses to accompany the passage as he writes

it, with chords belonging to one key only ; then we must
regard that one key as G major, and derive the C)f from a

supertonic root A, falling back upon " expedient false nota-

tion " for the note D$—a licence which in no way contradicts

its true generic origin.

Mr. Prout's suggestions as to the removal of the well-

known restrictions of the use of the mediant chord, of the

tonic chord following that of the supertonic, and of the 5

chord on other basses than those of the dominant, tonic, and
supertonic, must meet with entire sympathy and approval
from all musicians who desire to see Day's work so modified

as to be able to retain its position as a modern educational

text-book. Here again a book of illustrations will be much
needed, if students are to be properly taught how to avail

themselves of such licence with advantage.
It will always appear strange that the same pen which

could forbid the use of the mediant triad should allow the
minor ninth to be heard with the octave of the root in an
upper part. Yet this very harsh combination of sounds
would appear to be not only sanctioned, but admired, if we
may form such an opinion from the following passage in the

first number of the second part of " King David " :

—

But enough has been said on both sides of the question,

and the sum and substance of this paper can be stated in a
very few words. It is briefly this : Day's book as it stands
at present cannot be defended, because its pretended
physiological basis is unreal and untrue; but it is possible to
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sweep away the worthless part, and retain—with certain

modifications— all that cleverly conceived classification of

chords which has proved itself of such great use in the past,

and which may—with proper care—hold its own against the
many theories (?) of harmony which from time to time appear
in publishers' catalogues. That the Day Theory of Harmony
needs simplification in its exposition, and presentation in a
more attractive and popular style, is most evident, especially

to those who have been obliged to teach it ; but that this can
be done, and that it is worth doing, and that the doing of it

can be justified, confirmed, and exemplified by a book of
practical illustrations consisting of extracts from composers
of all ages since harmony first began, is also undeniable, and
if this paper be in any small measure a help to the recon-

struction, improvement, and retention of the purified Day
Theory as a valuable and well-tried educational medium
amongst us, the time taken for its preparation, reading, and
discussion will not have been expended in vain.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.— Ladies and gentlemen, I am sure you all

anticipate, as I do, the passage of arms that we may look
forward to between our friends Mr. Front and Mr. Stephens,

recollecting, as many of you do, the admirable and interesting

episode that occurred a few months ago. It is a subject of

which this Association does well I am sure to encourage the

discussion, and it has a thorough bearing on the practical

side of music. It is a matter of immense importance to all

teachers and students, and it is of course extremely desirable

for us as musicians that we should lie able to give to our pupils
a reason for the faith that is in us. The modern teaching of

harmony now assumes enormous proportions, and a valuable
text-book is a thing to which we cannot attach too much
importance. I may say that I myself, as I said before, have
always derived great help from the theory of Day, enunciated
as it was by Macfarren, although I cordially aj^ree with the

lecturer that it is a book that does not present the subject in

an altogether attractive form, and has at least a depressing

influence on young beginners. There is a very great contrast
between the way in which the rules are laid down in that
book and as laid down in the admirable and easy text book
by the late Sir John Goss. That book did not pretend at all

to found the teaching of harmony on any scientific basis. He
took music as he found it and explained it as best he could,

and I must confess as far as that book goes it is a most
admirable and easy book from which tn tc;'.ch beginners. In the
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position I hold at the Royal College of Music it has been my
duty to draw up a course for the teaching of harmony, and I

have been compelled to adopt that book for the lower grades.
We divide our teaching into five grades, and I have been also

equally compelled to go to Professor M acfarrcn to supplement
that. If we could only arrive at a book which would roll the
two into one and also bear the light of discussion and teaching
it would be a very valuable thing.

Mr. Chahi.hs K. Stephens.— 1 would point out first of all

that Day's theory is pre-eminently one of deduction. He
starts with three roots and he deduces his harmonics from
them. Dr. Pearce retained the word "root " throughout the
whole of liia argument, but wishes to wipe away the whole of

the superstructure, and to assign to a psychological basis

that which Day attributes to tins physical. If Dr. Pearce is

right in this matter it should at once do away with the term
root ; there is no meaning in the " root " of a chord if yon do
not adopt the deductions. Now my aim being to show that

the Day theory should be altogether discarded. I must as

In it- fly as possible recapitulate some of what I consider to be
its besetting errors. First of all as to tonality. Tonality in

his system consists of harmonics on the tonic, the supeitomc,
and the dominant, introducing a new element into the key, or

rather many new elements, as they cover the whole of the
chromatic scale. On the last occasion, when J asked what
tonality consisted of, all 1 could really gather from the reply
was that tonality is the chromatic scale—that is to say, that

tonality comprises every chord of which the chromatic scale

might form a part. I, as you know, advocated, on the contrary,
that the true principle of tonality is confined to harmonics on
the tonic, dominant, and subdominant. Now i wish to again
show you the great importance of the subdominant—the
same ground I threw out the last time— in determining the

key. Of course the Dayites agree with me that the sub-
dorninant is ignored as a root in his theory. What is there
in his theory lluit so indicates tlio tonality of any particular

key as 1 can show you, by the most simple process, that the
tonic, dominant, and subdominant do ? Dr. Pearce has very
cleverly shown us that the lower tetrachord of the key of C
is the upper tetrachord of the key of F, and the upper tetra-

chord of the key of C is the lower tetrachord of the key of G.
Which are the two notes that keep us to the key of C in this

process ? The Fh and the Be). This cannot be denied for a

moment. And so strongly do these two notes, derived from
the dominant and subdominant, indicate the kev, that they
alone are sufficient, or would be sufficient to do so but for the
circumstance of there In jug the key of A minor, which also
contains those notes. But take also the dominant root of the
key of C, and those three notes absolutely denote the key in
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which you are. Now the chromatic scale conveys no notion
of tonality to my mind, but the diatonic scale does, viz. :

—

No one can feel that to be any other than the key of C, and
you need not have all the notes. So strongly do the dominant
and the subdominant indicate the key that they do it even
in the absence of the tonic itself, viz. :

—

These notes, or even

are sufficient to clearly establish the tonality of C. Further-
more, as 1 said last time, I maintain that as the subdominant
is so essentially a root in the key, it must he of truthful

intonation with the tonic, and we have the indisputable fact

that Dr. Day's theory never supplies us with a subdominant
of true pitch at all. You may say I am going outside the

Mr. Prout.—On the matter of pitch; we dismissed all

that.

Mr. Stephens.—Then I will go to the childish days of
instruction, the early days, and show you the formula which
a child is taught to play after its scales. I will endeavour to
play the scale as like a child as I possibly can, and I will

then show you the old formula with which it concludes, which
is intended lo show the chief harmonies of the key, and does
so in the most successful manner ; also teaching another thing
at that early stage of study—viz., a proper use of the chord
of f. This is the formula to which I refer

—
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Are not the triads there used especially to impress on the

child's mind the key in which he or she is ? The subdominant
not being a root in Day's theory, the advocates of that

system must teach another formula on Day's roots of the

tonic, supertonic, and dominant, and their child of the future

must play thus:

—

These are the roots of the Day key ; you cannot get out of it.

Mr. Pbout.—We are perfectly content with it.

Mr. Stephens.— If it comes to that we shall have another
" Innocents' Day," besides that in the Calendar! I am not
allowed to refer to Mr. Prout, I believe; but on the last

occasion he said that the various pitches of notes of the same
name, but derived in Day's theory from different roots, are
practically identical. Now Dr. Pearce claims that it was the

psychical and not the physical aspect of Day's theory that
Il-iI t "'.<.! analysing mind of Professor Macfarren to love it and
to devote himself to it so much as he did. From intimate

acquaintance with Dr. Macfarren I have it in my power to

disabuse Dr. Pearce of any such notion. Professor Macfarren,
so far from seeking to rid himself of the physical side of Day's
theory, insisted upon it to the very extreme. In my diagram
li! ]-.-: (see page 1 10), in the third example, the notes E and C, as
il. riv^l from the tonic, the supcrtonic, and the dominant roots,

vary in pitch with each derivation, and Professor Macfarren,
so far from discarding the physical side, said to me in the

most deliberate and positive manner that he believed that if

our ears were not vitiated by compromises in pitch, we should
feel that with the varying root the distance between the
so-called major thirds should be in each case different, and
he maintained that if we were to study true intonation we
should demand that they should so vary. Now let me show
you as briefly as I can what that leads to. My figures here
represent the ratios

;
they are put in rather high numbers to

avoid fractions. If E to C from the tonic root is from
the supertonic root it would be and from the dominant
root it would be ff. Let me call your attention to these
extraordinary variations in pitch. Assuming these figures to

represent vibrations, in the second case you see the difference

is= eighteen vibrations, but in the last it is only twelve. Who-
ever says thai those two are practically identical, really I

cannot understand it at all. If I owed such an one eighteen
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guineas and offered him twelve, I wonder whether he would
consider them " practically identical."

Mr. Prout.—May I interrupt for one minute ? To save
time, may I tell you that I have given a great deal of thought
since I read my paper to this very point, which it occurred
to me at the time was the only point which Mr. Stephens
scored against me. I fully admit the discrepancy ; I agree
with him it is a weak point of the system. Yet show I to

you a more excellent way. I think 1 can dispense with it.

Mr. Stephens.—Dr. Pearce has endeavoured to meet my
point here. This chord

—

is one not recognised in the Day theory at all, and Dr.
Pearce's explanation does not meet the difficulty in the
slightest degree. He gives you an example in which it would
be treated as a passing note. Of course f knew how very
readily that argument would be laid hold of, and I made my
example so that it was impossible to claim it on that ground.
Dr. Pearce cannot claim that that note B is in any way
referable to a passing note.

Mr. Stephens.—That may amount to a criticism on my
example. You may say that is a bad use of it, but I maintain
it is not so, and yet that it cannot be referred to a passing
note. It is simply part of a chord, a chord totally unrecog-
nised and unacknowledged by Dr. Day. With regard to

that chord in the " Chaos " Overture, I need not occupy much
time now. I know all the notes can be derived from two
roots, but the chord is never catalogued in Dr. Day's work
at all. He admits of C, D, and El?, but not B in the chord.

Dr. Pearce.—That is one modification we have to suggest.

Mr. Stephens.— I admit that you have nine notes to

choose from, but Dr. Day does not admit the B. With
regard to my ^iiakir tost, I mainUm that it is (;mte conclusive
on the subject of the Day theory. The explanation of Dr.
Pearce, or, if he will excuse my saying so, the subterfuge of

a modulation to screen Dr. Day, does not meet my objection

in the slightest degree. I wrote that passage according to

Day's notation, in the key of C, and I accompany it first by
the chord on 6-4 on G, then with the second inversion of the
chord of the tonic minor ninth, then with the chord of the
dominant seventh, and then with the chord of the domi-
nant minor thirteenth. I was accused last time of torturing

this into a question of passing notes. It is not a question of
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torturing it, because the ear will receive those notes precisely

with the same impression whichever way we choose to write
them ; but when I also make use of auxiliary notes, these tell

you what note is written. It is all very well to say that these

shakes sound badly
;
they only sound badly when Dr. Day's

Mr. Prout.—Dr. Day never wrote them like that, and
would not.

Mr, Stephens.- But it is quite clciir that they make his

adherents shake, for all that. Is not that shake on E flat, in

this case, intolerable? Yet I think that Professor Maciarren
said he preferred it to that, in the ordinary natation, on D
sharp. I think it is wrong to object altogether to taking a
physical and mathematical view of the theory of our art and
to leave everything to psychology, because the result of that

is that everyone may then invent his own system, and say ;

" Mine is quite as good as yours, and better too." That is

not what we want. 1 have shown you by deduction from the

three triads which I consider constitute tonality how the
notes which form the whole of our diatonic scale result. That
fact alone seems to me to be sufficient to show that a physical
basis must be to a certain extent admitted in our art. Dr.
Fcarce objects to the derivation of the diatonic scale from
Nature. I have shown you that Nature gives it to us. It is

also said with regard to the " chord of Nature," that we need
not derive it from Nature, but may take it as the growth of

experience and knowledge, a psychological thing rather than
physical one. Now when the monochord, the open tube,

the bell, .ill supply you «ith these very identical F.icls, I do
not see how we can in our musical system ignore them. Dr.
I'earce says that these roots cannot produce a major third.

Of course we know literally that the major third is not a
major third from the ground tone, but octaves arc replicates,

and when we get into the thud octave we have there out
major third. Then let me p^int out to you that the triaii,

the i hord of Nature as it is aptly termed, supplies us icith

every eumonant interval in music. You get the minor third

I- ;>..;r. \. ,n:r. (j. tin- *-
, .>: rhint between C and F.. the

perfi v t fourth between G and C, the perfect fifth between C
and G. the minor sixth detween K am: C. and thf> ma or sixth

between G and E. There you have the whole system of

concords, all from that one chord of Nature. With such facts

as these, and with the extraordinary relation between musical
sounds and arithmetic—viz., that with every aliquot division

of a String we have a nodal point, and that between those

nodal points there is absolutely nothing similar to be got from
the string—can we ignore Nature's own teaching in forming
our theories of art ? It is true we are obliged to submit them
ta modification to meet difficulties which, as musicians, we
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all very well know, and which would prevent anything from
being written in music unless we can establish a cycle of

keys. In order to do that we are obliged to admit of certain

compromises. We know that the roots themselves do not
notes that are perftilly in tune with every note of the

scale, nor can we possibly get them so; for if we adjust in

one place we throw out in another. But I think with that

marvellous coincidence that exists between arithmetic and
the nodal points in music we cannot altogether ignore some-
thing of a physical basis for our art. I have before me two
gentlemen with whom I am the very best of friends. Dr.
Pearce very often honours mc by playing music of mine for

that instrument of which he is so great a master, and one
of my least intolerable pianoforte works has been dedicated
to my friend, Mr. Prout, so I trust we are in sympathy as
musicians, however wc may differ as theorists. Our object

here is simply to elicit truth, not to cast ridicule on each
other. I fully appreciate the temperate and kind way in

which Dr. Pearce has put forward his views, and 1 hope I

have not acted improperly in staling as 1 have done the

antagonistic opinions which I still feel compelled to hold with
regard to this theory.

Mr. Prout.—Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I shall

not detain you any longer than ! can possibly help, but I

cannot begin what few words I have to say without saying
how thoroughly interested I have been in Dr. Pearce's paper,
with a great deal of which I most cordially agree. I should
like to say a few words first of all about that paper, and then a
few words in reply to some things which have fallen from my
friend Mr. Stephens. I do not think I can altogether agree
with Dr. Pearce as to the discarding of the natural series

entirely, because he thinks it unquestionably is open to
objection. Dr. Pearce has not quite convinced me as to its

being open to so much objection as he made out. I mean he
says first that there is no interval above the root nearer than
the octave. Of course there is not, as the second note of the

harmonic series is the octave, the note produced by halving

the string ; but for all practical purposes the various octaves
of the root are identical—for harmonic purposes, at all events—
so that although we do not get the major third from the

actual root itself, we get it from the third octave of the root,

the notes of the interval being the fourth and fifth of the
harmonic series. Then we get the perfect fifth (the ratio 2 to

3) and other intervals, although not from the lowest funda-

mental note, but from the octaves; therefore, 1 do not see

that we are called upon to discard that series. But there is

a practical difficulty which has been forced upon me a
great deal, I will at once admit, since I read the paper to you
three months ago on Day's theory with some modifications
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that I bad the honour of proposing before you then. There
is a practical difficulty with some of the upper harmonics

—

some of them being so out of tune compared with the

tempered scale. I have felt that much, especially after the
one point that I think Mr. Stephens scored off me in the

discussion last time; that is the point with regard to these

three intervals C to E, which he has been taking. I will give

him that with a great deal of pleasure. I admit there is a

great deal of discrepancy between Ji';. £ \, and jj.ji.

Mr. Stephens.—The last is one less than a minor third.

Mr. Prout.—You are quite right, a minor third would be

JS- instead of JJ. Now I am perfectly willing to admit the

.iiseiepaucy that there is there, but fortunately the dis-

crepancy is not one. that it is not possible to overcome. 1

have not time to go at length into some further modi lie a; ions

of the system that have been suggested to me since 1 read

the paper to you before, which 1 am or.ly sorry did not occur

to me sooner, because [hey simplify the matter t-cry much
indeed ; but I may say that I see a way, and a very simple
iiviv indeed, to explain all these chords, discarding altogether

the eleven:;: and thirteenth harmonics, which are the two notes

so much out of tune, and which just make those particular

discords that our friend Mr. Stephens objects to. I quite

agree with Dr. Pearce's diagram that he gives us here, the B
diagram, that is to say, as building up the chords from their

roots by thirds, the psychical series [think Dr. Pearce calls

it, not the physical. To pnl (ho thing in a very few words,
the mollification that I would suggest is to take everything up
to the minor ninth, which is the next nearest note to the

seventh, as we build up by thirds, as a primary harmonic of

the root, the major third being the fifth harmonic, the perfect

fifth heing the third harmonic, the minor seventh the seventh
harmonic, the minor ninth the seventeenth harmonic, all of

them prime numbers, and only one at all out of tune, the
minor seventh, and that is only one vibration in sixty-four.

Mr. Stephens.— I do not think the seventeenth is in tune,

Mr. Prout.—Yes, just as much as the sixteenth, the

difference is-^i,; 1 have worked that out carefully. That is to

say, taking the two notes in the lower octaves it would be less

than a quarter of a vibration in a second, and not more than
one vibration in a second on middle C.
Mr. Stephens.—You have to arrive at this by jumping to

the seventeenth from the seventh. There are other prime
numbers before you get to that.

Mr. Prout.— I am aware of that. Mr. Stephens might as

well ask me why we jump up to the fifth harmonic before we
take the third. I suppose he does that himself in making his

chords. I take the seventeenth harmonic because the minor
ninth is the next nearest note -to the minor seventh, not
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because it is t lit: next harmonic. Therefore I take the

harmonic whkh gives the minor null h. So far I have taken

nothing but primary harmouii s. and :d] prime nn

m

Ik-is, three,

five, seven, anil seventeen, but with prime numbers I go
no higher at all now. Instead of taking the harmonics of C
now I am going to take everything above those as harmonics
of G. G is itself a harmonic of C, the third harmonic, and
therefore I am going to take now secondary harmonics and
work with them, taking exactly the same four harmonics of G
as I have already taken from C, and 1 can get the rest of the

chord from them. You will see the advantage in a moment—
the major ninth is the third harmonic of G (therefore the

ninth harmonic of C) and it is perfectly in tune. Mr.
Stephens will admit thai. Then foi the. eleventh, instead of

taking it as the elevenlh harmonic tif C, or in the next octave

the twenty-second harmonic of C, I take the F as the seventh

harmonic of G, or the twenty-first harmonic of C. What do
1 gain by that? In the first place, it is perfectly in tune with
13? and is a perfect fifth above the seventh.

Mr. Stephens.—The Uj is out of tune.

Mr. Proot.—Very little, and it is the only note that is out
of tune at all. If 1 take the F as the eleventh harmonic of

C it is ^ too sharp. Now, taking it as the seventh of G it is

only j,^ too flat instead of being J3 too sharp. In a similar

wa\ the minor ; hirteen t h is perfectly in tunc, it is t lie seventeenth
harmonic of G just as is the seventeenth of C. The major
thiileenth instead of be in;; I lie thirl eenth harmonic of C or

the twenty-sixth, is the ninth harmonic of G Or the twenty-
seventh of C, m'.'l therefore instead of being one part in forty

too flat it is only one in eighty too sharp. So that thus we
derive everything up to the minor ninth from the primary har-

monics, and everything above the minor ninth from the

secondary harmonics in all the chords ; anil this gets over the

objection that in the common chord of the subdominant you
do not have the notes in tune, because F and C are a perfect

fifth to one another instead of being in the ratio of seven to

eleven. We also get over the liilhcukv as to the exceptional

character of the chord of the augmented sixth, which is some-
times said to have two roots, though more correctly it is a com-
bination of the primary and secondary harmonics of its root.

On the system I am proposing now every chord above the minor
ninth is compounded of primary and secondary harmonics;
and the chord ol tile augmented sixth follows the general

rule, instead of being an exception. I think that at all

events is a very much simpler explanation, and it gets over a

great difficulty because of its doing away with all these note:,

so much out of tune ; and I have only one note at all out of

tune, and that perceptibly the least out of tune of the three
we have been discussing, one, the eleventh, is 3

l

2
too sharp, the
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thirteenth is A too flat. Discarding these the only one I keep
the least out of tune is the minor seventh, which is ^ only too

flat, Everything else except that one note is in tune. Just one
word about those shakes which exercised Mr. Stephens' mind
so greatly. lie talks about making these unhealthy shakes,

and I am very thankful to him for bringing the matter up
again. One is not always very quick when an assault is

sprung upon you, and when you get attacked unexpectedly
and do not know what is going to be said about your paper
or system, you are not always prepared with the best answer
at the moment. Sometimes it occurs to you five minutes
afterwards ; then you say to yourself—" Dear me, how stupid I

was I" I did not, at the moment when Mr. Stephens came
down upon me with a perfect battery of heavy artillery three

months ago always see the best answer to make, but I am
perfectly clear now about the answer lo everything, except
that one matter about the three thirds, C to E, which I have
already told you I surrender ill discretion, because I have a

much better way out of it—the adoption of the secondary
harmonics, which simplifies die whole matter. Hut with
regard to the shakes, will Mr. Stephens Lake the diatonic

scale of seven notes as the definition of a key ? if he does that

he wants to take us back to the mediaeval twilight of Palcstrina,

when the scale consisted of seven notes. He wants to take us

back 300 years into the twilight of the middle aires, and Dr.

Pearce and I want to bring you out into the clear light of

Day. The result as to these shakes- unquestionably is thai if

I were going to write this passage I certainly should think of

the note as D>, but I should write it as C$. That is a simple
matter of expedient notation of the note wlien making a shake
upon it, and if I think of it as Dj I do not make the shake
with El> but with D.

Mr. Stephens.— Then would you shake on the E[>

with Ft* ?

Mr. Prout.— No. I answer that question by asking Mr.
Stephens another. As a matter of expediency as 1 say we
write CJf and Dl when the discord resolves a semitone up,

but I say that this note is really , and that its resolution

is a chromatic semitone up. If you have a discord, and you
are going lo resolve it a chromatic semitone up instead of a

diatonic semitone, is there any reason why the note of the

shake should be a diatonic semitone instead of a chromatic ?

(Mr. Stephens: Oh!) It is not customary as a matter of
notation—it is all very well to say oh, and I am Quite aware
you will not find it written so. Nobody who is not a candi-
date for Cohmy J faith would write it so; but it is simply a

question of practical expediency. If Mr. Stephens ran give

me any valid reason that will hold water why it is impossible

to make a shake with a chromatic semitone as well as with a
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diatonic semitone, though, as a matter of expediency, one
would write it the other way, I can only say I should be very
glad to hear it. But that would be the explanation I should
give—in the cases where the resolution is a chromatic semi-
tone up we shake with the chromatic semitone, where the
resolution is a diatonic semitone we shake with a diatonic
semitone up. There was just one point which was raised

by Dr. Peatce, who cited the augmented sixth as not being
confined to the two degrees of the scale on which Day and
Macfarren put them, and suggested we could also have them
on the semitone above tin; ^upci'lonic, that is to say, on the

E> in the key of C, and on the semitone above the sub-
dominant—viz., on Gt*. The only objection I see to that is

that it will bring more than twelve notes into the key. If you
have Cf within the key you cannot then have D? in the same

Dr. Pearce.—It will not necessarily cause these two notes

to be heard in the same passage.

Mr. Prout.— I do not sec how you can keep in the key of

C. I am afraid in that case we do not exactly agree in

defining what constitutes a key. If keeping in the key of C
you get C| where already you have D?, that is the objection

to it to me.
Dr. Peabce.— It is an extreme case, I know. As I said in

my p;qi<;f it i> simply a question of tiiicc-fokl tonality rxk-Tid::d
" one remove " in hot:; domimint and siiiulnminaiit directions.

I am quite aware it does introduce notes out of the key, but
it is merely an extreme development of the doctrine of three-

fold tonality.

Mr. Stephens.—May I give an illustration of what I

understand to be your suggestion of a chord of extreme sixth

on the minor mediant, viz. :

—

I I? % % II

I think this quite practicable, but not on the system of Dr.
Day.

Dr. Pearce.—It seems to me, ladies and gentlemen, that

the chief point brought against my paper is my suggestion of

the rejection of the harmonic series as a basis for the study
of music. The idea is not an original one of mine I confess.

It is founded on the paper of Mr. Gerard F. Cobb, and I

really think that if most of you consult your former Proceed-
ings of this Association, and read that paper, many of you
will agree with me as to the advisability of rejecting the

harmonic series. I think we have had perhaps a little

example this afternoon of this tremendous account of high
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harmonics, and after the figures we have been listening to,

surely it is much easier to do away with the physical basis

altogether. Then Mr. Stephens brought forward a suggestion

that the well known formula after each scale should be this—

He wishes to introduce the subdominant as a root. If so I

do not see why this should not be used

—

or we might go a step further-

Mr. Stephens.— Poor innocents ! You would make them
\\':ij;::(;rs before they run.

Dr. Fearce.— I think that is all I have to reply to. Mr.
Stephens has already shown what I meant by the additional

chords of the augmented sixth.

The Chairman.—I think we may congratulate Mr. Stephens
on his great achievement of having caused Mr. Prout to

concede that point with regard to the differences of the ratios

of those three notes which certainly was a very awkward
point, and we must congratulate ourselves and be thankful

that this discussion should have caused Mr. Prout to think
the matter out, and to have made that clever and simple

suggestion which, after all, goes so well with the object of the

paper. The paper describes it as a modification of the Day
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theory, and this would be really an amplification oi or.e

portion of tin: Day theory—the double roots which I have
always looked upon as a valuable suggestion with regard to

the augmented sixth. For my Own part, 1 feel very much
inclined to desire that it should become a recognised feature

and a large feature in the Day theory. 1 cannot see myself,

if we are obliged to rly to the question i>l double rootv for sin ii

an important chord as the augmented sixth, why we should

not still further continue that system, ami thereby render it to

a certain extent more simple, inasmuch as we would get rid of

those very high discords—the eleventh and thirteenth—and
return to the practice, if not the theories of these who never
thought of mentioning any discord higher than the ninth.

Personally, I feel much indebted to the gentlemen who have
brought forward these various papers on [his subject. I do not
suppose we have got to the end of it, perhaps we shall never
get to (he end ; but if it assists to elicit the truth, and if it

brings forward such admirable papers as those which have
been read by Mr. Cobb. Mr. Stephens, and Mr. Tr^ut,

and Inst, but not least, by Dr. Pearce, I think it will be
rrnderiug great service to musical art, and that we as an
Association shall have every reason to tie proud of our
meetings. I will conclude by proposing a vote of thanks to

Dr. Hearee, and congratulate him on the excellent and lucid

way in which he has brought the subject forward.

Mr. Prout.—I most cordially second that.

Mr. Stephens proposed a vote of thanks to the Chairman,
which concluded the proceedings.
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